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ABSTRACT

This study engaged with the architecture of the ‘Initial Structure’ at Newman
College, 1915-1918, so as to establish this building’s place in the oeuvre of Walter
Burley Griffin (1876-1937). Griffin’s architecture at Newman College was
unparalleled in Melbourne yet it has never been the subject of a comprehensive
study. Further, a measure for Griffin’s creative method and architectural style has
not been developed to date although much scholarship has been devoted to the
identification of events and works in Griffin’s career. Furthermore a substantive
analysis of the architecture of Walter Burley Griffin was lacking that defined and
distinguished his work from that of the so-called ‘Prairie School’, and of Frank Lloyd
Wright.

Walter Burley Griffin was the conceptual designer of Newman College, while
Marion Mahony Griffin (1871-1961), his wife and architectural practice partner was
its facilitator. An evaluation of Griffin’s university education, 1895-1899, drew out
the compositional concepts of parti, types and architectonics, as his own preferred
means of working. Griffin’s mature style in the college design was also indebted to
his architectural practice and experiences in Chicago, 1899-1914. An initial
assumption in this study was that Griffin was eclectic, as were the American
predecessors he admired, Thomas Jefferson and Henry Hobson Richardson, as were
Griffin’s contemporaries, Louis Henri Sullivan and Frank Lloyd Wright. Thus the
sources of Griffin’s architectural ideas, elements, and methods of composition, have
been traced in this study.

American campus designs were surveyed and comparisons made with the other
three late 19th Century college buildings at the University of Melbourne to
distinguish Griffins’ innovations in college planning, construction and form at
Newman College. The description of the commissioning, committee-work and
program for the Newman College building revealed the social and political idealism
that linked Griffin with his supporters among Melbourne’s Roman Catholic
community. Griffin worked with ‘structure’ in mind, both compositional and
constructional. Particular partis, typologies and architectonic patterns have been
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identified in the compositional structures of the college building design. Similarly
Griffin’s adaptations of new and exploratory building techniques were investigated.

Griffin’s sources were not only American. He derived inspiration equally from
seminal European and Asian precedents, which provided instances of an underlying
compositional structure. In the architecture of Newman College the composite plans,
mixed construction techniques and materials, and richly layered forms allowed
Griffin scope to express ideal college purposes, spiritual universality, and organic
wholeness.
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PREFACE

During 1988 I was the Griffin Memorial Visiting Fellow to the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign inaugurating the Griffin Exchange Program between the
schools of architecture at UIU-C and the University of Melbourne. A Griffin
Exchange Program Committee was formed in 1993 to promote scholarship on the
architecture, landscape architecture and town planning of Walter and Marion
Griffin. Members of the Committee were drawn from the USA and Australia and
included myself. The Committee determined to hold two international symposia of
Griffin scholars. The first symposium took place at UIU-C in October 1997, with a
reciprocal symposium held at the University of Melbourne in October 1998.

By agreement the proceedings of the symposia were not published. The Committee
had already determined in 1993 however to produce two companion catalogues of
the Griffins’ works, in America, and in Australia plus India. The American volume
has not as yet been published but the Australia/India volume has been published as:

Turnbull, Jeff & Peter Y Navaretti (editors), The Griffins in Australia and India: the
complete works of Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin. Melbourne:
Miegunyah Press, 1998.

I was also the author of “A Reading of the Griffins’ early Australian Work”, one of
eight essays for the above volume. I also wrote citations for Newman College and
other Griffin works.

In addition I contributed an essay, “Dreams of Equity, 1911-1924”, in Anne Watson
(editor), Beyond Architecture: Marion Mahony and Walter Burley Griffin America
Australia India. Sydney: Powerhouse Publishing, 1998, pp 104-119.

This submission is the result of further study and analysis of the architecture of
Newman College, which eclipses my previous texts on the subject.
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METHODOLOGY

In recent years the Rector of Newman College, Father Peter l’Estrange, and the
college Librarians established an extensive archive, which is housed in a nearby
building. Significant primary sources were found in the Newman College Archive,
which included committee minutes, correspondence, essays by former Rectors on
the history of Newman College, early photographs of the building, and copies of the
Griffins’ presentation and contract drawings.1 There are no surviving conceptual
sketches, job files or journals for the Newman College commission. The events
surrounding the program and procurement of the college building and its fate were
researched and collated in Appendix A. My substantial collection of images is
shown in Volume 2 of this thesis.

Walter Burley Griffin produced a design for the college in August 1915. At this stage
the scheme consisted of a central Chapel with two symmetrically placed L-shaped
blocks either side. A further scheme dated November 1915 shows a single L-shaped
block. By December 1915 the Executive Building Committee decided to build only
one block, the ‘Initial Structure’, which was constructed between April 1916 and
March 1918. The Griffins’ garden design was also implemented [Frontispiece]. The
architect in association, Augustus Andrew Fritsch, attended briefings and meetings,
but otherwise did not participate. Both Walter and Marion Griffin were involved in
the design and construction of the Initial Structure but Marion credited Walter alone
with the design.

Of necessity the most substantial primary source for this thesis was Griffin’s Initial
Structure building itself. A basic assumption was that Griffin was eclectic in his
approach. I found that his Initial Structure building was a composite design of the
patterns he chose and adapted from various building sources. The building’s
simplicity and clarity facilitated my identification of its architectural patterns, which
enabled me to read the building like a text. Various patterns were thus recognized in
the building’s plans, elevations, construction and details. The precedents for these
patterns were investigated in published materials available to Griffin prior to July

                                                  
1 Marion placed the original presentation and contract drawings in American institutions.
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1915 when the sketch-plan design phase began. This procedure produced a network
of interrelated sources for Griffin’s architectural patterns and ideas. Many of his
precedents were simple black line diagrams.

Unexpectedly the architectural patterns or ideas that Griffin selected and adapted
for the design of Newman College were partis, types, or architectonics2 most often
found in the works of the following architects: Philibert de l’Orme (1510-1570),
Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), Henry Hobson Richardson (1838-1886) and Louis
Henri Sullivan (1856-1924). The works and writings of a small number of other
architects such as George Robinson Dean (1864-1919), Otto Wagner (1841-1918), and
Anatole de Baudot (1834-1915), also informed Griffin’s choices of architectural ideas
adapted for the design of the Initial Structure. The extent to which the works of
Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) influenced the architecture of Newman College
were treated as a distinct issue.

Other sources that informed Griffin’s design came from the medieval Gothic era in
Europe or conversely the first flourish of Buddhism in central India, 3rd Century BC.
Marion Mahony observed that: ‘in the work of radical architects we find constant
resemblance to the work of other men and other people even Oriental, Aztec,
Moorish, Japanese, Greek, Gothic and primitive’.3 Patterns from these stylistic
periods are present in the Newman College design prompting the thought that
Walter was a ‘radical architect’ in Marion’s estimation. In addition Marion repeated
in various sections of her memoirs that Walter was the ‘successor’ to Thomas
Jefferson, or the ‘successor’ to Louis Sullivan. Griffin also absorbed underlying
patterns or outlines from diagrams that illustrated particular architectural theories,
or engineering devices.

                                                  
2 The partis are the underlying architectural ideas; the type is the generic pattern for a particular
building function; the architectonic is the pattern imparted by the expression of the force of gravity on
the parts of a building. All were significant kinds of compositional pattern for Griffin.
3 Marion Mahony, “Architecture incomplete without town planning”, in “The Magic of America”,
Section IV, p 376.
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A preliminary reading of the Initial Structure suggested to a number of other
possible sources for patterns in Griffin’s design. The architecture of Expressionism,
Czech Cubism, de Stijl and Art Deco, the works of Tony Garnier, Antoni Gaudi, and
the furniture of Charles Rennie Mackintosh were investigated, but the patterns
identified in these works were not precedents for the Initial Structure. Indeed none
of these architectures were mentioned in Walter or Marion’s writings, neither were
they discussed in the books that survive in their office library or in the books and
magazines that they claimed to have read.

Theosophy was another possible source that was investigated. Hearsay in
Melbourne suggests that the unusual design of the Initial Structure at Newman
College came about because Griffin was a Theosophist. Although Theosophy had a
large following until the late 1920s the Griffins were never members of the
Theosophical Society.4 Evidence at the Elmhurst Historical Museum established that
the Griffin family belonged to the Congregationalist Christ Church, Elmhurst and
that Walter served on a building committee for this church during 1913.
Nevertheless Walter published an article in 1913 for the Theosophy Society
magazine, Advance Australia, which illustrated his 1909 house design for his brother,
Ralph Dustin Griffin [Figure 1]. In this article such topics as modern architecture and
the emergence of an Australian architectural style were discussed, but not the
philosophy of Theosophy. The one monograph available prior to 1915 that reviewed
Theosophical architecture was studied, namely, Claude Bragdon, The Beautiful
Necessity, 1910, but only one Bragdon diagram seemed to be a possible precedent for
the Newman College design with regard to the pinnacles around the dome.5

                                                  
4 James Weirick, “Spirituality and Symbolism in the Work of the Griffins” in Anne Watson, Beyond
Architecture, Sydney 1998, pp 79-82. In the history of the Theosophical Movement during the early 20th

Century no less a person than Charles Leadbeater, mentor to the ‘World Teacher’, Krishnamurti, led
the Australian Theosophists from a mansion at Mosman on Sydney Harbor. There is no evidence of
contact however between Leadbeater and the Griffins, certainly not before July 1915.
5 Claude Fayette Bragdon, The Beautiful Necessity: seven essays on Theosophy and architecture, second
edition, London 1923 (1910), has an occult medieval drawing of Milan Cathedral [Figure 120b].
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A complication emerged because during the early 1930s the Griffins joined Rudolf
Steiner’s breakaway Anthroposophical Society.6 Griffin subsequently employed
archetypal geometric patterns that he incorporated into the concrete tiles on the
walls of the Pyrmont Incinerator, Sydney, 1934-1936; they conveyed symbolic
meanings for the states of matter and the spirit.7 But in July 1915 the spiritual context
for Griffin was Transcendentalism as found in Congregationalist liturgy, not
Theosophy. Nevertheless it is very likely that Griffin was aware of the beliefs of the
Theosophists, and similarly enjoyed a drive toward simple geometric abstraction.8

                                                  
6 Steiner was involved in the Theosophical Movement but in 1908 and 1909 he lectured in Berlin on
the idea that Theosophy should embrace a more Humanistic and Christian theology. He founded the
new Anthroposophy in Dornach, Switzerland, during WW1.
7 Simon Reeves, “Incineration and Incantations”, in Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, pp 64-72, & Peter
Navaretti, “Pyrmont Incinerator, Sydney, NSW”, #3404-01, pp 341-343.
8 For example, the artists Mondrian, Kandinsky and Malevich during the first and second decades of
the 20th Century strove for abstraction in the context of their beliefs in Theosophy.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

In the Newman College Archive the minutes of the Executive Building Committee
meetings provided a vital resource for understanding aspects of the Initial Structure
design, but not all of the expected processes and circumstances of the commission,
program, sketch-plan and construction phases were recorded. Archbishop Daniel
Mannix (1864-1963) was chairman of both the Melbourne Roman Catholic Dioceses
tertiary college building committee and its College Requirements Sub-committee.9

According to custom his private papers were destroyed soon after his death in 1963,
hence archivists have assumed that the minutes of the College Requirements sub-
committee perished with his private papers.10

This Archive also holds the Donovan Papers. In May 1915 a Sydney lawyer, Thomas
Donovan (1843-1929), donated monies for rural-student bursaries on condition that
the Church raised funds for a new tertiary college at the University of Melbourne.
Donovan wrote many long letters to Archbishop Mannix, outlined in Appendix A,
hostile to the College Requirements Sub-committee’s brief and to Griffin’s design.
Ironically the derogatory terms Donovan used to describe elements of Griffin’s
design were helpful in the search for Griffin’s sources for the patterns of his
underlying structures and outlines.

Another invaluable primary source was an article written by Walter Burley Griffin
himself: “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, published in
The Advocate, the Melbourne Roman Catholic weekly newspaper, on Christmas Day
1915. The article, transcribed in full in Appendix B, is not well known and to date
has not been evaluated from a scholarly point of view. The article was organized
under three headings of ‘aesthetic’, ‘economic’ and ‘ethic’ considerations in which
Griffin discussed in lay terms a range of ideas and elements for the college design.
Griffin’s organization of his article followed that of Hugh Toler Booraem in his
Architectural Record article of 1908.11

                                                  
9 Archbishop Mannix chaired all of the sub-committees.
10 The Newman College Archive and the Roman Catholic Diocesan Archive at St Patrick’s Cathedral,
Melbourne, have no trace of the College Requirements sub-committee minutes and records.
11 Hugh Toler Booraem, “Architectural expression in a new material: practical and ethical problems in
design in reinforced concrete”, in Architectural Record, April 1908, pp 249-268, used similar topics to
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Published lectures by Griffin were also illuminating. When he first visited Australia
Griffin addressed architects in Sydney and Melbourne. The proceedings at both
venues were reported in Building, October 1913. At the Sydney architects’ dinner a
number of local identities spoke about town planning practice before Griffin was
invited to make a response. In a reverse procedure in Melbourne Griffin spoke on
American architectural education followed with a question and answer session. This
address to the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects is transcribed in full in
Appendix C.12 In it Griffin recommended the principles of Louis Sullivan, such as
‘form follows function’.13 Griffin said Frank Lloyd Wright followed those principles.
In addition Griffin declared that in the year 1500 architecture was practiced ‘without
a cult or without self-consciousness’.14 Griffin evidently admired architectural
sources that were without ‘cult’.15 Probably in Griffin’s view the texts and works of
Philibert de l’Orme during the 1500s were without cult.16

A Sydney dinner and a Melbourne lecture were repeated before the Henry George
followers known in Melbourne as the ‘Free Trade and Land Values League’. In the
Melbourne lecture Griffin said he became a follower of Henry George (1839-1897)
since the age of 14 years when he read George’s Social Problems, 1883. Henry George
and his views were in good standing with Melbourne Roman Catholic lay leaders.
For example, The Advocate published empathetic accounts of the six public lectures
that Henry George presented in Melbourne in 1890, and seven years later included a

                                                                                                                                                             
those of ‘Aesthetic’, ‘Economic’ and ‘Ethic’ considerations to organize a discussion of practical and
ethical matters in the use of reinforced concrete.
12 Walter Burley Griffin, “Architecture in American Universities”, in RVIA Journal, December 1913. In
Building, the editor headed the same lecture transcript as “Architecture and Democracy”, October
1913, p 61.
13 James O’Gorman, Three American Architects: Richardson, Sullivan, and Wright, 1865-1915, Chicago
1991, ironically entitled his chapter on Sullivan as “Form Follows Precedent”.
14 Griffin, op cit, Building, October 1913, p 64d, in Appendix C.
15 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, December 1915, in Appendix B.
16 Philibert de l’Orme, Architecture de Philibert de l’Orme oeuvre entiere, 1567, with Philibert de l’Orme,
Une belle invention pour bien bastir, 1561, reprint London 1981 (1648). De l’Orme was a Roman Catholic
Abbot and the Royal Architect who inspired the following generation of Calvinist architects. See
Catharine Randall, Building Codes, Philadelphia 1999, passim.
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long obituary for Henry George that praised his involvement with the Irish Land
Movement.

Letters written by Griffin were another important primary source. Correspondence
between William Gray Purcell (1880-1965) and the Griffins is held in the Purcell &
Elmslie archive, Minneapolis.17 Walter’s letters noted the progress of the Newman
College commission, 1915-1918. In one letter, dated 27 March 1920, he stated that he
had read all the books written by Ernest Howard Crosby (1856-1907) and Edward
Carpenter (1844-1929). In the same letter Griffin revealed his interest in the
architecture of bridges. Extensive lists of publications by Crosby and Carpenter were
investigated. Crosby’s biography on Carpenter was a source for the motif of
‘exfoliation’ in the college design, the idea of the new eternally emerging from the
old, which Carpenter gained from his American friend, Walt Whitman.18 In 1882,
having just read a translation of the Bhagavad-gita Carpenter wrote Toward Democracy
a prose poem the idealist in Griffin was drawn to.

Letters between Griffin and Otto Wagner were exchanged shortly after Walter and
Marion visited him in Vienna in February 1914. Griffin was keen to appoint the
English architect and educator William Richard Lethaby (1857-1931) as a judge of a
new Canberra Parliament House competition but Wagner was not. Lethaby had
published Architecture Mysticism and Myth, 1891, which was a further source for
certain Griffin pattern precedents.

Marion Mahony Griffin’s unpublished manuscript “The Magic of America” was
another important if difficult primary source for this thesis.19 Between 1940 and 1949
she produced this record of their lives and careers together, a reverie compiled
without an apparent rational sequence.20 The manuscript has four sections: the
'Empirial [sic] Battle', the 'Federal Battle', the 'Municipal Battle', and the 'Individual
                                                  
17 Walter’s letters to Purcell were dated from the second decade and Marion’s during the 1940s. She
asked for Purcell’s advice about publishing “The Magic of America” but he was not enthusiastic.
Copies of these letters were kindly provided by Paul Kruty.
18 Emerson, Sullivan, Wright and Griffin admired Whitman’s, Leaves of Grass, 1855.
19 There has been scant evaluation of her challenging manuscript of over 2500 pages.
20 One copy is held in the Ryerson and Burnham Library, Art Institute of Chicago, the other copy in
the New York Historical Society. The New York version was read for this thesis.
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Battle'. Marion’s use of four battles was a metaphor she possibly derived from the
Bhagavad-gita, about the proverbial four battles between two branches of the same
family.21

Marion transcribed for her manuscript a number of essays by them both on
architectural, political and social matters. Her 12 pages about Newman College were
the longest of all architecture descriptions found.22 A few more extra pages of texts
and images about the college design appeared in different sections of her
manuscript, suggesting that the circumstances and the program for the Newman
College design had a place in each of their major battles. These extra pages on the
college were characteristically interleaved at random, perhaps as the muse took her
reverie.

The very first paragraph of Marion’s Section I has a dedication to Thomas Jefferson,
whose architectural works strongly influenced Griffin’s Newman College design.
Collections of Jefferson’s writings were published during the 1880s and 1890s.23

Some collections included Jefferson’s letters that described his house, ‘Monticello’,
thus Griffin could find this design precedent in specific 19th Century texts.24 Similarly
Griffin could evaluate Jefferson’s University of Virginia design in the USA
government bulletin by Herbert Baxter Adams published in Washington, 1888, or
the earlier Thomas Jefferson and Joseph Cabell, Early History of the University of
Virginia, published in Richmond, Virginia, 1856.

                                                  
21 Eric Sharpe, The Universal Gita, London 1985, pp xvf. Lord Krishna accompanied the prince Arjuna
in a war chariot, and discussed the status of the self, love for the Lord, and the imperative that duty
must be performed without expectation of reward, a morality cultivated by Griffin. Marion Mahony,
op cit, Section I, p 15, included her 1930s letter to Walter about translations of the Bhagavad-gita.
22 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, pp 227-239.
23 Henry Randall, Life of Thomas Jefferson, Philadelphia 1888; Henry Adams, History of USA, New York
1890; Paul Ford, Writings of Thomas Jefferson, 10 volumes, New York 1892-97. Henry Adams, a former
client of the architect Henry Hobson Richardson, also published on the subject of the medieval Abbey
and Church of Mont Saint-Michel, a building apparently of great interest to the Griffins.
24 See Fiske Kimball, “Thomas Jefferson as Architect”, in the Architectural Quarterly of Harvard
University, June 1914, pp 89-137, which included a history of publications on Monticello.
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In Section II Marion emphasized Walter’s role as a town planner. Section III began
with Marion quoting a few lines from “Beauty” in Ralph Waldo Emerson’s The
Conduct of Life, 1851-1861. Further, the Henry George newspaper The Public in
Chicago had a tradition of publishing Emerson poems. Some of these poems began
to appear in the Henry George Progress newspaper in Melbourne only after the
Griffins settled in Australia in May 1914. Walter Burley Griffin was acquainted with
Emerson’s writings, Griffin quoting a line of his at the beginning of an address at the
Henry George Commemoration in Melbourne during September 1915.25 It can be
assumed that Griffin was familiar with Emerson’s volume entitled Representative
Men, London 1887, which assembled characteristic Emerson reveries on the
relevance of six extraordinary men in history.26 Two lectures ruminated upon Plato
and his philosophy, which Emerson claimed was eclectic, with a humanity that
transcended all sectional lines.27 Section IV of Marion’s memoirs included their
individual stories of childhood and education.

The original documentation drawings for Newman College are held in the Ryerson
and Burnham Library in the Art Institute of Chicago.28 Chicago has a number of
other valuable archives. The Grant Carpenter Manson Papers in the Oak Park Public
Library alerted me to certain differences between the architectural styles of Griffin
and Frank Lloyd Wright. The works of Chicago architects and the 1893 Chicago Fair
were studied at the Chicago Historical Society and the Newberry Library. In the
Public Library at St Louis, Missouri, archival source materials on the 1904 St Louis
Fair were investigated.

A description of the architecture of Newman College appeared in Nancy Price,
“Walter Burley Griffin”, unpublished undergraduate thesis, University of Sydney,

                                                  
25 Griffin, “The Present Crisis”, Progress (1 October 1915), p3.
26 The representative men were Plato, Swedenborg, Montaigne, Shakespeare, Napoleon and Goethe.
27 Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Plato; or, the Philosopher” & “Plato: New Readings”, in Representative Men:
Seven Lectures, London 1887, Chapter 2, pp 41-77, & 78-87, respectively.
28 Marion or her agents in the 1950s placed drawings from the Griffins’ Australian offices, and the
later Indian office, in institutions such as the Art Institute of Chicago, Northwestern University in
Chicago, and the Avery Library at Columbia University, New York.
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1933. This study was prepared in direct cooperation with Walter Burley Griffin.29

Griffin singled out for praise Architectural Record and three of its regular writers,
Harry William Desmond (1863-1913), Montgomery Schuyler (1843-1914), and
Russell Sturgis (1836-1909). These three were the founders of Architectural Record in
1891, Desmond its first editor. They wrote significant articles on the topics of style,
types and architectonics.

Browsing every page I identified additional Architectural Record authors who
evidently shared Griffin’s values, and illustrated some of the original patterns he
used in the design of the college. They were New York architects Charles Alonza
Rich (1855-1943) and Hugh Toler Booraem, the Illinois architect and Swede Olof Z
Cervin, the French-Swiss critic Jean Schopfer (1868-1931), Vere O Wallingford, and
Claude Fayette Bragdon (1866-1947), the Theosophist architect and biographer of
Louis Henri Sullivan.

In her thesis Nancy Price asserted that Chicago architects Louis Henri Sullivan and
John Wellborn Root (1850-1891) were equally important in Griffin’s stylistic
development. Louis Sullivan delivered “The Young Man in Architecture” lecture to
the second convention of the American Architecture League, Chicago, 1900.30 Marion
recorded that Walter, who heard this address, often said that Sullivan’s presentation
had completely changed his life.31 Marion also noted her affection for an 1886
Sullivan paper entitled “Inspiration”, which consisted of extraordinary poetic prose
about experiencing nature.32

John Wellborn Root’s essays on types and architectural style appeared in the
Chicago-based Inland Architect and News Record.33 Root also published his translation
of Gottfried Semper’s German text in this magazine.34 Other authors to feature in
Inland Architect and News Record were Peter Bonnet Wight (1838-1925) and Nathan
                                                  
29 John Reps, Canberra 1912, Melbourne 1997, footnote #95, p 470, confirmed that Griffin personally
corrected this thesis.
30 Robert Twombly, op cit, Chicago 1988, pp 131-143.
31 Paul Kruty, in Maldre and Kruty, op cit, pp 16f.
32 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 37, & Robert Twombly, op cit, Chicago 1988, pp 10-27.
33 Initially entitled Inland Architect and Builder.
34 John Wellborn Root, “Style”, in The Inland Architect and Builder, January 1887, pp 99-101.
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Clifford Ricker, (1843-1924), Griffin’s Professor of Architecture at the University of
Illinois.35 Other key texts and illustrations for Griffin’s patterns came from the two
serials called The Architectural Review, one based in London, the other in Boston, and
also from the American Architect and Building News and The Brickbuilder. The Chicago
magazine Brush and Pencil published influential articles by Robert Spencer Jr and
George Robinson Dean, both architects of the so-called ‘Prairie School’.

Ricker published his English translation of the Viennese architect Otto Wagner’s
book Moderne Architektur, 1896, in The Brickbuilder, June-August 1901. This
translation was one of many Ricker made for his students’ use from his collection of
French and German textbooks. His first translation was of Rudolph Redtenbacher’s,
Die Architektonik der Modernen Baukunst, Berlin 1883. The recurrent theme in the
writings of all of the above authors was the idea that a new architecture will emerge
through the architectonic of new structural systems, materials and constructional
techniques.

At the University of Illinois Ricker had a list of buildings he expected every student
to analyze and evaluate. Significantly for Griffin this list included buildings by
Philibert de l’Orme in France, and the Auditorium Building by Adler & Sullivan in
Chicago, as well as the Women’s Temple by Burnham & Root. The University of
Virginia by Thomas Jefferson was the last building on Ricker’s list. The list was
transcribed for Appendix D, with footnotes to other buildings that apparently
interested Griffin.

James Fergusson’s books on the history of the world’s architectural styles were
evidently a vital resource for Griffin. In his writings and lectures Griffin cited the
views of James Fergusson. The English architect, architectural writer and educator
Richard Phené Spiers (1838-1916) revised and extended the 1910 edition of
Fergusson’s History of Indian Architecture, 1842, with a comprehensive section on
architecture in South East Asia. It so happened that Richard Phené Spiers was a
fellow student of Henry Hobson Richardson in the 1860s at the Paris Ecole des

                                                  
35 Wight, a former associate of Russell Sturgis in New York, designed the famous Venetian Gothic
Academy of Design (1862-65) in that city, but established himself later in Chicago, as an architectural
critic and founder of a fireproof material trading company.
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Beaux-Arts.36 Other articles and images available to Walter on the architectures of
South East Asia were found in National Geographic.37

Marie Nicholls, daughter of Eric Nicholls, kindly gave me access to some books from
the Griffins’ Sydney office library.38 Most of the books were related to landscape
architecture. There were European architectural history volumes nevertheless by
James Fergusson and Russell Sturgis. In addition Marie showed me 12 surviving
subject folders that contained Griffin collections of photos, cuttings from magazines,
postcards, and magazine supplements especially from Architectural Record. One
folder had a collection of cuttings from Travel depicting American Spanish Mission
architecture, relevant to the college design. She also made available to me 1916
photographs of the college under construction, and hitherto unknown 1918
extension at Newman College, designs for a new Chapel and a Hostel for Women.

In the Griffins’ office library Edgar Geil, Eighteen Capitals of China, London 1911, was
complemented with books on Japanese architecture, such as Edward Morse, Japanese
Homes and their Surroundings, Boston 1886, and Ralph Adams Cram, Impressions of
Japanese Architecture and the Allied Arts, New York 1905.39 The sketchbook by William
Eden Nesfield Specimens of Mediaeval Architecture, London 1862, featured the abbey at
Mont Saint-Michel. The Griffin’s also owned Henry Adams Mont-Saint-Michel and
Chartres, Boston 1913. The architect who restored this abbey in the late 19th Century
was Edouard Corroyer. He wrote a monograph on his restoration work, Paris 1877,
as well as a book on Roman Architecture, Paris 1888, both books published in
                                                  
36 Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, New York 1969 (1888),
pp 6-9.
37 National Geographic began in 1888 as a serious journal with learned landscape assessments. From
time to time patterns in its article illustrations correlated with patterns found in Griffin’s other works.
All issues of this serial are held in the State Library of South Australia, Adelaide.
38 The Griffins’ Sydney office books useful to this study are listed and footnoted in the Bibliography.
Eric Milton Nicholls began as an indentured draftsman in the Griffins’ Melbourne office in 1921 and
became a partner in 1924. Colin Day was the last indentured student to the Griffins. Nicholls and Day
were given the books from the Griffins’ office library after Marion’s final return to America about
1939 or 1940. Day passed on his share of the Griffins’ office library books to his nephew, James
Weirick, but a titles listing of these books has never been published.
39 But these books on Japanese architecture appeared not to have provided original patterns for the
college building design, contrary to expectation.
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French. Corroyer’s book Gothic Architecture was published in English, New York
1893. Griffin seemed familiar with these Corroyer texts.

The so-called ‘Wasmuth Volumes’ on the work of Frank Lloyd Wright were
published in Berlin, 1910-1911. The Griffins had a copy of the 1910 first volume, the
so-called ‘Wasmuth Folio’, in their Sydney office library. The publication of a
selection of Oak Park Studio works in Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe of course
excluded the role of the other contributors to the Studio’s output. The drawing
illustrations for the 1910 Wasmuth Folio were prepared by Wright’s draftsmen in a
studio retreat in Italy and were all uniformly rendered in a version of the drawing
style of Marion Mahony [Frontispiece]. Inevitably the Oak Park Studio’s work was
presented to the world as having the stylistic consistency and simultaneity of one
mind and one hand only.

Wright further promoted the stance of the lone artist genius with the publication: “In
the Cause of Architecture: Second Paper”, in Architectural Record, May 1914, the same
month when the Griffins arrived in Australia. In this article Wright asserted that he
alone created the new style. The other Chicago practitioners, he claimed, were
merely his disciples, acolytes or neophytes. Surprisingly, no patterns in the design of
Newman College were found to be attributable to Wright.

A number of monographs since the 1960s have described Walter and Marion’s
careers. Mark Peisch, The Chicago School of Architecture: Early Followers of Sullivan and
Wright, London 1964, covered Walter Burley Griffin’s American work. The next to
include both Walter and Marion’s American work was the seminal H Allen Brooks,
The Prairie School: Frank Lloyd Wright and His Midwest Contemporaries, New York 1976
(1972). Both editions of this book displayed house designs by Walter Burley Griffin
on their front covers, as did the Peisch book. However, the fact that the design of
Newman College had some visual characteristics in common with Prairie School
architecture, as defined by Brooks, has blinded researchers to the originality of
Griffin’s college.

Nothing was published on Newman College outside of Australia until David Van
Zanten edited Walter Burley Griffin: selected designs, Palos Park, Illinois 1970. The
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Griffin office ‘Gothic’ lettering on the two sequential sketch-plans for Newman
College almost obscured the ‘August 1915’ and ‘November 1915’ drawing dates.40

The third drawing shown was Marion Mahony Griffin’s evocative ink line
perspective drawing of the building viewed from the rear garden courtyard
[Frontispiece]. Exterior and interior views of the Griffins’ chapel project followed.41

The text on the accompanying pages did not relate to Newman College but was an
essay by Walter Burley Griffin of about 1920, “Form Texture Color”, which was
essentially a review of building materials.42

More recently Paul Kruty and Paul Sprague have published books and articles that
have expanded our knowledge of the Prairie School and of the Griffins’ American
works. John Zukowsky (editor), Chicago Architecture, Munich 1987, was also a useful
text for this study, particularly Richard Guy Wilson’s essay “Chicago and the
International Arts and Crafts Movements: Progressive and Conservative
Tendencies”, pp 209-227.

Donald Leslie Johnson’s The Architecture of Walter Burley Griffin, Melbourne 1977,
published one of Griffin’s vital section drawings through the Newman College
ribbed reinforced concrete dome amongst four illustrations in a brief text. Johnson
observed that structural similarities existed between this dome and Anatole de
Baudot’s Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montmartre, Paris, 1894-1904. He did not know then
that this connection was much more than ‘inspirational only’, as he put it.43 Charles
Marsh and William Dunn, Reinforced Concrete, London 1906, was identified, which
has 50 different patent systems of reinforced concrete engineering designs but only
two of these systems included reinforced concrete domes. Both Griffin’s dome and
Baudot’s church were based upon one of these systems, the patent dome and
vaulting of the Paris engineer, Rémy-Jean-Paul Cottançin.

                                                  
40 Van Zanten placed the second smaller November 1915 plan first in his sequence. The November
scheme is actually dated 1915, not 1913, as stated in Van Zanten’s caption to this plan drawing.
41 The current chapel building in fact was completed in 1942 to another architect’s design.
42 Transcribed by Marion Mahony for “The Magic of America”, Section III, pp 108-120.
43 Johnson also understood that the walling of the college building was load-bearing stonework when
in fact the stone is a veneer over load-bearing reinforced concrete walls. The Donald Leslie Johnson
Papers in the National Library of Australia, Canberra, were valuable.
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Peter Harrison’s, Walter Burley Griffin: Landscape Architect, Canberra 1995, had the
Griffins’ 1911 Canberra Plan as its focus. Harrison took a skeptical view of Griffin’s
competence and worth as a city planner.44 Paul Reid succeeded Harrison as director
of Canberra’s planning. Reid’s Canberra Following Griffin, Canberra 2002, is a positive
and meticulous account of the Griffins’ 1911 Canberra Plan and the tragedy that
befell it.

Other authors and writings in Australia were helpful for general knowledge about
the Griffins. Among these were Robin Boyd, Victorian Modern, Melbourne 1947;
James Birrell, Walter Burley Griffin, Brisbane 1964; Jenepher Duncan and Merryn
Gates (editors), Walter Burley Griffin – a Re-View, Melbourne 1988; and Anne Watson
(editor), Beyond Architecture, Sydney 1998. Articles in the last on Marion’s career by
Anna Rubbo, on Walter’s landscape architecture by Christopher Vernon, on Griffin’s
ideological vision by James Weirick, and on the Griffins’ furniture by Anne Watson
were helpful in this study on the college design.

The former Newman College archivist and librarian, Jane Carolan, has written and
published a delightful introductory work on the Newman College furniture The
Collegiate Furniture of Walter Burley Griffin, Melbourne 1993.45 An exhibition catalogue
of college artifacts, The Newman College Collection of Art, University of Melbourne,
1993, contained essays on the college art collection and included an evaluation of
Griffin’s college architecture and the furniture. The short essay by Christopher
Marshall was pertinent to this study. His major point was that Griffin wanted the
architecture of Newman College to transcend ‘cult’. Indeed Marshall states: ‘the
principle of universality is present in all aspects of the design’.46

                                                  
44 The Peter Harrison Papers, National Library of Australia, Canberra, contained useful materials.
45 This book and an exhibit of the furniture was part of the 75th anniversary of Newman College
exhibition, art gallery of the University of Melbourne, 1993.
46 Christopher Marshall, The Newman College Collection of Art, Melbourne 1993, p 11.
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Chapter 2: CONTEXTS
MELBOURNE, CHICAGO & CAMPUS PLANNING TYPES

PLATES 2.1-2.5. NEWMAN COLLEGE, 1915-1918. ACCREDITATION. PLATES 2.6-2.7.
CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 1: MAJOR EVENTS in the LIVES of the GRIFFINS. WALTER and
MARION GRIFFIN. MELBOURNE and CHICAGO PLANNING 1835-1918. CHICAGO
ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918. MELBOURNE ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918. GRIFFIN in MELBOURNE
1913 & 1914-18. GRIFFIN’S CAMPUS PLANS 1911-1920.

I like to believe that buildings convey the most truth of the mental and spiritual
states of various peoples and times

Walter Burley Griffin in “Building for Nature”, Advance! Australia, 1927
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NEWMAN COLLEGE 1915-18

This thesis examines the architecture of Newman College as it was on completion
during 1918. Additions, alterations and shifts are noted in Chapters 3-5, but the main
interest was in the architecture of the original Griffin-designed ‘Initial Structure’.
This building has never before been the subject of a major study. The supposition is
that Griffin’s philosophy, knowledge, and design method at that time could be
interpreted from an in depth reading of the varied patterns layered within the
architecture of this building.

The L-shape for the Initial Structure building as completed in 1918 was a remarkably
simple plan pattern compared to the plans of the other three colleges affiliated with
the University of Melbourne seen in the right half of the University of Melbourne
campus plan of 1919 [Plate 2.1].1 The central circular element to the arc of college
reserves is a cricket and football sports ground. ‘Tin Alley’ is the name of the central
service road between the university precinct and its affiliated colleges reserves.2 All
the building requirements for Newman College Griffin consolidated into a single
amply spread building. A diagonal drawn from northeast to southwest through the
Rotunda of Newman College subtends to the main central group of University of
Melbourne buildings, including the main U-shape building at the end of the entry
drive, the first building within the university precinct of 1854.3

In contrast the three Protestant colleges appear to be the result of a number of
building campaigns on each site over the preceding 30 years before the Roman
Catholic Newman College building was actually begun. The Wesleyan Queen’s
College adjacent to Newman had a U-shape main building and a multiplicity of
outbuildings in 1919 [Plate 2.1]. The next reserve around College Crescent is the site
for the Presbyterian Ormond College with a number of large pavilion elements that

                                                  
1 George Tibbits, The Planning and Development of the University of Melbourne, Melbourne 2000, pp 5-17
& pp 29f.
2 Originally this roadway was named ‘The Avenue’, but the high corrugated iron fence that ran along
the north side of this roadway led to the change of name to ‘Tin Alley’.
3 Architect Francis Maloney White designed the three-sided ‘Gothic’ Quadrangle, 1854-57. Joseph
Reed designed the nearby Wilson Hall, 1878-82, in the Tudor Perpendicular style stipulated by the
University. Reed was also the architect for the 1880 Ormond College.
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almost formed a quadrangle, and other large blocks were dispersed across its
grounds. The Church of England Trinity College on the western side of the campus
on Royal Parade, formerly Sydney Road, was similar in pattern to Ormond College
in 1919. The main doorway entry to each college building is indicated with a
roundabout terminating the driveway. The Newman College entry is very close to
Swanston Street in contrast to the lengthy drive and remoteness from the street seen
in the three Protestant College buildings that are set back in their respective reserves.

In August 1915 the Griffin-designed block seen in the Roman Catholic reserve site
plan of 1919 was part of a much larger proposed scheme [Plate 2.1]. Two L-shaped
blocks were to flank the centrally located Chapel. Only the northern L-shaped block
drawn in a dark outline was to be built initially. Neither the central Chapel nor the
southern L-shaped block was to be built at that time and they are shown in dashed
lines. Nevertheless the paths for both blocks and the Chapel were put in place
during 1918. The northern L-shaped block was labeled the ‘Initial Structure’ in
August 1915 and the other block was labeled the ‘Extension’. The name ‘Initial
Structure’ is used for convenience throughout this submission to refer to the
northern L-shaped block that was indeed built.

The L-shape block of the Initial Structure framed a large square area of garden
courtyard at the rear of the building [Plate 2.1]. There is a strip of garden between
the eastern accommodation wing and Swanston Street. The garden paths, service
road, and ball-game courts are outlined in thin continuous line-work. The main
entry into the Initial Structure, when completed in 1918, was through a double door
on the northwest to southeast diagonal of the Rotunda, the circular shape at the right
angle junction of the two wings. A circular vehicular drive and pedestrian path
connects the gate on Swanston Street to that doorway. The roundabout on the north
side of the Rotunda is a service road to the kitchens and service rooms. There was a
pedestrian roundabout between the Rotunda and the rear garden courtyard.
Terminating each of the accommodation wings is a pavilion that also contains
college communal facilities, as does the Rotunda. The Education Building pavilion to
the left has a short east-west axis at the end of the so-called ‘South Student
Residential Wing’ that has a north-south axis toward the Rotunda. The Recreation
Building pavilion has a short north-south axis at the end of the so-called ‘West
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Student Residential Wing’ on the right that has an east-west axis toward the
Rotunda.

Although there have been shifts over the decades in the location of some college
functions within the Initial Structure the fabric of the Griffins’ original building has
remained largely intact. The basic construction was reinforced concrete with a
veneer of stonework outside and hard smooth plaster wall surfaces inside. The
exterior and interior finish to the reinforced concrete dome was originally exposed
cement render. During the 1930s the dome outside was sheathed in copper sheet.
The design and construction of the Chapel by other architects in the late 1930s and
early 1940s shifted the college focus away from the Rotunda. Expansion of
residential facilities on other parts of the site has been required during the last 85
years. For example, additions of student rooms in two extra blocks on the site
occurred during the 1950s and 1960s. During the 1970s a women’s college, the new
St Mary’s Hall, was constructed on the site of Griffin’s ‘Extension’ block to the south.

The architectural qualities that Griffin envisaged for the Newman College Initial
Structure have endured and are evident today [Plate 2.2]. The east elevation of the
South Student Residential Wing and the Rotunda are shown in this view looking
northward. The straight planes of the Student Residential Wing connect with the
amply rounded form of the Rotunda like an escarpment that collided with a soft
hillock in Nature’s geological history. The Initial Structure has a battered base that
looks like the sloping edge of a platform upon which the whole building rests. The
tripartite theme of firstly the battered base, secondly the two-storey band of
windows, and thirdly the parapet strip, exaggerates the horizontal form of the
building consolidating it with the earth. The force of gravity can be read in the
stones. Here is an image of massive stonework relieved by the sharp-edged verticals
of the angled piers. The cluster of upward-thrust pinnacles and the central mast
flèche accent the dome and its lantern. The splayed window surrounds have faceted
keystones crystalline in the light.

The structural motif for the Initial Structure comprises a pair of column-piers with a
segmental arch possessing double projecting keystones spanning between the two
column-piers [Plate 2.3]. In this outside view of the cloister to the South Residential
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Wing parallel to Swanston Street on the eastern edge of the rear garden courtyard it
can be seen that the lower cloister parapet is the balustrade to an upper promenade.
The roof at the very top hides behind the upper level parapet, on top of the wall set
back to accommodate the width of the promenade. The lower cloister and upper
promenade elements are repeated to the north of the rear garden courtyard.

The repetition of this structural motif of either one or two storeys in height around
the entire building is arresting and rhythmic [Plates 2.2 & 2.3]. The angled column-
piers appear to rise out of the slope of the battered base. Angled smooth-textured
stone surfaces comprising the segmental arch and bottom sill flanked with a pair of
column-piers radiate around each window opening. The splayed window openings
within the structural bays run in a smooth-textured band squeezed between the two
rough-textured horizontal bands, the battered base and the vertical parapet. Mortar
joint surface patterns of squares and rectangles play on the eye. The series of
column-piers and arches here suggests the prospect of tiered ramparts.

The shorter end-walls to the Education and Recreation Buildings appear as solid
stonework walls capped with a deep steeply sloping shelf, which is the base to three
upper-storey windows and a pointed parapet to a shallow gable roof behind it [Plate
2.4]. All the roofs to the two Wings and to the Education and Recreation Buildings
are terracotta-tile shallow gables supported by timber roof trusses. Stone buttresses
are placed at 45º at the corners of the two communal Buildings. The rough-textured
base, wall, buttresses and pointed parapet contrast starkly with the smooth radiant
surrounds to the upper level windows and their deep wall shelf.

The Rotunda beyond the gate from Swanston Street that houses the domed Dining
Hall can be seen directly below the lantern, flèche and pinnacles [Plate 2.5]. The
dome appears to float above a fortress of rusticated walls, as if to protect aspirations
within from the profane world outside. The dome in another light appears to be a
smooth rounded mound capped with four chiseled rock-faces and a crystal mast
with an attendant growth of budding young stems. The embellishment of the dome
portends that lofty signs are in sight. Christ and his Twelve Disciples are manifest in
the central flèche and the four groups of three pinnacles. The four cardinal directions
of the Earth are marked by the geometric alignment of the four sides of the lantern
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with the pinnacles on the diagonals between. The quest for knowledge and truth
enjoyed in companionship by the college members assembled below in the Dining
Hall can reach out to the world through this iconography.

ACCREDITATION

Walter Burley Griffin was the conceptual designer of the college design. Marion
Mahony Griffin in her memoirs claimed that the concept for the architecture of the
college building was Walter’s.4 But she in fact helped to bring this concept to
realization in the 1915 sketch-plan drawings and the magnificent perspective with its
viewing point in the rear garden courtyard [Frontispiece]. Nevertheless the focus for
this study was the origins of the varied patterns that Walter used for the conceptual
design of the college building.

From his broad knowledge of precedence Walter chose many patterns of different
kinds. He then synthesized these varied patterns to create a new concept. But his
further involvement in the design did not end just with its concept. For example, he
was also responsible for the innovative engineering of the reinforced concrete for the
building, as exposed in the concrete dome and its main ribs.5 In addition Walter,
rather than Marion, apparently designed the details of the stonework veneer, to
which he imparted the structural articulation of the column-piers and the shallow
segmental arches. Further, Walter supervised the construction of the building. He
had a light timber-framed folding desk kept on site where he could set it down, open
it up, and spread out drawings and details for discussions of the construction work
with the builder and tradesmen.

                                                  
4 Marion Mahony Griffin, “The Magic of America”, unpublished manuscript, Chicago 1940-49,
Section II, p 240. She recorded that Walter produced a design concept for the college in a small but
complete sketch diagram on an envelope.
5 The working drawings that document the reinforced concrete construction only carry Walter’s
name. Walter studied both engineering and architecture subjects in Engineering Hall at the
University of Illinois, 1895-1899, where two years of mathematics and science were followed by two
years of architectural training. See Appendix B. Walter Burley Griffin throughout his career engaged
with the design of reinforced concrete.
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Marion Mahony Griffin contributed to the design development phase of the sketch-
plan. For example, Marion requested Walter to sound out the view of the Roman
Catholic Church about placing the chapel on a north-south axis in the first sketch-
plan scheme.6 Thus in the first August 1915 scheme the Chapel was indeed shown
with a north-south axis. This was changed to an east-west axis in the Griffins’ 1918
scheme [Plate 2.1]. Further evidence of her responsibilities was the display of her
colour sketch-plan presentation drawings in the Griffins’ Sydney office.7 After the
church and university authorities had accepted the design she evidently undertook
the contract documentation working drawings for the construction of the Newman
College building. She later handled the tendering process and submitted from
Sydney on her own letterhead the tender prices for the building’s construction.8

Exclusive attribution of authorship to either Walter or to Marion is not clear-cut for
the architectural design of Newman College, a characteristic of their works in
partnership from 1911 onwards. For the Newman College design Marion and Walter
collaborated upon the development of Walter’s initial diagrammatic conception.
Nevertheless the conceptual design of the garden paths, the college furniture and
aspects of the Chapel project design were deserving of further consideration in terms
of their accreditation. A proposition discussed in Chapter 5 is that Marion was the
conceptual designer of some parts of the college building and its garden setting
during the last phase of the college work during 1917 to March 1918.

                                                  
6 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 74.
7 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 2 December’, in Appendix A. Donovan wrote that he saw her
’gaudy’ drawings in the Griffins’ Sydney office.
8 Memo, 16 March 1916, Newman College Archive.
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CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 1: MAJOR EVENTS in the LIVES of the GRIFFINS

1871, 14 February Marion Lucy Mahony born, Chicago, Illinois
1876, 24 November Walter Burley Griffin born, Maywood, Chicago, Illinois
1893 World's Colombian Exposition (or 'Chicago Fair') at the Midway, and an auxiliary

event, the World's Parliament of Religions, held in the Art Institute, Chicago
1894 Marion Lucy Mahony graduated Bachelor of Science in Architecture from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, in Boston.
Marion worked with Dwight Heald Perkins on his Steinway Hall
commission, Chicago

1895-1909 Marion worked with Frank Lloyd Wright in the Oak Park Studio, Chicago
1897, 22 October Marion Lucy Mahony and Frank Lloyd Wright joined the Chicago Arts and

Crafts Society established at Hull House
1899 Walter Burley Griffin graduated in architecture from the University of

Illinois, Champaign
1899-1900 Walter worked at Steinway Hall, Chicago, for Dwight Heald Perkins,

Robert C Spencer Jr and Frank Lloyd Wright.
1900-1906 Walter worked with Frank Lloyd Wright at the Oak Park Studio
1901 The new Commonwealth of Australia declared, a federation of sovereign states, with

Melbourne the temporary capital
1904 St Louis World's Fair, Missouri
1906-11 Walter Burley Griffin in sole private practice in Chicago
1911, 29 June Marion Lucy Mahony and Walter Burley Griffin married in Michigan City,

Indiana
1911, September- The Griffins participated in the international Canberra ideas competition
1912, January The Griffins awarded first prize in the international Canberra ideas

competition
1913, 18 August- Walter Burley Griffin arrived in Australia
1913, 16 October Griffin appointed Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction
1913, 15 November Walter returned to the USA to make arrangements for the continuance of

the Griffins' American practice
1914, 15 February Walter and Marion Griffin visited Europe for three weeks
1914, 15 May Walter and Marion Griffin arrived in Australia from the USA and

established private architectural offices in Sydney and Melbourne
1914, 5 August Outbreak of WW1
1914-1920 Walter Burley Griffin partially implemented the Griffins' winning

Canberra Plan, but ultimately the Federal Capital Advisory Committee
replaced his directorship

1915, July-December Griffin designed Newman College, University of Melbourne
1915, 25 December An article by Walter Burley Griffin about the design of Newman College

published in the local Roman Catholic newspaper, The Advocate
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1915-1916 The Griffins designed the 'Cafe Australia', Collins Street, Melbourne
1917, May 'Knitlock' concrete masonry construction system patented by Walter Burley Griffin

and David C Jenkins, builder
1918, 4 March The first intake of students into Newman College
1918, 24 March Newman College officially opened
1925, January Walter and Marion Griffin visited the USA for four weeks
1925 The Griffins moved permanently to Sydney, and lived at Castlecrag
1927 The new city of Canberra occupied, the permanent seat of government for the

Commonwealth of Australia
1930 Marion Mahony Griffin joined the Sydney branch of the

Anthroposophical Society (followers of Rudolph Steiner)
1930, November Marion returned to Chicago
1931 Walter Burley Griffin joined the Sydney branch of the Anthroposophical

Society
1932, September Marion, accompanied by Walter, returned to Castlecrag from Chicago
1935, October Griffin traveled to Lucknow, India, and conducted a commission to design

Lucknow University Library
1936, May Marion joined Walter in Lucknow to fulfil many new commissions
1937, 11 February Walter Burley Griffin died in Lucknow Hospital, aged 60 years, buried in

the Protestant cemetery, Lucknow
1937, July Marion returned to Sydney from Lucknow
1940-1949 Marion Mahony Griffin returned to Chicago and completed the

unpublished manuscript about their lives together, “The Magic of
America”

1961, 10 August Marion Mahony Griffin died in Chicago, aged 90 years, her ashes interred
at Graceland Cemetery, Chicago
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WALTER and MARION GRIFFIN

Walter Burley Griffin, (1876-1937) [Plate 2.6] was born on 24 November 1876 in
Maywood, a suburb of Chicago, but grew up in Oak Park. Walter was the eldest of
four children. The Griffin family moved to Elmhurst in 1893 and lived across the
road from their Congregationalist Christ Church. The Griffin family had a firm
relationship with this church as members of its congregation and served on its
committees.9 Walter’s father George, a career insurance adjuster, was the secretary to
the church at one stage. Walter’s mother Estelle was active in the women’s auxiliary
and community groups. Walter’s brother Ralph became the superintendent of the
Sunday school building at the age of 16.

During 1913 Walter was on the Christ Church committee that procured a new
Community Hall next to the church building.10 The use of the Hall was open to all
Elmhurst residents of any religion, creed, race or social status. Griffin’s involvement
and continued commitment to his Congregationalist church further counteracts the
general belief in Melbourne that Griffin was a Theosophist, and that his architecture
at Newman College might have been designed to express the occult. On the contrary
Griffin designed a college building that was universal in its program and expression
far removed from any ‘cult’.11

Griffin was a compulsive reader and keen gardener from early childhood.12 Indeed
Walter brought with him to Australia a copy of Asa Gray The Elements of Botany,
New York 1887, evidently a book he once used for classes at Oak Park and Elmhurst
High Schools. In 1895, aged 18 years, Walter entered architectural studies at the
University of Illinois located in the twin rural centres of Urbana and Champaign. His
Professor, Nathan Clifford Ricker, headed the Department of Architecture within
Engineering Hall. At graduation in June 1899 Walter obtained ‘A’ grades in 25 of 26
subjects that included mathematics, physics, economics, French, civil engineering,

                                                  
9 The minutes for Christ Church Elmhurst are held in the Elmhurst Historical Museum.
10 William Danforth, “The story of a church that believes in a town”, American City (Town and Country
edition), January 1915, pp 22-26.
11 Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College”, in The Advocate, last paragraph. See Appendix B.
12 Paul Kruty, Maldre and Kruty, Walter Burley Griffin in America, Urbana 1996, p 15.
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and two subjects in horticulture that Griffin elected to take in the absence of specific
landscape architecture instruction.13

In 1899 Dwight Heald Perkins was the first to employ Griffin within his office space
in Steinway Hall in central Chicago. Griffin continued on as a freelance draftsman in
the roof loft studio of Steinway Hall when Perkins could no longer offer
employment. Robert Spencer Jr and Frank Lloyd Wright were two of the architects
associated with the loft studio who employed Griffin at this time. Griffin was
exposed to the debate about architecture and the shared critique of current projects
exchanged between the young architects who occupied the loft space.14 This
generation of architects was enthusiastic about the writings and lectures of Louis
Henri Sullivan. In Chicago in June 1900 Griffin attended the Second Convention of
the Architectural League of America, which was also attended by William Gray
Purcell with whom Walter corresponded from 1915 during and after the Newman
College project. Griffin was present at the final convention banquet when Sullivan
presented his lecture “The Young Man in Architecture”, which Griffin later claimed
changed his life.15

In 1901 when Henry Webster Tomlinson became a partner of Frank Lloyd Wright for
about a year Griffin worked at Wright’s Oak Park Studio where Marion Lucy
Mahony was also engaged.16 Griffin had a highly responsible position in the Oak
Park Studio, as a designer, job executive and specification writer.17 Griffin was the
supervising architect for a number of projects, and he usually designed the
landscape for the Studio’s commissions. One notable example was the Ward Willits
House, Highland Park, Illinois, 1902-1903 [Figure 184b], for which Griffin undertook
the contract and site supervision and the landscape design for the house. He
probably also designed the unusually wide span timber roof trusses. Typical
architectural motifs in Griffin’s works at that time were apparently incorporated into
Wright’s design of the Willits House. Wright gave some of his own commissions to
                                                  
13 Paul Kruty, op cit, p 16.
14 H Allen Brooks, “Steinway Hall, Architects and Dreams”, in Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians, July-September 1963, pp 171-175.
15 Paul Kruty, op cit, pp 15f.
16 Grant Carpenter Manson Papers, Oak Park Public Library, correspondence with Tomlinson.
17 Paul Kruty, op cit, p 18.
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Griffin to carry out as the design architect, for example, the Lamp House, Madison,
Wisconsin, 1903.18 Wright himself stated that he was in a profit-sharing arrangement
with Griffin.19

In 1906 Griffin began private practice taking up office space in Steinway Hall. His
first projects were landscape architecture commissions. Several distinctive houses
that include elements typical of Griffin’s architectural style were completed in solo
practice.20 The Ralph Dustin Griffin House, 1909, at Edwardsville, Illinois, across the
Mississippi River from St Louis, Missouri, was designed for Walter’s brother [Figure
1]. Walter’s architectural partnership with Marion began apparently during 1909
with the design of the Amberg House, Grand Rapids, Michigan.21 After their
marriage in June 1911 Walter and Marion entered the international Canberra
competition for which they were placed first.22 Griffin eventually received an official
invitation to visit Australia to advise on the planning of Canberra, which he did
from August to November 1913.

On 16 October 1913, after revising the 1911 Canberra Plan, Griffin was appointed
Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction with a government office
located in Melbourne. Griffin took leave between November 1913 and May 1914 to
secure his American interests. Francis Barry Byrne, an architect who had been
articled as a student to Frank Lloyd Wright in the Oak Park Studio, was appointed
the Griffins’ Chicago partner, after William Gray Purcell had declined an offer of
partnership. After a brief visit to Europe in February 1914 to consult with Otto
Wagner and others Walter and Marion arrived in Australia during May together
with architect colleagues from their Chicago office, Roy and Genevieve Lippincott,
and George Elgh.23 Genevieve was the older of Walter’s two sisters. Their arrival

                                                  
18 See Figures 183a & 184a.
19 Peter Harrison, Walter Burley Griffin: Landscape Architect, Canberra 1995, p 61.
20 Paul Kruty, “Standing Buildings and Surviving Landscape Designs”, op cit, pp 160-176. See Figures
186a-186d.
21 See Figures 108b & 109a. In the same circumstances Walter and Marion collaborated on the Adolph
Mueller House, Decatur, Illinois, 1910. See Paul Kruty, op cit, p 178.
22 See Figure 194a.
23 Peter Harrison, op cit, p 37 & p 39. Harrison noted that the Griffin party stayed with George and
Florence Taylor, owners and editors of Building, until a house to live in could be arranged.
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occurred just one month after the Melbourne Dioceses of the Roman Catholic
Church began the drive to build a new tertiary college at the University of
Melbourne, the future Newman College.24

Marion Mahony Griffin (1871-1961) [Plate 2.7] was the name that Marion Lucy
Mahony chose to use after her marriage to Walter Burley Griffin in June 1911. She
was born on 14 February 1871 in Chicago, the second of five children. Marion’s
father, Jeremiah, was Irish, a Roman Catholic, a teacher, journalist and poet, who
died when Marion was only 11 years old. Her mother, Clara Hamilton Perkins, was
born in New England, an ardent Unitarian, as was Marion.25

During 1902 to 1904 Marion designed a new building for the minister of the
Unitarian church to which Marion and her mother belonged.26 The Church of All
Souls was built on a site in the northern Chicago suburb of Evanston.27 In form her
building was similar to a medieval barn with a deeply revealed pointed window,
rusticated stonework, and an Arts & Crafts interior with crystalline stained glass
light pendants hanging from a stained timber tent ceiling above the wooden pews.
As in the case of Walter, Marion’s devotion to her church is difficult to reconcile with
the view that she was dedicated to Theosophy for the duration of her involvement
with the design of Newman College. The Griffins were in fact never members of the
Theosophical Society in America or in Australia.28

The Mahony family had escaped the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 in the year of
Marion’s birth, and lived for 10 years at Hubbard Woods, a natural haven beside
Lake Michigan on the northern fringe of the city. When the family was again burnt
out they returned to inner northern Chicago but spent long summer vacations at
Hubbard Woods. So, like Walter, Marion grew up enjoying the exposure to nature
that the uncultivated edge of the metropolis offered.
                                                  
24 See ‘1914, 8 April’, in Appendix A. Archbishop Carr launched a community support and fund-
raising campaign for the college.
25 James Weirick, “Marion Mahony at MIT”, in Transition, June 1988, pp 49-54.
26 James Vila Blake, Natural Religion: in Sermons, Chicago 1892.
27 See Figures 86a & 86b.
28 James Weirick, “Spirituality and Symbolism in the Work of the Griffins” in Anne Watson, Beyond
Architecture, Sydney 1998, pp 79-82.
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A wealthy friend of her mother’s sponsored Marion’s architectural studies at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston, 1890-1894. Marion’s degree
combined Liberal Arts subjects with Studio classes modeled upon the pedagogy of
the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Marion studied English, French and German,
English and French Literature, Political History and American History, Political
Economy, Anthropology and Social Science. She achieved excellent results in
Mechanical Drawing, Shades and Shadows, Pen and Ink, Trigonometry, Perspective,
and Stereotomy, that is, the solid geometry relevant to masonry and carpentry
detailing.29 In her memoirs Marion later described how she made a decision to
evolve her own unique presentation drawing style at this time, and undertook extra
drawing classes in Boston and Chicago [Frontispiece].30

On graduation from MIT Marion began architectural practice with her first cousin,
Dwight Heald Perkins, on his Steinway Hall office building commission in Chicago,
1894. Steinway Hall soon became the address for the core group of the so-called
‘Prairie School’ architects.31 During 1895 Marion joined Frank Lloyd Wright in his
new Oak Park Studio, and worked there intermittently for the next 14 years. When
she joined the Chicago Arts and Crafts Society in 1897 she gave her address as 1101
Steinway Hall, which suggests that she had office space there at that time. Walter
Burley Griffin worked in Frank Lloyd Wright’s Oak Park Studio from 1901 to 1906,
after which he established a solo practice. In 1909 Marion and Walter resumed
working together on five Oak Park Studio commissions that Wright had abandoned
when he left for a two-year stay in Europe.

Marion and Walter married in Michigan City, Indiana, on 29 June 1911. In
September that year a major joint project was their entry for the international
Canberra competition. In February 1914 Marion and Walter visited Europe for three
weeks before departing for Australia. Marion spent considerable amounts of time
managing the Griffins’ Sydney office with Walter’s Canberra Directorship based in

                                                  
29 James Weirick, op cit, Transition, pp 49-54.
30 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 145.
31 H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School, New York 1976 (1972), pp 28-32.
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Melbourne, 1914-1920.32 They shifted permanently to Castlecrag on Sydney Harbor
in 1925.

During 1936 Marion joined Walter in Lucknow, India. Walter died from post-
operative complications in Lucknow Hospital on 11 February 1937, aged 60 years,
and was buried in the Lucknow Protestant Cemetery. Marion returned to Sydney
briefly after Walter’s death then returned to Chicago before WW2 broke out in the
Pacific. Marion wrote her memoirs, “The Magic of America”, in Chicago, 1940-1949.
Marion died in Cook County General Hospital, Chicago, on 10 August 1961, aged 90
years, and was cremated and interred in Graceland Cemetery, Chicago.

MELBOURNE and CHICAGO PLANNING 1835-1918

Walter Burley Griffin enjoyed a successful architectural practice in Chicago before
embarking upon a new career with Marion Mahony in Australia. The Ralph Dustin
Griffin House [Figure 1] is an example of his architectural style in solo practice
before joining forces with Marion during 1909 to finish projects left behind by Frank
Lloyd Wright after his departure for Europe. The Ralph Griffin house shared Prairie
School characteristics of horizontal emphasis, low-pitched roofs, and the expression
of a natural finish to the surfaces of the building materials. These characteristics are
also apparent in the design of Newman College [Plates 2.2-2.5]. However there are
other features in the Ralph Griffin house that seem unique to Griffin. For example,
the floor levels inside this house were split, unlike any of Wright’s houses with the
exception of the Ward Willits House [Figure 156b]. Further, the roof was clad in
experimental concrete tiles. The tiles at the ends of the shallow gable roofs of the
house were curved upwards, a form that reflected Griffin’s inclusion of patterns
from Oriental architecture.33 In the later Newman College design Griffin split the
floor levels, experimented with reinforced concrete construction and expressed
Oriental architectural forms.

                                                  
32 Both Walter and Marion frequently traveled between Melbourne and Sydney during the conduct of
the Newman College commission.
33 The upward curve at the roof ends are found in South East Asian temples, such as those exhibited
at the 1893 Chicago and 1904 St Louis Fairs that Griffin visited.
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Griffin thought of Australia as an Oriental country because of its climate and
location in the world [Figure 2a]. He wrote that: ‘Australia is an oriental country,
and if our civilization embraces adaptation to environment, climatic influences may
eventually bring about a corresponding reaction on the part of the people’.34 Thus he
believed that if adaptation to climate became a cultural goal in Australia then the
people would naturally embrace Oriental culture.35

In his role as the Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction Walter Burley
Griffin was based in Melbourne. The Federation of the sovereign states, such as New
South Wales and Victoria, occurred in 1901. Victoria’s capital, Melbourne, was the
temporary Australian Federal capital city from 1901 to 1927 when the chosen new
capital city site at Canberra was officially occupied [Figures 2b & 3].36 Griffin’s
location in Melbourne was no doubt instrumental in him gaining the Newman
College commission.

The parallel developments of Melbourne and Chicago were remarkable [Figures 4 &
7]. The oddity of Melbourne’s slanting central grid was in accord with conventional
bureaucratic advice on the laying out of colonial towns, thus Melbourne was given a
grid plan of streets aligned with the topographical conditions [Figure 4].37 The town
grid was set between two hilltops and parallel to the line of the river with a 28º tilt to
the three-mile by one-mile town reserve aligned with the cardinal directions.38

Beyond the Melbourne town reserve the countryside was surveyed on a one-mile
grid set on the cardinal directions, very similar to the Land Ordinance, 1785, decreed
by Thomas Jefferson for the American hinterland. Jefferson’s one-mile grid set on the

                                                  
34 Walter Burley Griffin, “Civilization and its Furniture”, in Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 326.
35 Ironically when the Griffins arrived in May 1914 the White Australia Policy was in full force.
36 Miles Lewis, Melbourne: the city’s history and development, Melbourne 1995, pp 16-20. Sydney was the
site of the first European settlement in Australia, an English penal colony in 1788. In 1835 free traders
and pastoralists from Launceston, Tasmania, founded in 1806, sailed to Port Philip Bay and
established Melbourne on the Yarra River.
37 Miles Lewis, op cit, Melbourne 1995, pp 25-31.
38 George Tibbits, “ ‘Early Melbourne’ is a ghostly presence within the city”, in Philip Goad, Melbourne
Architecture, Sydney 1999, p 13.
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cardinal directions became the pattern for the major streets of Chicago during its
development into a metropolis after 1835 [Figure 7].

From the 1830s both frontier settlements quickly transformed into vibrant
commercial hubs, with their shipping and railway transport terminals interchanging
people produce and manufactured goods to and from the region, the nation and the
world. From 50 inhabitants in 1830 Chicago burgeoned to 30,000 by 1850, with a
population of over 1,000,000 in 1890, twice the size of Melbourne.39 Gold rushes in
the hinterland during the 1850s enabled Melbourne to become a wealthy city with a
population of 124,000 in 1861, which quadrupled to about 500,000 in 1891.40 But
unlike Chicago, Melbourne lost its commercial preeminence after the worldwide
1890s economic Depression and its population actually declined.

Collins Street prospered as the major east-west street parallel with the river [Figure
4]. In the same way that Michigan Avenue parallel to the lake played a significant
role in Chicago’s history Collins Street remained culturally the major thoroughfare
in Melbourne’s development [Figure 5].41 This street became a focus for the Griffins
professional life. When the Griffins arrived in Melbourne on 15 May 1914 they
checked into the Oriental Hotel on Collins Street.42 Griffin’s first commission in
Melbourne was for an extension to ‘Collins House’ on Collins Street, 1914.43 At first
Marion was based in Sydney, 1914-1916, while of necessity Walter spent much of his
time in Melbourne. The Griffins’ private office in Melbourne from 1915 was located
at 395 Collins Street.44 Walter’s Director’s office was located in the Commonwealth
Government Offices at the so-called ‘Paris-End’ of Collins Street near the Parliament
House [Figure 6].45 The site for Newman College at the University of Melbourne

                                                  
39 Daniel Bluestone, Constructing Chicago, New Haven 1991, pp 2f.
40 Miles Lewis, op cit, Melbourne 1995, p 59 & p 63.
41 Miles Lewis, op cit, Melbourne 1995, p 16. Between August 1914 and November 1918 Australian
military were involved in the WW1 conflict in Europe as shown.
42 The Bulletin, June 1915, p 20. It is not known how long they stayed there.
43 Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, #1406-01, p 104.
44 The building they occupied at 395 Collins Street was long ago demolished.
45 “WB Griffin” was listed in the 1914 Victorian State Telephone Directory. Peter Navaretti kindly
confirmed that this listed address was in the same suburban block as the property of Alexander James
Macdonald, an architect who assisted Griffin with the 1913 Canberra Plan [Figure 33].
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campus however was located some distance north of Collins Street and the tilted
central grid.

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918

Walter Burley Griffin evidently appreciated the so-called ‘City Beautiful Movement’
that was initiated in Chicago in the Court of Honor design for the 1893 World’s
Columbian Exposition [Figure 8a].46 He believed that the Court of Honor gave: ‘an
impression outliving those of all subsequent experiments, or perhaps of any
architectural ensemble of modern times’.47 This enthusiasm for Classical urban
design qualities in the Court of Honor influenced his later College design. The City
Beautiful Movement also affected the urban design of Melbourne at the turn of the
century.48 In the City Beautiful Movement’s 1909 Chicago Plan radiating avenues
were proposed to cut through the existing city grid emulating Haussmann’s radical
Paris Plan of the 1850s [Figure 8b].49 In the design of Newman College Griffin
reflected the Movement with the placement of the Initial Structure close to the street,
which completed the semblance of a Parisian tree-lined boulevard along that part of
Swanston Street. The College building formed one edge to the boulevard with
existing two-storey 19th Century terrace houses forming the other edge.

Other intentions embodied in the design of Newman College stemmed from
Griffin’s Chicago experience. Griffin followed the principles of the Chicago architect,
Louis Sullivan.50 He admired Sullivan’s Transportation Building at the Chicago Fair
because it expressed Louis Sullivan’s ‘own time and place and individuality’, wrote

                                                  
46 The site for the Chicago Exposition was at Lake Shore Park and South Park connected by the
Midway strip parallel with 59th Street seen in Figure 7.
47 Paul Reid, Canberra Following Griffin, Canberra 2002, p 34. The central ensemble of white classical
buildings at the Fair [Figure 8a] inspired Griffin’s new Parliament House design in Canberra, 1918
[Figure 197], designed during the final construction phase for the Initial Structure.
48 Miles Lewis, “The City Beautiful 1900-1929”, in op cit, Melbourne 1995, pp 87-106.
49 The city designs of Daniel Burnham (1846-1912) during the first decade, including the 1909 Chicago
Plan, probably influenced the Griffins’ 1911 Canberra Plan.
50 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, December 1913, in Appendix C.
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Griffin [Figure 9a].51 However the Transportation Building was hardly a
demonstration of Sullivan’s principle that ‘form follows function’, but it was in
Sullivan’s terms ‘an architectural exhibit’ that demonstrated the formal qualities of
French composition.52 The form of the Transportation Building’s so-called ‘Golden
Door’ and its ornament included reference to Oriental sources.53 In addition, small
northern Indian shrine elements flanked the door and crowned the building.54

Clearly Sullivan’s work contained precedence for Griffin’s inclusion of Oriental
patterns in his own design for Newman College.

Oriental architectural patterns that affected Griffin’s oeuvre were found in exotic
buildings exhibited at the Fair.55 The best known of the Japanese exhibits during this
Chicago Fair was the Ho-o-den [Figure 9b]. This pavilion was set on a wooded knoll
beside a picturesque extension of the formal central lagoon to the Court of Honor.
Chicago architects could evaluate the Ho-o-den exhibit with a visit to the Fair and by
viewing its drawings published in Chicago at the time.56 The publication of these
drawings assured a special place for this building in the development of new
architecture in Chicago, namely, in the works of the Prairie School, including
designs by Walter Burley Griffin.57

Griffin’s appreciation of the Chicago architecture of Henry Hobson Richardson
influenced the later College design. Richardson’s Marshall Field Warehouse,
Chicago, 1885-1887 had massive piers and arches built in rusticated stonework
[Figure 10a]. Griffin noted that Sullivan absorbed Richardson’s influence and
adapted aspects of his style into the Auditorium Building, Chicago, 1886-1890

                                                  
51 Nancy Price, “Walter Burley Griffin”, undergraduate thesis, University of Sydney, 1933.
52 David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York 2000, pp 44-55.
53 Dimitri Tselos, “The Chicago Fair and the Myth of the ‘Lost Cause’ “, Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians, December 1967, pp 263f.
54 The chaitya form occurred in northern Indian Mughal and also Hindu architecture.
55 For example, Walter in the Ralph Griffin House, 1909 [Figure 1], utilized a roof pattern from the
Oriental Javanese exhibit at the Fair [Figures 129b & 129c].
56 Peter Bonnet Wight, “Japanese Architecture at Chicago”, in The Inland Architect and News Record,
December 1892, pp 49f.
57 For examples, Figures 186a & 186b.
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[Figure 10b].58 Griffin heard Sullivan’s seminal address on “The Young Man in
Architecture” in the 10th floor main dining room of the hotel within the Auditorium
Building. Griffin was to reflect the shape of this room in the later Newman College
design.

In her thesis of 1933 Nancy Price recorded Griffin’s admiration for specific buildings
by Richardson, Sullivan and Root. For example, Richardson’s Allegheny complex in
Pittsburgh, 1883-1888 [Figure 11a], has a segmental arch bridge, which is one of the
precedents for the shape of the arches in the Newman College Initial Structure.
According to Griffin the Guaranty Building, Buffalo, New York State, 1894-1896
[Figure 11b], exemplified Sullivan’s modular proportioning of slender vertical shafts.
Griffin also enjoyed the steel-skeleton skyscrapers of John Wellborn Root in Chicago,
as much as Sullivan’s, for their particular lessons in technology and aesthetics,
although they did not advance the technology of reinforced concrete. Griffin
admired Root’s Women’s Temple, 1890-1892 [Figure 12a], and the Monadnock
Building, 1889-1892 [Figure 12b]. The Temple in fact was a strange combination of
French Romanesque and French Renaissance motifs, but with an ‘interesting skyline’
according to Griffin. He further claimed that the Monadnock was a ‘perfectly plain
but noble form’ of load bearing brickwork with an inner cage of steel framing,
deduced from the form of Richardson’s Marshall Field Warehouse.59

MELBOURNE ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918

In 1915 the Melbourne metropolis presented to Griffin familiar urban design and
architectural features. The one-mile grid, the city centre filled with tall buildings, the
spacious broad streets and city parks, all had counterparts in Chicago. For example,
the surviving main Melbourne Exhibition Building, 1879-1880, completed for the
1880 International Exhibition [Figure 13], still stood in the Carlton Gardens adjacent
to the northeast corner of the slanting central grid.60 The form of the Melbourne

                                                  
58 Nancy Price, op cit, Sydney 1933.
59 Nancy Price, op cit, Sydney 1933.
60 Its architect, Joseph Reed (1823-1890), completed his Ormond College building for the University of
Melbourne also in 1880 [Figures 43-44b].
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Exhibition Building dome has a similar Florentine source as that of the later central
domed building in the Court of Honor, Chicago Fair, 1893. Griffin may have known
that the Melbourne Exhibition Building was the venue for five public lectures the
American economist and writer Henry George presented there in 1890. The first
sitting of the new Federal Parliament of Australia took place in the Melbourne
Exhibition Building during 1901.61

Melbourne’s late 19th Century tall buildings may have reminded Griffin of Chicago,
although most were 20 or more years old when he first saw them in late 1913. Up to
10 new buildings per week were completed in Melbourne between 1885-1890 prior
to the 1890s Depression.62 Some of these buildings were 12 storeys high, as shown in
the Australia Building, 1888 [Figure 14].63 Architect Percy Oakden (1845-1917), the
designer of Melbourne University’s Queen’s College, also finished in 1888, mixed
Medieval and Renaissance motifs in the masonry cladding to the steel frame of the
Australia Building.64 Mixing stylistic motifs from various sources was also a
common practice in Chicago tall building design at this time. In contrast Griffin was
to later create a composite College design that combined the underlying structures
and outlines of motifs from various sources, not their details.

An Auditorium Building was constructed in Melbourne in 1913 [Figure 15],
following more than 20 years after the success of Sullivan’s building in Chicago. The
architect, Nahun Barnet (1855-1931), synthesized structural motifs from the Chicago
architecture of Richardson and Sullivan with ornamental motifs from London.65 In
Melbourne architects’ work prior to 1915 there was a degree of fusion of the so-
called ‘American Romanesque’ with English Arts & Crafts principles and motifs, as
exemplified in the work of Alexander James Macdonald (1864-1951), post office

                                                  
61 This Building then became the parliamentary headquarters for the State Government of Victoria
when its own building was taken up and used by the Australian Federal Parliament until 1927.
62 Miles Lewis, op cit, Melbourne 1995, p 80.
63 The passenger lifts inside Melbourne city tall buildings were hydraulic, powered with the
reticulated high-pressure underground water supply installed for fire-fighting purposes.
64 Percy Oakden also designed Queen’s College, 1888 [Figure 42], University of Melbourne.
65 Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 1999, p 103.
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building, South Yarra, 1892 [Figure 16].66 In contrast English Edwardian Baroque
informed the expression of the now demolished Melbourne Hospital, 1910 [Figure
17].67

Melbourne architects were aware of new reinforced concrete construction systems in
1913. During the question and answer session following Griffin’s address to
Melbourne architects a new and experimental reinforced concrete construction was
discussed, namely that of the ribbed dome of the Public Library Reading Room,
Swanston Street, Melbourne, 1908-1913, which soared above the roofline of the
adjacent Melbourne Hospital [Figure 17].68 The ‘Kahn’ patent reinforced concrete
system that was used for the Reading Room dome was published in a book on
Australian building construction practice in 1908, written by the local architect,
Robert Joseph Haddon (1866-1929), who spoke during the above session. However
Griffin, as might be expected, was to adapt an entirely different patent reinforced
concrete system, none of those illustrated by Haddon [Figure 18].

Griffin’s College building formed one edge of Swanston Street as a tree-lined
boulevard with 19th Century terrace houses forming the other edge. Robert Haddon
produced a typical terrace house, Eastbourne Terrace, 1901, for a client called
Peacock [Figure 19a].69 Haddon obliged with peacock’s tails of innovative wrought-
iron work to the balconies, a motif that contrasted with typical 19th Century cast-iron
balustrades. Haddon also included other English Arts & Crafts decoration in the
stucco panels. During the late 19th and early 20th Centuries the detached bungalow
type became the norm for middle-income families in Melbourne. The Chadwick
House, 1903 [Figure 19b], occupied by its architect, Harold Desbrowe Annear (1865-
1933), had the same kind of spatial continuity and openness of plan as Richardson’s

                                                  
66 Myra Dickman Orth, “The Influence of the ‘American Romanesque’ in Australia”, in Journal of the
Society of Architectural Historians, March 1975, pp 2-18. See Figure 6 for the location of South Yarra. In
addition Alexander James Macdonald assisted Griffin with the 1913 modification of his Canberra
Plan.
67 Philip Goad, op cit, #154, p 94.
68 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal. See Appendix C, & Miles Lewis, Two Hundred Years of Concrete in
Australia, Sydney 1988, pp 12-14.
69 Philip Goad, op cit, Sydney 1999, #145, p 90.
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and Walter and Marion’s Chicago houses.70 The Chadwick House, on the edge of a
later 1914 Griffin estate design, overlooks a valley of the upper Yarra River,
frequented by the local ‘Heidleberg School’ of Impressionist painters.71

Griffin did not use Melbourne buildings as sources for patterns in the Initial
Structure design nor did he derive any patterns from the three existing Protestant
colleges at the University of Melbourne for the design of Newman College. Varied
interpretations of the Gothic Revival informed the other college designs. Similarly
the Gothic Revival influenced the Roman Catholic churches of Melbourne. Samuel
Jackson’s St Francis Church, 1841-1845 [Figure 20a], in the central grid area of
Melbourne, was a modest prelude to St Patrick’s Cathedral, 1858-1869 [Figure 20b]
by William Wilkinson Wardell (1823-1899), on the East Melbourne hilltop,
consecrated in 1897.72

GRIFFIN IN MELBOURNE 1913 & 1914-18

Walter Burley Griffin first visited Melbourne between August and November 1913.
He addressed the architects of Melbourne and Sydney during this period and also
the followers of Henry George. He collaborated with the Melbourne architect,
Alexander James Macdonald to modify his initial prize-winning Canberra Plan
[Figure 33]. Appointed the Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction he
was given a government office in Melbourne, and the right to private practice for
half of his professional time. After arriving in Melbourne in May 1914 Walter and
Marion spent their spare time sketching Australian native plant species in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, founded in 1846 [Figure 21], located in the city reserve south of the
central grid. The Griffins continued Australian tree studies in Sydney, in Tasmania,

                                                  
70 Philip Goad, op cit, Sydney 1999, #146, p 91.
71 Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, Melbourne 1998, #1413-07 “Summit Estate, Section of Mount Eagle
Estate, Eaglemont, Victoria”, p 112.
72 Philip Goad, op cit, Sydney 1999, #2, p 16, & #37, p 35, respectively. The cathedral design combined
English and French Gothic elements, including an English tower and spire over the crossing and a
French chevet of apsidal chapels at the east end. Wardell’s St John’s College, University of Sydney,
1859-1860 [Figures 36b & 74b] played a role in the design program of Griffin’s Newman College.
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and elsewhere.73 They applied this knowledge to the design of a botanic garden at
Newman College, 1915-1918, thus they were pioneers in the use of native species in
Australian horticulture.

During the design and construction phases of the Newman College commission
Griffin became familiar with three significant Melbourne buildings. His Federal
Capital Office was housed in government architect John Smith Murdoch’s
Edwardian Baroque Commonwealth Offices, 1910-1912 [Figure 22], until the Federal
Capital Office was moved in 1917 to private architect Walter Butler’s English Arts &
Crafts Queensland Building, 1912-1913 [Figure 23].74 Griffin needed to frequent the
Parliament House in Melbourne, 1856-1861 & 1877-1892, during a Royal
Commission, 18 May 1916 to 21 February 1917, which inquired into the conduct of
Canberra Federal Capital planning [Figure 24].75

The Griffins carried out two important commissions in Melbourne referred to in
following chapters. The first was the ‘Café Australia’, Collins Street, 1915-16 [Figures
25a & 25b], a refit of the ‘Vienna Café’ trashed by WW1 troops.76 The extraordinary
doorway of the café was like the proscenium to the stage of an auditorium [Figure
25a], and the main dining room [Figure 25b] resembled the shape of Sullivan’s
Chicago Auditorium Building 10th floor main hotel dining room, 1886-1889 [Figure
135b].

The second important commission was the so-called ‘Lippincott House’, 1917
[Figures 26a & 26b], briefly occupied by Roy and Genevieve Lippincott when they
moved to Melbourne from Sydney.77 The land on which the house sits was one of
two adjacent blocks bought by Walter in 1916 when the lots of Griffin’s Glenard
subdivision of the Summit Estate of 1914 were sold at public auction. The Lippincott
House has typical motifs found in Griffin’s architectural style including a brickwork
                                                  
73 Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, Melbourne 1998, #3513-12 “Forest Portraits”, pp 371-375.
74 Philip Goad, op cit, Sydney 1999, #167, p 98, & #181, p 104, respectively.
75 Philip Goad, “Parliament House”, in op cit, Sydney 1999, #36, p 33.
76 Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, Melbourne 1998, #1605-01, pp 135-139. The café owner was the Greek
Consul-General in Melbourne at the time. He became a future client of the Griffins in commissions
after 1918.
77 Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, Melbourne 1998, #1713-01, pp 152f.
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battered base similar in idea to the base of the Initial Structure at Newman College.
Walter and Marion were to build their tiny house ‘Pholiota’ on the adjacent block
some time after 1918, using Walter’s concrete block system called ‘Knitlock’.78 Their
house, ‘Pholiota’, fulfilled the Griffins’ desire in 1920 to live in the same kind of
pavilion accommodation Thomas Jefferson designed for himself in 1770, in the South
Pavilion at ‘Monticello’.79

CAMPUS PLANNING TYPES

In this section campus planning types in England, America and Australia are
referred to so as to illuminate Griffin’s site plan and building plan pattern at
Newman College, 1915-1918. The planning of the Roman Catholic college reserve
and the plan pattern of the Initial Structure in 1918 were both unusual in the context
of known campus planning types [Plate 2.1].

During the mid-19th Century in England Cardinal John Henry Newman, after whom
the Melbourne College was named, wrote a seminal treatise on the academic nature
and the curriculum for a Roman Catholic University.80 He sought to realize the first
British Roman Catholic University, to be located in Dublin. However, a number of
Roman Catholic Universities were built in the USA from the 1840s on including the
University of Notre Dame, which was founded in the Indiana wilderness, 1842, by
French missionaries [Figure 27a].81 The other American Roman Catholic Universities
at that time were located in urban settings. But Notre Dame exemplified the effect of
Transcendentalism on American culture, which perceived natural settings and open
landscape as more beneficial for students than cities. At Notre Dame in the 1870s the
administration building was at the head of the mall-type of plan pattern and the
church was to its side, unlike the Newman College scheme where the Chapel was to

                                                  
78 Turnbull and Navaretti, op cit, Melbourne 1998, #1705-01 “Knitlock Construction”, p 151, & #2208-
03 “Griffin Residence, Pholiota, Heidelberg, Victoria”, p 194f. See Figures 189a-193b.
79 See Figures 189a-193b.
80 John Henry Newman, The Idea of a University, New York 1947 (1852). The work was a treatise on
Roman Catholic scholarship and did not envisage a building program.
81 Paul Venable Turner, Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 101-103.
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be at the head [Plate 2.1]. Griffin’s first scheme in August 1915 was a truncated mall-
type.

Another way of looking at the Initial Structure plan pattern was to read it as an
incomplete quadrangle [Plate 2.1]. Indeed the quadrangular block was a favored
‘Beaux-Arts Campus’ planning type in the City Beautiful Movement.82 An example
of this type was the master plan of architect Henry Ives Cobb for the University of
Chicago, 1893 [Figure 27b].83 Griffin offered the option of a quadrangular complex in
the August 1915 scheme, which was not taken up by the Executive Building
Committee.

The Initial Structure at Newman College has a cloister inside each of the South and
West Residential Wings to the rear garden courtyard that connects around the
Rotunda [Plate 2.1]. A major precedent for the use of cloisters was Stanford
University in California, 1888 [Figures 28a & 28b], a complex that is a quadrangular
Beaux-Arts Campus type.84 The architects for the Stanford University design were
the successors to the office of Henry Hobson Richardson. The landscape architect
was Frederick Law Olmsted (1822-1903).85 The campus plan for Princeton
University, 1906-1911 [Figure 29], was another precedent, which exploited the plan
patterns of varied monastic quadrangles.86 Thus this campus plan, published in The
America Architect, July 1909, gave Griffin an opportunity to consider several
variations of the quadrangular Beaux-Arts Campus type.87

                                                  
82 Paul Venable Turner, “The University as City Beautiful”, in op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984,
pp 163-213.
83 Paul Venable Turner, op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 172-177. The chapel, hall and
library were placed in the centre with a women’s quadrangle, a graduate student quadrangle and two
undergraduate quadrangles around them.
84 Paul Venable Turner, op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 169-176.
85 Griffin declared that Olmsted was the finest of American landscape architects, in Nancy Price, op
cit, Sydney 1933.
86 Paul Venable Turner, “The Monastic Quadrangle and Collegiate Ideals”, in op cit, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 1984, pp 215-245.
87 Ralph Adams Cram, “Princeton Architecture”, in The American Architect, July 1909, pp 21-30.
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The college building with cloisters was a type renewed at Princeton University in the
first decade of the 20th Century. The original medieval Oxford University college
pattern of ‘separate entry’ off the cloister was revived [Figure 30a].88 Prior to this
1910 example of separate entry at Princeton University central corridor access was
used inside hall-type buildings. The hall-type building set within an open
landscaped park was favored for American university buildings in the mid-19th

Century rather than the monastic cloistered quadrangular building seen at the end
of the Century. The first blocks built in the 1870s and 1880s at the three Protestant
colleges at the University of Melbourne were of the central corridor hall-type.
Ironically in England the central corridor access to student rooms within a hall-type
building, without cloisters, and set in open sweeps of lawn, became the standard for
new Oxford university buildings during the 19th Century [Figure 30b]. It is likely that
the architects for the three Protestant colleges at the University of Melbourne used
the new Oxford university hall-type building as precedence rather than the earlier
American hall-type colleges.

A Jefferson architecture revival was another feature of campus planning within the
City Beautiful Movement in America.89 In 1895 the Library Rotunda at the University
of Virginia was severely damaged by fire and architects were engaged to rebuild it
[Figure 31].90 The ‘Lawn’ at the University of Virginia, headed by the Rotunda and
flanked by colonnades, was essentially a mall-type of plan pattern. The same firm of
architects in 1893 had designed a master plan for New York University that adapted
Jefferson’s mall-type headed with a rotunda building [Figure 32]. But for the
restoration of the University of Virginia the same architects proposed to close off the
vista at the southern end of the ‘Lawn’ to create a quadrangular type.

                                                  
88 Paul Venable Turner, “The Collegiate Residential Unit”, in op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984,
pp 241-245.
89 Paul Venable Turner, “The Jeffersonian Revival”, in op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 191-
203.
90 Paul Venable Turner, op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 177-179. The firm was McKim
Mead & White.
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GRIFFIN’S CAMPUS PLANS 1911-1920

True to his Congregationalist heritage Griffin demonstrated an abiding interest in
university campus planning. For example, in the Canberra Plan of 1913 Griffin sited
the Australian National University adjacent to the ‘Civic Centre’ on its western side
[Figure 33].91 An analysis of Griffin’s Canberra campus plan yields many cross-axial
groupings of separate abstract block units. The cross-axial groupings and parallel
lines reflect the practice of Beaux-Arts planning within the context of the City
Beautiful Movement. Thus Griffin’s Canberra campus plan was similar in character
to the American City Beautiful Movement campus planning practice described in the
previous section.

In the 1911 Canberra Plan competition submission Griffin included a diagram for the
academic departments in his national university design [Figure 34a]. A pattern of
concentric circles was labeled to show that natural science departments were located
in the centre with the professional training departments on the outer circle.
Furthermore, the departments were appropriately orientated toward other city
functions and topographical landscape features. For example, the economics,
government studies, and education departments were the functions closest to the
Municipal [Civic] Centre [Figure 33]. The medical departments were placed closest
to the large hospital building shown on the promontory jutting into the west Basin.
Griffin’ diagram emulated Jefferson’s determination of the curricula for the
University of Virginia. In 1799 Samuel Knox, a friend of Thomas Jefferson, published
an essay that proposed a national university in Washington DC [Figure 34b].92

                                                  
91 This site and its setting were a legacy of Griffin’s initial 1911 Canberra Plan [Figure 194a]. The
functions for communal activities and their location were highly significant in Griffin’s design
method. For example, in Griffin’s Canberra Plan the most important position and building was the
Capitol, which he envisaged as a place of national meetings and festivities, equivalent in effect to the
Chapel in the college design [Plate 2.1]. At the other terminal of the north to south ‘Land Axis’ he
envisaged the national banqueting facility, the so-called ‘Casino’, equivalent in function to the college
Dining Hall. The east to west ‘Water Axis’ passed through the square base of the national university
library tower, equivalent in function to the Library Rotunda in the August 1915 Newman College
scheme. See Paul Reid, op cit, Canberra 2002, passim.
92 Paul Venable Turner, op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, p 59. Turner’s diagram shows that
Knox envisaged a series of quadrangles, with the ornamental arts and an astronomical observatory in
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Beaux-Arts campus planning in the context of the City Beautiful Movement can be
identified in other university campus plans by Griffin, such as in the University of
New Mexico campus plan of 1915 [Figure 35a].93 Griffin’s 1915 University of Western
Australia scheme was also a City Beautiful Movement plan arranged in a Beaux-Arts
manner that showed a variety of building block forms, some of which were L-
shaped [Figure 35b].

Griffin’s 1920 plan for the University of Sydney included existing buildings from the
1850s onward [Figure 36a]. The I-shape of the Roman Catholic St John’s College is
located in the middle of the western boundary of the campus. The architect of St
John’s College, 1859-1860 [Figure 36b], was William Wilkinson Wardell, the designer
of St Patrick’s Cathedral in Melbourne [Figure 20b]. The slightly earlier Edmund
Blacket, Main Quadrangle Building, 1854-1859 [Figures 37a & 37b], is in the centre of
the University of Sydney campus. Blacket was the architect of the 1870s buildings at
the Church of England Trinity College affiliated with the University of Melbourne
[Plate 2.1]. The Newman College benefactor, Thomas Donovan, believed that these
Tudor Gothic Revival buildings at Sydney University were the proper models for
the design of the new Melbourne Roman Catholic College.94 St John’s College has
student accommodation on the upper floor level accessed by a central corridor,
opposite in principle to the separate entries that Griffin provided at Newman
College. Donovan seemed unaware that in its program and plan-pattern the St
John’s College design in fact resembled the modern American hall-type of building
surrounded by a landscaped park, rather than a venerable cloistered Oxford College
from Tudor Gothic times.95

                                                                                                                                                             
a central domed tower, surrounded by a square of student lodgings and dining rooms, and an outer
square containing staff living quarters, the library, museums and classrooms.
93 Christopher Vernon, “An ‘Accidental’ Australian”, in Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in
Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, pp 7-11. Indeed the quality of this plan and its drawing suggest
that Griffin’s Chicago partner, Francis Barry Byrne, substituted his own scheme for an original
forwarded from Melbourne. In contrast, Griffin’s 1915 University of Western Australia scheme was
an exquisite Beaux-Arts plan in Marion’s style of drawing.
94 See “Letters from Thomas Donovan”, in Appendix A, Volume 2.
95 Paul Venable Turner, “Piety and Venerability”, in op cit, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 110-
120.
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Chapter 3: APPEARANCE
FUNCTIONS MATERIALS AND FORM

COMPARISON of the INITIAL STRUCTURE at NEWMAN COLLEGE with QUEEN’S ORMOND
and TRINITY COLLEGES. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS. FURNITURE. GENERAL and
ADMINISTRATION ROTUNDA. CLOISTERS and PROMENADES. RECREATION and
EDUCATION BUILDINGS. STUDENT RESIDENCE WINGS

Only in so far as this building architecturally relies solely for effect on the honesty
of expression of its purposes, facilities, and materials, can it be universal and
democratic in its appeal

Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, in The
Advocate, Christmas Day 1915
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FUNCTIONS MATERIALS and FORM

In this chapter comparisons are made between Griffin’s Initial Structure and the
initial building blocks for the other three colleges affiliated with the University of
Melbourne. The three Protestant College designs were all begun during the 1870s
and 1880s, and were conceived as single hall-type buildings isolated in park settings.
Griffin in contrast designed a building set close to the street line with maximum
open garden space behind framed with the L-shaped Initial Structure for greater
seclusion.

The analysis of the elements of the Initial Structure building enabled identification of
the overriding patterns in Griffin’s design. Griffin used these patterns of various
kinds in composing the college spaces and their enclosures. Thus a comprehensive
description of the college building in this and the following two chapters enables
easier identification of Griffin’s original patterns and their sources in the later
chapters.

Walter Burley Griffin wrote that the domed General and Administration Rotunda
and its attendant services, together with two Students Residence Wings and their
‘Terminal Special Pavilions’, referred to in this study as the Recreation and
Education Buildings, comprised: ‘the complete initial building, fulfilling all the
purposes of the College’.1

The rooms and the circulation spaces in the lower level plan of Newman College
[Figure 38a] fit inside the heavier outline of the Initial Structure shown in Plate 2.1.
In the working drawing documents that Marion prepared in the Griffins’ Sydney
office the accommodation Wing running beside Swanston Street along the eastern
boundary was labeled the ‘South Student Residence Wing’. The other
accommodation Wing parallel to the northern boundary to the right was labeled the

                                                  
1 Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, The Advocate, 25
December 1915. See Appendix B. There are discrepancies between the names given to elements in
Walter’s article and the names Marion used on the drawings. For the Griffins a communal space in
the Newman College building it seems was considered to be a multi-purpose space and did not have
a singular and absolute function that had one name only.
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‘West Student Residence Wing’. The terms South Student Residence Wing and West
Student Residence Wing are used throughout this submission.

Conceptually the Wings radiated south and west from the General and
Administration Rotunda hence their curious nomenclature. The South Student
Residence Wing has a north-south axis, and the West Student Residence Wing has
an east-west axis. Within the Rotunda the Dining Hall or ‘Assembly Hall’, as it was
labeled on the working drawings, is the conceptual and physical centre of the Initial
Structure. The Dining Hall was thus conceived to function as both a refectory and a
place of assembly. Symmetry as such in the plan of the whole Initial Structure occurs
about the diagonal through the Rotunda that continues as the diagonal to the rear
garden courtyard. The view toward the group of oldest buildings within the
university precinct is southeast in the direction of this diagonal.

In the plan [Figure 38a] the label for each of the Student Residence Wings was
printed on top of the cloister to each wing. As can be seen on this plan the cloisters
were located to serve circulation between the Rotunda and the ‘Recreational Rooms’
in the Recreation Building and the ‘Educational Rooms’ in the Education Building.
Views into the rear garden courtyard are gained while walking along these cloisters.
Off both cloisters can be seen the separate entries to the staircases that give access to
the students’ double room suites, the so-called ‘student sets’ of medieval Oxford
tradition.2 The bathrooms are on the landings to the staircases. To the north off the
Rotunda is a short pavilion with the Dining Hall kitchens and service rooms. To the
east of the Rotunda at the bottom of the drawing can be seen another short length of
pavilion that contains the Rector’s lodgings on the lower level and in 1918 a Library
on the upper level.

Figure 38a acts as a key to the following outline of the groups of Figures that
illustrate the appearance of the Initial Structure. The first four illustrations show
aspects of the overall Newman College design [Figures 38a-39b]. The descriptions of
the main entry façades for all four affiliated colleges at the University of Melbourne,
including Newman College, allowed for comparisons and contrasts to be made
between the architecture of all four colleges [Figures 40a-45b]. The contrasts that
                                                  
2 Catherine Anderson, a Rhodes Scholar, kindly alerted me to this Oxford tradition.
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emerged between the design of Newman College and the other three college designs
heightened the distinguishing characteristics of Griffin’s architecture. The
description of Newman College continues in this chapter with a discussion of the
construction materials and details [Figures 46a-48c]. Illustrations of key parts of the
building follow. For example the next group of images show the General and
Administration Rotunda and its principal spaces, forms and details [Figures 49-60b].
In this group the first images are those of the entry doorway in the southeast
quadrant of the Rotunda with its dome above. The last two images are of the ribbed
reinforced concrete dome over the Dining Hall, as seen from the rear garden
courtyard, and as seen from the service yard on the north boundary of the site. The
cloisters and the upstairs promenades are then shown [Figures 61a & 61b]. Aspects
of the Recreation and Education Buildings are then illustrated [Figures 62a-64]. The
final group shows elements of the Student Residence Wings and includes a 1918
photograph of a typical student set and its issue of standard Griffin-designed
furniture [Figures 65 & 66].

The east elevation of the Initial Structure shows that the low ceiling heights and the
long length of the wall to the Student Residence Wing exaggerated the horizontal to
an unusual extent [Figure 38b]. This long elevation is rhythmically marked with
vertical column-piers at seven-foot intervals. The column-piers rise from the battered
base and terminate at the springing of the shallow segmental arches. There are
windows high up in the end walls of the Education Building left and the pavilion
right for the Rector’s quarters and a Library. Above this pavilion and its upper level
Library sit the windows to a clerestory vault. The two clerestory vaults on the north-
south axis are seen in elevation at the base of the dome. The windows in these
otherwise solid walls give a lighter vertical marking. Above the ribbed dome are a
lantern and a vertical mast. This mast is the central flèche atop the dome’s lantern.
The lantern windows also have vertical accents. The tall chimney to the right of the
dome exhausts cooking fumes from the Dining Hall kitchens.

All of the elevations of the Initial Structure at Newman College are varied in form,
each with an axis of symmetry [Figures 38a & 38b]. For example, the east elevation
of the Education Building has solid walls with only short column-piers to its
clerestory windows, as does the east elevation of the Rector’s lodgings and Library
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pavilion beneath the dome. The South Student Residence Wing however was
articulated with the column-piers at regular intervals. Indeed the whole of the east
elevation of Newman College to Swanston Street consists of the assembly of four
such different symmetrical and architectonic patterns, including firstly from the left
the Education Building, secondly the South Student Residence Wing, thirdly the
Rotunda including the end wall of the Rector’s lodgings, and fourthly the side of the
kitchen and services wing. These distinct elevations add up in total to an
asymmetrical façade, with the added eccentricity of the Rotunda being the largest
mass in the composition.

The plan and east elevation [Figures 38a & 38b] illustrate the rhythm of the
structural bays in the building design. The bays are of uniform width throughout the
whole building because Griffin applied a unit measure of seven-foot. He observed
that the building’s ‘modulus’ was set by his choice of a functionally ample but low
ceiling height, the repetition of room units, and by projective geometry related to the
arch.3 An analysis revealed that the seven-foot unit measure informed every aspect
of the building’s dimensions. The Newman College building fits a three-dimensional
horizontal and vertical grid with a seven-foot spacing of the grid lines. Griffin’s
modulus was in effect a Cartesian grid. In terms of a proportional system it is a
simple 1:1 ratio, the ideal proportioning system in architectural tradition.

Views soon after the completion of the east elevation of the Initial Structure are
shown in Figures 39a & 39b. A text from Marion’s memoirs stated that Walter’s
intention was to create a modern abstract form in response to environmental and
functional demands and to reflect the unity and repose of buildings from antiquity.4

Further, she wrote that the building was not classical in the conventional sense but
conveyed classical effects of ‘pure and gracious serenity’, ‘logical simplicity’ and
‘dignity’, yet freed of classical details. Further she recorded a text in which Walter
explained that all the elements of ‘environment, site, functional forms, facilities,
material, texture and color’ were coordinated in a single composition.5

                                                  
3 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
4 Marion Mahony, “The Magic of America”, unpublished manuscript, Chicago 1940-1949, Section II, p
233.
5 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 233 & p 235.
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All the indoor and outdoor functions of college life were important to Walter’s
concept. The organization and distribution of functions over the whole site and
beyond were essential to his overall conceptual design. Indoor and outdoor spaces
and their enclosures were thought of together. Griffin wrote that the building group
was designed to enhance the setting, ‘not merely to be set off itself’.6 For example,
the L-shape to the Initial Structure framed two sides of the square garden courtyard
as seen in Marion’s perspective drawing [Frontispiece]. Another example is the east
elevation of the Initial Structure [Figure 39a], which became one continuous edge of
a City Beautiful tree-lined boulevard framed across the space of Swanston Street.

Kauffmann’s soft focus photograph of 1918 [Figure 39a] depicts a scene of serenity
and repose. The Education Building end pavilion is in the foreground. Behind this
pavilion the long wall of the South Student Residence Wing connects with the
General and Administration Rotunda. The building’s base platform was clearly
articulated. The visual dominance of the dome subordinates and resolves the
diversity of wall treatments. In addition the rhythm of the angled column-piers to
the Education Building, to the South Student Residence Wing, and to the General
and Administration Rotunda has a unifying effect on the whole composition.

In 1918 the garden planting was just underway [Figure 39a]. A gardener with a
wheelbarrow is shown at work on the landscape. The plants have not grown enough
to see what was intended for the shapes and patterns of the garden. The 1922 sketch
shows that the new plants grew vigorously and in dense profusion [Figure 39b].
Marion recorded in her memoirs Griffin’s principles for the garden design. For
example, the planting was to create a diverse botanical garden intensely covering the
entire college grounds that included native Australian species of low maintenance.7

Cobb’s sketch of 1922 [Figure 39b] was viewed from the garden path that is parallel
to Swanston Street midway between the Education Building and the General and
Administration Rotunda. The garden had by then a vigorous four-year growth of
trees and shrubs that formed a typical Griffin landscape design [Frontispiece]. The

                                                  
6 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
7 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 242.
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short vertical pinnacles and central flèche to the lantern of the dome reflected the
garden’s repetitive vertical lines. The earth-hugging building became a modest
background to the density of evergreen shrubs. Griffin commented that maximum
effect was gained with abundant greenery surmounting long and low buildings.8

Early sketches and photographs showed that each diagonal through the dome was
not only marked with three pinnacles either side of the lantern but also with a thin
needle of timber that sat on the General and Administration Rotunda parapet. Cobb
in this sketch faithfully recorded the timber mast on the southeast end of one such
diagonal. These timber masts were removed long ago but the metal sleeves that
housed their bases are still visible around the rotunda parapet on the four points of
the two diagonals. For example the metal sleeve for one of the timber masts can be
seen on top of the parapet in the middle of the recent photograph in Plate 2.5. The
dome, its lantern and the parapet to the Rotunda were empathetically marked with
pinnacles and masts aligned with the cardinal directions and their interstices.

COMPARISON of the NEWMAN COLLEGE INITIAL STRUCTURE with QUEEN’S
ORMOND and TRINITY COLLEGES

In this section the architecture of Newman College is contrasted with that of the
three Protestant colleges. Griffin placed the eastern side of Newman College as close
as possible to Swanston Street so as to enhance its role as an urban edge [Plate 2.1].
This strategy maximized the dimensions of the rear garden courtyard. The three
other college buildings were set well back on their sites. They appear like grand
mansions in great draughts of rural space. The criteria for picturesque English
landscape settings were applied in these other Melbourne colleges in the
relationship between building and park. The three college buildings and their
settings further resembled American college hall-type buildings standing in
landscaped parks.9 Only the sweeping driveways gave a structure to the space
leading from the street to the main entrance.

                                                  
8 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
9 This type arose at American universities during the 19th Century. See Paul Venable Turner, “Sublime
Nature”, in Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1990, pp 101-109.
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Griffin integrated the design of the Initial Structure with landscape and architectural
elements beyond the boundaries of the Newman College reserve. As noted the
diagonal through the Rotunda linked geometrically with the central university
buildings. Also the east elevation of the Initial block and the building line of the 19th

Century terrace houses across Swanston Street framed an urban boulevard [Plate
2.1]. Furthermore, Griffin aligned the Chapel axis with the central axis of the college
reserve, which lies on the crest of a slight land-rise. This central axis also coincides
with a vista along local Palmerston Street that slopes away to the east from
Swanston Street. Griffin emphasized this larger landscape geometry when he
claimed that the Chapel spire on the ‘University hilltop’ terminated and dominated
the axis of Palmerston Street.10 Broader alignments of this kind do not occur in any of
the other college buildings, as they were conceived as isolated buildings set in
continuous open parkland.

The intimacy of scale at Newman College is in stark contrast with the lofty scales of
the other three college facades [Figure 40a]. The latter appear aloof, grandiose and
remote by comparison. The substantial distance between the main gate and the main
building entrance to each of these three other colleges is seen in the 1919 campus site
plan [Plate 2.1]. A 1910 photomontage reinforces the impression of remoteness
[Figure 40b]. Each of the three colleges was photographed at the head of its
driveway. Trinity is top left, Queen’s is bottom left, and Ormond is bottom right.11

The site plan and the photomontage show that the driveways were designed for
vehicular access rather than for pedestrians. However the walking distance at
Newman College between the gate and the Rotunda’s central wall opening and
entry doors is very short indeed.12

The display of the measured drawings of the entry elevations to each of the colleges
made for interesting comparisons [Figure 41]. All four elevations were drawn to the
same scale. The functional purpose for all four building elevations was the same.
Therefore the differences in architectural conception and design method became

                                                  
10 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
11 Wesley College, top right, is a secondary school.
12 The Chapel gate on the central axis is nowadays the main street entry into Newman College.
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apparent when compared in the display. The eastern entry elevation for Newman
College was immediately seen as more spread out as a larger building than the other
three colleges. However, the Newman College building contained all of its college
functions and services within the one building. The other three colleges consisted of
multiple accommodation blocks, service wings, garden outbuildings and isolated
toilet blocks. The Initial Structure at Newman College had modern internalized
plumbing and building services, and also had a reduction in space for circulation
routes through a more efficient building scheme [Plate 2.1].

The east elevation of Griffin’s 1915 design was elongated yet intimately scaled
compared with the entry facade of Percy Oakden’s 1888 Queen’s College, or Joseph
Reed’s 1880 Ormond College, and Edmund Blacket’s 1879 Trinity College [Figure
41].13 Structural articulation and the expression of mass and the horizontal in the
Initial Structure was more architecturally significant overall. The Initial Structure
along its east elevation was nevertheless an assembly of functional parts, such as the
Education Building, the South Student Residence Wing, and the Rotunda with its
short Rector’s quarters-Library wing, and the kitchen wing. The functional purpose
within each of these different parts was articulated. The coherent assembly of
different shapes and constructional details suggests a functional sequence within.
This kind of articulation and differentiation did not occur in the facades of the other
three colleges. For example, the location and form of the dining hall was not
conveyed in the elevations of any of the other colleges, yet it was a distinct feature of
Newman College.

Vertical emphasis in the other three college entry elevations contrasted with the
horizontal emphasis of Newman College where lower internal ceilings reduced the
height for the two-storey residential and community facilities [Figure 41]. Griffin
wrote that he conceived the broad and elongated character of the Initial Structure
through the recognition of the dominant horizontal base of the site.14 In contrast the
entry elevations of Queen’s and Ormond Colleges is three-storeys high. Newman
                                                  
13 Percy Oakden also designed the Australia Building, 1888, in central Melbourne [Figure 14]. Joseph
Reed also designed the Melbourne Exhibition Buildings, 1879-80, in the Carlton Gardens [Figure 13].
Edmund Blacket also designed the Main Quadrangle Building, 1854-1859, University of Sydney
[Figures 37a & 37b].
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and Trinity Colleges are both two-storeys high nevertheless Trinity College appears
to be taller than Newman College. The Ormond College elevation in particular
exploited the grandness of soaring verticals. The tower at Ormond College further
exaggerated its height to length ratio. Although it has the shortest length the three-
storey Queen’s College elevation gives the greatest effect of verticality.

The expression of structure in both a compositional and a constructional sense
seemed to inform Griffin’s design method in the Initial Structure. In contrast
pictorial composition seemed to inform the design method in the other three colleges
in that window and door figures were introduced into the wall surface and balanced
through regularity and symmetry [Figure 41]. Further, Gothic architectural details
appeared in the designs of the other three colleges. Griffin hinted at Gothic
architectural character with his inventive concentration of pinnacle elements around
the lantern and flèche to the Rotunda dome, and with the rhythm and profile of the
angled column-piers, without resorting to the replication of Gothic architectural
details.

The use of the segmental arch in Griffin’s Newman College may have related to
Corroyer’s widely known late 19th Century theory that the essence of the Gothic
originated in early medieval times in French Romanesque vaults and domes.15 In
contrast the English Gothic pointed arch features in the Protestant College elevations
[Figure 41]. The era of archaeological exactness in Gothic Revival architecture had
passed, so Trinity and Queen’s College designs were easy-going provincial Gothic
compositions with simple figures and ornaments arranged within a plane. Ormond
College however was embellished with imaginative applications of Gothic
buttresses, pointed window heads, towers and florid gable-ends. The architects of
the Protestant Colleges were evidently skilled in picturesque elemental
composition.16

                                                                                                                                                             
14 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
15 Edouard Corroyer, Gothic Architecture, New York, 1893, for the English edition of this textbook.
16 Reyner Banham, “The Academic tradition and the concept of elementary composition”, in Theory
and Design in the First Machine Age, London 1972 (1960), pp 14-22.
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An essential distinction between Newman College and the other three colleges was
in the geometry of the approach to the main entry door [Figures 38a & 41]. At
Newman College the approach and entry doorway was organized around the
diagonal through the Rotunda, with the doorway to the rear garden courtyard being
on the other diagonal. This geometrical eccentricity to the building approach at
Newman College was in contrast to the entry elevations at Queen’s, Ormond and
Trinity Colleges, which were frontal and symmetrical in their composition. The main
entry was either axially placed as at Ormond, or it was placed close to the central
axis of the façade as at Queen’s and Trinity Colleges.

Another vital distinction between Newman College and the other three colleges was
in the internal building circulation. The circulation at Newman College involved an
ambulatory and a gallery around the Dining Hall in the Rotunda, and cloisters
between the rear garden courtyard and the student rooms [Figure 38a]. Griffin may
have derived these patterns from medieval churches in France. In addition, the first
university college in Oxford has open cloister ‘separate entry’ access to student sets,
a strategy that was adapted in a 1910 college at Princeton, New Jersey [Figure 30a].
The other three Melbourne college buildings were designed with the relatively
modern development of internal access corridors, as seen in William Butterfield’s
Keble College, Oxford, 1867 [Figure 30b].

None of the patterns that Griffin used in his concept for Newman College were used
for the designs of the other three pre-1918 Protestant colleges [Figure 41]. Empathy
does exist however between some architectural elements, such as the cloisters at
Newman and Trinity Colleges, or between the use of buttresses at Newman and
Ormond Colleges and the rough versus smooth texture contrasts in the stonework,
or between the abstract simplicity of Newman and Queen’s Colleges.

In Oakden’s design of Queen’s College [Figure 42] all of the wall openings were
geometric figures punched through at regular intervals into the background of the
smooth stonework surface. In 1918 the entry into Queen’s College was through a
doorway in the centre of the façade. The entry doorway was within the middle
projecting vertical motif. The entry was shifted to the right when the block was later
extended. The scale of the original double entry doorway was diminished by the size
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of the whole façade. This doorway gave access to a central corridor inside the
building and also beyond to a courtyard enclosed on three sides. The window
rectangles and moldings refer to Tudor Gothic manor houses. The horizontal cornice
moldings placed at each floor level affected the vertical emphasis. Guttering pipes
introduced another vertical figure into this picturesque composition.

The visual effect of a fortified building was conveyed in Reed’s Ormond College
design [Figures 43, 44a & 44b], just as a sense of fortification was conveyed at
Newman College. But the high-buttressed wall was the architectural means for the
fortified effect at Ormond rather than the battered base used at Newman. The two-
storey capped buttresses at Ormond were spaced at different intervals in contrast to
the modular spacing of the column-piers at Newman College. The composition at
Ormond College accentuated verticality through closely spaced intervals between
the window and buttress elements [Figure 43]. Contrasted rough and smooth
textures appeared in the walling of both the Newman and Ormond College
buildings. The walls and buttresses at Ormond were built of rough-textured
stonework but the finish to the buttress-heads, window-surrounds and gable-ends
was smooth-faced brickwork. The smooth brickwork framed the deep window
openings punched into the plane of the rusticated stone walling. The roofline was
picturesquely broken with molded gable ends, towers, newels, and so on.

The thin flèche and pinnacles at Newman College act as a university landmark as
does the Ormond College tower with its clock [Figure 44a]. These two different
landmarks in fact advertise the location of the main entry to their respective colleges.
A lofty two-storey arch at Ormond shelters a porch and the entry door [Figure 44b].
The door and three window strips in the porch volume reinforced a surprising
diminution of scale. The grandeur of the whole façade was brought down to the
domestic scale of the entry door. Inside Ormond a passage goes through to a
quadrangle. The circulation within this college was achieved with a typical late 19th

Century system of central corridors. The dining hall within is an oblong in shape
that was furnished to evoke a medieval living hall or an Oxford college refectory.

Blacket’s Trinity College building [Figures 45a & 45b], is red brick with stone trim.
An entry porch and cloister shelter the main entry door into this college [Figure 45a].
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The cloister also gives access at one end to a quadrangle formed by a series of
residential wings [Figure 45b]. The cloisters at Newman in contrast provide passage
to communal room destinations [Figure 46a]. At Trinity explicitly medieval columns
and capitals support shallow pointed arches. In comparison the angled column-piers
at Newman are starkly abstract and rely upon projective geometry for their
ornamental value rather than applied ornament. The columns were stood upon a
brick wall at Trinity with only one entry into the cloister. The battered base to the
outside cloister wall at Newman College similarly controls access with only three
entry points.

The cloisters at Newman and Trinity are similar in feeling and scale but not in form,
materials or colours. The Trinity College cloister interior [Figure 45b] has a variety of
contrasting material textures and colours. The ceiling was given a slope, the whole
space becoming like a verandah. The exposed timber lean-to construction of the
cloister’s ceiling adds to this perception. This cloister is a short and convenient
passage rather than the major gathering space found at Newman College [Figure
46a]. The Trinity College residents rarely use their cloister for circulation or as a
meeting place. In contrast to Trinity the Newman College cloisters are long semi-
enclosed interior rooms with open-air windows along the courtyard side. The
rusticated battered bases on both sides of this circulation and meeting space direct
movement. The Newman cloisters are places of exchange as they channel circulation
between the college communal amenities and the staircases to the sets of study-
bedroom units. The low ceiling here has concrete beams crossing at every column-
pier to the opposite solid wall with shallow segmental concrete vaults spanning
between. Smooth and rough textures contrast strongly at Newman although the
colours are somewhat homogenous.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

Throughout his lifelong career Griffin believed that the modern technology of
reinforced concrete enabled quick and durable construction applicable to all scales of
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building including a university college.17 Reinforced concrete was the basic
technique for constructing the Initial Structure block at Newman College. This was
not the first reinforced concrete building in Melbourne.18 However Griffin’s expertise
in reinforced concrete engineering enabled him to introduce new concepts for
reinforced concrete design in this city. The reinforced concrete construction Griffin
designed for Newman College was one more step in his innovative applications of
reinforced concrete technology. This was especially so in the design of the Dining
Hall ribbed dome. The dome system for the college Griffin apparently adapted from
a patented French reinforced concrete system.19 He did not replicate that system but
in terms of the steel reinforcing and rib patterns Griffin created a new and workable
solution.

In Marion’s memoirs is a description of the concrete, brick and terracotta block wall
construction in the Newman College building.20 In the lower level all the walls are
reinforced concrete construction. In the upper level there is a mixture of construction
materials. Interior load bearing walls were constructed of brick or reinforced
concrete. Non-load bearing partition walls were constructed of coke breeze concrete
blocks, so-called ‘permasite’.21 The lower level and upper level floors were
constructed of reinforced concrete with the concrete mix poured around permasite
blocks. The upper level floor construction is carried on reinforced concrete beams.
The upper level ceilings however were finished in plaster on metal lathe fixed
beneath timber trusses. Excellent structural, fireproofing and acoustic performance
was accomplished at once with this construction scheme. Marion wrote that the
materials, finishes and details of Newman College were selected on the principle

                                                  
17 Paul Reid, Canberra Following Griffin, Canberra 2002, p 80. Griffin wrote that reinforced concrete
was: ‘the newest, cheapest, most durable, least limited, most plastic and variable single medium yet
introduced into construction’.
18 Miles Lewis, Two Hundred Years of Concrete in Australia, Sydney 1988, pp 12-14. Also see the
discussion about the new reading room of the Public Library that occurred after Griffin’s address to
the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, September 1913. See Appendix C.
19 The French system patented by Remy-Jean-Paul Cottançin is discussed in Chapter 7.
20 Mahony, op cit, Section II, pp 230-242.
21 Miles Lewis, Australian Building, Section 7.06.15.
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used for the ‘most modern hospital practice’ for ‘cleanliness and ease of
maintenance’.22

Fireproofing of buildings was an important issue for Griffin, brought with him from
Chicago.23 Griffin claimed that the construction for the Newman College building
design was ‘almost’ fireproof.24 The cladding of the reinforced concrete with
Barrabool Hills stonework certainly aided the fireproof capacity of the concrete. As
little timber as possible was used in the construction to reduce flammability. The
interior walls and ceilings have an inflammable finish of hard plaster. The stairs,
cloisters and promenade floors were finished in fireproof terracotta tiles. On
completion the building’s only vulnerability was perhaps with cork floors to the
communal and student rooms, and also with timber door and window joinery and
furniture.

In the architectural expression of the Newman College building Griffin exploited the
naturally occurring colours, textures and patterns in the materials of construction
and finish. One such pattern was intrinsic to the surfaces of the materials used, such
as the stonework mortar joints, the stair tread tile surfaces and joints, and timber
grain. A second kind of pattern was seen in geometric themes applied to the shapes
of architectural details, especially the geometry of the square in cabinet door
handles, in air vent and floor drain covers. A variation on the theme of the square
was a half square used in the section through structural members, cut across one
diagonal of a full square section. The half square section was found in a range of rib
and railing members in different materials – concrete, stone and timber.

Griffin sought a harmonious effect in working with the natural colours found in
materials. He wrote: ‘the material of the neighbouring colleges – freestone in small
units of a warm greenish shade, blending with an ample verdure, sets the key for
this building’.25 The Barrabool Hills stone used at Newman College was ‘employed
                                                  
22 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230.
23 Carl Condit, The Chicago School of Architecture, Chicago 1964, passim. Since the Great Fire in Chicago
in 1871 architects and engineers there had striven to find increasingly better structural solutions that
were fireproof.
24 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230.
25 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
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for its soft grateful colour’.26 The stonework to the battered base all around the
building has stone blocks of similar size laid in long horizontal mortar beds [Figure
46a]. This created a strong linear pattern in the battered base. But in all other walls of
rough textured stone the surfaces have a squared random pattern of tuck-pointed
mortar joints [Figure 46b]. The stone column-piers, the segmental arches and
windowsills, and the battered mid-wall shelves in the Education and Recreation
Buildings, have a smooth granular surface [Figure 47a].

Griffin claimed that the characteristics of Barrabool Hills stone were a determining
factor in the design detail of the splayed window surrounds that must resist water
penetration [Figure 47a].27 Nevertheless water penetration of this stonework detail
later proved to be a problem. 28 He gave another reason for the splay, which was to
increase the apparent thickness of the wall appropriate to stonework.29 Originally all
the joinery to the windows was Jarrah hardwood timber.30 Timber sashes are still in
place in the lower level windows, which have lintel heads, not segmental arches.
Griffin’s geometry for the permanent ventilation to the diamond-pattern
windowpanes is intriguing and delightful [Figure 47b]. Marion in her memoirs
noted that all openings in the building were to be protected against intrusion by
‘those carriers of filth and disease, the flys and mosquitos’.31 None of the original
insect screening has survived.

The cement render to exposed reinforced concrete, such as on the surface of the
dome, was given a warm ochre colour through the choice of the sand in the cement

                                                  
26 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230.
27 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230. Griffin had visited the quarries. Laid upon its natural bed the stone
had aged well. The faceted ends of the two projecting keystones however exposed the layers of the
natural bed to rain penetration.
28 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 241b. The builder Swansson consulted by the building committee
recommended Barrabool Hills stone although advice to the contrary was also received. Badly
weathered stone can be detected in a number of illustrations in this submission.
29 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
30 Jarrah is an Australian hardwood known for its density, workability and resistance to water
penetration and to termites. It is not known when the metal sashes replaced the timber sashes to the
upper level.
31 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230.
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mixture.32 The exposed reinforced concrete ceilings of the cloisters were given this
cement stucco finish. The ceiling of the dome inside the Dining Hall has the ribs
smoothly finished and the vaults finished in roughcast stucco. Colour was added to
the dome ceiling by the installation of coloured electric light globes of orange, gold
and green behind the escutcheons at the springing points of the ribs [Figure 54]. The
roofs to the pavilion Buildings and Wings have bright orange terracotta Marseilles
tiles from France. The cloister and promenade pavements and the stairs were
finished in darker terracotta tiles [Figure 48a]. The plaster vent covers to the
pneumatic air circulation ductwork to the student sets continued the themes of the
square in the surface pattern and the half square section to the raised edges and
divisions of this tile [Figure 48b]. Joinery timbers to doors, windows and furniture
were stained and polished smooth to enhance the natural timber colour and grain
[Figure 48c].

The Griffins were conscious of the comfort and safety of floor surfaces. Marion wrote
that the cork carpet floors edged with hard ‘magnesite’ were more durable than
linoleum and ‘warmer and more grateful to the feet’.33 The magnesite cove skirtings
had no dust ledges and were easily wiped clean. The cork carpet has not survived
being replaced in the Dining Hall and its adjoining rooms with hardwood parquetry.
But the original terracotta tiling to the Rotunda stairs remains. Griffin’s
inventiveness is again found in the surface detail of the stair landings, treads and
risers [Figure 48a]. He apparently decided to take advantage of the grid pressed into
one face of the standard stock tile and had this side of the tile laid face up. Thus
people walk the stairs upon a non-skid surface. This square grid surface also appears
in the custom-made terracotta tiles fitted to the edges of the treads and risers to this
stair. These details were repeated in the staircases within the Student Residence
Wings but there are only a few remnant tiles still in place. The grids on the stair tiles
were another contribution to the pattern theme throughout the building that features
the geometry of squares and grids.

                                                  
32 The copper sheathing seen nowadays over the dome was installed during 1935.
33 Miles Lewis, Australian Building, Section 11.04.10. Magnesite was a compound of magnesium oxide,
magnesium chloride and fine granulated cork, applied with a trowel.
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Another major thematic pattern is the related half square for the sections through
structural members. The half square sections were cut on the diagonal of the full
square section and angled at 45º. These members were attached on the diagonal of
the square section. But they give the impression from their profile that the angled
half square section is growing out of the surface upon which they are attached. The
attached column-piers and the ribs to the dome give this impression. Another case in
point of the half square rotated 45º is in the detailing of the railings to the custom-
made timber doors that close off or open up the Dining Hall for meals or meetings.
Eight pairs of large doors were hung between the eight huge piers that support the
dome over the Dining Hall. The rails to the doors are the same half square profile as
the attached column-piers and the dome ribs [Figure 48c]. Permanent ventilation is
provided by the gaps in the framed vents between the railings. These vent bars
however are square in section.

FURNITURE

In her memoirs Marion observes: ‘in the furniture the same result has been attained
as in the building itself, the ideals of utility, permanence, simplicity, dignity and
sanitation being constantly before the designers’.34 A total design approach was
taken with respect to the provision of furniture for Newman College.35 Standard
pieces were created to obviate social distinctions and hierarchies.36 Every student
was issued with the same set of furniture pieces in order to avoid a disparate variety
of furniture quality and styles that might have occurred if each student had to
furnish their own suite. The ideals of democracy and equity were thereby served.

Large circular tables and angular dining chairs for the Dining Hall were unique
designs. The timber tabletops are supported on cross slabs of timber all in a natural

                                                  
34 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230. Simplicity of form and naturalness of finish reflected the Arts &
Crafts Movement characteristics embraced by Marion and Walter. See Chapter 5.
35 For the Café Australia in Collins Street, 1915-1916, the idea of total design went even further. The
Griffins designed the crockery, cutlery and menus as well as the furniture and furnishings.
36 Jane Carolan, Banishing the Monotony of Design: the Collegiate Furniture of Walter Burley Griffin,
Melbourne 1993, passim. See also Jane Carolan’s citation: #1701-01 “Newman College Furniture” in
Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1988, pp 146-149.
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finish. The circular shape of the tabletops promotes equality of seating arrangement
without a hierarchy of seating position. The dining chair is a simple form in timber
with leather-padded seat and back. The tables and chairs of various kinds, including
those in the Dining Hall, are movable pieces, as are the bookshelves, chiffonniers
and beds in the student sets. The bookshelves in the Library, the wardrobes in the
student bedrooms, and the glazed cabinet shelves to the Laboratories in the
Education Building were permanently fitted into the wall. Cupboard, wardrobe and
cabinet doors have brass pull handles with a one-inch square face that reflected the
thematic pattern of the square.

All of the timber joinery throughout the building was finished in a so-called
‘Japanese Oak’ veneer. Australian furniture hardwood was not in supply during
WW1 when the college was built so a readily available wood was chosen, which in
fact resembled local furniture timber characteristics in its colour and grain. Marion
related in her memoirs that Spanish leather and horsehair upholstery was used to
pad the seats and backs of some of the furniture types.37 The pieces that are padded
are the Dining Hall and Lecture Room chairs [Figure 48d], the Library armchairs,
and the bench sofas in the Reception Rooms around the Dining Hall.

The standard dining chair design was adapted for use in the Lecture Room and
communal study areas by the addition of an armrest for note taking [Figure 48d].
Splay legs and back and angular wedge-shaped seat and back areas distinguished
this chair from the rectilinear sofas and desks and the circular dining tables. The
simple form of the chair is abstract and naturalistic in the manner of Arts & Crafts
furniture of the day. The timber has a dark stain and the leather padding is a red-
brown colour. The chair is sturdy but readily movable due to its shape, size and
weight. The splayed legs aesthetically convey weight downward. Significantly the
segmental arch of the external structural bays appears in the railings supporting the
seat and also appears at the top edge of the padding to the back of the chair. The
wedge shape of the projecting keystones in the segmental arches is reflected in the
wedge shapes of the chair.

                                                  
37 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 232.
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Precisely the same curve and wedge shapes appear as geometric themes in the
Dining Hall chairs and the Library armchairs. The curved timber railing to these
chairs was not an intrinsically compatible shape in the sawing of timber, as more
wood is discarded or wasted than for a straight saw cut. This curved saw cut needed
a special tool or cutting machine. Nevertheless the curve geometry appropriate for
stone segmental arches was transferred to another kind of material altogether in the
curve geometry for the timber chair rail and the chair-back leather cushion.
Furthermore the wedge shape of the two projecting keystones in the segmental
arches was transferred to the wedge shapes in the timber chairs and to brass lever
door handles. The principles of homogeneity, harmony and a totality of design had a
high priority for Griffin. Opportunities were taken in the architecture of Newman
College to make geometric transpositions between elements so that unity and
geometric homogeneity were served irrespective of the natural characteristics of
materials. Form did not strictly follow function.

GENERAL and ADMINISTRATION ROTUNDA

The dome carries a square lantern and central fleche. The dome’s diagonals were
embellished with four lines of three pinnacles each, aligned with [Figure 49]. A
shallow acute angle was introduced to inform the direction of the moldings to the
bases of the flèche and pinnacles. Some moldings in section have the familiar theme
of the half square profile while other moldings in section have the familiar splay
profile. The flèche was perforated with a pattern of triangles diminishing in size to
accommodate the upward taper. The pinnacles have four sets of horizontal branches
that are more closely spaced together as they taper upward. These branches were
aligned with the cardinal directions. The branch ends are like buds germinating on a
tapering stem.

The view from inside the main Newman College gates on Swanston Street toward
the central opening in the southeast quadrant of the Rotunda wall displays the ease
and nearness of access for entering the building [Figure 50a]. The scale is intimate,
domestic, immediate and without pretension. There is however a lack of
conventional architectural means to signpost the entry. The path to the doorway
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indicates the wall opening’s function. There are in fact three undifferentiated wall
openings in this quadrant of the rotunda, which is confusing for pedestrians
approaching the building. But the central opening once had the benefit of the timber
mast on the dome’s diagonal distinguishing it from the two wall openings either
side.

The full view of the quadrant to the southeast rotunda shows three wall openings
[Figure 50a] that are visually of equal value yet only the central opening leads to the
public entry doorway.38 The wall opening on the left gives access to a niche that has
only a window to a small office inside. The wall opening on the right gives private
access to the Rector’s Reception Room in his lodgings within the pavilion on the
extreme right [Figure 50b]. The Reception Room, used for college meetings, is also
the Rector’s living room. The furniture pieces shown are all standard Griffin designs
excepting for the sideboard and the mirror. The chairs placed at both ends of the
sideboard are the standard Dining Hall chair design. The two tables are the standard
study-desk found in each student set. The door left admits to a Lobby, which gives
access directly into the Dining Hall. That Lobby also gives access through another
door to a short rise of stairs to a Dais within the Dining Hall.

The central wall opening in the southeast quadrant of the Rotunda wall gives access
to an Entrance Hall and thence to double timber doors into the Dining Hall, as
shown in the lower level plan [Figure 51]. As Griffin wrote at the end of 1915 the
Dining Hall could seat 240 people during meals within the square space under the
circular dome. The Dining Hall could double as a general assembly hall seating 500
people.39 The Hall is entered through Entrance Halls on the dome diagonals
southeast from the street and southwest from the rear garden courtyard. The
northeast corner of the square was equipped with a Dais and retiring rooms ‘to meet
the varied needs of the young people’ including addresses delivered by the Rector
and his staff.40

                                                  
38 Nowadays this entry doorway is closed off. A sign directs visitors to go to the South Student
Residence Wing cloister entry to the Education Building.
39 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
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The Dining Hall is a medium for the thematic pattern of the square at a large scale,
which is played against another geometric pattern, the circle. The square of the
Dining Hall space is formed by substantial walls to the four pairs of massive piers
that support the ribs of the dome. Above in the domed ceiling is the square lantern.
The circular plan of the dome is shown in dashed lines. The circular dining tables as
described in the section on furniture are placed inside the square space of the Hall.

There are openings to the square on the four cardinal directions between each pair of
piers to the three Lobbies and the Servery. The square in effect was chamfered at the
corners with openings to the two Entrance Halls, an Alcove and the Dais. These
eight openings in total can all be closed off with pairs of double timber doors [Figure
48c]. Just outside the boundaries of the square there runs an ambulatory from the
Rector’s Reception Room door clockwise around to the kitchen door that takes in
two of the Lobbies and the two Entrance Halls. The junction of the two cloisters to
the residence Wings is between the southwest Entrance Hall and the courtyard.
Reception Rooms are accessed off the south and west Lobbies.

The northern Service Hall pavilion, right, contains a stair to additional service
facilities down in the basement and on the upper level. Between the Servery and the
kitchen is the large chimney mass that insulates two circular flues. Opposite the
northern pavilion to the south of the Dining Hall are stairs for general college use
that connect the lower and upper levels within the Rotunda. These stairs are only
accessible through the Lobby on the south side. The south Lobby is a passageway
between the two Entrance Halls. Thus the south Lobby connects the main entry from
the street, the cloisters junction and the Gallery upstairs.

The play between the square and circle patterns occurs again in the upper level plan
of the Rotunda [Figure 52]. The circular Gallery of the upper level is accessed
through the south Lobby stairs or the kitchen stairs. A projecting curved Balcony
appears between each pair of the huge piers that support the dome ribs. The curve of
the Balcony edge reflects the curve of the segmental arches outside. The
hemispherical surface of the dome coincides with the line of the balustrades to the

                                                                                                                                                             
40 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B. Former students have suggested the date for the Dais
extension was 1956.
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Gallery. The main ribs that spring from these pairs of huge piers were drawn in
dashed lines showing that these rib pairs run east to west and north to south
forming the support to the square of the lantern. Semicircular secondary ribs also
spring from the four pairs of huge piers. These secondary ribs were drawn in dashed
lines forming two crossing squares in the plan. The ribs within the square of the
lantern cross through its centre to support the flèche above.

The Gallery gives access to an Infirmary in the northern pavilion. A Nurse had a
room too. Doors off the Gallery give access to narrow passageways parallel to the
curve of the Gallery that serve the staff Bedrooms and Bathrooms. The labeled
Promenade is a rooftop walkway to the northwestern quadrant of the Rotunda for
the use of staff. The Gallery also gave access to a Library in the eastern pavilion that
had built-in bookshelves.41 This space has natural light through clerestory windows.
Artificial night lighting was indirect from electric bulbs housed on top of the
bookshelves.

Much of the basement level plan [Figure 53] shows the provision of reinforced
concrete footing pads to the pairs of huge piers and Entrance Hall column-piers and
strip footings to walls. The basement service rooms are concentrated in the northeast
quadrant of the Rotunda accessed by the stair down from the kitchen level above.
The basement planning was essentially utilitarian but architectural details appear,
such as the angled attached column-piers with half square section. Ample window
apertures for natural light and air are open to the outdoor access passageway
connecting the Store and Fuel Rooms. The college Laundry was located below the
Service Hall in the northern pavilion. Steam from the Heater Room was piped to
radiators in all of the college rooms. Traditional wood-burning fireplaces were
typical of the other three older college buildings. Hot and cold water was reticulated
to hand-basins in each of the student bedrooms at Newman College. Air was
pumped from the Mechanical Plant through the ducts of the vent system to all
student rooms, supplementing the air through the permanent vents in the lead-light
windows [Figure 47b].42 These reticulated services at the time of their installation
were apparently state-of-the-art.

                                                  
41 The vacated Library space is now used as a Senior Common Room.
42 During 1917 a new Public Health Authority required this level of ventilation.
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The view inside the Dining Hall dome [Figure 54] shows a segmental curve Balcony
in the centre, placed between a pair of main ribs springing from huge piers. The two
pairs of main ribs are seen forming the square base to the lantern that has its own
ceiling of ribs crossing through its centre. The secondary semi-circular ribs complete
the support to the hemispherical dome. All of the ribs have the same half square
section profile as the angled attached column-piers seen in the structural bays of the
external walls. The secondary rib crossings are about half way between the apex and
the base of the hemispherical dome. Semi-circular arch openings cut through the
surface of the dome have waist-high balustrades to the circular Gallery. The dome
surface between the smooth ribs was given a roughcast texture. Secondary ribs cross
at each of the four Balconies to form a pointed arch with an infill grille of linear
plaster ornament. Hidden lighting shines up onto the ribs behind a linear pattern
plaster escutcheon. Another linear plaster pattern decorates the Balcony balustrade.
A pair of large timber double doors can be seen in the centre, also left and right,
which control movements in and out of the Dining Hall. The square space is filled
with circular tables.

The south Lobby stairs in the Rotunda between the lower and upper levels emerge
at the south Balcony in the Gallery. The mid-landing of the stair was the viewing
point for a 1918 photograph [Figure 55]. This reinforced concrete stair has two
simple return flights such that the user faces the dome while climbing up the second
flight. The ribs of the dome and the lantern are seen through a linear grille of plaster
contiguous with the curve of the dome. The stair treads and risers were finished in
terracotta tiles with a raised grid surface [Figure 48a]. The ends of the treads were
finished in terracotta coves.

The view down into the Dais area is from the south Balcony at the head of the south
Lobby stairs [Figure 56]. The Dais is a narrow timber platform following around the
curve of the wall behind. The slightly lower platform in front of the Dais was
constructed during the 1950s. This platform addition is for a High Table, which is a
dining tradition in University of Melbourne affiliated colleges. Here sit the Rector,
staff and guests during formal meals. All of the chairs around the High Table are
restored Griffin-designed dining chairs. The larger circular dining table to the right
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is a surviving Griffin-designed dining table. A photograph of Walter Burley Griffin
hangs on the splayed wall beneath the east Balcony on the extreme right.

The Library was originally housed in the eastern pavilion off the Gallery [Figure
57a]. The timber joinery, finished in Japanese Oak veneer, was detailed to appear
solid and substantial. The tops of the bookcases were in a trough shape where
hidden light-fittings produced indirect light reflected off the flat plaster ceiling.43

There are common details shared between the Library armchairs and the standard
Lecture Room chair [Figure 48d], such as the wedge shapes of the back, seat and
wide armrests together with the segmental arch to the chair base. A deep
upholstered leather cushion is placed between the solid sides. A metal ratchet and
catch system allows for the hinged back to be adjusted to one of three angled
positions. A light timber framed leg rest is shown for one of the armchairs, pulled
out to the support position from a horizontal slot under the seat. The light timber leg
support consisted of two planes of framed timber hinged to collapse into one plane
and slide into a slot behind the knees. Griffin was photographed seated in a
standard Newman College Library armchair [Figure 57b].44

The gathering area before the Entrance Hall to the Dining Hall is within the right
angle junction to the two cloisters [Figure 58a]. Four freestanding column-piers that
were finished in the Barrabool Hills stone are square in plan. These column-piers
were placed on a curve drawn on the radius from the centre of the Dining Hall. The
diagonals of the square sections of these column-piers radiate from the central point
of the Dining Hall space. At the base of all four freestanding column-piers a rough-
textured half-cone of stone was placed on each of their four faces. Each smooth
column-pier appears to push up and break through these four rusticated half cones.
In contrast the detail of the foyer column-pier within the cloister running through
the Education Building shows that the apex of a partial pyramid joins the sharp
corner edge [Figure 58b]. This pyramidal form appears on both sides of this column-
pier. The form was constructed of battered coursed rusticated stonework with tuck-
pointing, which was the same as for the battered base of the whole college building.

                                                  
43 Some lengths of the shelving were refitted into the present Senior Common Room use.
44 The photograph also shows the prefabricated reinforced concrete chimney of the Lippincott House
designed and built in 1917 [Figures 26a & 26b].
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Another view of the gathering area before the Entrance Hall to the Dining Hall
shows the curve of the cloister element at the right angle junction to the west and
south cloisters [Figure 59a].45 Through the window openings and the rear garden
doorway can be seen Australian native species already of some height.46 There are
shallow groin vaults underneath the reinforced concrete slab ceiling, which of course
is the floor to the promenade above. The cloister floor has six-inch square terracotta
tiles. The junction doorway was fitted within the rhythm of the building’s typical
structural bays, as seen constructed around the Rotunda [Figure 59b]. The centre of
the doorway was aligned with the diagonal axis of symmetry through the Rotunda.
The typical battered base to the building was returned at right angles to the bases of
the angled column-piers that frame the doorway opening. The view on entering the
garden courtyard through this door from the cloister junction is directed toward the
original university buildings.47

The South and West Student Residence Wings frame the rear garden courtyard
[Figure 60a]. Above these cloisters run the promenades behind the rough-textured
cloister parapets. The stepped effect given to the building’s overall form on this
garden side further emphasized the theme of horizontal elongation. The recently
restored pinnacles and flèche mark the dome and lantern with a cluster of verticals.
The splay to the lantern window arches on top of the dome is similar to the splay to
the shallow segmental arches around the whole Initial Structure. The two fixed
windows on each side of the lantern have a distinct fenestration pattern different to
the diamond pattern lead-lights. Midway around the top parapet to the rotunda can
be seen the housing to the timber mast that once stood on this diagonal to the dome.
The mass, repose and rhythm of the architecture is seen to great advantage through
the tree canopies and shrubs.

Griffin’s idea of ‘culminating tower features’ that in stages surmount the dominant
horizontal base is characterized in the 1918 view of the West Student Residence

                                                  
45 Diamond-patterned metal grilles were added to all the cloister window openings during the 1960s.
46 The date of this photograph is probably 1918. An aerial photograph of 1928 however shows a rear
garden courtyard bereft of trees [Figure 147a].
47 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B. Griffin referred to distant lofty gable roofs and flèches.
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Wing toward the Rotunda and dome [Figure 60b].48 The north kitchen pavilion is on
the left where the Service Hall is at the lower level and the Infirmary at the upper
level. The roofing of this pavilion has the same crossed shallow gables as the eastern
Rector’s lodgings-Library pavilion. The double flue chimney extends upward inside
the clerestory vault to the northern Balcony. Midway around the quadrant of the
rotunda parapet sat the northwest thin timber mast aligned with the diagonal
through the dome. The major ribs that run on the east-west axis are exposed on the
dome surface that was initially finished in cement render. The clarity of the light
shows the rhythmic strength of the angled column-piers and the radiant splay to the
segmental arches with their crystalline twin keystones.

CLOISTERS and PROMENADES

The cloisters are refuges from the sun and the wind. Only three doorways penetrate
the cloisters, one midway at the Rotunda [Figure 59a], and one each at the
extremities near the Education and Recreation Buildings. Griffin perceived an ideal
purpose for the traditional cloister element [Figure 61a]. The cloister type, he wrote,
gave continual covered passage from and to all parts of the building, and provided
both verandah and terrace facilities to all students, which gave every student
delightful and healthful contact with the ‘sequestered’ garden. He also believed that
the cloister was the proper type for Australian conditions ‘primarily a requisite in
the sub-tropical evergreen Australian setting’.49 The battered base on the courtyard
side is duplicated on the opposite wall. A doorway on the right leads to a staircase
serving eight student sets. Parallel to this wall on the right are two student sets per
staircase where both have light, air and garden view from across the cloister.
However these sets have clerestory windows to the above promenade. A pier-
column to the Education Building foyer in this cloister is freestanding [Figure 58b].

The rhythm of the seven-foot modulus is indeed felt when moving along the broad
14-foot wide promenade walkways [Figure 61b]. There are clerestory windows at the
base of each bay along the promenades providing daylight to the sets below. Each

                                                  
48 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
49 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
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staircase has a door onto the promenade. The rough-textured balustrade right is in
fact a parapet to the outside cloister wall below [Figure 60a]. A reinforced concrete
beam at the base of the balustrade-parapet acts as a bench seat or alternatively as a
high vantage point for looking westward into the tree canopies toward the
university sports fields. Stairs at the end of the South promenade serve the exit door
from the original Oratory. The shadows from the crystalline twin keystones in the
shallow arches to the Education Building are pronounced in the late afternoon light.

RECREATION and EDUCATION BUILDINGS

The location of college functions was vital. Griffin wrote that the specialized
Recreational Rooms formed the terminal of the West Student Residential Wing
towards the playgrounds of the College and the University. He explained: ‘here are
housed Gymnasium, Natatorium [swimming pool], Billiard Room and other
recreational features, furthest removed from the other functions of the building,
insuring the least disturbance’.50 The early afternoon sun on the west façade of the
Recreation Building gives a striking emphasis to the angled column-piers, corner
buttresses and the shallow pointed chevron of flashing to the tops of the segmental
arches [Figure 62a]. The linear grids of the mortar joints and the textures of the
stonework are also enhanced. The north façade of the Education Building is seen in
the distance to the right.51 Typical terrace houses of the late 19th Century line the
eastern side of Swanston Street to the extreme left. A flue on the roof over the
Gymnasium and Natatorium is turned at 45º. Opaque glazing is used for toilets and
the middle window panels to the Billiard Room above and the Recreation Hall
below.

The Recreation Hall was a reading room and passive-games area in the lower level
plan of the Recreation Building [Figure 62b]. A ‘commodious Gymnasium’ and a
‘plunge bath’ were located in the southern end.52 The swimming pool measured 60-

                                                  
50 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
51 During 1916 Marion visited the site and can be seen wearing a cloche hat and her coat of many
colours. She also appeared in Figure 46a.
52 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
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feet long and 24-feet wide, of ample size for indoor race meets, water polo, and other
aquatic sports Griffin surmised. The water was heated and filtrated.53 The central
areas on both levels contained rooms equipped with lockers, dressing, and shower
rooms, connected with a circular stair. The ceiling to the upper level Gymnasium
and Billiard Room has a tent form. A shallow barrel vault within each structural bay
in the same curve as the segmental window head is cut through the sloping ceiling
plane. This is the same vault and window detail seen in the Oratory space in the
upper level of the Education Building [Figure 135a]. However the Oratory ceiling
has a rounded barrel vault shape and not a peaked tent ceiling.

Griffin also outlined the planning strategy for the Education Building in terms of its
quieter location [Figure 63a] with its placement toward the university’s academic
facilities.54 The south façade to the Education Building is the same as the west
elevation of the Recreation Building but for the doorway and the cloister through the
centre of the South Student Residence Wing. A smaller-section molding of the same
profile as the attached column-piers divides the smooth panels formed by the lower
and upper window in each structural bay [Figure 50a].

The east elevation to the Education Building is essentially a solid rusticated wall
framed by the corner buttresses angled at 45º to the corners [Figure 63b]. The corner
buttresses are capped with a smooth stone molding consisting of two right-angled
planes. The steeply sloping smooth stonework shelf divides the end wall. Angled
and attached column-piers rise up from this shelf to frame three upper level
windows that have segmental arch window heads. The angle of the splay to the
segmental arch set the angle of the slope to the shelf. The effect is of telescopic
expansion around the window apertures.

In her memoirs Marion explained that in this Building were located comfortable
study and rest rooms for ‘Extern’ women students, a large Lecture Room,
Laboratories for Chemistry and Biology, and a temporary upper level Oratory until

                                                  
53 Mahony, op cit, Section II, pp 229f. During the 1960s the pool was boarded over and fitted with
bedroom-studies.
54 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate. See Appendix B.
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the Chapel became available.55 These elements were labeled in the plans of the
Education Building [Figure 64]. The cloister divides the lower level areas of the
Building. Freestanding column-piers define a foyer space, one placed at the cloister
Entrance and the other aligned with the north wall of the block.56 The Lecture Room
was entered to the west from this foyer and the Women’s Study and Retiring Room
to the east.57 Upstairs were the Biology and Chemistry Laboratories with the Oratory
toward the west. The upper level has a barrel vault ceiling spanning between the
north and south walls, nowadays exposed only in the former Oratory area. After the
Chapel opened in 1942 the Oratory was relocated and its vacated space used until
very recently as the College Library. The shallow tunnel vaults to the upper level
segmental windows are shown in dashed lines. The Laboratories and benches were
later removed and their glazed cabinets dispersed.

STUDENT RESIDENCE WINGS

The South and West Student Residence Wings initially accommodated 28 students
each. In each Wing three separate entry staircases served eight students and one
separate entry staircase beside the end pavilion Building served four students
[Figure 38a]. Access to the staircases to the students’ sets is either from a Cloister or a
Promenade [Figure 65]. Each student during 1918 occupied his own set consisting of
a Bedroom and a Study that was entered off the Corridor staircase. Both of the
staircase landings have a separate Water Closet and Bathroom, with a bath and a
shower over, shared between four student sets on each staircase landing.

In the Study each student had a desk, desk lamp, swivel chair and a bookshelf. Each
adjoining Bedroom had a built-in wardrobe, a mirror cabinet above a hot and cold-
water hand-basin, a single bed and a chiffonnier [Figure 65]. The movable standard
pieces of furniture supplied to each student set were Arts & Crafts in character with
natural stained Japanese Oak veneer [Figure 66]. The design of the solid desk and

                                                  
55 Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 229.
56 This doorway is nowadays the main access to the Initial Structure.
57 During the 1960s the Lecture Room was partitioned off into bedroom-studies, and the women’s
student facilities became the College offices.
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bookcase was planar, with the swivel desk chair seat modeled to fit the body. The
standard desk lamp was designed with a solid timber veneer shade that directed
light up and down to protect the user’s eyes. The single bed had solid timber
rectangular bed-ends with iron rails and a one-inch thick horsehair mattress. The
timber chiffonnier had a swivel mirror on top and fold-down hinged shelf fronts.

ARCHITECTURAL EXPRESSION

An expression of mass was achieved in the design of the Initial Structure. The stone
veneer was detailed so that the effect of gravity could be seen. The partly rough and
partly smooth textures of the stonework were organized in bands around the
building reflecting the geological layers of the earth. The spread of the battered base
visually received the weight of roofs, heavy parapets, and solid balustrades through
the column-piers. The rotation at 45º to the angled column-piers imbued them with
the character of buttresses pushing up against the apparent crushing load of the
parapet. The segmental arches express the effect of mass more effectively than the
relative lightness of full semi-circular arches might have done. In the mind’s eye the
short vertical accents of flèche, pinnacles and column-piers balance the forces of
gravity at work within the whole architectural form.

The Rotunda and the embellished dome, the Student Residence Wings and the end
pavilions for Educational or Recreational Rooms are the major distinctive elements
that contain different groups of functions at Newman College. These major elements
were articulated as distinct entities and locations in the architectural expression of
the college as a whole. For example, the Rotunda with its quadrant walls and dome
is distinct from the long low structurally rhythmic Wings and the loftier terminating
end Buildings with their two-storey column-piers. The architectural distinction
between dining, education, recreation and student accommodation functions did not
occur at the other pre-1918 college buildings. However there was an emphasis given
to the building entrances at the other colleges with the marking of the main doors
with towers, porches, or wall projections, in contrast to the subdued, indistinct and
angled entrance into the Rotunda at Newman College.
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The Rotunda and its dome were given the dominating central position in the
architecture of Newman College. In Griffin’s concept for the Initial Structure the
activities that the Rotunda and dome enclose are the most important in the
organization and distribution of college functions. Only the Newman College
Chapel when built two decades later had greater significance in terms of location,
functional role and iconography. A dome is more often associated with religious
purposes and so it is surprising to find a dome over a refectory adorned with a
lantern, flèche and pinnacles. Griffin thus loaded the dome over the college dining
and assembly functions with highly significant iconography. The dining halls at the
other three colleges were fitted into the regular rectangular building blocks without
being externally detectable. At Newman College the Dining Hall with a square area
inserted within the circular plan of the domed ceiling is a further surprise. This
space in 1918 was conceptually without a hierarchy, undifferentiated except for the
north Servery area and a slim Dais on its northeastern wall. By contrast the Ormond
College dining hall is an evocation of an oblong medieval college refectory with a
High Table as its climax.

The light on the building’s forms and surfaces creates the impression of a crystalline
architecture. The stonework stimulates different moods according to the time of day
and the season. The finely grained Barrabool Hills stone changes colour and
character as it reflects sunlight or the light of a grey cloudy sky. In sunlight the
stonework is opaque and warm reddish yellow. In shade the stonework has a damp
sheen and a dull brown-green hue. The angled position of the short column-piers
and the shape of the projecting keystones in the segmental arches reflect light as
though they were large rock crystals The wedge-shaped facets of the projecting
keystones are bright in the sun and darken to black in shadow.

Inside the 1918 building natural light achieved high levels of illumination within
both the sets and the communal spaces. The alternating patches of sunlight and
shade within the passageways dramatized human movement. In the well-lit cloisters
the mood was of calmness and security. The narrow entrance and gloomy
ambulatory around the Dining Hall could change that mood. Release would be the
experience on entering the cavernous domed circular space of the Dining Hall with
light glowing from the lantern. The same sensation of release would be felt on
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entering a student’s set after climbing the narrow yet evenly lit separate entry stair.
Each set was provided with a pair of large double casement windows for healthy
draughts of air and ample light.

Today the Initial Structure building still has a presence that is felt. This major work
of architecture has been quietly accepted and admired since the College took in its
first students in early March 1918. The official opening ceremony for the new college
building only a few days later was a huge celebration. Recently Newman College
was classified by the Union Internationale des Architectes, the UIA, as a work of
world architectural heritage. The Griffins’ architectural masterpiece has endured.
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PROCESS 1915-18

The purpose of this chapter is to describe how the new Roman Catholic College
came into being at the University of Melbourne. Some of the patterns that Griffin
used in the design and construction of Newman College are discussed in this
chapter. The chronological charts within this chapter outline major events in the
building process from April 1914 to March 1918 and from May 1918 to December
1965. Appendix A in Volume 2 of this study was compiled from committee minutes,
newspaper items and correspondence ranging from 1853 to 1965. This appendix
documents the initial land grant in 1853, chronicles the design and construction of
the Initial Structure, and outlines what happened to it and its environs in the
ensuing years, up to 1965.

The figures relevant to Chapter 4 [Figures 67-80b] illustrate the university and
college sites [Plate 2.1 & Figure 67], the first of Griffin’s college schemes in August
1915 [Figures 68a-69b], and the second scheme in November 1915 [Figures 70a &
70b]. Some of Griffin’s patterns in the conceptual design are discussed in relation to
Thomas Donovan’s criticism of them [Figures 71a-76b]. The proposed Hostel for
Women and the revised Chapel design of 1918 are then described [Figures 77a-80b].
The site maps of the university and college precincts are orientated with north to the
right of the page following Marion Mahony Griffin’s sketch-plan orientation.
Thomas Jefferson’s plan for the first ‘Monticello’, 1772, was drawn with north to the
right of the page, which may have prompted the Griffins’ break with convention.1

For convenience and consistency all of the site map and sketch-plan drawings in this
submission are orientated on the page with the direction of north to the right.

Under The Incorporation of the University of Melbourne Act of 1853 the State
Government in Victoria granted land to churches to build university colleges [Figure
67]. Six decades passed before the Roman Catholic Church engaged with the
establishment of its tertiary college. The three Protestant College building plan
patterns in 1919 were discussed in Chapter 3 [Plate 2.1], but are shown again here in

                                                  
1 The relationship between the orientation of Jefferson’s ‘Monticello’ plan and the Griffins’ August
1915 Newman College plan is discussed in Chapter 7.
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site plans of 1872 and 1893 [Figure 67].2 All three Protestant Colleges developed from
single hall-type blocks into quadrangular complexes by 1893.

In contrast the Roman Catholic Church reserve in 1893 had no college but only
buildings for the family running dairy cattle on the site. The shape and orientation of
the Roman Catholic reserve had a powerful impact upon Griffin’s building design
and garden setting in 1915. From the time of his arrival in Melbourne from Ireland in
1886 Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr wished to build a Roman Catholic college for
tertiary students but he was compelled first to consolidate a primary and secondary
school system for Roman Catholic children. The State Aid Abolition Act of 1872 ended
the practice of government funding to denominational schools, so the energies of
Roman Catholic clergy and parishioners were spent in establishing and supporting
the Church’s school system.

                                                  
2 George Tibbits, The Planning & Development of the University of Melbourne, 2000, passim.
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CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 2: The NEW COLLEGE BUILDING PROGRAM, 1914-18

1914, 8 April The first general meeting to procure a new Roman Catholic College at the
University of Melbourne conducted by Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr in
St Patrick's Cathedral Library.

1914, 15 May The Griffins arrive in Australia.
1914, 29 May Archbishop Carr appointed prominent Roman Catholic university

graduates onto a college General Committee.
1914, 31 May Pentecost Sunday evening public meeting held at St Patrick's Cathedral to

launch fundraising for a new college.
1914, 23 June An Executive Committee of 15 members appointed.
1914, 30 June The five member College Requirements Sub-committee chosen to develop

a brief for the new college.
1914, 5 August Outbreak of WW1. College fund-raising was suspended.
1915, 14 May Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix announced at the Executive

Committee meeting that bursaries for Roman Catholic rural students were
to be donated to the new college by a Sydney benefactor, Thomas
Donovan, on the proviso that the Church contracted to build a new college
by December 1915. Mannix later negotiated with Donovan for an extension
of time for the signing of a new college building contract.

1915, 5 July The Executive Committee resolved that Walter Burley Griffin as an
'outsider' be asked to draw up sketch plans for a new college in association
with a local Roman Catholic architect, Augustus Andrew Fritsch, selected
by the committee from a list of nine local Roman Catholic architects.

1915, 18 October Walter Burley Griffin presented the August 1915 sketch plans and
photographs of a white plaster model to a meeting of the Executive
Committee. The design consisted of two L-shaped blocks and a central
Chapel. Criticisms of the design by Thomas Donovan were tabled.

1915, 29 November Walter Burley Griffin presented to the Executive Committee three
different designs for the college including the scheme already presented at
the 18 October meeting. Griffin designed the second scheme in response to
Donovan's criticisms. The draftsmen in the Griffins' Sydney office were
briefed by Thomas Donovan to produce a third sketch-plan since lost.

1915, 6 December The Executive Committee voted to proceed with one of the L-shaped
blocks from the first scheme dated August 1915. This block is the so-called
‘Initial Structure’. Documentation of contract drawings and specification
began.

1915, 25 December The article in the local Roman Catholic newspaper, The Advocate by
Walter Burley Griffin confirmed that only one L-shaped block of two
would be built at this time.
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1916, 16 March Marion, briefly in sole private practice, conducted the tender process. The
Executive Committee reviewed the tenders received but no tender was
accepted. Mannix later negotiated with Roman Catholic architect, Bart
Moriarty, to act as the builder on a cost plus basis with an 18-month
completion period.

1916, 11 April Site work commenced under the direction of Bart Moriarty.
1916, May Royal Commission began into the conduct of the Canberra Plan.
1916, 11 June Archbishop Thomas Carr laid the foundation stone.
1916, 17 June Article in The Advocate observed that the basic dome construction was

almost complete.
1916, October First Referendum for military conscription lost.
1916, 22 December First meeting of the Provisional College Council.
1917, 26 February Furniture tenders accepted.
1917, February Royal Commission on the Canberra Plan concluded.
1917, April The Convenor of the College Requirements Sub-Committee, William

Lamprey Bowditch died.
1917, 6 May Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr died and Daniel Mannix succeeded him

as Roman Catholic Archbishop of Melbourne.
1917, 17 October Kitchen installation tenders closed.
1917, December Second Referendum for military conscription lost.
1918, 4 March The first students received into the college.
1918, 24 March Newman College formally opened before a crowd of 40,000 people.
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The BUILDING COMMITTEE and THOMAS DONOVAN

Action to create the Roman Catholic College began in earnest in April 1914 under
the leadership of Archbishop Carr. His Grace assembled a College General
Committee, which was quickly followed by the appointment of an Executive
Committee of 15 members.3 Many members of the committee were practicing
lawyers but various professions were represented. The Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel
Mannix and lawyer Michael Mornane were appointed Honorary Treasurers and Dr
Augustus Leo Kenny, an oculist, together with lawyer-politician Thomas Cornelius
Brennan, editor of the local Roman Catholic newspaper, The Advocate, were
appointed Honorary Secretaries.4

At the second meeting a week later the five members of a College Requirements Sub-
committee were chosen to develop a brief for the new college. The members of this
crucial sub-committee were William Lamprey Bowditch, the convenor, Dr Thomas
Francis Bride, Dr Augustus Leo Kenny, Morgan Peter Jageurs, and the Coadjutor
Archbishop Daniel Mannix.5 In these appointments Archbishop Carr had gathered
together a cogent group of men with diverse experience and expertise. These men
were variously involved with college education, the University of Melbourne
administration, state and federal government circles, gentlemen of the Melbourne
professions, the building industry, Irish patriots, and a number of Roman Catholic
societies. They shared liberal ideas about a modern program and a progressive
design for the college. These men were to deeply empathize with Walter Burley
Griffin’s ideology regarding democracy and equity.6

The initial raising of funds for the college building was postponed after the outbreak
of WW1 in August 1914. But from late December that year Thomas Donovan of
Sydney corresponded with Archbishop Carr and Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel
Mannix wishing to donate bursary funds offered on the condition that the Church in
                                                  
3 See the Executive Committee members listed under ‘1914, 23 June’, in Appendix A.
4 Thomas Cornelius Brennan was also the President of the Newman Society and the Australian
Catholic Federation at that time.
5 ‘1914, 23 June’ & ‘1914, 30 June’, in Appendix A.
6 See Biographical Notes for entries on Archbishops Carr and Mannix, also on Bowditch, Bride,
Kenny, and Jageurs.
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Melbourne provided the finance to build the new college.7 Donovan’s offer and the
time limits that he set galvanized the Melbourne Diocese into getting a Roman
Catholic College rapidly designed and built. In May 1915 the Executive Committee
resumed fundraising.

Thomas Donovan, aged 72 years, asked for the title of ‘The Founder’ of the new
college in acknowledgement of his donation. Further he wished to be involved in the
choice of architect and to advise on the college design. He was co-opted to the
building committee. Archbishop Carr and Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix
courteously received Donovan’s long and frequent letters from Sydney together
with his sketches, a series of untutored plan diagrams. He accompanied the first
sketch with a book of views of the Tudor Gothic University of Sydney buildings by
architect ET Blacket [Figures 37a & 37b].8

In July 1915 the Executive Committee appointed architects Walter Burley Griffin, the
‘outsider’ as he was called, and the local Roman Catholic architect Augustus
Andrew Fritsch. The building committee subsequently had meetings with both
architects but Fritsch in fact was at no stage fully involved in any phase of the
architectural work for the design or construction of the college building although he
was paid half the architects’ fees. From 1915 the Griffins’ private office and that of
Fritsch were located on adjacent floor levels in the National Mutual Building at 395
Collins Street.

The respect and support that Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix and Walter
Burley Griffin paid each other was reflected in the smooth running of the building
process and the achievement of a unique building that provided modern facilities for
tertiary education, moreover a building designed to foster democratic ideals in its
inhabitants.9 However Thomas Donovan became an adversary to the college
building Executive Committee and an opponent of their brief for the new college.
                                                  
7 Earlier St John’s College in Sydney had declined a similar offer from Donovan, who had made his
Sydney proposal on the condition that a new building was added to St John’s College [Figure 36b] to
house his bursars. See Appendix A.
8 Donovan seemed unaware that ET Blacket was responsible as well for the design of the Trinity
College entry façade [Figures 45a & 45b].
9 Kenny letter to Donovan ‘1915, 15 October’, in Appendix A.
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Donovan evidently was aghast with Griffin’s plans.10 Yet the Archbishops and their
committee were not persuaded by Donovan. The Archbishops in concert with their
building committee of Melbourne graduates issued all the client’s instructions to the
architects regarding the college brief and the design and construction phases quite
independently of Donovan.

At first there was agreement between Donovan’s initial views about a college design
and Griffin’s ideas for the building and its setting. Donovan described his idea that
the college have: ‘two quadrangles each complete in itself, but one to be finished
before beginning the second, in order to get students quickly in residence and under
college discipline’.11 Donovan’s proposal of two distinct building blocks was a
fundamental strategy in the building program, which appears in the August 1915
sketch-plan [Figure 68a]. But Donovan would have much preferred the
quadrangular type of college building discussed in Chapter 2. One photograph of
the plaster model for the August 1915 scheme that Griffin presented to the Executive
Committee shows an open rear garden courtyard planning strategy [Figure 68b].
Another photograph of the model that Griffin presented to the Executive Committee
shows the college as a quadrangular type with additional blocks added onto the
western edge of the rear garden courtyards [Figure 69a].

At first Donovan favored the northeast corner of the site for the building.12 Griffin
and the Executive Committee decided that the northeast corner was indeed
preferable when the program was reduced to the Initial Structure. Furthermore
Donovan expressed the view that the setting and landscaping of the other three
colleges in Melbourne was unsatisfactory. He believed these college buildings: ‘have
squandered land in empty show to the public, neglecting a great chance for securing
privacy for outdoor study and recreation for their students in their own enclosure’.13

Donovan disliked the hall-type block set in a landscaped park. Instead he fostered

                                                  
10 In his letters Donovan characterized Griffin as a designer of towns and parks who could at least
suggest some American labor saving devices. Fritsch he labeled as ‘German’ at a time when people of
German origin or extraction were viewed with suspicion.
11 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 10 May’, in Appendix A.
12 Donovan subsequently insisted upon the southeast corner.
13 Donovan letter to Kenny, ‘1915, 14 June’, in Appendix A.
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the idea of maximum space at the rear of the building, as a ‘place for study and
relaxation, undisturbed in academic groves’.14

Griffin was predisposed to agree with Donovan’s earliest ideas about the siting and
setting for the new Roman Catholic College in Melbourne. The strategy of creating
the greatest possible area for a rear private garden was in fact a planning principle
that Griffin had practiced from the very beginning of his architectural career 14 years
earlier.15 From the time of Griffin’s first concept the Initial Structure was located in
the northeast corner of the reserve close to the major thoroughfare of Swanston
Street, which allowed for a large ‘games lawn’ and garden between the building and
the university’s sports fields [Figures 68a & 68b].

The BRIEF and the APPOINTMENT

The College Requirements Sub-Committee finalized their brief on 22 June 1915. The
brief contained an exhaustive list of modern college requirements some of which
Donovan had already contested in his letters. Griffin’s design for the Initial Structure
the following month correlated closely with the requirements of the sub-committee’s
brief, which included a swimming pool, gymnasium and billiard room for the new
college.

The inclusion of recreational facilities was a feature of American universities and
colleges at that time but was unknown in Australian residential colleges. For
example, Thomas Jefferson included a gymnasium hall below the Library Rotunda
at the University of Virginia opened in 1825 [Figure 31].16 Gymnasium and
swimming pool buildings within 19th Century American university campus precincts
followed.17 The Congregationalist Church in America also built a number of
                                                  
14 Donovan, op cit, ‘1915, 14 June’, in Appendix A.
15 Such precedents in Griffin’s work prior to 1915 are discussed in Chapter 7.
16 Paul Venable Turner, “The Athletic Campus”, in Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1990 (1984),
pp 158-161.
17 For example the architect Charles Rich designed a late 19th Century gymnasium and swimming
pool building for Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, a Congregationalist sponsored University
founded in 1769.
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community houses at this time, which featured precisely these types of facilities.
Walter for example served on a building committee during 1913 for a new
Community House for his own Congregational Christ Church in Elmhurst, Chicago,
which included a gymnasium, indoor bowling and a games room.18 Similar facilities
in the Newman College brief suggest that Griffin discussed his own American
experience of recreational facilities with the College Requirements Sub-Committee.
While there is no documentary evidence that Griffin consulted during the
preparation of the Roman Catholic College brief prior to his formal appointment, his
close connections to some of the College Requirements Sub-Committee members
make his prior involvement plausible.

The question why the Roman Catholics of Melbourne chose Walter Burley Griffin as
the principal architect for the new college building is intriguing. There is no direct
answer to this question. However, Griffin’s 1911 Canberra international competition
design made his great interest in university campus planning known.19 Further, it is
not inconceivable that Griffin may have approached committee members himself. At
a personal level, he already had contact with most of the Newman College
committee members.

Walter and Marion’s acquaintance with the college committee members occurred
through shared political and social interests, and through mutual contacts. For
example, Donovan described King O’Malley, the Federal politician, as Griffin’s
‘patron and countryman’.20 There were a number of politicians in O’Malley’s so-
called ‘Labor Circle’ who were well connected to Melbourne’s Roman Catholics. One
was Frank Brennan, the brother of Thomas Cornelius Brennan who was one of the
two secretaries in Archbishop Carr’s Executive Committee. In addition the Brennan
brothers were involved with Melbourne’s Free Trade and Land Values League that

                                                  
18 See the Christ Church records in the Elmhurst Historical Museum.
19 In the Canberra Plan Griffin emulates Thomas Jefferson’s creation of the University of Virginia,
1817-1825. Marion considered Walter to be Jefferson’s successor. See Griffin’s scheme for an
Australian National University in Chapter 2 [Figures 33 & 34a].
20 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 4 November’, in Appendix A. See the Biographical Notes for the
entry on O’Malley.
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inevitably linked them with the Griffins who also supported this League.21 Griffin’s
acquaintance with committee members must have led to discussions and informal
advice during the development phase of the college brief. In response to Griffin’s
ideas and suggestions a formal appointment followed.

WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN’S DESIGN CONCEPT

During 1915 Walter frequently traveled by train between Melbourne and Sydney so
that he could conduct matters in relation to the planning of Canberra. In her
memoirs Marion described the train as: ‘a sort of Members [of Parliament] club
house’. She inferred that on these train journeys Walter met informally with the
Federal politicians who supported his appointment as architect for the new college.
She claimed further that Walter made the first sketch for the design of Newman
College while traveling on board this train: ‘drawn on a usual small sized envelope -
the whole thing was there on that envelope plus what he had in his head’.22 Walter
conceptualized the college design in a diagrammatic form that was then developed
by them both in collaboration. Marion took on the responsibility for the sketch-plan
drawings, the first scheme dated August 1915 [Figure 68a].

Her labels on this drawing use the terms ‘Initial Structure’ for the northern L-shaped
block and ‘Extension’ for the southern block indicating the stages for the college
project. Each block has recreation and education end pavilions. The Dining Hall is
drawn within the Rotunda of the Initial Structure and a Library in the Extension. In
the August 1915 first scheme a two-storey high Oratory was proposed for the
Education Building of the Initial Structure with a two-storey high Lecture Hall
across the space of the cloister. These spaces in fact were reconfigured when an
intermediate floor level was inserted during the actual construction of the Education
Building. So the Oratory as completed in 1918 was on the upper level with the
Lecture Hall beneath it, and across the cloister space a Women’s Study was on the
lower level, with Biology and Chemistry Laboratories fitted above that [Figure 64].

                                                  
21 The Brennan brothers each gave a lecture for this Melbourne League early in 1914. Aspects of
Herbert Spencer’s writings inspired their topics.
22 Marion Mahony, “The Magic of America”, unpublished manuscript, Section II, p 240.
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Dashed lines show a further extension to each L-shaped block to form two closed
quadrangles [Figure 68a], a design option never taken up by the college building
committee despite Donovan’s urging. Two typical student sets in plan, and a few
bays of the typical elevation to the rear garden courtyards are also shown. The east
elevation to the whole college was drawn including the Library Rotunda on the left
and the Dining Hall Rotunda on the right. Fritsch was present at this first
presentation of the August 1915 scheme on 18 October 1915 but only Griffin spoke
and took the questions.23

Photographs of a model from various viewing points were part of the submission at
this meeting. One photograph [Figure 68b] is a view of the model in the
configuration for the August 1915 scheme. The Extension block is in the foreground,
the Initial Structure block in the background. The details atop the Library Rotunda
dome in the foreground were not identical to the background Dining Hall Rotunda
dome details. Griffin’s two domes were of the same type but Griffin varied their
details. The proposed Chapel with a north-south axis has a composite porch, tower
and spire to the southern formal entry with the altar at the north end. However,
worshippers were to enter the chapel nave from the east forecourt on Swanston
Street, between the two proposed Education Buildings, or alternatively from the
west garden courtyards.

Another photograph is a view of the model with the two rear garden courtyards
completely enclosed [Figure 69a]. Griffin was able to show the effect of student
residential wing extensions that would run along the western boundaries of the rear
garden courtyards and be attached to both of the Recreation Buildings. Having seen
the effect the Executive Committee must have decided against this strategy. Thus the
views to the sports fields and the university’s park remained open when the Initial
Structure was finally in place in 1918.

                                                  
23 See ‘1915, 5 July’ & ‘1915, 18 October’, in Appendix A. The Executive Committee had chosen AA
Fritsch as Griffin’s architect-in-association from a list of nine Roman Catholic and eight non-Catholic
architects. Fritsch was circumstantially to play little part in the actual designing, documentation and
supervision of the college project.
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Marion’s perspective drawing reveals her genius for sketch-plan presentation
[Figure 69b].24 The horizontal emphasis in the architecture was conveyed. The
vertical accent of the dome’s flèche penetrates the frame drawn around the whole
scene. The solid wall to the extreme left in Marion’s perspective drawing is the south
elevation of the Recreation Building. The altar end of the Chapel design is seen on
the extreme right, drawn when a north-south axis was initially envisaged for this
building. The central doorway to the cloister around the rotunda can be seen. But in
contrast to the final building three extra cloister doorways are shown here, each one
opposite a staircase to the student sets. Further, in the built dome only two pairs of
two main ribs were constructed, not two pairs of three main ribs as drawn here.
Similarly three pinnacles, not two as shown, were placed on each of the dome’s four
diagonals. Flat arches are shown to all the windows, not the segmental arches that
were actually built.

Griffin visited Donovan and showed him the plans dated August 1915. However
Donovan’s enthusiasm for Tudor Gothic architecture and his opposition to Griffin’s
design did not abate. Donovan’s objections were thus tabled at the 18 October
meeting. For Donovan order and security in a university college were a primary
concern. The building should facilitate staff supervision and student discipline. He
believed that the sub-committee’s brief actually encouraged a lax life of wanton
luxury. The Executive Committee however desired to raise the benchmark for
modern college facilities. They and their architect believed that young Roman
Catholic tertiary students were innate gentlemen. Donovan believed that staff and
students should never mix and insisted the convention of High Table be observed.
Yet the Dining Hall seating arrangements promoted free democratic association.
Further, Donovan maintained that a bedroom cell would suffice for each student
since study should be relegated to the library. He also expected staff to randomly
check upon student behaviour in the bedrooms and believed that the student sets
accessed off separate entry staircases were impregnable domains. As his letters show
he became obsessed with his solution of internal corridor access to single
bedrooms.25

                                                  
24 Marion’s drawing style is further discussed in Chapter 5.
25 See ‘Letters from Thomas Donovan’, in Appendix A.
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At the 18 October meeting Griffin offered to accommodate Donovan by preparing
two extra sketch-plans incorporating the benefactor’s views about college planning
and form. Only one of these schemes has survived [Figure 70a].26 This extant second
scheme, dated November 1915, shows that the L-shape was reconfigured as an
enclosed quadrangle in a major alteration to the August 1915 scheme. The circular
Rotunda plan was changed to a square plan, and the cloisters were omitted. The
student sets are accessed instead from internal corridors. A vertical emphasis was
given to the three-storey Dining Hall block and to the Chapel building, still shown
with a north-south axis. The white plaster model was rearranged and a photograph
taken showing this new scheme [Figure 70b]. The circular form of the Rotunda and
the dome was not revised for this view of the model.

At the Executive Committee meeting on 29 November 1915 Walter Burley Griffin
presented the two Donovan orientated schemes together with the August 1915 first
scheme. Donavan was invited to attend but he was indisposed. Griffin was asked to
critique the three schemes. He presented points in favor of the August 1915 scheme
and argued against the functional principles upon which the Donovan schemes were
based.27 These included the risk of entrapment in the event of a fire and the difficulty
of cleaning internal access corridors. Noise, gloom, and lack of privacy in these
corridors were other disadvantages according to Griffin. He claimed that more space
was given to circulation in the central corridor type compared to the cloister access
type. Griffin believed that it was against engineering principles to construct and
support many small room wall subdivisions on top of large open column-free spaces
below, as required in Donovan’s planning.

Consequently on 6 December 1915 the Executive Committee accepted Griffin’s
August 1915 scheme for the contract documentation phase of the Initial Structure.
The committee members evidently felt that Griffin’s planning achieved modern
standards of amenity and was suitable for the proper delivery of democratic college
life.28 The next major record in the design process for Newman College was Griffin’s

                                                  
26 An unknown draftsman in the Griffins’ Sydney office was available to Donovan to draw up the
third sketch-plan, since lost.
27 ‘Final Design and Documentation’, ‘1915, 29 November’, in Appendix A.
28 Kenny letter to Donovan ‘1915, 15 October’, in Appendix A.
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article published in the local Roman Catholic newspaper, The Advocate, on Christmas
Day 1915.29 While Griffin included a photograph of the model of the August 1915
scheme with two L-shaped blocks and a Chapel [Figure 71a], his office in fact only
documented the Initial Structure at that time. Griffin portrayed his scheme as an
arena for social propriety and edifying individuality. He concluded the article with
the view that the design promoted democracy and universality in the context of
known Catholic Church architectural precedence in southern Europe.30

DONOVAN’S CRITIQUE versus GRIFFIN’S USE of PATTERNS

A letter from Dr Kenny informed Donovan that the Executive Committee members
believed a new college building in a Gothic Revival style would not be functionally
satisfactory.31 This advice did not deter Donovan who continued to argue that Tudor
Gothic and internal corridor access were essential. Ultimately Donovan registered a
final protest declaring that Griffin’s design was ‘an outrage on Architecture, Ethics,
and Economy’, using the main headings from Griffin’s Christmas Day article in The
Advocate.32

Because Griffin’s style was not one he was familiar with Donovan, in his final
protest, accused Griffin of ignoring ‘the wisdom and experience of ages’. In fact
ancient motifs, types and traditional structural expression inevitably informed
Griffin’s oeuvre, especially so in the architecture of Newman College. Donovan’s
protest concluded with the assertion that his dedicated travel to ‘the world’s great
seats of learning’ over the years ‘to study for my fellow countrymen the best form
and conditions for a Catholic Australian home of learning’ were to no avail.
Donovan’s claim of having acquired a real knowledge of the college type of building
is questionable, despite his time in England and other countries, for Donovan really

                                                  
29 Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College”, in The Advocate, 25 December 1915, p 25f. See Appendix B.
30 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, last paragraph. See Appendix B.
31 Kenny letter to Donovan ‘1915, 15 October’, in Appendix A.
32 Donovan letter of resignation, ‘1916, 19 January’, in Appendix A, & Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in
Appendix B.
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was only drawn to Tudor Gothic Revival examples, such as St John’s College and the
Main Quadrangle Building at the University of Sydney [Figures 36b, 37a & 37b].33

Donovan soon joined forces with Sydney building magazine owner and editor,
Florence Taylor, who ran a campaign to discredit the college design and its
architect.34 Taylor in her first article indicated that she was championing the
aggrieved benefactor’s cause.35 In her eagerness to condemn Griffin she contradicted
Donovan, claiming that fully enclosed courtyards were impossible for lack of
adequate air circulation. Her hope was that the decision for Griffin’s design could be
reversed, but by January 1916 the Melbourne Roman Catholic Diocese and the
University of Melbourne authorities had approved Griffin’s design. Taylor deplored
Griffin’s low ceilings claiming that only the dignity of high ceilings carried ‘the
thoughts of beholders heavenwards’. She found Griffin’s design ‘against all
precedent’ notwithstanding that it was based upon a variety of patterns drawn from
ancient, medieval and contemporary precedents.

The points of contention that Donovan raised in his letters however lead to a number
of useful observations about the patterns in Griffin’s college design. For example,
Donovan assumed that internal corridor access to single student bedrooms was an
age-old arrangement in university colleges. But Griffin explained to Donovan that
‘separate entry’ and ‘student sets’ originated in Oxford.36 Griffin obviously studied
the very first English university college, Christ Church, Oxford, of the 1500s, where
separate entry access to student sets from cloisters around a courtyard originated
[Figure 71b].37 The first English university college was adjacent to the south end of
the Oxford Cathedral. This first college consisted of an L-shaped block with a
                                                  
33 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 20 September’, & Donovan letter to Kenny, ‘1915, 28 September’,
in Appendix A.
34 See Biographical Notes for the entry on Florence Taylor.
35 Florence Taylor, “Australian Architecture: Where It Succeeds and Fails: a critical review written to
educate the public to appreciate good design and construction in Australian buildings, with special
reference to the Melbourne Catholic College”, in Building, 12 January 1916, pp 51-61.
36 Donovan letter to Kenny, ‘1915, 22 October’, in Appendix A.
37 Christ Church, Oxford, had the same name as Griffin’s church in Elmhurst. Christ Church, Oxford,
1525-46, began as a project of Cardinal Thomas Wolsey and was completed by King Henry VIII.
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vaulted staircase to an upper level dining and assembly hall at its centre, a plan
strategy resembling that for the Initial Structure at Newman College. Student
accommodation of double-room suites, the so-called ‘sets’, was accessed from
separate staircases off the cloisters, a pattern repeated with greater regularity in the
later early-18th Century quadrangles.38

This was precisely the pattern that Griffin followed for Newman College [Figure
72a]. A cloister from Griffin’s point of view was a type that had been successfully
used in the first university colleges, and even in older monasteries from a number of
cultures. The age-old cloister type was thus proven from aesthetic, economic and
ethic standpoints. Further, Griffin’s staircases were connected to the sunlit and airy
upper level promenades [Figure 72b]. For Griffin the short staircase routes between
the passageways of the cloisters and the promenades were preferable to long
internal corridors. The cloisters and promenades were in fact overlooked by students
in the sets along their lengths thus securing their safety, unlike enclosed internal
corridors that are blind to scrutiny from within the student sets.

Griffin’s adoption of the old Oxford college type of separate staircase entries to
groups of double room suites created a traditional, not experimental, arrangement.
The new Oxford colleges such as Keble had modern central access corridors to
double room suites [Figure 30b]. Donovan strangely believed that internal central
corridor access to single bedrooms improved the ability of staff to randomly check
upon students. The internal central corridor was a feature however of all colleges in
Australia at that time including the three Protestant colleges at the University of
Melbourne and the Catholic St John’s College at the University of Sydney. Doubtless
this prevalence was the basis for Donovan’s assumptions about this type. Griffin
countered that internal corridors were gloomy, airless, secretive and anti-social
without ever revealing that the Peckwater Quadrangle at Christ Church, Oxford,
was one specific precedent for his cloister type.

                                                                                                                                                             
Cloisters were not completed but marked out. Donovan’s assertion that the student sets and separate
entry, the ‘extern type’, arose only in the Protestant times of the ‘licentious Stuarts’ was not correct.
38 Dean Aldrich, Peckwater Quadrangle, 1705.
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The dome over the Dining Hall [Figure 73] was another element of Griffin’s design
to which Donovan took particular exception. Architecture outside the experience of
English Tudor Gothic was distressing to Donovan’s conservative taste and there
were no domes to think on in that style. Griffin’s approach to architecture it seems
was to consider all eras and styles so as to find patterns in common that constituted
enduring types. The ubiquitous dome or mountain form was potent in many
different cultures across the ages including non-Christian cultures such as Islam. For
Griffin this was evidently the beauty of the dome type, for the dome was universal
and did not belong exclusively to any one cult.

Griffin apparently chose for the Rotunda and its Dining Hall the circular pattern of
the Skias, the first civic dining room of the first city democracy. Yet in his letters
Donovan insisted that all college refectories were oblong in shape [Figures 74a &
74b].39 The circle of the Skias Griffin applied to the Rotunda although the Dining Hall
has a practical square in plan fitted within the circular plans of the dome and
Rotunda. The circular dining tables within the square Dining Hall were intended to
promote free and democratic choice in seating arrangements.40 The Dining Hall
Rotunda was of course required to match the Library Rotunda, for which the
principal precedent was the library rotunda at the University of Virginia by Thomas
Jefferson.

Donovan conversed with Roy Lippincott, Griffin’s brother-in-law and draftsman in
the Griffins’ Sydney office, who evidently claimed that the Newman College dome
was like ‘something in Minneapolis’.41 The only dome in that city in 1915 was on top
of Cass Gilbert’s new Capitol building [Figure 75a]. But neither its shape
construction nor materials informed the type Griffin chose for Newman College.
Architectural Record however published a view of the reinforced concrete basement

                                                  
39 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 206. Griffin stated that many new buildings in his time were
better than ever before, but: ‘those buildings cannot approach anything in Medieval France or in
Ancient Greece’. Council presidents of the Athens democracy took all their meals in the Skias during
their month of tenure. The eternal flame of the city hearth was maintained inside.
40 Wilfred Ward, The Life of John Henry Cardinal Newman, London 1912, p 72. John Newman, as a
teenager and Unitarian before his conversion, wrote of his first meal at Trinity College, Oxford, with
everyone seated where they liked.
41 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 18 December’, in Appendix A.
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dome [Figure 75b], with a central ribbed oculus vaguely reminiscent of Griffin’s
ribbed dome pattern in the Dining Hall [Figure 52].

The Islamic aspect of Griffin’s dome alarmed Donovan.42 The pattern of ribs inside
the Dining Hall lantern was reminiscent in fact of both Islamic and Christian
Baroque architecture to name just two eras to which Griffin referred. The small
square of the lantern ceiling was aligned to the cardinal directions of the Earth
[Figure 76a]. An Islamic dome was located above the Mihrab niche in the mosque
wall in Cordaba, Spain, that directs the worshippers toward the Qibla, the ‘Cube’, in
Mecca [Figure 76b]. This dome has two pairs of main ribs crossing to support a
square crowned with a cupola.43 The ribs in section profile in this Islamic dome are
either square or a half square. Thus the rib-work in Griffin’s dome and lantern were
architectonic variations upon the rib-work seen in this particular Islamic dome.44

COMPLETION

Meanwhile Marion Mahony Griffin organized the contract documentation in the
early months of 1916. She then administered the tendering process from Sydney.
Builders were asked to price three kinds of construction finish, for concrete known
then as ‘Artificial Stone’, brick or stone masonry. She forwarded the prices to
Melbourne on her own letterhead. The Executive Committee deemed all of the
tender prices unacceptable. Local Roman Catholic architect Bart Moriarty was
encouraged by Archbishop Mannix to tender afterwards on a cost plus basis for a
reinforced concrete building with a stone finish. Under Moriarty’s direction
construction of the Initial Structure block began on 11 April 1916. This remarkable
reinforced concrete building and its elegant stone finish was funded, designed and

                                                  
42 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 2 December’, Appendix A.
43 Charles Rich, “Architecture in Spain”, Parts I-III, in Architectural Record, 1894-96, p 20. Other images
in this Charles Rich article were important for other types and patterns Griffin chose for Newman
College, as discussed in Chapters 7-9.
44 The engineering of the dome ribs is discussed in Chapter 9. The secondary ribs in the Dining Hall
dome were in fact a complete square in section. The other half square section not in view was
concealed within the structural thickness of the dome itself.
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constructed throughout the four years of WW1, when finances, tradesmen, unskilled
labor and materials were in short supply.

The first intake of students took place on 4 March 1918. Three weeks later 40,000
people attended the official opening. The stonework finish and the modern facilities,
the concrete dome and the state-of-the-art plumbing was admired. The 1918 building
accommodated 56 students plus teachers and service staff but substantial pressure
for increasing student numbers emerged within one year of operation. An intake of
83 students, an increase of 50%, occurred in only the second year of the college.45

                                                  
45 See ‘1918, 4 March’, ‘1918, 24 March’, & ‘1919, March’, in Appendix A.
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PROGRESS, 1918-1965

CHRONOLOGICAL CHART 3: The NEWMAN COLLEGE BUILDING PROGRAM 1918-
1965

1918, 6 May Archbishop Mannix consolidated the Patrick Brennan bequest and the
Carr Memorial Chapel subscriptions and commissioned the Griffins to
design and document a new women students’ block on the present Kenny
Wing site to flank the forecourt to a new Chapel with an east-west axis.

1921, 18 May Agreement signed between Archbishop Mannix and the Jesuit Fathers
with regard to the administration of Newman College.

1927, 5 July Rotunda roundabout gates designed by Charles Marshall, Architect.
1935, 26 June Fritsch & Fritsch, Architects, completed sheathing the concrete dome with

copper sheeting.
1936, 28 May EM Nicholls of Griffin & Nicholls, Architects, submitted the Griffins’ east-

west axis design for the new Chapel competition. Both Walter and Marion
were absent practicing in Lucknow, India.

1936, 29 September The University of Melbourne Architect, John Gawler, ranked five of the
Chapel competition designs placing the Griffins’ scheme first.

1937, 21 January WP Connolly with Payne & Dale, architects in collaboration, prepared
plans for the Chapel. The Chapel designer was Thomas G Payne.

1937, 29 January Unsuccessful competitor’s fee received by EM Nicholls.
1937, 11 February Walter Burley Griffin died in Lucknow Hospital.
1938, 26 May Tenders submitted for the new Chapel were opened.
1938, 31 August Contract signed with Lodge Brothers Builders for a reduced design.
1942, October The Chapel consecrated.
1956 Alterations to the Recreation Building.
1957-58 Kenny Wing addition designed and constructed by Thomas G Payne.
1960-62 Donovan Wing addition designed and constructed by Thomas G Payne.
1962-63 Relocations of the Library to the Oratory, student accommodation to the

Lecture Room, college offices to the Women’s Study area, all designed and
constructed by Thomas G Payne. A new Oratory located beside the Dining
Hall designed by Father Michael Scott, Rector, and painter Clifton Pugh.
Griffin furniture discarded.

1965 Fountain in the courtyard designed and constructed by Thomas G Payne.
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PROPOSED WOMEN’S HOSTEL and REVISED CHAPEL DESIGN, 1918.

The purpose of this section is to examine what happened to the Initial Structure L-
shaped block as it neared completion at the beginning of 1918 and also to outline
changes to it and its setting up to 1965. The Chronological Chart at the head of this
section of Chapter 4 provides a summary of those changes. The proposed changes to
the Education Building and the Chapel in 1918 adds to our appreciation of Griffin’s
Initial Structure concept. Further, an outline of the actual alterations and additions to
the Initial Structure block and to the Newman College reserve in the 1960s enable us
to better identify Griffin’s original building in the context of the present buildings
and landscape at Newman College.

A notice that a ‘Hostel for Women’ was planned in conjunction with the completion
of Newman College appeared in a local building-contractor magazine on 15 January
191846, a little less than two months before the first students, all men, were received
into the new Initial Structure. The Griffins’ office created a design for this new
development. Marion’s exquisitely drawn plans [Figures 77a & 77b] show the lower
ground level and an upper level of a Chapel that is now designed on an east-west
axis. The Hostel replaced what might have been the Education Building for the
August 1915 proposed Extension block [Figure 68a]. Marion drew the landscape and
its plants in great detail, including the nature-strip in Swanston Street.

The ground level plan of the proposed Hostel for Women was to have a central
internal corridor access to a mixture of suites for staff and students [Figure 77a].
Donovan had earlier insisted upon internal corridor access for male students within
the Initial Structure. There was a dining room and kitchen at the eastern end. Thus
the women students were to take their meals separately from the men in the domed
Dining Hall. In this Hostel two individuals shared the bedroom and the study in the
double room suites. At the lower level there was a hierarchy of suite sizes. The
largest suite next to the building entry from the Chapel forecourt was probably for
the staff supervisor of the Hostel. The smallest bedroom with two beds, and without
an adjacent study, was next to the kitchen and was probably for domestic staff. They
and six students were to share the bathroom at the end of the corridor. The upper

                                                  
46 Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 15 January 1918.
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level plan [Figure 77b] also contained double room suites for two students per
bedroom, with bathrooms at the ends of the internal corridor.

The proposed Hostel for Women was never built although contract documentation
was prepared for it labeled ‘Extensions’. St Mary’s Hall for Roman Catholic women
students opened on 28 April 1918 was located about one mile away inside a large
house bequeathed to the Church. The St Mary’s Hall students took tutorials at
Newman College, hence the Women’s Study and rest areas were located within the
Education Building in the 1918 Initial Structure.

The lower floor level plan drawing of the Education Building showed new
arrangements in 1918 [Figure 77a]. Two Lecture Rooms in the western half of the
Education Building proposed one Lecture Room entry off the cloister. The women’s
student areas were entered eastward off the cloister. This cloister was extended to
run around the western end of the Chapel forecourt and was connected with the
doorways firstly to the second lecture room inside the Initial Structure Education
Building, secondly to the porch entry of the revised Chapel design, and finally to an
entrance lobby into the proposed Hostel for Women. The upper level plan [Figure
77b] showed that two more lecture rooms would occupy the space of the vacated
Oratory. The drawing of the upper level plan also showed the bench and cabinet
fittings to the Biology and Chemistry Laboratories.

The Chapel of the August 1915 scheme with the north-south axis [Figure 68a] was
now changed in the 1918 scheme to a Chapel with an east-west axis shown in this
folio of drawings [Figures 77a-80a]. In this revised Chapel design the entry element
consisted of a composite porch, tower and spire that faces east toward Swanston
Street and the altar end was directed west toward the university grounds. An
ambulatory around the altar sanctuary was to give access to an arc of three lady
chapels. The four square pier towers are hollow but appear to provide substantial
stiffening to the whole Chapel building structure. Griffin’s version of flying
buttresses brace the Chapel walls in the form of panels of linear inverted round
arches. The upper level plan shows Griffin’s projective geometry patterns to the
groin vaults in the ceiling.
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The new Chapel design was labeled the ‘Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel’. The
release of these drawings evidently coincided with a fund raising drive for the
Chapel but years of war, drought and other demands had exhausted the finances of
the Roman Catholic community. Impetus was lost too when later in 1918 women
students were housed within the new and distant St Mary’s Hall. It was not until the
1930s and the advent of a substantial bequest that the Melbourne Diocese could
embark upon building a Chapel for Newman College.

The exterior perspective drawing [Figure 78a] shows the proposed Hostel for
Women on the extreme right, the Chapel to the left. This side view of the Chapel
shows the rhythmic nature of Griffin’s flying buttress type placed on the seven-foot
module. Pinnacles were placed at every structural bay along the edge of the roof and
to the outside of each buttress. The pinnacles were another version of the pinnacle
type constructed on the diagonals to the ribbed Rotunda dome of the Initial
Structure. Further, the one-storey walls to the side aisles on the ground floor are the
same in their details as the outside walls to the cloisters. The whole Chapel building
was to be supported on a battered base. However the severely plain and cubic pier
towers were different to any element in the Initial Structure and an innovation in
Griffin’s college design. The smooth stone faced surfaces of the pier towers contrast
with the curved lines of the linear flying buttress panels and the intricate carved
pinnacles and the lead-light glazing all around the nave and sanctuary walls of the
Chapel.

In the revised east-west orientation to the Chapel the planning remained
unconventional in relation to Gothic precedence in which the altar was usually
placed at the eastern end. In the Gothic tradition the entry was through the western
end presented as a triumphal gateway. The planning arrangement in the Griffins’
Chapel design circumstantially reversed that tradition with the altar at the western
end and the entry at the eastern end [Figure 78b]. Griffin exploited the slight land
rise on the central axis of the reserve. He did not see the monotonously flat site that
Donovan perceived.47 A Chapel spire was to mark the ‘University hilltop’.48

                                                  
47 Donovan letter to Kenny and TC Brennan, ‘1915, 26 June’, in Appendix A.
48 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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The plan and section of this Chapel design show that all of the seating was to be in
pews facing each other across the central aisle as though the whole chapel was a
cathedral choir [Figure 79a].49 The innovative interpretation of the flying buttress
type is seen in elevation beside the nave walls. The longitudinal section shows the
Initial Structure dome drawn in elevation so that comparisons can be made [Figure
79b]. In the Initial Structure the lantern and its pinnacles are more broadly spaced on
the hemispherical dome than the close spacing on top of the thin vertical spire on the
new Chapel tower. But the new flèche to the Chapel was to be slightly taller than the
flèche on top of the dome. Both of these flèche elements are perforated with
triangular shapes but there is a greater elaboration of geometric facets in the chapel
spire. In the instance of the Chapel flèche the surrounding four groups of three
pinnacles are aligned with the four cardinal directions rather than with their
interstices as on the Rotunda dome. The same acute angle was used to align the
moldings to the bases of these elements. However the details overall suggest a more
exalted role placed in the Chapel.

The Chapel interior as conceived in August 1915 completes this review of the Chapel
drawings [Figure 80a]. Marion’s skill and imagination are again evident. The whole
was evoked with the minimum amount of line-work. The groin vaults in the ceiling
adjacent to each window were to have a fibrous plaster panel in a projective
geometric design that related to the ornament around the Dining Hall Balconies
[Figure 54]. However the pattern on the proposed Chapel ceiling and in the
windows was more elaborate than for the Balcony surrounds in the Dining Hall. The
ceiling and window tracery patterns in the Chapel design referred to the segmental
arch and the parapet chevrons, and to medieval French ecclesiastical architecture.
The ends to the stepped timber pews show carving that reflected the pattern of the
linear flying buttress panels and their pinnacles in the structural bays outside the
proposed Chapel building. The worshippers would sit in pews framed by a
rhythmic depiction of the structural essence of the whole building.

A competition for a Newman College Chapel was held in 1936. The competition was
won by the entry from the office of the Griffins but the building committee

                                                  
49 In the resubmission of this scheme for the 1936 Chapel design competition the pews were re-
orientated to face the altar end.
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concerned chose the scheme designed by Thomas Payne. This scheme was
constructed and opened in 1942. In a massive and vertical Gothic mode Payne’s
design did not imitate Griffin’s architecture at Newman College but it is nevertheless
empathetic and compatible.

INITIAL STRUCTURE ALTERATIONS and ADDITIONS, 1919-1965

From the 1950s onward radical redistribution of functions unraveled Griffin’s
planning within the 1918 building. For example in 1962-63 the college Library was
fitted into the former Oratory space. The Laboratories too were removed in 1962-63
to make additional spaces for the newly located Library. Adjacent to the Dining Hall
a new Oratory replaced existing student sets. Communal spaces within the
Education and Recreation Buildings were partitioned off into student lodgings at
this time, and some original student sets either side of the Rotunda were
appropriated for communal use. Internal central corridors without natural light and
ventilation were inserted so as to access the double rooms refitted into single study-
bedrooms. The locations for two additional student accommodation blocks called
‘Kenny’ and ‘Donovan’ nevertheless fit the site options offered in the original
August 1915 plan [Figure 68a].

This chapter concludes with the map in 2000 of the university campus and the
college reserves [Figure 80b]. The original plan pattern and shape of the Initial
Structure was retained over the decades. The cross form of the chapel by Thomas
Payne can be seen in the centre of the Newman College reserve. The large block to
the south with the fully enclosed internal courtyard is the new St Mary’s Hall
building dating from the 1970s. An additional student accommodation block, the
‘Kenny Block’, frames the southern side of the Chapel forecourt. Another additional
student accommodation block, the ironically named ‘Donovan Block’, frames the
western side of the rear garden courtyard to the Initial Structure.

Griffin created rhythmic order and repose in the design of the Initial Structure at
Newman College. Building and landscape were equal elements in the organic whole.
By comparison the original spaciousness within each of the other college sites was
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crowded out by an accumulation of many building blocks. The integrity of Griffin’s
initial patterns has survived the inevitable addition of blocks on the Roman Catholic
reserve. Over the decades Griffin’s calm spaces, simple geometric forms, intimate
scale and ample broadness have continued to inspire its inhabitants and visitors
alike.
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MARION’S ROLE

The purpose of this chapter is to expand upon Marion Mahony Griffin’s contribution
to the design development and construction of Newman College outlined in the
previous chapters. The extent of her contribution is unclear and has never been fully
investigated. Before the college commission began she had been professionally
active for 20 years and designed a church and several houses. As she related in her
memoirs it was her responsibility to develop Walter’s first concept for Newman
College into sketch presentation drawings from diagrams on a small envelope.
Subsequently she prepared the contract documentation and conducted the tendering
process. Inevitably she had an impact upon the architecture of Newman College
during these phases of the project. In this chapter the nature of that impact is
identified. Firstly her architectural education is described and her drawing style is
discussed. Buildings and furniture designed by Marion Mahony prior to her
involvement with the Newman College project are also examined and compared
with the architecture and interior furnishing of the College. She was briefly in
independent practice during the college commission.

Marion Mahony Griffin published articles about her work and her beliefs notably a
series on democracy and architecture.1 She and Walter seemed to share the same
social and spiritual ideas, which she recorded extensively in her unpublished
manuscript, “The Magic of America”, written and compiled between 1940 and 1949.2

A greater understanding of the architecture of Newman College relies on a series of
text passages found in these memoirs. Yet Marion’s accounts do not clearly describe
her role in relation to the design of Newman College. Furthermore it is unclear
whether she made the August 1915 drawings in the Griffins’ Melbourne or Sydney
office.

Marion had taken charge of the Sydney office after the Griffins’ partnership with a
local Sydney architect, J Bertram Clamp, fell through in May 1915 just 12 months

                                                  
1 Marion Mahony Griffin, “Democratic Architecture: its Development, its Principles and its Ideals”, in
Building, June 1914, & August 1914, pp 101f & pp 88-91.
2 Steiner’s Anthroposophy from the early 1930s somewhat coloured Marion’s later coverage of their
spiritual orientation written in the 1940s.
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after the Griffins arrived in Australia. Nevertheless she moved back and forth
between the Melbourne and Sydney offices between July and December 1915.3 The
weight of evidence favors the Sydney office as the location where the Newman
College drawings were made although Marion was not always present when the
sketch presentation and later contract drawings were made there. Roy and
Genevieve Lippincott remained in charge of the Sydney office whenever Marion
went to Melbourne.4 Walter was of necessity bound to Melbourne for the conduct of
Canberra planning but judging by Marion’s memoirs he too traveled frequently
between Melbourne and Sydney on government and private business.

Marion and Walter worked closely together on the development of Walter’s initial
conceptual diagram.5 Marion, like Walter, studied architecture at university level
[Figures 81-82b] and was a registered architect. Her Beaux-Arts education influenced
her contribution to the college design, as did her liking for Henry Hobson
Richardson’s architectural style of the late-1860s to mid-1880s. She was also an
enthusiast for the contemporary Arts & Crafts Movement. The analysis of her
architectural designs from 1894 to her marriage and shared practice in 1911 suggests
that certain ideas, elements and qualities in the architecture of the Newman College
building originated with Marion. For example, the landscape layout for the Newman
College paths in the final 1918 garden design is an example of Marion’s hand [Plate
2.1 & Figure 82b]. Further, her unique drawing style reflected the essential
architectural characteristics of the partnership [Figures 83a-85]. In addition, her ideas
appeared in both the original 1915 Chapel and revised 1918 Chapel designs [Figures
68a & 77a]. Her ideology and skills further informed the ‘Craftsman’ furniture for
Newman College [Figures 90a-92b].

                                                  
3 Marion’s manuscript conveyed that Roy Lippincott (1885-1969) and wife Genevieve (1885-1972),
Walter’s sister, were drafting in the Sydney office from May 1914 until late 1917 before moving to
Melbourne. George Elgh from the USA, locals Edward Fielder Billson and Emily Gibson were
drafting in the Melbourne office at this time. Catherine [‘Packy’] Mahady and Veronica Mahady were
sisters successively Walter’s public service secretaries in his Director’s office in Melbourne.
4 Donovan letter, ‘1915, 26 November’, in Appendix A.
5 Mark Peisch Papers, Avery Library Collection. Francis Barry Byrne recalled that Marion and Walter
worked in apparently close collaboration prior to and after their marriage: ‘their conspicuously
supplementary personal qualities undoubtedly gave special character to their work. There was
something like a marriage in the artistic field in addition to the usual one’.
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In the private commissions that Marion undertook before her marriage and
professional partnership with Walter she worked with architectural characteristics
that differ from those of her Chicago peers. Her Unitarian Church of All Souls,
Evanston, 1902-04, [Figures 86a & 86b] combined the Early French Gothic barn type
with massive rough-textured stonework on the exterior, which had been
Richardson’s predilection [Figure 10a]. The rough-textured exterior surfaces in
Marion’s church design predated the same effects in Walter’s Melson House, 1912
[Figure 83b], and Stinson Library, 1913 [Figure 84]. The rusticated rough-textured
stonework that appeared in the base and parapet elements at Newman College seem
inspired by Richardson’s Romanesque. The interior of Marion’s All Souls church
[Figure 106b] had the natural timber finish typical of Arts & Crafts architecture.
Furthermore, in 1906 Marion designed her mother’s house in Chicago in the
‘Craftsman’ manner [Figure 88a].6 The church and the house were aesthetically
experimental at that time and her commitment to simple forms and natural surfaces
is apparent. Marion first combined her ideas and skills with those of Walter in what
was to become the distinctive and unified style of their partnership in the 1909
David Amberg House in Grand Rapids [Figures 89a & 89b], six years before the
college project in Melbourne.

Before her collaborative work with Walter began Marion’s private commissions
were undertaken while she worked intermittently with Frank Lloyd Wright in his
Oak Park Studio, 1895-1909.7 Indeed, Marion was the first university graduate to
work with Frank Lloyd Wright, who gave her the title of ‘superintendent of the
office force’.8 Hence from the beginning of her professional career Marion developed
her talents for managing and teaching draftsmen. These skills culminated in the
drawings and contract administration for the Newman College project, 1915-1918.

The procedures in the office of Henry Hobson Richardson seem to have remarkable
parallels with the working relationship between Walter and Marion during their
architectural partnership. Mariana Van Rensselaer published a widely read
                                                  
6 Gustav Stickley, Craftsman Homes, 1909, passim. American Arts & Crafts Movement material
appeared in The Craftsman magazine during the first decade of the 20th Century.
7 H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School, New York 1976, p 79.
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biography on Richardson in 1888 that included an account of Richardson’s design
method.9 She explains: ‘the basic conception was always Richardson’s own, but the
simplest, rudest pencilled memoranda conveyed it to his executive. A little rough
sketch half the size of his palm was given to the executive for development’. Walter’s
diagram was conceived on a small envelope and Marion became its executor. In turn
she directed the draftsmen who assisted her in the development of the design
concept. According to Van Rensselaer Richardson did not demand that the executive
study a particular building model, or to adapt a particular motif, but he would
suggest that a specific book or portfolio in the office library offered assistance in
interpreting the rough sketch. The Griffins too maintained an office library.10 Often
Richardson recommended that an hour or so be spent looking through the office
photographs. The Griffins too kept folders of photographic images in the Sydney
office.11 Richardson’s procedures were evidently very similar to the Griffins’
practice.

Through her extracurricular efforts Marion Mahony became a superb delineator of
presentation sketch-plans. This is beautifully exemplified in her perspective for
Newman College [Frontispiece]. Her simple evocation of different Australian plant
species in the garden is reminiscent of Zen calligraphy in Chinese and Japanese
paintings and drawings of nature. The delicacy and life of Australian species she so
elegantly depicted only emphasized the elongated stony mass of the building. The
drawing shows the Initial Structure and setting in the rear garden courtyard in a
realistic manner, but achieved with an irresistible economy of line.

Marion's pen-and-ink perspective drawings for the Oak Park Studio formed the
basis for the 'Wasmuth Portfolio', the first of a two-volume set on Wright's work
published by Ernst Wasmuth in Berlin, 1910-1911.12 Wright’s indentured pupil,

                                                                                                                                                             
8 James Weirick, 'Marion Mahony at MIT', Transition, June 1988, p 50.
9 Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, 1888, p 128.
10 The books relevant to the design of Newman College are identified through footnoting in the
‘Bibliography’.
11 See ‘Literature Review’.
12 Richard Guy Wilson, “Chicago and the International Arts and Crafts Movements”, in John
Zukowsky (editor), Chicago Architecture 1872-1922, Chicago 1987, p 226, n 5. The Wasmuth Volumes
and the architectural characteristics of selected Wright’s projects are evaluated in Chapter 10.
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Francis Barry Byrne recalled that Marion was an occasional fiery and brilliant
presence in the Oak Park Studio: ‘her dialogues with Frank Lloyd Wright, who, as
we all know, is no indifferent opponent in repartee, made such days notable’.13 In
addition she engaged in architectural design in the Studio. One author has suggested
that Wright’s Oak Park Studio building itself was Marion’s idea.14 Marion recorded
in her memoirs that Wright appropriated her use of octagons from her own family
house project.

Marion often observed that as young architects in the Oak Park Studio she and
Wright made picturesque compositions, but Walter emphasized structure.15 She
complained bitterly that Wright did not credit the architectural ideas that she or
Walter contributed to the Studio’s output.16 Walter in fact left Wright’s Studio in
1906 because of Wright’s lack of regard. Indeed Wright abandoned the Oak Park
Studio in 1909.17 Marion was appointed to complete five unfinished architectural
commissions, and Walter was hired to complete the landscapes. They began to work
in partnership. Marion wrote at length about regular canoe excursions with Walter,
exploring the waterways and wilderness around Lake Michigan. Walter and Marion
married on 29 June 1911, consolidating their newfound architectural partnership.

The somewhat enigmatic status of Marion as an architect has tempted some scholars
to claim that she was given responsibility only in areas of interior design work
believed appropriate for women practitioners: ‘primarily she was an artist-architect,
designing minor parts of the . . . residence - the mosaic fireplaces, the landscape
murals, the interior furniture, stained glass, and rugs’.18 On the other hand some
writers have made bizarre claims that Marion was the sole designer for the Griffin

                                                  
13 H Allen Brooks, op cit, p 79f. Evidently Wright had a similar rapport with Walter.
14 James Weirick, op cit, pp 50f.
15 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section III, p 318 & Section IV, p 59.
16 Paul Kruty, in Maldre and Kruty, op cit, p 160, discovered that Walter designed for Wright the
Hebert and Lamp Houses, 1902 & 1903.
17 Frank Lloyd Wright left his practice and his family and ‘eloped’ with a former client, Mamah
Cheney. They went to Europe. Wright worked on the production of the ‘Wasmuth Volumes’ in Italy.
18 Susan Fondiler Berkon, “Marion Mahony Griffin” in Susana Torre, Women in American Architecture,
New York 1977, pp 75-79.
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partnership.19 This claim was made despite Marion recording in her memoirs that
Walter was ‘the designer’ within the partnership and unequivocally the designer of
Newman College. She was certainly capable of designing a building such as
Newman College, but the architecture of Newman College bears no stylistic
resemblance to the buildings that Marion created in her sole practice.

Florence Taylor in Building interpreted yet another role for Marion in architectural
practice. Taylor supposed that Marion was subservient to her masterful husband to
whom she was uncritically devoted.20 A number of times in her memoirs Marion did
describe herself as a slave to her husband. But Marion sought artistic independence
from Walter. During the Newman College project Marion began – and ended – a
short-lived independent practice under her own name with the Sydney office as her
address [Figures 93a-93b]. It is unclear whether Taylor’s confronting article
prompted this action.

Circumstantially Marion drew up and controlled the Newman College project on
Walter’s behalf, yet in other partnership projects Walter was responsible for all of the
drawing production as well as the design conception.21 Both Marion and Walter had
developed idiosyncratic architectural styles prior to their 1911 marriage and
partnership. However from the moment that Marion and Walter pooled their talents
and skills in partnership they produced a composite architecture of greater power
and significance than just the sum of the two. This was I believe the situation with
the architecture of Newman College.

                                                  
19 Janet Pregliasco, “The Life and Work of Marion Mahony Griffin”, in Museum Studies: Art Institute of
Chicago, 1995, pp 164-181.
20 Florence Taylor, “Marion Mahony Griffin”, in Building, May 1914, pp 112k-112m. Walter’s
characteristic lack of anger in fact annoyed Marion.
21 Walter for example did all the drawings for the Kuomintang Club Building, Melbourne, 1921, from
the conceptual diagram through to contract drawings and projective geometry details. See Turnbull
and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, 1998, #2109-01, p 176f.
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MARION’S MIT THESIS

Marion Lucy Mahony enrolled in the architecture course at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in Cambridge, Boston, in 1890 aged 19 years [Figure 81]. She
graduated in 1894 with a thesis entitled ‘The House and Studio of a Painter’ [Figures
82a & 82b]. The daughter of a wealthy suffragist friend of her mother sponsored
Marion through her course of studies.22 Between August 1890 and June 1894 Marion
attended lectures and architecture design studios graduating Bachelor of Science in
Architecture. The curriculum was aimed at mental development through knowledge
of the liberal arts. She was the second woman to graduate in architecture from MIT.23

Marion's final year thesis design is full of interesting fenestration ideas in an
expression of the 16th Century French Renaissance style [Figure 82a]. Yet an analysis
of her French Renaissance sources in this thesis design revealed the vision of an
imaginative Unitarian, as her Classic architecture precedents were French.24 She
seems to have included a window element from Diane de Poitiers’ Chateau d’Anet
by the Roman Catholic architect Philibert de l’Orme.25 As well Marion apparently
referred to the next generation of French Calvinist architects after de l’Orme, such as
Jean Bullant, using window elements found in his houses for Diane de Poitiers at
Orleans.26 Marion referred also to a Chinese door element found in James
Fergusson’s texts on world architectural history. At this time eclecticism was a norm
in university schools that followed Ecole des Beaux-Arts methods. The sources of
her plan patterns for the house and for the garden however were not identified. Her
thesis was created in the studio class of a new Design Master from Paris who was
especially pleased with the outcome.27

                                                  
22 James Weirick, op cit, p 47f.
23 The first was Sophia Hayden, 1886-1890, just finished when Marion began. Hayden designed the
so-called ‘Women’s Building’ for the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.
24 The Unitarian and Congregationalist churches were branched from earlier Calvinists, the Puritan
pioneers. Jean Calvin was French but established himself in Geneva, Switzerland.
25 Walter adapted elements from de l’Orme in the architecture of Newman College discussed in
Chapters 7-9.
26 AL Fotheringham showed these houses in Russell Sturgis, A History of Architecture, Volume IV,
1915, with Marion obtaining her images from Fotheringham’s earlier sources.
27 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 276. Her thesis evidently won the praise of the head of design,
who said to her: ‘Yes, yes to the temple of fame’. Constant-Désiré Despredelle produced fantasy
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The text Marion wrote to accompany the submission of her thesis drawings was a
careful and orderly description of the room functions, the geometry, and
arrangements of ‘The House and Studio of a Painter’ and its gardens [Figure 82b].28

Marion alluded to her design method. For example, she wrote that the entrance to
the house was placed on the south side as this emphasized the symmetry of rooms
and spaces about a north-south axis through the house. She claimed that the
sequence of the promenade was enhanced by this strategy, that is, the circulation
through the building was improved. The August 1915 chapel design had a north-
south axis that enhanced certain circulation arrangements - entry from the Swanston
Street Chapel forecourt or from the rear garden courtyards [Figure 68a].

Judging from the appearance of Marion’s thesis design the principles of Ecole des
Beaux-Arts elemental composition were followed in her studio class at MIT.29  Her
composition shows that window and door figures were freely arranged in the wall
plane.30 But the details of these window and door elements were clearly subject to
French Renaissance taste. Similarly the arrangement of them in the wall plane
seemed in accord with French Renaissance proportions.

                                                                                                                                                             
drawings for travelling exhibitions, one being a Boullee-inspired obelisk, ‘The Beacon of Progress’, ca
1900. The plan pattern of Marion’s 1894 painter’s house and its massing recall Frank Lloyd Wright's
later Dana Lawrence House in Springfield, Illinois, 1902-4.
28 James Weirick, op cit, p 47f.
29 Reyner Banham, “The Academic tradition and the concept of elementary composition”, in Theory
and Design in the First Machine Age, London 1972 (1960), pp 14-22, & David Van Zanten, “Architectural
Composition at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts from Charles Percier to Charles Garnier” in Arthur Drexler,
The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, 1977, pp 111-323. In the design method known as
‘elemental composition’ popular in the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts pedagogy there were ordinary
functional ‘elements of architecture’ such as roofs, ceilings, walls, doors and windows and so on that
were composed to make ‘elements of composition’ such as rotundas, dining halls, cloisters,
promenades, and so on. The ‘elements of composition’ were then composed to create the whole.
30 The architectural designs of the three Protestant Colleges at the University of Melbourne were
dependent upon this same picturesque method of elemental composition where window and door
figures were composed in the ground of the wall plane. See Chapter 3.
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Elemental composition in this particular context was Romantic and Picturesque. In
her memoirs Marion repeatedly recorded that she and Frank Lloyd Wright were in
‘the business of making pictures’.31

The plan of the garden within the grounds in Marion’s thesis design had a system of
paths parallel to the walls of the house and studio with circle and oval roundabouts
[Figure 102a]. This design was the same in principle to the garden path layout at
Newman College [Plate 2.1]. The path layout with minor additions is still in use at
Newman College.32 Pedestrian and vehicular traffic was predictably greatest toward
the Chapel site and the Rotunda hence this practical employment of roundabouts
ensued. But the roundabouts engage anyone approaching these major entry points
to move off axis so that the doorway is viewed from changing picturesque angles.

MARION’S DRAWING SKILLS and the NEWMAN COLLEGE DRAWINGS

The elevation drawing of Marion’s final year thesis at MIT [Figure 82a] was
rendered in colour, tone and shading typical of requirements in the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts system. Yet Marion was not satisfied with her drawing standard. She strove to
develop a personal and unique manner of architectural drawing that was of the
highest aesthetic accomplishment. In her memoirs Marion asserted that drawing as a
subject in schools had ‘dropped into a deadly routine of no educational value’.33

Marion explained that in order to advance her drawing technique she attended
various private studios in Boston and in Chicago during her spare time and received
instruction to improve her skills. She relates that Madame and Monsieur Pape were
her teachers in Boston. The nature of the Papes’ drawing instruction is not known
but it was probably strongly influenced by Japanese culture, which was en vogue in
Boston art and architecture circles at that time.

Marion’s perspective drawing for Newman College viewed from the rear garden
courtyard clearly owed a lot to her study of Japanese art and the aesthetic of
                                                  
31 Walter preferred ‘structure’, she claimed.
32 In 1965 the path roundabout adjacent to the rotunda in the rear garden courtyard became the shape
used in constructing a fountain.
33 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 145.
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Japanese woodcut prints [Frontispiece]. Marion’s drawing of the proposed building
and the garden plants demonstrate that she had developed a style of architectural
rendering based upon that Japanese aesthetic.34 The analysis of Japanese aesthetics
during the previous decade in Boston led to the publication of illustrated writings on
Japanese architecture and Japanese art [Figure 83a].35 The local Chicago magazine
Brush and Pencil picked up that trend and published an article in 1899 about the
Boston-based composition techniques developed from Japanese art.36 Further, young
Chicago architects also emulated a new Japanese-derived style of drawing practiced
at this time by Otto Wagner and his Arts & Crafts oriented pupils in Vienna.
Apparently from these kinds of sources Marion developed her own rendering style.

Marion Mahony Griffin’s fully developed technique appeared for the presentation
drawings in the Griffin partnership’s Melson House, 1912 [Figure 83b]. This
presentation drawing was initially prepared in ink-line on linen paper as shown,
which she photo-mechanically transferred with a copying machine to another
material, such as silk or satin, in readiness for colour rendering in inks and paints.
This kind of full colour rendering is seen in the drawing for the Stinson Library, 1913
[Figure 84]. In her memoirs Marion describes how she and Walter negotiated and
determined upon the format for these drawings.37 The layout on a single sheet was
usually a perspective drawing view with floor plans and a landscape site plan.
Sometimes a section was drawn that permitted the depiction of the interior as a
perspective. In her presentation drawings for Newman College Marion had to

                                                  
34 Marion Mahony interview, in the Grant Manson Papers, Oak Park Library. Marion claimed that her
generation was influenced by the Japanese exhibits at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair and by the
Japanese prints that she and her colleagues collected.
35 Ralph Adams Cram, “Japanese Domestic Interiors”, in The Architectural Review (Boston), January-
June 1900, pp 9-15, for architecture, & Arthur Wesley Dow, Composition: a series of exercises in art
structure for the use of students and teachers, 1899, passim, for Japanese art.
36 Mabel Kay, “A New System of Art Education: arranged and directed by Arthur W Dow”, in Brush
and Pencil, August 1899, pp 258-271. Professor Arthur W Dow endorsed the efforts of the
Architectural League of America to establish the teaching of ‘pure design’ in schools of architecture.
See “Study of Pure Design in Architectural Education”, in The Inland Architect and News Record, June
1901, p 1. The Steinway Hall architects, excepting Griffin, took up the League’s slogan of “Progress
before Precedent”.
37 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section IV, p 286.
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accommodate a large building and so the perspective drawing appeared on a
separate sheet [Frontispiece].

An elevation with the plan was rendered for the Newman College presentation
drawing dated August 1915 [Figure 68a]. Elevation drawings were indeed unusual
amongst Marion’s presentation drawings. Marion’s drawings of Newman College
that Donovan saw in the Griffins’ Sydney office were colour renderings.38 Marion’s
set of colour drawings for Newman College, now lost, was probably similar to her
Stinson Library drawing in technique and finish [Figure 84].

A major achievement for the new Griffin partnership was the design during late
1911 of their Canberra Plan for the international competition. Marion’s drawing style
is apparent in all 15 drawings.39 The view that Marion drew overlooking the
proposed new city from a nearby hilltop was extraordinarily accurate, a magnificent
feat of perspective drawing construction [Figure 85]. The depiction of Mount Fuji
that terminated the Land Axis in this view was fanciful yet true to Marion’s aesthetic
inspiration. The same kind of accuracy in imagining the future scene occurred with
Marion’s perspective drawing for Newman College.

NEWMAN COLLEGE CHAPEL DESIGNS, 1915-18

One week into the sketch-plan phase of the Newman College commission Marion
wrote to Walter: ‘please find out if here in the southern hemisphere the Catholics
still insist on the East and West orientation with the priest at the east end. I hope not
as it interferes with the scheme’.40 This request is intriguing because it suggests that
Marion was evaluating a north-south orientation for her own Chapel design, which
appeared in the August 1915 set of presentation drawings [Figure 68a]. The
alternative interpretation is that she was asking Walter to confirm with the Roman
Catholic Church his proposal for a north-south Chapel orientation that would have

                                                  
38 Donovan letter to Mannix, ‘1915, 2 December’, in Appendix A.
39 Paul Reid, Canberra after Griffin, 2002, pp 47-58.
40 Letter from Marion in Sydney to Walter in Melbourne, 22 July 1915, in Marion Mahony, op cit,
Section II, p 74b.
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appeared in his conceptual design diagram. The former explanation seems more
probable.

Evidence suggests that Marion was exercising her own discretion, judgement and
design conviction to use a north-south axis. We know that in Marion’s MIT thesis,
‘The House and Studio of a Painter’, the main house has a north-south axis [Figure
82b]. In addition, she later designed the All Souls Unitarian Church in Evanston,
Illinois, with a north-south axis [Figure 86a]. This building apparently was a
reflection of her admiration for the ecclesiastical architecture of Henry Hobson
Richardson, who was also a Unitarian architect. In its overall form Marion’s church
building was like a medieval barn or hall church, a form that Richardson used in a
church in Pittsburgh.41 Further, the Newman College Chapel design was also of this
hall church type. In Richardson’s early work in Boston he orientated a church on a
north-south axis.42 Marion in living and studying in Boston was probably aware of
the publicity about this particular church and its congregation. This same Boston
church was also a precedent for entering a church through side aisles into the nave.
The August 1915 Newman College Chapel scheme was also entered from both sides
of the nave, either east from Swanston Street or west from the sports fields and
university park.

There appears to be further architectural precedence for the Chapel design found in
other works by Richardson. For example, the Newman College Chapel scheme
proposed to have a composite porch, tower, and spire element for both the August
1915 and 1918 versions [Figure 87a]. This element is seen in a similar composite
porch, tower and spire element in Richardson’s first commission in America, the
Unitarian Church of the Unity, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1866-69 [Figure 87b].
Marion probably adapted her Gothic window motif of pointed arch and reveals for
the All Souls church design from the Church of the Unity porch door surrounds.
Further, the exterior of Marion’s All Souls church is constructed in the rough-

                                                  
41 Emmanuel Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1883-86, in Mariana Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson
Richardson and His Works, 1888, p 85. Medieval Gothic barns in Rouen appeared in the Griffins’ office
copy of W Eden Nesfield, Specimens of Mediaeval Architecture, 1862.
42 Brattle Square Church, Boston, 1869-73, in Mariana Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His
Works, 1888, pp 51-53.
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textured stonework beloved by Richardson, a texture that was to feature in the
battered base and the parapet at Newman College.

Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer’s book about Henry Hobson Richardson’s life and
architecture that evidently impressed Marion was published in 1888, just two years
after his premature death. Ideas and forms in Richardson’s architecture clearly
inspired her. The characteristics of Richardson’s buildings appeared strongly in the
works of the Griffin partnership from 1909 with buildings like the Melson House,
1912 [Figure 83b], Stinson Library, 1913 [Figure 84], and also Newman College.
Walter’s apparent enthusiasm for Richardson’s work dated from the time he and
Marion joined forces in architectural partnership.

‘CRAFTSMAN’ FURNITURE at NEWMAN COLLEGE

Both Marion and Frank Lloyd Wright became members of the Chicago Arts & Crafts
Society founded in 1897, whereas Walter never joined that society.43 The
characteristics that Marion apparently admired in buildings and furniture in the Arts
& Crafts Movement were akin with the patterns and natural textures she admired in
Richardson’s work. Marion’s intense interest in the ideas, values and forms of the
Arts & Crafts Movement affected her work with Wright in the Oak Park Studio, as
well as in her private practice. The Newman College furniture indeed has the
characteristics of Arts & Crafts design. The simplicity of form and detail of the
college furniture, its surface continuity, and the expression of the natural colours
and textures of materials were all characteristics of the Arts & Crafts Movement. It is
not known however from surviving documents to what extent Marion was
responsible for the design of the Newman College furniture. She was certainly
capable and experienced in designing furniture, but perhaps Walter remained ‘the
designer’ and Marion the ‘executive’ with the design of the college furniture.
Nevertheless during 1917 and early 1918 the responsibility to complete the college
building and its fittings largely fell upon Marion.44

                                                  
43 Richard Guy Wilson, op cit, in Chicago Architecture 1872-1922, Chicago 1987, p 212. Nevertheless
Walter always designed Arts & Crafts furniture and furnishings beginning in 1900.
44 Walter from 1917 to 1918 designed the vast parliamentary group for Canberra. See Figure 197.
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Marion’s capacity to design in the Arts & Crafts mode is evident in several of her
buildings. For example, the aims of the Arts & Crafts Movement informed her
design of the All Souls church [Figure 86a]. The church walls relied for effect upon
their unpretentious simple shapes and strong natural stone texture, which were
attributes also of the architecture of the Arts & Crafts Movement. Inside the church
the walls, tent ceiling and pews were built in exposed timber with a smooth natural
finish [Figure 86b]. The Arts & Crafts Movement also inspired Marion’s design of the
prismatic metal and stained glass ceiling pendants. In addition, the chancel was lit
with a ceiling monitor glazed with stained glass and protected by timber grille-
work.45

The modest ‘Craftsman’ house of 1906 for Marion’s mother Clara was constructed
throughout in timber except for the brick fireplaces and chimneys [Figure 88a].
Houses illustrated in Gustav Stickley’s Arts & Crafts publications that promoted a
simple rural cottage life-style and the naturalness of plain unpretentious building
techniques and forms inspired Marion [Figure 88b].46 The floor level in Clara
Mahony’s house was raised high above the ground. The steep flight of entry stairs to
an elevated verandah was not normally found in the work of Marion and her peers.47

Marion’s design emphasized a light and hovering timber-clad frame. In contrast the
lower level floor was usually built directly upon the ground in orthodox Prairie
School houses in Chicago. Earth-hugging mass was typical of such houses with a
heavy base of masonry or stucco materials. Newman College in fact incorporated the
characteristics of spreading mass and horizontal emphasis that is usually associated
with Prairie School architecture, rather than the light framing and ‘Craftsman’
qualities seen in Marion’s house design.

Marion Mahony completed the David Amberg house [Figures 89a & 89b]. It was one
of five projects left unfinished by Frank Lloyd Wright when he went to Europe in

                                                  
45 Ceiling monitors with stained glass and grille-work dramatized the dining areas of typical
Louis Sullivan houses and Marion Mahony’s interiors for the Oak Park Studio.
46 Gustav Stickley, Craftsman Homes: Architecture and Furnishings of the American Arts and Crafts
Movement, 1979 (1909), passim.
47 H Allen Brooks, op cit, passim.
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1909 to work on the Wasmuth volumes. Respectful of his dependence upon Marion’s
abilities and accomplishments, Wright invited her to run the Oak Park Studio in his
absence, which she declined to do. Instead another Chicago architect accepted the
offer under the proviso that Marion worked within his office as Wright’s designer.
Marion agreed to this and was granted ‘full authority and final decision on all
matters of design and construction’.48 Meanwhile Walter was engaged for the
landscape design work for these five unfinished projects. Marion and Walter began
to work closely together at this time.

Ostensibly the Amberg house was designed in the manner of Wright in the idiom of
the Prairie School [Figure 89a]. But the architecture of this house showed the kind of
teamwork between Marion and Walter that thenceforward became a feature of their
partnership. The concept for the design appears to have been Walter’s, for typical
motifs appeared here that he had used from the very beginning of his career.49 But
compared to Walter’s solo work of 1906 to 1911 this design had a stronger
compositional balance between the disparate wings of the house. Marion’s
contribution was in its refined pictorial qualities.50 There was an elegant resolution of
proportions in the parts and the whole, a vibrant play of light and shade, and a rich
palette of colours and textures in the natural material finishes.

The design collaboration between Marion and Walter also affected the interior of the
David Amberg house [Figure 89b]. The dining room was set three steps higher than
the living room seen down through the doorway with the pull-across curtains.51 The
split-level was a peculiarity of Walter’s work.52 There are in fact split-levels to the
                                                  
48  Susan Fondiler Berkon, “Marion Mahony Griffin” in Susana Torre, Women in American Architecture,
1977, p 75. Subsequently most architectural drawings for Marion’s works were labeled ‘Hermann von
Holst, Architect, Marion Mahony, Associate’, indicative of the chauvinism Marion typically suffered.
49 These motifs are discussed in Chapters 7-10.
50 John Beverley Robinson, “Principles of Architectural Composition”, in Architectural Record, Volume
VIII, July 1898-June 1899, over four quarterly issues, 144 pages. Robinson’s method was to
aesthetically balance the parts of the building with the eye. Symmetry was sometimes used to find
this balance but not necessarily. Wright was a brilliant artist with this method.
51 The Griffins used the device of pull-across curtains extensively in their own house, 1922 [Figure
191a].
52 Split-levels were not characteristic of Wright or Marion’s houses, which usually consisted of slices
of horizontal space connected by full flights of stairs.
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floors in the Student Residence Wings at Newman College, typical of Walter’s
architectural style.

Some items of the interior furniture and furnishing in the Amberg house were
typical of the work Marion did in the Oak Park Studio and in her own commissions.
For example, the ceiling skylight with a rectilinear pattern picked out in stained
glass was a motif that Marion had employed earlier inside the chancel of her All
Souls Church [Figure 86b]. Patterns later seen in the Newman College furniture
appeared in this interior. The Amberg house dining room chairs for example
anticipated the Dining Hall chairs at Newman College with the angled legs, austere
straight backs and padded seats [Figure 50b]. Also the solid Amberg dining table
was similar in form to the study desks provided in each college student set.

Gustav Stickley’s ‘Craftsman’ style affected the shape and finish of the Newman
College furniture. Examples to illustrate this point were the standard bench seats
designed for Newman College [Figure 90a] compared with a typical ‘Craftsman’
bench seat [Figure 90b]. The standard study desk at Newman College [Figure 91a]
has the same austere and solid rectilinear qualities of ‘Craftsman’ design [Figure
88b]. The swivel desk-chair was a departure in that the seat was scalloped to take the
form of the seated body [Figure 91b]. The back of the swivel desk-chair has the
familiar shape and upholstering of the standard dining hall chair seen in Figure 50b.
Spread wedge-shaped legs were crossed to form a socket for housing the spindle of
the swivel mechanism. The chair seat can spin and is also sprung to move back and
forth with the pressure of body weight.53

A little known Prairie School architect, George Robinson Dean, designed a fraternity
house in 1902.54 The fraternity house furniture provided another realm of precedence
beside that of Stickley for patterns used at Newman College. The dining room of the
fraternity house and its furniture [Figure 92b] was no doubt an affirmation of Arts &
                                                  
53 The furniture working drawings required the supply of a metal swivel mechanism equal to that
manufactured by the Comstock Chair Company of Cleveland, Ohio.
54 “A Novel College Chapter-House by Dean & Dean, Architects”, in Architectural Record, September
1905, pp 211-213. George Robinson Dean’s 1902 fraternity house building at Cornell University,
Ithica, New York, is described and discussed in Chapter 7 [Figures 106a-107b], for it seemed to
provide Griffin with patterns for the Newman College building design.
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Crafts principles that inspired the Newman College furniture designs. The wedge-
shape in George Robinson Dean’s dining chairs reappeared consistently in the
Newman College furniture range.55 But Dean’s radically thin tall backs and hard
seats were not reproduced. Comfortable padded backs and seats were preferred, as
seen in the Newman College Dining Hall and Library chairs [Figures 56 & 57a].

MARION’S INDEPENDENT PRACTICE

Marion Mahony Griffin practiced under her own name for some months during the
college design and construction phases. She was virtually in charge of the Griffins’
private office in Sydney at this time. Walter, based in Melbourne, was heavily
engaged in battle over the direction and design of the Canberra Plan. While Marion
produced the presentation and contract documentation drawings for Newman
College and administered the contract Walter was better placed to conduct the site
supervision. On 16 March 1916 Marion forwarded to the Executive Committee the
list of prices tendered for the construction of Newman College on her own Sydney
address letterhead.

Marion’s independent practice evidently began during 1915 and ceased during 1917.
In her memoirs Marion only records her reason for the cessation of her own practice.
The only specific dates on record concerning her independent practice come from
this reference and from municipal council records in Melbourne for one commission
in her name. On 29 October 1917 Marion wrote a letter to friends from her university
days telling them that she had been dissuaded from continuing to practice in her
own name.56 She wrote: ‘the courts of this community have decided that no clients of
mine need pay for my services’. She had designed a house for Richard H Reeves
who proceeded in October 1916 to slightly modify the plan and build without
involving Marion or paying her fees.57 Marion sought recompense in the courts, but

                                                  
55 Another source for the wedge-shape was the crystalline projecting keystones in the segmental
arches at Newman College, as discussed in “Construction, Materials and Details”, in Chapter 3.
56 Marion Griffin, op cit, Section II, p 203a.
57 Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, #1609.01 ‘Reeves
Residence Malvern, Victoria’, p 140.
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the judge decided that copyright did not exist for architectural designs and to make
matters worse Marion was required to pay court costs.

There is no evidence whatsoever for the proposition that Marion alone designed
Newman College.58 She herself unequivocally attributed the conceptual college
design to Walter. However the Reeves House of 1916 had a plan and elevation that
indicated Marion as the sole designer of this residence [Figures 93a & 93b]. The
David Amberg house design [Figures 89a & 89b] was developed in collaboration
between Marion and Walter. For the Amberg house Walter contributed a signature
cross-plan with split-levels, plus motifs such as the capped square-plan piers and
raked gable-ends. None of these motifs appear in the Reeves house. The only
element in the Reeves house that referred to one of Walter’s motifs was the battered
base that appeared a year earlier in the conceptual design of the Newman College
building.

The Reeves House H-shape plan [Figure 93b] was a different pattern compared to
the T-shape plan of her mother Clara’s house [Figure 88a]. The Reeves house form
consisted of a central two-storey square box with end pavilions projected from the
H-shape plan. Internal walls divided the box and both pavilion ends to create
oblong-shaped rooms. There was a central passage with a bathroom at one end and
the stair at the other, somewhat akin to the 1918 plan of the Hostel for Women
proposed for Newman College. There were no split-levels in the Reeves house plan,
which contrasted strongly with Walter’s typical plan created for the Melson House
[Figure 84].59 The elevation of the Reeves house [Figure 93a] displays the ‘Craftsman’
qualities of Clara Mahony’s house [Figure 88a]. The architectural character of
Marion’s house for Reeves was straightforward and abstract. Furthermore, the
Reeves house was plain and iconoclastic, without the associations that occurred in
Walter’s patterns with their references to historical precedence.60 Marion’s design of

                                                  
58 Janet Pregliasco, “The Life and Work of Marion Mahony Griffin”, in Museum Studies: Art Institute of
Chicago, 1995, pp 164-181.
59 The two levels of the Melson house were folded over the lip of a natural escarpment and in that
way expressed a split-level.
60 The meanings associated with various precedents in the architecture of Newman College are
discussed in Chapters 7-11.
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the Reeves house was clearly different in character when compared to Walter’s
design of Newman College.

Marion’s opportunity for greater personal independence occurred no doubt with the
encouragement and approval of Walter. Her move was cruelly thwarted. However
the work that Marion accomplished on the Newman College commission was
indispensable. Her tenacity and drive evidently made the drawing phases and
construction schedule happen. She was a proven leader of office draftsmen. Left to
their own devices Marion and Walter produced idiosyncratic works but they
combined superbly in partnership for the design of Newman College. Marion
contributed greatly to the garden layout, to aspects of the chapel program and its
form, to the expression of Arts & Crafts criteria in the college furniture, and
probably she was the one who produced the 1918 scheme for additions to the Initial
Structure as it neared completion. Above all she infused the partnership’s
architecture with the sophisticated pictorial refinements that made Newman College
such a rich yet elegant design.
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Chapter 6: DESIGN METHOD
SOURCES

DESIGN METHOD. PLATES 6.1-6.5. SOURCES. TRIPARTITE HORIZONTAL EMPHASIS

But, the art-forms in architecture are not realistic. They consist of patterns and
conventional forms. They are only broadly indicative of a living original. The full
details are omitted; only the outline, and in some cases perhaps, the character of the
thing copied are expressed, very much as one might represent from memory a flower,
or foliage, or other natural thing of which one retained a vivid but not closely
accurate image.

Harry William Desmond in Architectural Record, 1893.
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DESIGN METHOD

The most substantial primary source for the patterns that Griffin included in the
design of the Initial Structure was the building itself. Marion underlined in her
memoirs that patterns of various kinds were significant in architectural composition
when she claimed that: ‘all physical creation consists in pattern making’.1 She
explained that Walter memorized many plant patterns, which he could recall at will
in the field. Marion observed that during their nature excursions Walter identified
plant species from his memory of the clear black line drawings of plants in Bailey’s
encyclopedias.2 She asserted that: ‘even in Australia he could identify flowers he had
never seen by his remembrance of what he had read years before in Bailey. He had
full use of that absolute memory that most of us evidence only in a state of
hypnotism’.3 Walter it seems analyzed and remembered original patterns in
architecture in the same way. Indeed any building can be abstracted to the patterns
of its functional and formal parts as though it were an organism.

In the introductory quotation on the previous page Harry William Desmond made
an intriguing observation about the analysis of art-forms in architecture that he
likened with the study of natural organisms.4 As such Desmond provides a useful
analogy for Griffin’s design method. In the natural sciences the composition of an
organism is identified and classified according to its innate structure. Griffin
apparently applied the experience of identifying innate structures in plant species
equally to the recognition of innate structures in architectural models. In this way he
became familiar with the architectural ideas and their compositional structure in the
building models that he admired.

                                                  
1 Marion Mahony Griffin, “The Magic of America”, unpublished manuscript, Chicago 1940-1949,
Section IV, p 231.
2 Liberty Bailey, Cyclopedia of American Horticulture, New York 1900, &, The Standard Cyclopedia of
Horticulture, 6 Volumes, London 1919, the latter still a text reference for botanists.
3 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section III, p 335.
4 Harry William Desmond, “The Development of Architecture”, in Architectural Record, January-
March 1893, p 184.
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Griffin was an avid reader of books and magazines and collected photographic
images of buildings.5 He was a keen photographer himself.6 He was inclined to
commit to memory the patterns of the architectural parts of his favorite buildings. In
new conceptual designs Griffin apparently recalled such patterns and recreated from
them a suitable new pattern. The patterns he recalled were functionally appropriate,
as Griffin subscribed to Louis Sullivan’s principle that ‘form follows function’.7 For
example, in an architectural analysis of Griffin’s two cloister elements in the Initial
Structure at Newman College [Figure 69b], each is shown to have a combination of
patterns derived from a number of building precedents in different parts of the
world. The cloister was a type in Griffin’s conception of architectural patterns. The
new cloisters at Newman College were to be further manifestations of the cloister as
a worldwide type.

The original patterns that were identified seem to have been embedded in Walter
Burley Griffin’s encyclopaedic memory for ready inclusion in the conceptual design
and construction of the Initial Structure. Where the original patterns were found in
published drawings rather than photographs or texts, they invariably consisted of
simple black line diagrams, perhaps because the underlying structure and outline of
an architectural pattern is more clearly depicted by a diagram and was consequently
easier for Griffin to remember.

Griffin’s inclination to memorize and apply architectural patterns was reinforced by
his architectural education at the University of Illinois. During his first visit to
Australia in the second half of 1913 Walter Burley Griffin commented on his own
education in his lecture, “Architecture in American Universities”, presented to
architects of Melbourne at a meeting of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects.8

He explained that his university architectural degree studies were first grounded in

                                                  
5 Paul Kruty, in Maldre and Kruty, Walter Burley Griffin in America, Urbana 1996, p 15: ‘His mother
recalled that as a lad he was a voracious reader who spent his remaining free hours working in his
garden’. Further, Marie Nicholls showed me Griffin’s office folders of collected images.
6 Peter Harrison, “Walter Burley Griffin at Canberra, 1914”, Walter Burley Griffin, Canberra 1995, p 43,
shows Griffin photographing the Canberra site.
7 Walter Burley Griffin, “Architecture in American Universities”, in RVIA Journal, December 1913, pp
170-184, in Appendix C.
8 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, December 1913, in Appendix C.
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engineering subjects, followed by professional architectural subjects. He observed
that this sequence of studies was not uncommon for American architectural students
at that time. By comparison however Marion Mahony’s education at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology was based in liberal arts subjects.9

Notwithstanding the engineering context of the architecture degree at the University
of Illinois Griffin emphasized that design studio classes were based on the pedagogy
of the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts.10

During the above lecture Griffin stated that the French Ecole des Beaux-Arts system
of architectural design education was prevalent in American universities. Griffin
admired the ‘general laws’ imparted by Ecole des Beaux-Arts teaching. These laws
were apparently the ideational aspects of the compositional tactics that were taught.
Griffin seems to have embraced these compositional tactics as Platonic ‘Ideas’ that
have a practical ‘Being’ in terms of laying out a design. Griffin appreciated the
ethereal ‘Idea’ of parti and dessin, and of architectural character or style, as well as
enjoying them as ‘Being’, as down-to-earth practical compositional methods. The
Idea of architectural types and of architectonics and their respective Being could be
derived from the German books translated for student use by Griffin’s Professor at
the University of Illinois, Nathan Clifford Ricker. Furthermore, the Idea and Being of
French parti and dessin, architectural character and style could be added to the Idea
and Being of types and architectonics, which seems to be Walter Burley Griffin’s
peculiar achievement.

But Griffin in Melbourne cautioned that followers of Ecole teaching in America often
manipulated formal effects rather than follow fundamental laws. Griffin observed
that the Ecole pedagogy in American education too often delivered ‘Beaux-Arts
Architecture’, a detrimental consequence. This style, he asserted, was without the
application of Beaux-Arts principles, and displayed the effects only of stylistic
                                                  
9 James Weirick, “Marion Mahony at MIT”, in Transition, June 1988, pp 49-54.
10 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, December 1913, in AppendixC. The exact nature of Ecole methods used
in Griffin’s university studio classes is not fully known. Judging by Griffin’s architecture however
there were strands of many Ecole theories that Griffin seems to have combined. See Hanno-Walter
Kruft, A History of Architectural Theory, 1994, “Nineteenth-century France and the Ecole des Beaux-
Arts”, & “The United States: from Thomas Jefferson to the Chicago School”, pp 272-289, & pp 345-363
respectively.
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period details. Where Griffin drew the line between authenticity and frivolity was a
matter of his personal taste. For example we know that Griffin admired the
buildings in the Court of Honor at the Chicago World’s Fair [Figure 8a]. They
apparently adhered to the laws of ensemble. Yet Griffin surprisingly does not
consider this complex to have been Beaux-Arts Architecture. The Court of Honor
was over-endowed with the stylistic period details of Renaissance architecture
according to the taste of later critics.11

In describing his own university studies to his Melbourne peers Griffin stated that
his degree was devoted for the first two years to general science and mathematics.
The last two years of his degree, he said, included the necessary mental training that
led up to professional architectural work. So all design methods from the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts were likely taught in the latter phase of his education. The use of
precedence played a vital role in Ecole des Beaux-Arts education at this time. As far
as Walter was concerned the study of precedents offered building models from
which the fundamental principles and patterns of their formation could be
abstracted and committed to memory. The patterns of underlying structures and
outlines of buildings, landscapes and city plans of the past and the present were
studied and internalized. The study of these patterns involved the compositional
concepts of partis, elements as types, the aesthetics of architectonics, and
architectural style. These compositional concepts are the basis for Chapters 7-10,
which analyze sources for patterns that Griffin applied to the design of the College.

According to Marion’s observations Walter conceived new designs, such as the
Initial Structure, with diagrammatic images.12 It can be assumed then that he
perceived compositional patterns inherent in exemplary models in terms of
diagrams. He evidently engaged as well with the strategies of modules and
Cartesian grids known in Ecole theory as dessin.13 Griffin created architecture with
                                                  
11 Montgomery Schuyler, ““Last Words About the World’s Fair”, in Architectural Record, January-
March 1894, pp 291-301, was favorably disposed toward the Court of Honor ‘ensemble’.
12 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 240.
13 Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College”, in The Advocate, 25 December 1915, in
Appendix B. Griffin declared that the Initial Structure has a seven-foot ‘modulus’. The Griffins’
Chicago partner 1914-1917, Francis Barry Byrne, recollected that, unlike Marion, Walter was
‘burdened with Cartesianism’. See the Mark Peisch Papers.
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geometric essentials that exploit a clear underlying structure and rhythmic spacing
and outline in his compositional strategies [Figure 69b]. Conversely pictorial
composition was important to Marion.14 She explained in her memoirs that she and
Frank Lloyd Wright (1867-1959) were in the ‘picture-making business’, whereas
Walter and Louis Sullivan, she wrote, thought in terms of structure, ‘inventing and
solving problems’.15 Hence Walter’s compositional structures of parti, type,
architectonics and architectural style, plus Marion’s pictorial refinements, were
fused together in the creation of the architecture of Newman College.

In Ecole des Beaux-Arts theory the parti was the choice of an architectural idea made
from a model building or a building type. 16 The concept of parti was prominent in
Ecole theory at the end of the 19th Century.17 Griffin was undoubtedly exposed to the
term parti in the architectural design studio at the University of Illinois. Griffin
acquired this concept as a student, and it remained with him as a practicing
architect.18 The act of personally choosing an architectural idea from a model
building, that is, of identifying a parti and adapting it for a new design was of course
an eclectic practice.19

An essential proposition at the beginning of this study was that Griffin was eclectic
like the great American architects before him, for example Thomas Jefferson, Henry
Hobson Richardson, and Louis Henri Sullivan. Griffin’s peers too were eclectic,
including Frank Lloyd Wright and Marion Mahony. From the 1830s onwards in

                                                  
14 John Beverley Robinson, “Principles of Architectural Composition”, in Architectural Record, July
1898-June 1899, of 144 pages in four quarterly issues exemplified pictorial composition.
15 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section I, p 128.
16 David Van Zanten, “Architectural Composition at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts from Charles Percier to
Charles Garnier”, in Arthur Drexler, The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, New York 1977, p115.
The word parti comes from prendre parti, meaning to make a choice, to take a stand. Partis is the plural
of parti.
17 David Van Zanten, op cit, p 112.
18 The term parti did not appear in Griffin’s writings. However the plural, partis, appears as ‘parties’ in
Nancy Price, “Walter Burley Griffin”, undergraduate history of architecture thesis, School of
Architecture, University of Sydney, 1933, p 8. She wrote of Griffin’s method for the 1911 Canberra
Plan: ‘so he hung the survey plans where he could see them frequently for the consideration of the
alternative parties [sic]’.
19 Peter Collins, “Eclecticism”, in Changing Ideals in Modern Architecture, 1965, Chapter 12, pp 117-127.
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France and America the meaning of the term ‘eclecticism’, from eclectic, ‘I choose’,
meant that an individual developed a composite system of thought or architectural
style from a personal selection of views and architectural ideas from various other
theories and building models. All architectural systems of the past were relevant, not
just a single system. Each eclectic architect decided rationally and independently
which architectural ideas and elements from the past were viable in present
circumstances.20

This proposition was clouded by the attempt of the American Architectural League
around 1900 to engage with design from first principles. Younger generation
architects in Chicago took up the League’s slogan of ‘Progress before Precedent’. The
older Louis Sullivan approved of their rationality, but cautioned them not to neglect
architectonic traditions.21 Further, in an address to the League, Sullivan claimed that
extant buildings of the past and present were ‘documents’ equal in value to books.22

Notwithstanding the correct meaning of the term ‘eclectic’, the first article in the new
Architectural Record in 1892 indicated that the term had inexplicably gained a
derogatory connotation. In late 19th Century American architectural circles the name
‘eclectic’ was ironically thrown at architects who copied and revived past
architectural styles.23

According to Sullivan extant buildings were the media for comprehending the three
major elements of architecture – the pier, lintel and arch.24 Sullivan also stated:
‘revolve your arches and masses and you have a dome’.25 The particular elements of
column-piers, shallow arches and the dome appeared in Griffin’s Initial Structure at
Newman College with the parapets above the arches appearing as huge beams

                                                  
20 Peter Collins, op cit, p 118. Eclecticism was opposite to Revivalism, copying or adapting from a
single architectural system or style.
21 Louis Sullivan, “Remarks on the Motto, ‘Progress before Precedent’ “, The Brickbuilder, May 1900, p
96, in Robert Twombly, Louis Sullivan: the Public Papers, Chicago 1988, pp 125f.
22 Louis Sullivan, “The Young Man in Architecture”, in Robert Twombly, op cit, p 138.
23 Harry William Desmond (editor), “Modern Architecture: a conversation”, in Architectural Record,
January-March 1892, pp 276-280.
24 Louis Sullivan, “What is Architecture? “, from The Craftsman, May-July 1906, in Robert Twombly, op
cit, pp 174-196.
25 Louis Sullivan, “The Young Man in Architecture”, in Robert Twombly, op cit, p 135.
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having the same architectonic characteristic as lintels [Figure 60a]. These elements
were fundamental to the expression of mass in the stonework that encloses the basic
reinforced concrete construction within the college building. Thus Griffin did not
abandon architectonic tradition although he experimented with new and
unprecedented techniques of reinforced concrete construction and its appropriate
expression. The important point to stress is that Griffin was interested in new and
rational architectural expressions in the context of architectural ideas found in past
styles. He did not however replicate the ornamental details of past styles, as these
details were of little interest to him.

Another concept that was prominent in Ecole theory at the end of the 19th Century
was dessin.26 In dessin the student was taught to perceive the building outline in its
planimetric wholeness rather than in its multiplicity of details. Dessin avoided
perspective effects, rather the building design was conceived objectively in
undistorted plans, elevations and sections based on a grid of horizontals and
verticals.27 The architectural expression of the Initial Structure at Newman College is
evidence of Griffin’s absorption of dessin. The building can be seen as an assembly of
static symmetrical parts with an uncluttered overall outline set within a repetitive
modular dimension [Figure 38]. The flèche and pinnacles on the dome of course
broke that outline with a cluster of short vertical lines [Figure 69b].

Descriptive or projective geometry was essential to dessin. Building models and new
designs were perceived in plan, elevation and section, within a projective geometric
system of three planes meeting in a single point at right angles. Grids in horizontal
and vertical planes were integrated in the process of dessin. We know that Griffin
used a seven-foot ‘modulus’ in the Newman College scheme.28 This perception of the
architectural object projected in three-dimensions was fundamentally different to
pictorial methods of imagining the object in a series of unique perspective views. Yet
                                                  
26 David Van Zanten suggests that dessin was eclipsed by the more popular mode of composition by the
end of the 19th Century. But Richard Moore maintains that the concept of dessin was still flourishing in
Ecole teaching at the end of the 19th Century in the theoretical position of architect-teachers such as
Julian Guadet. See Richard Moore, “Academic Dessin Theory in France after the Reorganization of
1863”, in Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, October 1977, pp 145-174.
27 Richard Moore, op cit, p 146.
28 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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Griffin’s eclectic thinking about the architectural object included dessin and a
pictorial imagination, as he was adept at both projective geometry and drawing
perspective presentations.29 Griffin it seems drew perspective presentations for
Frank Lloyd Wright before and during his time in the Oak Park Studio, 1901-1906, as
well as in his solo practice, 1906-1911.30

In conclusion to his 1913 Melbourne lecture to the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects, “Architecture in American Universities”, Griffin characterized the
conceptual method found in Japanese drawing as a lesson for practitioners and
students alike. The Japanese approach to illustration, he observed, was in sharp
contrast to the European practice of drawing ‘directly from models with the idea of
copying them’. Instead the Japanese, he said: ‘make their study of the model,
whether it be a form of plant or of animal, and draw subsequently from their own
minds, not from the model itself’.31 The delineator abstracted the model to its
essential elements from memory without resort to incorporating the myriad details
that defeated the simplicity of line occurring in the process of drawing. According to
Griffin the drawn image thus produced was not a replication of the plant or the
animal: ‘but a representation of an ideal for a certain purpose’.

Walter Burley Griffin was in fact succinctly describing Marion Mahony’s method of
drawing [Figure 69b]. But Griffin also conveys by analogy his approach to creative
design in architecture, landscape, and city planning. In his eclectic approach the
original model was not scrutinized so as to replicate its stylistic details in part or in
whole. The model was studied because it embodied in its architectural ideas ‘an
ideal for a certain purpose’. Form followed function. In any new composition Griffin
evidently desired to represent and maintain that ideal of purpose found in the form
of the original models. This study therefore engages with such models in order to
reveal their functional ideals. These ideals were a basis for the theory and intent that
                                                  
29 “Griffin’s design for Albert Fischer Cottage, Elmhurst, Illinois”, ca 1910, perspective drawing in
Peter Harrison, Walter Burley Griffin: Landscape Architect, Canberra 1995, p 18.
30 William Allin Storrer, “Foster Residence and Stables”, in The Frank Lloyd Wright Companion, Chicago
1993, #S.049, p 45, shows that Griffin was very likely the delineator of the perspective drawing. See
Jeff Turnbull “ A reading of the Griffins’ early Australian work”, in Turnbull and Navaretti, The
Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, pp 48-62.
31 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, December 1913, pp 170-184, in Appendix C.
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underpinned the architectural style seen in Griffin’s Newman College building. An
appreciation of the architecture of the Initial Structure at Newman College in this
way indeed provides a window upon Griffin’s genre. Accordingly in the following
chapters the functional ideal embodied in the planning and architectural form of the
Initial Structure at Newman College is seen to be associated with democracy.
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 SOURCES

Architectural ideas from many precedents are discussed in Chapters 6-11 in relation
to the design of the August 1915 scheme and the Initial Structure completed in 1918.
Walter Burley Griffin’s design was a composite of many architectural ideas in the
form of patterns amalgamated from many sources. Griffin referred to past and
present sources in creating a new and unique expression. Certain precedents appear
to be the sources for the patterns of partis, types, architectonics and stylistic
characteristics that Griffin adapted for the design of Newman College. These
patterns of partis, types, architectonics and stylistic characteristics were both Idea
and Being in Griffin’s design method.

Griffin eclectically selected a range of buildings as his models that seem formative in
the creation of Newman College. Plates 6.1-6.5 are examples of Griffin’s
compositional patterns and their likely sources. In these Plates are seen instances of
the relationship between his patterns in the Newman College design with similar
patterns in specific precedents. These building models originated in a variety of
periods and locations and were built for quite different purposes. The variety
included residences in rural settings in France and various parts of America, a
commercial skyscraper in New York, a typical temple in China, as well as a remote
religious burial mound in central India [Plates 6.1-6.5]. Indeed Griffin was not tied to
the chosen model’s time and era, its stylistic details, or its particular location in
finding patterns appropriate for a new situation. The models that Griffin chose all
tend to be the first models to embody a particular architectural idea and functional
ideal. This is what inspired him.

The patterns that Griffin extracted as architectural ideas are seen to represent social
and spiritual ideals as well. Some insights into these social and spiritual ideals occur
in the following chapters during discussions of the original architectural models. In
Griffin’s estimation the models that he studied for their architectural ideas are ideal
for their purpose. The purpose of the ‘Monticello’ plan pattern for example was to
accommodate and nurture the democratic ideal in the person of the founder of
American democracy, Thomas Jefferson. Griffin’s intention it seems was that this
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plan pattern at Newman College similarly accommodated and nurtured democracy
among young Roman Catholic university students [Plate 6.1].

Some patterns in the Newman College design appear to have more than one source.
For example, the patterns seen in the east elevation to the Initial Structure have one
precedent in a chateau by Philibert de l’Orme [Plate 6.2a], and a second precedent in
the column-piers of a skyscraper by Louis Sullivan [Plate 6.2b]. In other instances a
Griffin pattern appears to have only one precedent. For example, the faceted shape
of the projecting keystones in each segmental arch in the structural bays of the Initial
Structure were found only in a Richardson bridge-keystone {Plate 6.3a]. Further, the
architectonic of two such keystones in an arch were found only in Otto Wagner’s use
of double keystones in bridge ramparts [Plate 6.3b].

Other patterns in the Newman College design indicate the broadness of Griffin’s
sources. For example Medieval European sources rank equally with Oriental sources
in the east elevation of the Education Building [Plate 6.4]. The deep steeply sloping
shelf between the ground and first floors seen in this elevation of the Initial Structure
has precedents in similar yet shallower shelves in French Romanesque barn
architecture.32 The depth of this shelf motif in the Initial Structure however seems
indebted to Griffin’s recollection of the underlying compositional structure and
outline of a typical Buddhist temple in China. Griffin often transposed the
architectonic pattern found in the constructional detail for one material to another
material altogether.33 So the timber and tile mid-wall roof in Chinese architecture
Griffin interpreted as a deep steeply sloping shelf in stone. Other possible
precedents for the form of this shelf motif were not found. In both elevations there
are three windows above the sloping element.

The shape of the dome has many sources but one striking precedent from the ancient
Orient is the Stupa, a type first erected at Sânchi in central India [Plate 6.5]. This
precedent is again a case of Griffin’s transposition of motifs from his source to the
                                                  
32 W Eden Nesfield, Specimens of Mediaeval Architecture, London 1862, illustrated this motif on
buildings at Rouen. The Griffins office library held a copy of this book.
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new design. For example, the lantern above the Rotunda dome is equivalent in
pattern to the square enclosure on top of a typical stupa. Similarly the flèche on top
of the lantern in the Initial Structure is equivalent to the mast found upon the stupa
representing the spindle of the universe.

TRIPARTITE HORIZONTAL EMPHASIS

Horizontal emphasis was paramount for Griffin in the architecture of Newman
College.34 In the eastern elevation of the South Student Residence Wing a tripartite
pattern is apparent that enabled horizontal emphasis [Plate 6.2a]. In the
compositional structure the first horizontal element is the rough-textured battered
base. This base supports the smooth-textured band of the two levels of student sets
with angled column-piers in modular bays with panels of lintel and segmental arch
windows fitted between.35 The rough-textured parapet wall is the third major
horizontal element. These three horizontal elements constitute a tripartite pattern
commonly found in many other buildings. Buildings by Philibert de l’Orme and
Louis Sullivan however, two of the architects that Griffin frequently considered for
their architectural ideas, deserve analysis for tripartite patterns.

A tripartite horizontal emphasis was the basis for the elevation in Philibert de
l’Orme’s Château de Saint-Germain-en Laye le logis neuf of 1544 [Plate 6.2a]. This
design has a pronounced battered base, a band of fenestrated wall, and thirdly the
roof elements. The battered base in this building indeed closely resembles in its
dimensions and shapes the battered base at Newman College. The base in de
l’Orme’s chateau apparently was the architectural idea that Griffin adapted for the
battered base platform for Newman College. In the exhaustive search for Griffin’s

                                                                                                                                                             
33 See “Construction, Materials and Details”, in Chapter 3. For example, the curve of the segmental
arch [Figure 47a] was repeated in the chair designs [Figures 48d], and in the curve to the Balcony
balustrades in the Dining Hall [Figure 54].
34 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
35 This band in itself consists of a number of types discussed in Chapter 8, including the column-piers
and the segmental arches.
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models no other battered base motif came as close to the remarkable resemblance
between the de l’Orme model and Griffin’s college.36

Another tripartite pattern that interested Griffin occurred in Louis Sullivan’s
skyscraper buildings [Plate 6.2b}. Griffin said it was in Chicago that engineering
development occasioned ‘the first radical break in architecture since the Middle
Ages’ to produce the skyscraper type.37 Both Walter and Marion considered Sullivan
their mentor.38 Tripartite composition was a feature of Sullivan’s skyscrapers and a
principle often enunciated by him.39 For example, the Bayard Building has Sullivan’s
typical tripartite pattern of a base, a cage of offices, and a pronounced attic with
cornice [Plate 6.2b].40 Griffin said that: ‘Sullivan evolved a sheath of exquisite
modeled terracotta in which he expressed the distinctions in character of three
elements – base, shaft and crown of the building as a whole and as emergence of one
growing out of the other’.41 This parti was equivalent in architectural idea to the
battered base, the band of structural bays and windows, and the parapet, seen in the
Newman College elevation [Plates 6.2a & 6.2b]. The specific details that Sullivan
used are not replicated, but Griffin adapted the architectural idea of a tripartite
pattern in his design but for a horizontal building expression.42 Sullivan’s vertical
attached piers on the façade also inspired Griffin in relation to the rhythm of the
vertical column-piers throughout the composition of the Initial Structure. The

                                                  
36 The flat window arches in de l’Orme’s chateau design Griffin seemed to adapt for the Melson
House, 1912 [Figure 187a]. In addition, Marion included the same flat arch from de l’Orme in the
August 1915 perspective drawing of Newman College [Frontispiece or Figure 69b].
37 Nancy Price, op cit, first page.
38 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in AppendixC, & Marion Mahony, “Louis Sullivan – Griffin his
successor”, in “The Magic of America”, Section II, p 37.
39 Sullivan used an anthropomorphic analogy that a building should have ‘legs’ [and a head and a
body as well]. This analogy also meant that the building should express resistance to gravity.
40 The Bayard Building was praised by the French-Swiss architectural critic Jean Schopfer, “American
Architecture from a Foreign Point of View”, in The Architectural Review (Boston), March 1900, pp 25-
30, & “ A New French Method of Cement Construction”, in Architectural Record, August 1902, p 271f.
Both articles were also relevant to the reinforced concrete technology of the Initial Structure discussed
in Chapter 9.
41 Nancy Price, op cit, first page. The idea of evolution and the growth of one part out of another was
an example of ‘exfoliation’, a metaphor used by Griffin discussed in Chapter 11.
42 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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tripartite horizontal emphasis indeed enabled Griffin to express the organic
wholeness of democracy with the Trinity as a composite metaphor.
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Chapter 7: PLAN PATTERNS AND STRATEGIES
PARTIS

GRIFFIN’S PARTIS. THOMAS JEFFERSON’S ‘MONTICELLO’ and the UNIVERSITY of VIRGINIA.
The SEVEN-FOOT MODULUS and GRIDS. SITE and SETTING. The COLLEGE BOTANIC GARDEN.
ORIENTAL and OCCIDENTAL PRECEDENTS. GEORGE ROBINSON DEAN and the CORNELL
UNIVERSITY FRATERNITY HOUSE. The ROTUNDA. SPLIT-LEVELS.
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GRIFFIN’S PARTIS

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the partis in the design of the August 1915
scheme and in the Initial Structure of Newman College, 1915-18. The partis are
imaginary patterns that are underlying structures and their outlines. These patterns
reflect the functional organization and spatial arrangement of the building plan, the
building section, and the building elevations. The meaning of parti is the
architectural idea presented in the building composition, the partis being its plural.

The illustrations that accompany the discussion about parti and other general
functional and aesthetic strategies in Chapter 7 are found in Volume 2 [Figures 94a-
112b]. The first images deal with the origins for the parti of the August 1915
Newman College design of two blocks and a central chapel in works by Jefferson
and de l’Orme [Figures 94a-95c]. Jefferson’s use of a seven-foot module for the first
house at the University of Virginia is discussed next followed by an analysis of grids
in Griffin’s precedents [Figures 96a-97c] and of tripartite partis in the works of
Sullivan and de l’Orme. The strategy of the placement of the Initial Structure is
discussed [Figures 98a & 98b]. Jefferson’s influence in relation to the landscaping in
the College design is considered [Figures 99a & 99b]. Other precedents in Europe
and the Orient for Griffin’s partis at the college are listed [Figures 100a-105b]. The
impact of a university fraternity house design by George Robinson Dean [Figures
106a-107b] on Griffin’s use of the parti of crossing squares in the plan of the college
Dining Hall is evaluated [Figures 108a-111b]. Other precedents for the geometry of
the Rotunda are discussed. Finally the split-level used in the college residence wings
is compared with the precedent of split-levels at Jefferson’s University of Virginia
[Figure 112a & 112b].

THOMAS JEFFERSON, ‘MONTICELLO’ and the UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

The distribution of building functions on the site was fundamental to the Newman
College composition. Griffin chose the plan pattern structure and outline of
Jefferson’s ‘Monticello’ as the principal architectural idea for the Newman College
site plan of August 1915 [Plate 6.1 & Figure 94a]. For Griffin the partis of Jefferson’s
original plan and his own new plan inherently structured the ideal purpose of
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democracy. It was not Jefferson’s house that was replicated to produce the plan for
the August 1915 scheme, but rather ‘Monticello’s’ strategic pattern structure that
provided the source for Griffin’s architectural idea. Further, the functions of the
parts and their location within the ‘Monticello’ plan became the basis for the
imaginative spatial arrangement of the college functions.1

Thomas Jefferson’s plan for his first house at Monticello [Plate 6.1] has a central
house with roof promenades leading out to the two end-pavilion ‘dependencies’.
The vista to the west toward distant hills and mountains was framed [Figure 94a].2

This was equivalent to the framing of the view west from the proposed August 1915
college buildings into the university sports fields and park.3 The cross-plan house is
at the centre of Jefferson’s scheme, as was the central position the Chapel occupied in
the college scheme. The exchange of domestic and religious functions was consistent
with Griffin’s belief in the sanctity of dwellings and of meeting places. Indeed
Griffin invested spiritual significance to all types of spaces dedicated to share human
activities, such as the Dining Hall at Newman College.

Jefferson placed a dome over his dining room in the second ‘Monticello’ house
[Figure 94a]. In Griffin’s August 1915 scheme the equivalent of Jefferson’s corner
pavilions of the first ‘Monticello’ house plan were realized in the domed rotundas
for a Dining Hall and a Library. These domes have precedence in Jefferson’s domed
dining room at ‘Monticello’ and Jefferson’s Rotunda for the Library at the University
of Virginia [Figure 95a]. The South and North Pavilions at ‘Monticello’ were the
basis for the positions of the two Recreation Buildings proposed in August 1915
[Plate 6.1]. Further, the square rooms either side of the hall and dining room in
Jefferson’s main house were the basis for the location of the two proposed Education
Buildings at the college.

                                                  
1 Observations about type and typology, architectonics, style and character at ‘Monticello’ are further
made in Chapters 7-9.
2 Jefferson never constructed the corner octagonal pavilions to the promenade junctions. The south
dependency, or ‘South Pavilion’, was the first building at ‘Monticello’ in 1772. The Griffins’ own
house in Melbourne, ‘Pholiota’, built a few months after the completion of Newman College, was
adapted from Jefferson’s South Pavilion [Figures 191a, 191b & 192b].
3 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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Jefferson’s house was integrated with its site in an extraordinary way.4 His house
design was loosely based upon Palladio’s farm villas near Venice in the 16th Century.
But Jefferson kept the massing of his central building low to the ground. He
manipulated its scale with devices such as the portico columns and the two storey
high window panels. He dug in the two-storey end-pavilions, and also dug in the
utility rooms underneath the promenade roofs. The upper levels of the end-pavilions
and the rooftop promenades are thus seen to be level with the garden. These
strategies produced the effect of a long low building complex of horizontal emphasis
that appeared to grow out of the ground. Griffin too produced a strong horizontal
emphasis in the design of Newman College with a battered base that seems to grow
out of the ground. The porticos at Monticello gave access to the house from the
street-side and from the garden, a parti used in the first Chapel proposal where entry
was to be from Swanston Street and the rear garden courtyards.

The University of Virginia by Thomas Jefferson was also important in the Newman
College design. Like his first house plan Jefferson initially proposed a U-shape mall-
type parti seen in the diagram from one of his letters [Figure 94b].5 This parti was
somewhat like the U-shape of the two combined rear garden courtyards in Griffin’s
August 1915 design proposal. In both Jefferson and Griffin’s proposals the
circulation elements face the inner garden spaces within the U-shapes. For this
reason Jefferson’s first idea for the layout of the University of Virginia was more
significant for Griffin than the final built arrangement [Figure 95a]. In this latter built
scheme Jefferson placed ‘The Lawn’ in the centre of the university site flanked by
two wings of five professors’ houses each with student dormitories between. The
upper end of ‘The Lawn’ was closed with a circular plan library and gymnasium
below making it a narrower mall-type U-shape than first envisaged in the initial
diagram.6 The two student and staff accommodation wings at the University of
Virginia were serviced by the sheltered colonnade circulation spaces either side of

                                                  
4 Vincent Scully, American Architecture and Urbanism, 1969, pp 52-54.
5 Glenn Brown, “Letters from Thomas Jefferson and William Thornton, Architect, relating to the
University of Virginia”, in Journal of the American Institute of Architects, January 1913, pp 21-27,
contains the diagram in Figure 94b.
6 McKim Mead & White, architects, closed the lower end of ‘The Lawn’ in the University renovation
that followed the Library Rotunda fire of 1895 [Figure 31].
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‘The Lawn’, similar in function to the cloisters in the Melbourne building.7

Jefferson’s domed Library, modeled upon the Ancient Roman Pantheon, stands at
the head of the gently terraced lawn space. The central location of the Chapel in
Griffin’s scheme has an equivalent significance.8

Jefferson was determined to create a type of village with the University of Virginia
parti. In one of his letters he wrote that one large house including the whole
institution was inconvenient, ugly, and a fire and infection risk: ‘a University should
not be an house but a village’.9 Thus at the University of Virginia each professor’s
house was separate but connected with the colonnade [Figure 95a].10 By comparison
the Initial Structure at Newman College accommodated all of the college functions
within one overall L-shape. Griffin at Newman College had a strong sense of a
united community of staff and students sharing three major communal centres for
dining, education and recreation, linked by the two Student Residential Wings in the
one building. As a result the Initial Structure is not expressed as a village of
dispersed units or as a large house. Griffin’s preferred architectural idea leaned
instead towards the monastery and medieval university college.

Philibert de l’Orme’s Château d’Anet, 1549-52, was a U-shaped building as is
Jefferson’s University of Virginia [Figure 95b].11 Perhaps the U-shape parti was a
motif absorbed by Jefferson during his period as the American Minister to France,

                                                  
7 Another important circulation element for Griffin was the arcade to each of the two ranges beyond
the gardens to the professors’ houses [Figure 31].
8 Griffin apparently adapted the pattern of circle and ovals in Jefferson’s Library plan for the
roadways around his proposed ‘Capitol’ facility at the very centre of his 1911 Canberra Plan [Figures
195a & 195b]. The architect Romaldo Giurgola recognized this pattern and used it in the design of the
new Federal Parliament House on this site, 1980-88.
9 Letter from Jefferson to Tazewell, 5 January 1805, in Mary Woods, “Thomas Jefferson and the
University of Virginia: Planning the Academic Village”, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians,
October 1985, p 283.
10 Griffin seemed to adapt the varied floor-plan types and roof types of these professors’ houses for
much of his domestic architecture from the very beginning of his career. Jefferson’s Library Rotunda
dome was a significant precedent for the Dining Hall and Library in Griffin’s August 1915 scheme.
11 Paul Venable Turner, Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, pp 12-15, notes that the three-sided
courtyard was typical of French chateaux, such as d’Anet, a ‘mall’ type transferred to American
college planning. One side was open to ‘the community and the world’, which Griffin intended.
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1784-1789.12 The Frontispiece to the Château d’Anet was in fact later reconstructed as
part of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts building complex, Paris, 1832-1864 [Figure 95c].13

Thus the Château d’Anet became well known in American architectural circles,
particularly to former Ecole students such as Henry Hobson Richardson and Louis
Sullivan. Griffin himself was aware of this building complex, as it was on Professor
Ricker’s list of buildings for study.14 The de l’Orme remnant itself seems not to have
provided Griffin with patterns for the design of Newman College but Griffin
probably appreciated de l’Orme’s daring play with classical elements and their
composition.15

The SEVEN-FOOT MODULUS and GRIDS

The view up the University of Virginia’s terraced ‘Lawn’ to the Library Rotunda
shows the colonnades with rooftop promenades giving access to the ten professors’
houses [Figure 96a]. The house on the left with the only arcade to its piece of the
colonnade is Pavilion VII, which was the first of the professors’ houses built in 1817
[Figure 96b].16 While Griffin chose an arcade for his cloisters and not a colonnade he
did choose Jefferson’s spacing. The square-plan piers that support the arches in
Jefferson’s Pavilion VII are at seven-foot centres, precisely the same as the module at
Newman College.17

The grid paper that Jefferson imported from Paris indicated the seven-foot centering
of the arcade column-piers [Figure 97a]. Philibert de l’Orme apparently also used
                                                  
12 William Howard Adams, The Paris Years of Thomas Jefferson, New Haven 1997, pp 62f.
13 The frontispiece from the courtyard of the original Château d’Anet was dismantled and
reconstructed as an entry bay to Félix Duban, Ecole des Beaux-Arts building complex, 1832-64. See
Arthur Drexler, The Architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, New York 1977, pp 78f.
14  See Appendix D.
15 An appropriately dated English translation of de l’Orme’s texts is unknown. As Griffin was also
studying French at university it is feasible that he read de l’Orme’s original texts.
16 The colonnade rooftop walkway balustrades have a variety of Chinese patterns within their
rectangular panels [Figures 95a & 96b]. Jefferson’s use of Oriental precedence was repeated in
Griffin’s design for Newman College.
17 Griffin’s column-piers were also square in plan. The Griffins’ Melbourne house, ‘Pholiota’, 1922, is
also on a seven-foot module [Figure 191a].
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grid paper [Figure 97b]. As a student trained in Ecole des Beaux-Arts methods at the
University of Illinois Griffin was no doubt exposed to the concept of dessin, which
had a long history of use in the parent Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts [Figure 97c]. In his
architectural production, such as in the design of Newman College, Griffin relished
the use of a modular grid aligned to the cardinal directions, however, it is not
evident in surviving documents that he used grid paper.

SITE and SETTING

An important aspect of the site and setting of Griffin’s college design was the
placement of the Initial Structure in the northeast corner of the reserve with a garden
strip between the building and Swanston Street. A large square area of rear garden
courtyard was thus created. Griffin’s setting complied with Thomas Donovan’s
initial design wishes for the new college.18 Donovan expected that the college
buildings would be placed in the northeast corner in a way that maximized the rear
garden courtyard, an expectation that matched Griffin’s long-standing site planning
principles. The radical campus developments at the Congregationalist-founded Yale
University during the 1870s in fact established this principle for setting buildings
forward [Figure 98a]. Griffin held Russell Sturgis in high esteem, the architect
responsible for revising the Yale campus layout.19 In 1871 Sturgis set in train a
process at Yale that culminated in the realignment of buildings adjacent to the street
and the clearance of the campus space behind them.20 It is tempting to conclude that
this history of the old Yale University campus site was a formative precedent for
Griffin’s future estate and campus planning principles, including the setting for the
L-shape buildings at Newman College.

Marion in “The Magic of America” made frequent references to Walter’s 1901
redesign of the Frank Thomas house in Oak Park, which Walter brought forward on
                                                  
18 Donovan letter to Kenny, ‘1915, 14 June’, in Appendix A.
19 Nancy Price, op cit. Griffin said that Russell Sturgis was one of three writers he greatly admired in
Architectural Record.
20 Paul Veneble Turner, Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1984, p 218. In 1871 Sturgis placed
Farnum College forward disrupting the line of the ‘Old Brick Row’. By 1899 a new line of buildings
appeared along the edge of the campus while the old line was progressively demolished.
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its site to align with the existing streetscape and create a larger secluded garden to
the rear [Figure 98b].21 Griffin found another precedent for this principle in the
example of Henry Hobson Richardson’s Glessner House, Chicago, 1885, which was
placed close to the street behind a thin strip of lawn. Griffin wrote that the principle
in site planning was: ‘the preservation of the sense of space by its conservation and
emphasis’.22 Thus it seems Griffin believed that the alignment of a building in a
given space could redefine buildings, streets and gardens around it.

The COLLEGE BOTANIC GARDEN

The Griffins’ layout of the original garden paths has largely survived at Newman
College.23 The Griffins’ planting design is evidently not extant although the present
fine specimens of eucalypts in the rear garden courtyard and the garden strip to
Swanston Street display the characteristics of the landscape design seen in Marion’s
August 1915 presentation perspective drawing [Frontispiece]. The Griffins’ garden
planting design for Newman College was composed in the manner of a botanical
garden and included Australian native species.24 Marion wrote: ‘The planting was,
here as always, like Mayan Architecture of Ancient Mexico, a combination of classic
dignity and romantic riot of detail to which the incredible variety of evergreen
shrubs and trees native to Australia lent itself’.25

Walter and Marion enjoyed the challenge of studying Australian species. During
their first days in Melbourne the Griffins studied and sketched Australian plants in

                                                  
21 The Frank Thomas House appeared in the folio of Frank Lloyd Wright works in the Chicago
Architectural Annual 1902. In the Grant Manson Papers in the Oak Park Library this house was
evidently undertaken by the Wright and Tomlinson partnership in which Griffin was an executive.
22 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
23 Discussed in Chapter 5. See Plate 2.1.
24 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 232. Marion described Walter’s design as a ‘botanic garden’, &
Christopher Vernon, “Newman College Landscape Plan, University of Melbourne, Victoria”, in
Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, 1998, # 1602-02. p 135, emphasized the
display of native Australian flora.
25 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 241b.
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the Royal Botanic Gardens.26 Walter wrote: ‘Australian sylva is unsurpassed for
architectural embellishment, with so much open lace-like delicacy and subtle
colourings of bark and stem, as well as foliage and profuse florescence’.27 Indeed
Griffin had previously worked with American native species in his landscaping in
and around Chicago. He arranged Midwest Prairie plants in colour sequences. This
idea of colour sequence was repeated with Australian native species in the design
for the Newman College site.28 Marion recorded in her memoirs: ‘these plants will be
arranged according to habit of growth, colour and time of blossoming so that there
will always be some section that is in attractive bloom, and the entire ground will
present an ever varying and newly attracted vista to the eye’.29 Hedges, shrubbery,
vines and trees were planted to screen the college reserve. These space-defining
elements of irregular outline were preferred to the stark geometry of fences
constructed from manufactured or industrialized materials. The hedge elements
allowed for screening out unattractive surroundings and for framing pleasant views
or vistas.

The idea of creating a botanical garden was not new at the time, nor was Griffin’s
practice of propagating and displaying native species. Indeed Griffin himself had
used large amounts of native prairie-flowers in landscape projects during the first
year of his private practice in Chicago, 1906. In doing so Griffin desired to: ‘fit the
peculiar scenery, climate, soil, labor, and other conditions of the prairies, instead of
copying literally the manners and materials of other regions’.30

                                                  
26 The Bulletin, June 1915, p 20. In the Griffins’ Sydney office library was a copy of William Robert
Guilfoyle, Australian Plants: suitable for gardens, parks, timber reserves, etc, Melbourne. Guilfoyle was an
outstanding landscape architect and administrator of the Melbourne Botanic Gardens begun in 1846.
27 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
28 Christopher Vernon, op cit, p 135. Blueprints of the Griffins’ scheme are held in the Newman
College Archive.
29 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 232.
30 Wilhelm Miller, The Prairie Spirit in Landscape Gardening, University of Illinois, 1915, quoted in the
Grant Manson Papers, Oak Park Public Library.
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Jefferson’s achievements in horticulture at ‘Monticello’ were substantial, beginning
in 1768 before he built the South Pavilion as his first dwelling, 1770.31 Jefferson
collected his garden seeds and plants from many sources including native species
from Lewis and Clarke’s western USA expedition to the Pacific coast. Jefferson made
a drawing for his garden plan that located the plants and listed their names to one
side [Figure 99a]. Walter and Marion’s landscape design presentation drawings,
including Newman College, were site plans with a column of the plant species listed
down one side of the sheet in the manner of Jefferson. However the layout of paths
and pedestrian roundabouts for the college in 1918 were in lines parallel to the walls
of the Initial Structure in the manner of Marion Mahony’s thesis at MIT.32 In contrast
the meandering serpentine line was the typical parti of Walter’s garden and estate
designs that adapted the parti of the meandering serpentine paths and roads at
Thomas Jefferson’s ‘Monticello’ [Figure 99b].33 This observation suggests to me that
Griffin knew of Jefferson’s garden design principles.

Yet another source for Griffin’s strategy of using native species in his garden designs
had its origin in Chicago. William Ogden was a Chicago pioneer who ‘played a key
role in fostering private garden horticulture and in establishing the city’s early
public grounds’.34 On his four-acre property Ogden conserved the existing native
trees contrary to the usual practice of land clearing. He transplanted and cultivated
for his garden wild plants he found nearby. Contact with natural landscape he
believed ‘might counteract the effects of the daily pursuit of Mammon’.35 A calm,
serene and noble landscape space indeed seems Griffin’s aim for Newman College,
following Jefferson and Ogden’s principle of nurturing and displaying native
species. In estate planning in Australia Griffin went to elaborate lengths laying out
                                                  
31 William Baxter Adams, “The Landscape”, in Jefferson’s Monticello, 1983, pp 145-189. See also,
Nichols and Griswold, Thomas Jefferson: Landscape Architect, Charlottesville, Virginia 1981, passim.
32 See Plate 2.1 & Figure 82b.
33 Henry Hobson Richardson’s friend and colleague, the landscape architect, Frederick Law Olmsted,
also used a parti of this kind for Riverside, Illinois, 1869. Further, around the steep slopes at
‘Monticello’ Jefferson laid out a series of four concentric roadways 15 to 20 foot wide that meandered
around the contour lines at 100 to 200 foot intervals. This is similar in principle to Griffin’s later estate
design at Castlecrag in Sydney in the 1920s. See William Baxter Adams, Jefferson’s Monticello, 1983, p
171, & Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, #2111-01, pp 178f.
34 Daniel Bluestone, Constructing Chicago, 1991, p 8.
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roads and nature reserves in order to conserve existing native trees. It is not known
whether Griffin conserved existing trees on the Newman College reserve but a
substantial native eucalyptus is seen in the rear garden courtyard in a contemporary
photograph [Figure 59a].

OCCIDENTAL and ORIENTAL PRECEDENTS

Griffin seemed interested in the precedence that Buddhist and Medieval European
monasteries presented for appropriate parti for the new college. Perhaps he accepted
James Fergusson’s estimate that Christian institutions had their roots in Buddhism.36

Patterns that Griffin used in the design of Newman College have their origins in
both the proto-Christian buildings of Buddhism as well as Christian buildings. The
Buddhist stupa type informed the Rotunda dome, lantern and flèche in the Initial
Structure [Plate 6.5]. In addition the parti of a Buddhist-Hindu 10th Century
monastery complex at Angkor in Cambodia appears to inform the August 1915 plan
pattern for Newman College [Figures 100a & 100b]. The first university college at
Christ Church, Oxford, a cloistered monastery type built in the 16th Century was
equally of importance in the parti of the Initial Structure design [Figures 101, 102a &
102b].

Griffin’s August 1915 first scheme for Newman College is comparable to a portion of
the enclosure to a temple-monastery complex at Angkor [Figure 100b].37 The
rounded element with spur pavilions and right-angled cloisters to monks’ cells at
the southeastern corner of the courtyard gallery had particularly relevant parti. The
corner element was equivalent to the college Rotunda and its dome but at Angkor a
                                                                                                                                                             
35 Daniel Bluestone, op cit, 1991, p 9.
36 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, revealed that Griffin considered Fergusson to be an authority.
Architectural histories by Fergusson were included in the Griffins’ office library. Fergusson asserted
in “Buddhism in the West”, in James Fergusson, Rude Stone Monuments, 1872, pp 499-509, that: ‘at
least nine-tenths of the institutions and forms which were engrafted on pure evangelical Christianity
in the middle ages, are certainly derived from Buddhist sources’.
37 Jacob Conner, “The Forgotten Ruins of Indo-China”, in The National Geographic Magazine, March
1912, pp 209-273, & Richard Phene Spiers, “Cambodia”, in Fergusson’s History of Indian and Eastern
Architecture, Chapter II, Book VIII, 1910 edition, pp 371-403. Professor Philip Goad alerted me to the
potential of the temple plan patterns at Ankor.
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sikara-form surmounts this space in a ziggurat shape. The central space in this
corner element is in a cross-form as is Jefferson’s house plan at ‘Monticello’ [Plate
6.1]. At Ankor there are short pavilion elements off the central space reminiscent of
the kitchen block and the Library block in Griffin’s Initial Structure. Gallery
colonnades bound the internal courtyard in the Angkor temple, just as the cloisters
bound the rear garden courtyard at Newman College. The galleries at Angkor gave
direct access to each cell. This arrangement is analogous to the cloisters at the
college, which give access to the single-occupancy student sets off the separate entry
staircases. Both monks and students had a space for quiet contemplation, study, and
sleep, but the galleries and cloisters remind each individual that each scholar is
intimately connected to the whole community.

The Occidental medieval realm was also significant for Griffin because he frequently
commented that there had been no worthwhile architecture in the last 400 years.38

The establishment of the first college building at Christ Church, Oxford, was
apparently a precedent for the parti of the Initial Structure at Newman College
[Figure 101]. However, it is not clear to me where Griffin obtained insights into the
design of Christ Church, during its first building phase, 1525-1546.39 Christ Church
was developed between the ‘South Gate’ of the 16th Century walled city and an
established church that was extended to create the city’s cathedral [#31 in Figure 101
& Figure 102b]. Oxford then had a similar area to that of the University of
Melbourne and the Affiliated College precincts [Plate 2.1]. At this site plan scale
there is a remarkable similarity in shape and dimensions between 16th Century
Christ Church and the Initial Structure. The correlation between the geometric
shapes and physical dimensions of both the L-shaped Christ Church and the Initial
Structure was a striking discovery to me. Griffin would consider this project
Christian, yet without ‘cult’ to some extent, as the Roman Catholic Cardinal Wolsey
began the college and the Protestant King Henry VIII completed it.40

                                                  
38 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, p 178, in Appendix C, & Richard Guy Wilson, “Chicago Arts and Crafts
Movements”, in John Zukowsky (editor), Chicago Architecture 1872-1922, Chicago 1987, p 209f.
Medieval society was considered ideal in the Arts & Crafts Movement.
39 Christ Church, Oxford, 1525-46, was not on Ricker’s List. David Loggan, Oxonia Illustrata, London
1675, published a comprehensive visual record of Oxford University buildings up to that time.
40 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, last paragraph, in Appendix B.
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The partis of Newman College and Christ Church were generally similar [Figures
102a & 102b]. Christ Church has a large stair to an upper level dining and meeting
hall equivalent to the Rotunda and its Dining Hall in the Initial Structure. Both
colleges were intended to have cloisters that bound an internal or rear garden
courtyard. The separate entry staircase type that Griffin adapted is seen in the Christ
Church plan [Figure 102b]. The gateway in the 16th Century western wing was the
future site for Sir Christopher Wren’s Tom Tower of 1681-82 [Figure 103a]. Roy
Alston Lippincott and Edward Fielder Billson, who worked on the Newman College
commission, entered and won a 1921 architectural competition for a university
building at the University of Auckland, New Zealand, which featured an adaptation
of Wren’s Tom Tower [Figure 103b].41 The latter Tom Tower by Lippincott and
Billson has pinnacle elements that are similar in form to Griffin’s pinnacle elements
on the Newman College dome. Its window tracery too is similar to the window
tracery design for the Newman College Chapel shown in Marion Mahony Griffin’s
drawings of 1918 [Figure 80a].

Sir Christopher Wren in fact designed two 17th Century university colleges with L-
shape partis [Figures 104a & 104b]. The College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, 1695-1700 [Figure 104b], was the university that Thomas Jefferson
attended as a student. This fact may have alerted Griffin to its parti. In addition, the
Agora of Athens in the 5th Century BC had a parti that was another precedent for the
parti of the Initial Structure [Figure 104c]. The parti of the circular skias, the sacred
civic dining room for the city’s elected heads of the democratic council, was a
precedent for the Dining Hall Rotunda at Newman College [Figure 74a]. The
geometry of the right-angled arrangement of civic buildings with the circular skias at
the conceptual centre of the figure is like the right-angled West and South Student
Residence Wings radiating from the central Rotunda in the Initial Structure.

A compelling precedent for the Rotunda at Newman College was the parti of the
Buddhist stupa form. The Griffin’s Sydney office library had a book on provincial
capital cities in China. A photograph of a city cathedral is shown, which has a

                                                  
41 Roy Lippincott and Edward Fielder Billson, Arts Building, University of Auckland, New Zealand,
1921-25, in Donald Leslie Johnson, Australian Architecture 1901-51, 1980, pp 115-119. The Griffins
sponsored Billson as the first student to take a degree in architecture at the University of Melbourne.
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Chinese Buddhist pagoda form at the altar-end of a long rectangular block. The nave
is somewhat Gothic in character in this French Roman Catholic Cathedral at
Kweiyang, China [Figure 105b].42 While the Chinese pagoda and the Indian stupa
types are not similar in form the pagoda has its origins in the stupa and they share
the same ideal in their purpose. It is tempting to speculate whether this photograph
of the Kweiyang Cathedral affected Griffin’s conception of a stupa form for the
Newman College dome.

GEORGE ROBINSON DEAN and the CORNELL UNIVERSITY FRATERNITY HOUSE

George Robinson Dean’s fraternity house seems the single most important
contemporary precedent for Griffin and the program for Newman College [Figures
106a-108a].43 The view of the building and the plan show a circular element
integrated with a rectangular one, akin to the Rotunda and one of the Wings
adjoined at Newman College [Figures 106a & 106b]. The fraternity building has a
battered base and angled column-piers half square in plan section similar to the
attached column-piers in Griffin’s design [Figure 107a]. The lodge appears with
battered walls and a shallow dome {Figure 107b]

The lodge has a plan of two overlapping squares [Figure 108a]. Dean’s configuration
of two overlapping squares imitated the badge worn by the fraternity that occupied
this complex. It is interesting to note that Walter Burley Griffin wore his architecture
student badge to his graduation at the University of Illinois in 1899 [Figure 108b],
which also consisted of two overlapping squares [Figure 108c]. The origin of the
geometry of the fraternity badge at Cornell University is unknown but Walter’s

                                                  
42 William Edgar Geil, Eighteen Capitals of China, 1911, p 127. The French Roman Catholic missionaries
shared a Kweiyang city enclave with American Congregationalist missionaries. The French Cathedral
was shared with the Americans, in effect a co-denominational church without ‘cult’.
43 Architectural Record, September 1905, pp. 211-213. George Robinson Dean and brother Arthur had
offices in Steinway Hall, Chicago. Another important pattern for the Griffins came from Dean’s Arts
and Crafts fraternity house dining room chairs that had angular wedge shapes [Figure 92b].
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badge was designed by his Professor, Nathan Clifford Ricker, and was apparently
based on the plan of a reception and meeting room in an Islamic palace.44

The ROTUNDA

Griffin typically was exposed to multiple precedents of partis for the Rotunda at
Newman College. He in fact used a parti of overlapping squares for the secondary
ribs in the Dining Hall ceiling at Newman College. The geometry of the two student
badges described in the previous section is relevant here [Figure 109a]. The table of
Theosophist Claude Bragdon’s geometric diagrams of the partis for several
renowned buildings of the world indicates that St Peter’s Basilica in Rome also had a
comparable pattern of crossing squares [Figure 109b].45 Another comparable
diagram in this table for the Rotunda at Newman College is the Ancient Roman
Pantheon, Jefferson’s model for the Library Rotunda at the University of Virginia
[Figure 31].

Perhaps the most significant diagrams of crossing squares as far as Griffin was
concerned were the diagrams of 1567 by Philibert de l’Orme [Figures 110a & 110b].46

These diagrams were offered by de l’Orme to assist the site analysis for the setting of
a building. Griffin probably used these diagrams to reinforce his predisposition to
align his buildings with the cardinal directions, such as the college Rotunda dome
and Dining Hall. De l’Orme’s texts and images seem basic to Griffin’s design method
for buildings or landscaping. The text to the first diagram [Figure 110a] outlined the
value of knowing the directions of the cardinal points and the winds and the
differences they may cause in the setting and fenestration of buildings. De l’Orme
cited Hippocrates book, Of Places, Air and Waters, which he claimed: ‘almost all

                                                  
44 The overlapping square pattern in the Ricker designed badge was the ceiling plan of the Hall of the
Two Sisters in the Alhambra, Granada. Professor Paul Kruty kindly provided this information.
45 Claude Fayette Bragdon, The Beautiful Necessity, London 1910, figure 58, p 79, shows abstractions of
complex buildings in a few lines. Other Theosophists in the arts pursued this level of abstraction at
the time such as Kandinsky, Malevich and Mondrian.
46 Philibert de l’Orme, Architecture de Philibert de l’Orme oeuvre entiere, 1567, Livre I, pp 15-16.
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Doctors, as well as Philosophers, Poets and Architects have written about’.47 While
emphasizing practicality de l’Orme reminded the reader that these patterns were a
means to understanding profound philosophical, poetic and architectural ideas.
Orientation seems to have been both Idea and Being.

De l’Orme’s advice on setting and fenestration was relevant to the Northern
Hemisphere where the sun is in the southern sky and the warmer winds blow from
the South. De l’Orme orientated his diagrams accordingly with South at the top and
North at the bottom, West to the right and East to the left in the diagrams. I believe
that the Orient and the Occident lying on the horizontal axis in Philibert de l‘Orme’s
winds and directions diagrams was of profound significance for Griffin.

The direction of the sun from the south was paramount. This orientation strategy
was a practical gesture or may have been laden with metaphysical portent as de
l’Orme hinted. In the second diagram the crossing squares generated from the points
M and Q resemble the positions of the two crossing squares in the plan of the
secondary ribs of the Dining Hall dome [Figure 110b]. De l’Orme wrote of the
second winds diagram: ‘that from all points and places winds can proceed that are
nothing but an exhalation, steam or smoke carried and whipped across the earth and
proceeding from various parts of the horizon as the Philosophers describe to us’.48

In relation to the parti for the domed Dining Hall at Newman College another
illustration appeared in de l‘Orme’s text of 1567 [Figure 111a]. Three diagrams
include a grid diagram of four squares, a circular diagram that has the cross-axes of
the four major cardinal directions over it, and thirdly a simply expressed cross-axes
diagram. Another set of like diagrams came from a text by William Richard Lethaby,
which consisted of varied oriental and occidental diagrams of the ‘microcosmos’
[Figure 111b].49 Patterns carried no fixed scale to Griffin’s way of thinking. For
example these kinds of pattern were found in the large dimensions of the dome
                                                  
47 Hippocrates was the ancient Greek progenitor of town planning practice who laid out on grid plans
the restored port of Athens, Piraeus, and the city of Miletus in Asia Minor. Virginia and Mary Ellen
Brook kindly translated the de l’Orme texts from 16th Century French into English.
48 Philibert de l’Orme, Architecture de Philibert de l’Orme oeuvre entiere, 1567, Livre I, p 15.
49 Wiliam Lethaby, Architecture, Mysticism and Myth, 1891, p 46. Other patterns in Lethaby’s book are
significant for some of Griffin’s architectural ideas, as shown in Figures 185b & 196b.
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layout at Newman College as well as in the moderate dimensions of the circular
Dining Hall tabletops. The plan pattern of the Dining Hall dome Griffin likely
perceived in terms of its orientation to the actual site and simultaneously to the
imaginary dimensions of the microcosmos. These types of diagrams by de l’Orme,
Lethaby and others stress the universal use of abstract grids and circles in the arts at
this time. The square as a pattern became like a signature in Griffins’ architectural
style including the Newman College design.

SPLIT-LEVELS

The split- levels in the Student Residential Wings at Newman College had at least
two precedents for the parti of split-levels [Figure 112a]. The primary source for one
such pattern was in the use of split-levels in Jefferson’s 10 houses for the professors
at the University of Virginia [Figure 112b]. Another source was in the plans of
French-Swiss chalets published in Architectural Record.50 The major advantage of the
split-level floors at Newman College was that by raising up the ground and upper
level floors the student sets that run beside the cloisters were able to have clerestory
windows, with their bottom sashes level with the upper level promenade walkways
[Figure 61b]. Simulataneously Griffin wished to keep internal ceiling heights as low
as possible. The split-level enabled him to keep a fixed low ceiling-height dimension
and also to create a wall space for windows to the outside at the top of the internal
wall.

Griffin memorized patterns of underlying compositional structure and outline for
later recall. The partis from models of the past and present were of equal value to
him. Griffin transformed known patterns in varied building plans elevations or
sections in the creation of new composite partis for the architecture of Newman
College. The actual functional program of the original pattern was not as significant
as the ideal purpose of that function and its meaning. The scale and dimensions of
the original pattern were not necessarily transferred, but the general form of the
original pattern can still be discerned in the new composite pattern. Clearly Griffin

                                                  
50 Jean Schopfer “Wooden houses in Switzerland”, in Architectural Record, April-June 1897, pp 415-428,
and July-September, 1897, pp 33-61.
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had the greatest regard for the precedents offered in the works of Thomas Jefferson,
Philibert de l’Orme, Henry Hobson Richardson and Louis Sullivan. In finding
relevant and significant architectural models Griffin desired to deal with the partis of
the first examples of a relevant type, such as monasteries and university colleges and
public dining rooms. Griffin was interested in broad architectural ideas, not the
minutiae of stylistic details. The partis for the architecture of Newman College were
composites drawn literally from the four-corners of the earth.
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Chapter 8: ELEMENTS AND TYPOLOGICAL PATTERNS
TYPES

The DOME. PINNACLES and FLÈCHE. CLOISTERS and ROOF PROMENADES. SHALLOW GABLE
ROOFS. WALL ELEMENTS. ORATORY CEILING. GARDEN GATEPOSTS
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TYPES

In this chapter some of the patterns found in elements of the Initial Structure
building design are described, analyzed and discussed in relation to their sources.
Griffin apparently considered elements such as the dome, the Dining Hall, cloisters,
garden gateposts and so on separately from the whole building. Each of these
elements he conceived as a type that has its own origin and history. The sources for
the different elements were independent of the sources for the parti that Griffin used
for the August 1915 scheme and the Initial Structure. For example, in the eastern
elevation [Figure 38b] Griffin assembled a variety of elements of different types in a
composite whole. The battered base was an element type. For his conceptual design
Griffin recalled the battered base found in a number of his favorite sources, such as
the battered base platform in Philibert de l’Orme’s French Renaissance country
house at the Château de Saint-Germain-en Laye [Plate 6.2a]. The battered base type
of element was also a precedent from Henry Hobson Richardson’s Marshall Field
Warehouse [Figure 10a] and in George Robinson Dean’s fraternity house [Figure
107a].

The illustrations referred to in the presentation and discussion of the elements and
their typologies are found in Volume 2 [Figures 113-138c]. The dome element and its
relationship to Buddhist stupas and other precedents are described [Figures 113-
119b]. Precedents for the pinnacles and the flèche forms are examined [Figures 120a-
122b]. Relevant sources for the construction and form of cloisters and rooftop
promenades are reviewed [Figures 123a-128b]. Some further precedents for the
shallow gable roofs over the Student Residential Wings are shown [Figures 129a-
129c]. The sources for wall elements such as the window panels, corner buttresses,
column-piers, and diamond-pattern lead lighting are traced [Figures 130a-134b]. A
precedent in Sullivan’s work is compared with Griffin’s Oratory ceiling [Figures
135a & 135b]. Finally the garden gatepost with its square cap and base is discussed
in relation to a number of precedents [Figures 136a-138c].
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The DOME

There is a resemblance between the dome with its lantern and flèche at Newman
College with the stupas at Sânchi [Plate 6.5]. These stupas were located within a
hilltop compound amongst monastery courtyards and temples. The Buddhist
monastery-type preceded the medieval European monastery and its descendant
university college. However the stupa was not built in medieval Europe, although
the monastery institution was. Nevertheless the incorporation of the stupa shape in
the dome at Newman College seems to be Griffin’s statement about the university
college in Europe having its roots in Sânchi, the first known monastery in Asia.
Furthermore, the dome element is a major universal type, a so-called ‘archetype’,
which carries connotations of the world-mountain in the Oriental east and the
heavenly vault in the Occidental west. I believe that Griffin created a new and
universal composite dome by combining Eastern and Western meanings in the dome
type [Figure 113].

There were two main sources available to Griffin about the Buddhist stupas at
Sânchi. Firstly the text by William Richard Lethaby was a source for the stupa as a
universal archetype [Figure 114a]. Griffin probably knew the writings of Lethaby.1

Lethaby’s diagram of the enclosure on top of a stupa mound with a mast and stone
umbrellas presented the idea of the stupa not the reality depicted in Fergusson
[Figure 114b].2 Griffin chose for his stupa typology the underlying structure and
outline that Lethaby provided rather than Fergusson’s shaded illustration of the
ruins of the incomplete Great Tope. Lethaby’s stupa diagram has an hemispherical
burial mound surmounted by a square stone fence enclosure and a mast
representing the axis of the earth, equivalent to the Newman College hemispherical
dome, square lantern, and the flèche. But Lethaby drew his stupa archetype reflected
in the water of a lake. This was fantasy because stupas in India were invariably
located within monastery enclosures on elevated ground. There are in fact two other

                                                  
1 Griffin wanted Lethaby to be a judge in a 1914 Parliament House, Canberra, international
competition but Otto Wagner dissuaded Griffin. Lethaby at the turn of the Century used reinforced
concrete for the roof of a church and submitted a reinforced concrete design for the Liverpool
Cathedral competition, which Griffin may have known.
2 James Fergusson, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, London 1891 (1842), p 69.
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archetypes in Lethaby’s text that Griffin occasionally employed in other works, but
only the stupa archetype appears in the Newman College design.3

There were contemporary precedents that showed Griffin the stupa type adapted
from the solid burial mound to a hollow and inhabitable building [Figures 115 &
116]. Griffin was likely to have visited the ‘Creation’ at the St Louis World’s Fair of
1904 [Figure 115]. The St Louis stupa had a circular lantern at the top, not a square
lantern. The second precedent was a project for a church in Vienna by the architect
Otto Wagner [Figure 116]. Griffin as a university student was no doubt familiar with
Wagner’s works and ideas.4 The Griffins visited Wagner in Vienna in early 1914 and
Walter consequently corresponded with him.5 For his church project Wagner
converted the upper fenced ambulatory of Stupa III at Sanchi [Plate 6.5] into a
clerestory strip of windows. Further, the uppermost fenced square enclosure on
Stupa III became a lantern in his church project. This corresponds with the
adaptation in Griffin’s Dining Hall dome. Wagner however proposed a tied cross
and spindle mast whereas Griffin utilized pinnacles and the more substantial flèche
with a much broader lantern element. In addition Wagner placed a short pavilion on
axis as an entry-porch with a squat bell tower beside it. The short entry-porch block
in Wagner’s scheme is reminiscent of the short kitchen and library blocks to the
Newman College Rotunda [Figure 38b].

The dome over the dining room in the second house at ‘Monticello’ seemed a vital
formal and ideological source for the dome over the Dining Hall at Newman College
[Figure 117a]. Jefferson’s timber dining room dome was in fact an adaptation of a
type of timber dome construction that Philibert de l’Orme created [Figure 117b]. The

                                                  
3 William Richard Lethaby, Architecture, Mysticism and Myth, 1891, pp 47-49. The other two archetypes
that appeared in Griffin’s works were the Ziggurat, in Griffin’s Capitol building proposal for
Canberra [Figures 196a & 196b], and the Golden Gate of the Sun in the Emery House [Figures 185a &
185b]. The Sânchi gate elements have in fact the Golden Gate of the Sun pattern [Figure 185c].
4 Professor Nathan Clifford Ricker translated Otto Wagner’s book on modern architecture for the use
of his students, 1899, which was later published in The Brickbuilder, June-August, 1901, pp 124-128,
143-147, 165-171.
5 Griffin probably saw Wagner’s church project and also the bridge ramparts during his February
1914 visit to Vienna.
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books of Philibert de l’Orme were in Jefferson’s own library collection.6 Jefferson
drew the diagram of his dome construction in his journal [Figure 117b]. Short
lengths of timber were laminated and pegged together in Jefferson’s dome according
to a construction system recorded in Philibert de l’Orme’s ‘new inventions for good
building’ [Figure 117c].7

Furthermore, Philibert de l’Orme illustrated his interpretation of the construction
and meaning of the dome type [Figure 118].8 A rustic dome consists of large
boulders with plants growing in the fissures between. The dome and its drum in de
l’Orme’s imagination stood on a circular platform surrounded by the sea. This is a
compelling image that is similar in some ways to the cosmic diagram of the Buddhist
universe, of Mt Meru standing in the churning waters that spin around the cosmic
vertical axis.9 Further, Philibert de l’Orme’s drawing attests that architectural
precedence for the dome could be found in natural landscape thus another meaning
was attached to the dome type. The scope of cultural meaning that Griffin found for
the dome type enriched its universality, ennobling the functions of college dining
and assembly beneath.

The Griffins drew a number of open ribbed dome structures for their 1911 Canberra
Plan [Figure 119a]. Each of these ribbed dome buildings adapted the chevron eaves
line to the roofs found in a church by Sullivan [Figure 119b]. Sullivan’s Chicago
church had a central vertical axis of organization for the roofs on the entry porch
tower and the octagon over the nave. This is strikingly similar to the vertical mast
axis in Buddhist stupas, the cross on Wagner’s church, and the flèche atop the
lantern at Newman College. The entry element in Sullivan’s church used the same
typology of a combined porch, tower and spire, as found in the two Newman
College chapel designs.

                                                  
6 William Bainter O’Neal, Jefferson’s Fine Arts Library, Charlottesville, Virginia 1976.
7 William Howard Adams, Jefferson’s Monticello, New York 1983, p 95.
8 Architecture de Philibert de l’Orme oeuvre entiere, 1567, Livre VIII, p 264.
9 Jacques Dumarçay, The Temples of Java, 1986, figure 20, p 90.
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PINNACLES and FLÈCHE

Griffin suggested that if the Newman College design had any associations with
architectural scholasticism and historical precedence this was between medieval
Roman Catholic buildings in Italy and Spain and the ‘Gothic’ pinnacles and flèche
embellishing the ribbed dome [Figure 120a].10 The illustration of Milan Cathedral in
Italy, with its abundance of pinnacles, was a medieval magic diagram available to
Griffin [Figure 120b].11 However Griffin was likely to have used more than one
source for the pinnacle element. For example, the original 1841 Library at
Congregationalist-founded Yale College was replete with pinnacle stems.
Furthermore, this Library later became a Chapel [Figure 121a].12 The equivalent to
the Chapel at Newman College in terms of its architectural purpose and expression
was Joseph Reed’s Tudor Gothic Wilson Hall, 1875-1882, in the centre of the
University of Melbourne precinct [Figure 121b]. Wilson Hall, rebuilt in the 1950s, is
the central university meeting space and examinations hall also used for conferring
of degrees ceremonies. It lies on a north-south axis like the Griffins’ August 1915
Chapel design for Newman College. The large pinnacles and roof of Reed’s original
Wilson Hall provided a glimpse of ‘lofty gables and flèches’ when viewed from the
Newman College rear garden courtyard, as Griffin recorded.13

Burgos Cathedral in Spain seemed another source for the pinnacle element.
Moreover Burgos Cathedral was a precedent for the perforated spire element over
the college dome [Figures 122a & 122b]. There were two writers very likely known to
Griffin who wrote about and illustrated Burgos Cathedral.14 The perforation pattern
                                                  
10 Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, The Advocate, 25
December 1915, in Appendix B.
11 Claude Bragdon, The Beautiful Necessity, 1910, p 88. The diagram shows a system of equilateral
triangles drawn from the parti of Milan cathedral. The equilateral triangle was an important
measuring device, wrote Philibert de l’Orme [Figure 194b], which Griffin apparently used in the
design of the Canberra Plan: the Idea of the Trinity, overlain on the cross-axis of Jefferson’s house, the
Idea of Democracy [Figure 194a].
12 Paul Venable Turner, Campus, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1984, p 115.
13 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
14 Charles Rich was one, the architect of Congregationalist universities in America, and Edouard Corroyer
the other, who restored Mont Saint-Michel, and posited the theory on the origins of the French Gothic
that influenced Griffin’s Newman College design. Burgos Cathedral was famous in church history
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in the Burgos Cathedral twin spires has diagonals through its rhomboid openings,
the kind of triangulation seen abstracted in the Newman College flèche. The origins
of the crockets on the pinnacles at Newman College are unknown, but they have the
characteristic of young budding growth, of gemmation.

CLOISTERS and ROOF PROMENADES

One element of the cloister is the vaulted ceiling [Figure 123a]. The undulating
ceiling pattern is integrated with the reinforced concrete slab that supports the upper
level floor construction of the promenade. Shallow barrel vaults in the ceiling were
generated from the curve of the segmental arches that are externally expressed in the
structural bays [Plate 6.3a]. A beam runs from each column-pier on the exterior wall
across to the internal solid wall that encloses the student sets. In effect these beams
were the springing for the shallow barrel-vaults of the undulating ceiling.

At least two precedents for this undulating ceiling pattern were found, firstly in a
ceiling detail by Thomas Jefferson [Figure 123b] and secondly in segmental arch
vaults published by Peter Bonnet Wight [Figure 149]. Thomas Jefferson’s ceiling
troughs were formed from timber elements located in the colonnades to the
dormitories between the professors’ houses at the University of Virginia.15 Instead of
Jefferson’s timber ‘rooflets’ Griffin chose reinforced concrete shallow barrel vaults
and beams to reflect the segmental arches to the outside cloister wall. Griffin with
reinforced concrete arcade vaults achieved a similar aesthetic effect to that of
Jefferson’s timber colonnade rooflets.

Nevertheless Griffin appeared to adapt and combine both colonnade and arcade
elements from the University of Virginia. Thomas Jefferson’s ranges run behind the
houses, dormitories and colonnades that edge the Lawn [Figure 31]. The ranges
consist of brickwork student dormitories and hotels accessed with arcades where

                                                                                                                                                             
because at one stage the bishop of the cathedral was of Jewish descent, an appealing universality for
Griffin.
15 Michael Brawne, University of Virginia: the Lawn, London 1994, p 18, described these troughs as
‘rooflets’.
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arches are supported by square column-piers [Figure 124a]. The equivalent column-
piers at Newman College were angled at 45º and rise from a battered base unlike
Jefferson’s arcade piers. Jefferson’s arches are semi-circular and Roman in origin
whereas Griffin’s segmental arches were adapted from diverse eras. The arcade
space in Jefferson’s design has a solid wall on one side with the student dormitories
accessed from steps that go up to each doorway [Figure 124b]. In the Initial Structure
similar short flights of steps appear that accommodated a change of floor level, but
these steps are within the separate entry student staircases on the other side of the
solid wall to the cloister, out of harm’s way.

Arcades with similar Roman arches and square column-piers were found in
Californian Spanish Mission architecture [Figure 125a].16 A significant treatment of
the arcade occurred at the Mission in Carmel where the space between the square
column-piers was filled with a balustrade except at the entry points [Figure 125b].
This was comparable with the treatment used in the cloisters at Newman College
where the battered base to the outside wall functions like the balustrades at Carmel.
Similarly the battered base in the college cloister is continuous except for the
controlled entry points at the ends of each cloister.

The cloister type was also present in Fergusson drawings of the monastery galleries
at Angkor in Cambodia seen in the form of colonnades [Figures 126a & 126b].17 The
Angkor colonnades rest on a stepped base platform somewhat like the battered base
in the Initial Structure [Figure 126a]. Again like the cloisters in the Initial Structure
there are square column-piers to one side of the space and a solid wall to the other
side [Figure 126b]. Similarly the length and relatively low height of the space
exaggerated the horizontal. A comparable emphasis upon great length to low height
can be seen in a Fergusson drawing of one of the temple corridors at Râmesvaram in
South India [Figure 127a]. Compared to the Ankor colonnades the significant
additional element is the stepped battered base to both sides of the Râmesvaram

                                                  
16 Olof Cervin, “The Spanish-American Missions of the United States”, in Architectural Record, September
1903, pp 181-204. A file of Spanish Mission architecture images was kept in the Griffins’ Sydney office.
17 Richard Phene Spiers, “Cambodia”, Burgess and Spiers, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture,
London 1910, pp 371-403. Spiers claimed that the column-piers in the colonnades at the Ankor temple-
monasteries resembled ancient Roman column-piers in their details.
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temple corridor space, a feature abstracted for both sides of the college cloisters
[Figure 127b].

A manifestation of the promenade type that Griffin adapted for Newman College
was found in the colonnades beside the Lawn at the University of Virginia, which
support a rooftop walkway [Figure 128a]. Another expression of the promenade
type can be seen at ‘Monticello’ [Figure 117a]. Another compelling precedent for the
rooftop walkway type came from indigenous American architecture exhibited at the
St Louis World’s Fair, which Griffin visited [Figure 128b]. During 1913 Griffin
visited New Mexico pueblos where he was interested in adobe houses.18 An article in
Architectural Record during 1906 praised the pueblos of New Mexico as a type
peculiar to the earliest architecture of America.19 The author asserted that: ‘the
architecture of a people is as much a part of themselves as their habits of living’ and
concluded with the comment that the pueblo type was: ‘a frank and logical
expression of its purpose, and of the materials used’. Both of these observations
reflected Griffin’s own position. This pueblo architecture of mass and receding
setbacks resembled those of the massive promenades above the cloisters seen in the
rear garden courtyard at Newman College [Figure 105a].

SHALLOW GABLE ROOFS

Griffin by his own account believed that a shallow gable roof in the Newman
College design was preferable to a steep pitched roof.20 He argued that shallow gable
roofs were more appropriate in Melbourne’s climate. Previously however Griffin
had somewhat perversely located flat roofs in climates prone to winter snow.21

Griffin it seems was committed to the Idea of shallow gable roofs at Newman
College, a choice he justified on functional grounds.

                                                  
18 Christopher Vernon, “An ‘Accidental’ Australian: Walter Burley Griffin’s Australian-American
Landscape Art’, in Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, p 8.
19 Vere O Wallingford, “A Type of Original American Architecture”, Architectural Record, May 1906,
pp 467-469.
20 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
21 For example, Griffin’s flat-roof Lamp House in Madison, Wisconsin, 1903 [Figure 183a].
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The shallow Roman gable-roof temple type that Jefferson used for many of the
professors’ houses at the University of Virginia [Figure 95a] provided Griffin with a
precedent for the shallow gable roofs to the Student Residence Wings in the Initial
Structure.22 The shallow gable roof was also a feature of French Swiss chalets,
another precedent.23 Henry Hobson Richardson adapted the shallow gable roof of
the French Swiss chalet for his development of a new expression in houses that
became known as the Shingle Style.24

In an exhibition for the World’s Parliament of Religions held in the new Arts
Institute Building in Chicago in 1893, an auxiliary event to the Columbian
Exposition, there evidently was a conjectural view of the Tabernacle of Moses, which
was included in the Congregationalist display [Figure 129a].25 Its conjectural tent
shape is remeniscent of Griffin’s shallow gable roof type. Indeed a tent ceiling was
used in the upper level of the Recreation Building at Newman College.26 Another
exhibit at the Chicago Fair in 1893 was the theatre building within the Java Village
[Figure 129b]. Peter Bonnet Wight remarked in his review of the architecture at the
Exposition that the Java Village was exemplary.27 The roofs in the Java theatre
building provided a roof type for the Ralph Griffin House, 1909 [Figure 129c].
Griffin’s preference for the shallow gable roof type preempted the choice of steeply
pitched roofs characteristic of Tudor Gothic.

                                                  
22 The flat and shallow hip roofs on Jefferson’s professors’ houses also influenced Griffin’s works.
23 Jean Schopfer, “Wooden houses in Switzerland”, in Architectural Record, April-June 1897, pp 415-
428, & July-September, 1897, pp 33-61.
24 Vincent Scully, The Shingle Style, 1971 (1955), passim. A comparison is made in Chapter 10 between
the characteristics of the Shingle Style [Figure 154a] and the Initial Structure.
25 “In the Beginning”, in Church-Building Quarterly, October 1892, p 1. The same illustration appeared
earlier in James Fergusson, The Holy Sepulchre and the Temple at Jerusalem, 1865.
26 The tent ceiling type also appeared in Marion Mahony’s All Souls church interior [Figure 86b] and
in the David Amberg house [Figure 89b].
27 Peter Bonnet Wight, “The Great Exhibition Reviewed”, in American Architect and Building News,
October, 1893, p 23. Wight remarked that only three buildings on the Midway Plaisance that had any
architectural value included the Java Theatre [Figure 129b] and the German exhibit [Figure 131b].
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WALL ELEMENTS

Two-storey window panels appear in the wall elevations at Newman College apart
from the rear garden courtyard elevations. In the Initial Structure the two-storey
high window panels were fitted between the column-piers, the battered base, and
the parapet, as seen in the eastern elevation to the South Student Residence Wing
[Figure 130a]. Thomas Jefferson built two windows in vertical panels in the second
house at ‘Monticello [Figure 152 bottom]. Jefferson’s two-storey window panel is
likely to have been the precedent for Griffin’s two-storey window panel at Newman
College.

The corner buttresses to the Education and Recreation Buildings in the Initial
Structure were placed at 45º to the 90º returns of the walls [Figure 131a]. One
precedent for this type was the German exhibit at the Chicago Fair in 1893 [Figure
131b]. Peter Bonnet Wight held this German exhibit in the same critical high regard
as the Java theatre building. In the German exhibit the corner buttresses and the
buttresses between the windows were battered, which gives the impression of a
battered base to the whole building.

In the French Gothic Abbey Church of Mont Saint-Michel angled buttresses in the
ambulatory around the choir provide another source for the corner buttress type at
Newman College [Figure 132a]. Three buttresses at Mont Saint-Michel were placed
inside the ambulatory space rather than outside. The middle buttress of the three
internal buttresses was aligned at 45º to the cardinal directions as were the College
corner buttresses.

The Mont Saint-Michel internal buttresses were terminated in a column-pier element
that is a complete square in plan, partly overlapped [Figure 132a]. The diagonal
through the square plan of each column-pier was aligned with the centre point of the
radiating piers around the choir end. There are four similar radiating column-piers
at Newman College aligned with the centre point within the Dining Hall [Figure
58a]. These four column-piers in the Initial Structure stand in the junction space
between the two cloisters in front of the southwest entry into the Dining Hall. Two
freestanding column-piers square in plan and angled at 45º stand in the Mont Saint-
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Michel ambulatory space. These freestanding column-piers were very likely the
precedents for the freestanding column-pier in the cloister foyer space to the Lecture
Hall within the Education Building [Figures 58b & Figure 61a].

One of the preliminary schemes for the Lincoln Centre in Chicago shows corner
buttresses at 45º, another precedent for the college design [Figure 132b]. This
drawing was exhibited and catalogued for the annual Chicago Architectural Club
show of 1902. The Lincoln Centre project involved both Dwight Heald Perkins, the
first architect to employ Griffin at Steinway Hall, and Frank Lloyd Wright.28

The windows in the Initial Structure have segmental arches to the cloisters and the
upper storeys of the building blocks [Figure 38b]. The windows to the ground level,
excepting the cloisters, have rectangular shapes with lintel heads. There were
significant precedents in Chicago for buildings with both types of window opening.
For example, Henry Hobson Richardson’s Marshall Field Warehouse, 1885-1887
[Figure 10a], had a battered base with two levels of windows, lintel heads below and
segmental arches above. Long and narrow lintel window openings adjacent to the
pavement gave clerestory light to the basement. Segmental arch window openings
were placed above those. Another precedent for these window types is found in the
Art Institute Building in Chicago, 1891-1893, designed by Richardson’s successors to
his practice [Figure 133]. The lower windows have flat arch heads and the upper
wall is blank but features pilaster-piers and arches. The building is in fact classical
while the Field Store was ‘Romanesque’. But the Art Institute was no doubt an
important building for Griffin having been the venue for the World’s Parliament of
Religions in 1893. The vertical arrangement in both buildings of flat window heads
below and arches above was a typology that inspired Griffin for window
fenestration in the Initial Structure.

Another feature of the Newman College windows is the diamond-pattern glazing
[Figure 134a]. The elegant solution to permanent ventilation through the glazing is
seen in Figure 47b. Henry Hobson Richardson used a diamond-pattern of lead light

                                                  
28 The Reverend Jenkin Jones, Frank Lloyd Wright’s uncle, commissioned the Lincoln Centre, but
Perkins completed the project.
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glazing in one of his early houses.29 The original source for this glazing type in
Richardson’s work is unknown but the origin of this type in Griffin’s windows at
Newman College was very likely the first drawing of Christ Church, Oxford [Figure
134b]. The drawing is an oblique projection that would have been familiar to Griffin
with his exposure to dessin. On the left is the stair tower in a strange reverse oblique
angle. This tower gives access to the upper level meeting and dining hall shown in
the centre of the drawing complete with a tiered composite lantern and flèche. The
drawing shows diamond-pattern lead light glazing to the windows in an
exaggerated scale. Further, the walls have attached piers that support arches. The
mid-16th Century Christ Church had a building plan that seems to have provided
Griffin with a parti for the Initial Structure [Figures 102a & 102b]. Pinnacles run
along the parapets to the block in the foreground. This block connected with the
original gateway that was rebuilt as the Tom Tower [Figure 103a].

ORATORY CEILING

A mixture of ceiling types appears at Newman College, namely dome, tent, barrel
vault and flat ceilings. For example, the ceiling in the original Oratory within the
upper level of the Education Building of the Initial Structure is a barrel-vault type
[Figure 135a].30 The segmental arch windows were set back on the plane of the
outside wall such that a shallow cross tunnel vault was formed to each window.
Thus lower cross barrel-vaults appeared cutting through the larger main vault at
each segmental arch window. Griffin-designed plaster pendant lights were
suspended from the curved ceiling. Ceiling air vents with square hinged lids were
operable with pulley cords. The pews were made up with standard Griffin-designed
dining chairs, another instance of conjoined religious and communal dining
functions at Newman College.

                                                  
29 Jeffrey Ochsner, “HH Richardson’s Frank William Andrews House” in Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians, March 1984, figure 6, p 24. It is not known whether Griffin was familiar with
this house.
30 The shallow barrel-vault ceiling type was used contemporaneously in the main dining room of the
Griffins’ Café Australia renovation, Melbourne, 1915-16 [Figure 25b].
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A similar ceiling typology appeared in the 10th floor dining room in the Auditorium
Building Hotel by Louis Sullivan [Figure 135b]. This is the room where Griffin in
1900 heard Louis Sullivan deliver his address, “The Young Man in Architecture”, an
event that inspired the young Griffin in his imminent career.31 Griffin however chose
not to use the brightly lit cross arches seen in Sullivan’s dining room. Electric light
was a novelty in 1888 when this room was fitted out.32 In the case of the Oratory
Griffin installed indirect electric lighting with the light globes shielded by pendant
light fittings made of moderately perforated fibrous plaster.

GARDEN GATEPOSTS

The reinforced concrete gateposts for the entry gates to the garden roundabout and
Rotunda entry at Newman College have the form of a signature type in Griffin’s
works. Each gatepost here is square in plan with a square base and a square cap or
capital on top [Figure 136a]. An extra detail was added to each manifestation of this
Griffin type. The extra detail peculiar to the gateposts at Newman College was a
long vertical panel seen in low relief. These panels appear only on three sides of this
gatepost, the elevation to the garden being without this additional detail. There are
several sources for this gatepost type including a number of column-pier, pilaster,
and freestanding column or pier elements. Essentially the type Griffin used was
abstracted from the Tuscan Doric Order. Griffin’s invention constituted an
‘American Order’ or a new ‘Universal Order’ in the context of Philibert de l’Orme’s
‘French Order’ [Figures 138b & 182c].33 Griffin’s Universal Order is devoid of

                                                  
31 Nancy Price, “Walter Burley Griffin”, undergraduate history of architecture thesis, University of
Sydney, 1933.
32 Sullivan was later criticized for such installations where the light globes caused direct glare. The
Griffins on the other hand always detailed indirect electric lighting, seemingly a consequence of this
criticism of their mentor.
33 The ‘French Order’ was probably adapted by Philibert de l’Orme from the Rustic Order of Serlio.
De l’Orme used his French Order extensively in his Tuileries Palace design, Paris, where the square-
section bands of the pilasters also extended along the walls of the building. Griffin seems to have
adapted this ‘French Order’ for the timber walls and porch pillars of his first public building, the
Elmhurst Golf Club, 1900 [Figures 182a & 182c].
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ornament and much simpler and more rigorously abstract than de l’Orme’s French
Order [Figure 136b].

American precedents based in the Tuscan Doric Order suggest frugality in execution
and appearance [Figures 137a & 137b]. For example, Jefferson wrote that for cost
reasons there were to be simple piers to the two colonnades either side of the
University of Virginia Lawn: ‘square brick pilasters (at first) with a Tuscan
entablature’.34 However stone columns from various ancient Roman models
eventuated. But in front of the first Pavilion VII square piers to this short stretch of
arcade were stucco brickwork with a square base and a square capital in a chaste
Tuscan Order [Figures 96b & 97a]. Further, in 1797 Asher Benjamin was the first
American architect to write a treatise on architecture and he later produced his own
Tuscan Composite Order [Figure 137a]. Another American source for a highly
abstracted Tuscan Order is seen in a standard 19th Century Congregationalist
mission church [Figure 137b].

Other precedents further illuminate the origin and conception of Griffin’s type.
Philibert de l’Orme provided a perception that the column was essentially based in
natural form and not in the human body, as recorded by Vitruvius [Figure 138a].
The tree trunk metaphor was not so apparent in de l’Orme’s ‘French Order’ where
the rock layers of the earth’s crust were suggested by the bands and blocks of a
rustic order [Figure 138b]. Griffin’s Order is crystalline in effect rather than
biomorphic or geological, as seen in de l’Orme’s precedents [Figures 136a & 136b].
Griffin’s type also has a precedent in the monastery piers at Angkor [Figure 138c].
The Angkor pier without the ornamental detail reads as an abstract block with a
plain square block at the top and bottom.

Griffin frequently used this signature type, which was adapted to the purpose of
gateposts at Newman College [Figure 136a]. However this type was expanded on
occasion to create pairs of huge entry pylons, or conversely diminished to create
pilaster strips. For example, the type was used in the Stinson Library to create a
clerestory frieze of pilasters, panels and stained glass windows [Figure 136b]. Griffin
used the same type for different building element functions and for different
                                                  
34 Richard Guy Wilson, Thomas Jefferson’s Academical Village, Charlottesville, Virginia 1993, p 17.
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architectural roles. The specific size, scale, dimensions and proportions of the
elements that Griffin used in one building application were never repeated in
another. A new version or manifestation of the type was created for each new
situation and program. The type was looked at afresh for each commission. Thus
Griffin reassigned functional roles for a particular type, manipulated the
proportions, and added a unique detail for each occasion of its use.
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Chapter 9: STRUCTURAL PATTERNS
ARCHITECTONICS & REINFORCED CONCRETE

COMPOSITE TRABEATION and ARCUATION. REDTENBACHER and ARCHITECTONICS -
RICKER and GRAPHIC STATICS. STONEWORK. PLASTER GRILLE-WORK. COTTANÇIN and
REINFORCED CONCRETE RIBBED DOME CONSTRUCTION. ‘KNITLOCK’, 1917.
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ARCHITECTONICS & REINFORCED CONCRETE

After partis and types the architectonic is the third of the three underlying
compositional structures that determined Griffin’s design of Newman College. The
architectonic is the Idea of the innate construction. The relationships between the
pieces of the constructional system are seen as an underlying compositional
structure and outline of considerable beauty.1 The architectonic is the aesthetic
perceived from imagining the structural forces at work, of sensing the static
resistance of construction to gravity for example. Thus the architectonic is a
reflection of the materials and construction methods, the engineering of the
structural whole or parts in a building. The architectonic is dependent upon the
shapes of the constructional pieces and the ways they are juxtaposed. Further, an
architectonic is peculiar to the underlying structure of each particular constructional
system in its pattern of forces at work. The structure of each plant, animal, building
or mechanism, can also be described in terms of a distinct architectonic.

In this chapter Griffin’s regard for the concept of architectonics, and his knowledge
of reinforced concrete dome construction, are discussed [Figures 139a-151b]. In the
first section of this chapter Griffin’s creation of a composite architectonic from the
verticals of column-piers and the shallow curves of segmental arches is described
[Figures 139a & 139b]. Architectonics and graphic statics as academic disciplines at
the University of Illinois are outlined. Rudolf Redtenbacher’s 1883 text and
illustrations on architectonics are compared with Professor Nathan Clifford Ricker’s
1884 translations of the applicable passages for his students [Figures 140a-141b].2

The first section of this chapter concludes with stonework details in Griffin’s Initial
Structure [Figures 142a-144b]. Three patterns of plaster grille-work inspired by
Philibert de l’Orme diagrams are analyzed [Figures 145a-146c]. The second section of
this chapter describes and evaluates the reinforced concrete work in the college
building [Figures 147 & 148]. The dome and its precedent in the reinforced concrete
dome system by the Paris engineer Rémy-Jean-Paul Cottançin (1865-1928) is
                                                  
1 Kenneth Frampton, Studies in Tectonic Culture: the Poetics of Construction in 19th and 20th Century
Architecture, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1995, passim. Surprisingly Frampton does not discuss Griffin’s
‘tectonic culture’.
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discussed [Figure 149a-150b], together with comments regarding Griffin’s cloister
ceiling design [Figure 151a]. Finally Griffin’s 1917 patent ‘Knitlock’ system is
discussed [Figure 151b].

COMPOSITE TRABEATION and ARCUATION

The resistance to gravity produces forces in the constructional system of a building.
Griffin aesthetically expressed compression and tension in the Newman College
building elements, as appropriate. For example, in the structural bays to the cloisters
the detailing of bonded masonry blocks in the stonework parapet and base, the thick
column-piers, and arches weighed down into a shallow curve express the
architectonic of compression [Figure 139a]. In contrast the tension that exists in mild
steel reinforcing bars inside reinforced concrete dome vaults and ribs required a
different architectonic expression, which Griffin made apparent in the plaster grille-
work around each of the four Balconies in the Dining Hall [Figure 146b]. The
patterns of the plaster grille-work lay bare the architectonic of the dome’s reinforcing
bars.

Notwithstanding its massive appearance the stonework is merely a thin veneer that
covers the relatively thin reinforced concrete structure of the building. The thin wall
construction of the Initial Structure can be compared with the thick stone walling of
Christ Church, Oxford [Figures 102a & 102b]. Griffin further exaggerated the effect
of mass and compression by splaying the arches, rotating the column-piers through
45º, and providing a batter to the base. Griffin himself explained: ‘the splay has been
employed, supplying a massiveness not otherwise obtainable through revealing the
whole thickness of bases, walls and arches in the most impressive way possible to
stone’.3 Thus the patterns of gravitational force press down through the stonework
details in the structural bays to the college cloisters [Figure 139a]. Further, the
architectonic of the two faceted keystones in the segmental arch are reminiscent of
the huge pressures that form crystals within the earth’s crust.

                                                                                                                                                             
2 Rudolf Redtenbacher, Die Architektonik der Modernen Baukunst, Berlin 1883, passim.
3 Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, The Advocate, 25
December 1915, in Appendix B.
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While the structural bays manifest compression of mass, and the plaster grille-work
expresses tension, the dome at Newman College presented yet another problem for
architectonic resolution. Indeed in engineering terms the reinforced concrete in the
dome has the reinforcing bars toward the lower part of the rib or vault section so as
to resist the tension forces found there, while the upper part of the rib or vault is in
compression. Apparently Griffin’s solution was to contrast compression with tension
through the elements of the dome. There is expression of mass or compression seen
in the dome’s mountain shape and lantern windows of radiating crystals, but the
vertical accents of the flèche and pinnacles soar upward, aesthetically defying the
weight of gravity. Moreover, inside the Dining Hall the expression of downward
pressure is seen in the huge piers that support the dome, whereas the defiance of
weight is expressed in the dynamic lines of the ribs that spring from the piers.
Delicate tension is made apparent in the cobweb patterns of plaster grille-work
around each Balcony.

Traditionally the two basic architectonic types in construction are trabeation, the
post and beam, and arcuation, arch and vault or dome systems, but these types were
combined in a composite architectonic in the Newman College design [Figure 139a].
Trabeation is seen in the post-like column-piers and the deep beam-like parapet.4

Arcuation is seen in the segmental arches of the structural bays, and arcuation is also
seen in the ribbed dome of the Rotunda. Griffin combined these architectonic
systems of trabeation and arcuation in the architecture of the structural bays to
Newman College notwithstanding the fundamental difference between these
systems. This composite device had a compelling precedent in Henry Hobson
Richardson’s Glessner House in Chicago, 1885, in which a semi-circular arch was set
above a massive lintel over the entry door [Figure 139b]. Griffin however did not
replicate the details of Richardson’s device but provided a new composite form. He
reversed Richardson’s architectonic of an arch above a beam element with the
architectonic of a beam element above an arch [Figure 139a]. The forces at work
within Griffin’s constructional amalgamation can be read objectively and rationally.
Yet of greater potential for the beholder is the subjective and aesthetic pleasure of

                                                  
4 The architectonic of a huge mass of stonework held aloft on small amounts of columnar stonework
is reminiscent of Aztec or Mayan architecture seen in exhibits at the 1893 Chicago Fair.
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imagining the underlying forces of weight distribution that course through and
animate the parapet, arch, column-pier elements and battered base platform.

REDTENBACHER and ARCHITECTONICS - RICKER and GRAPHIC STATICS

Nathan Clifford Ricker’s 1884 translation of Rudolf Redtenbacher’s 1883 book on
architectonics was the first of his translations for students from his library of German
and French texts.5 It is not entirely clear why Ricker chose this text as the first for
translation but it must have had considerable priority in his teaching program.
Redtenbacher in fact preferred a radical scientific approach in choosing architectural
elements rather than relying upon symbolic connotations usually associated with an
element.6 In Redtenbacher’s view construction itself was of greater value than
historical associations. In comparison to Redtenbacher Griffin subscribed to both. He
valued the principle of simple and functional expression of purpose in architectural
elements, but in doing so he was evidently not prepared to forgo symbolic
connotations associated with his chosen architectural elements.

Ricker’s teaching methods were noticeably influenced by his two months of study
during 1873 at the Bauakademie in Berlin, which stressed a practical approach to
architectural design.7 However in the design studio his teaching was substantially
based on the pedagogy of the Paris Ecole des Beaux Arts, the norm in schools of
architecture in America at the end of the 19th Century.8 Nevertheless Ricker
answered Redtenbacher’s call for a more rational approach from students in
choosing precedents for their architectural compositions. Ricker introduced graphic

                                                  
5 Redtenbacher, Die Architektonik der Modernen Baukunst, Berlin 1883, passim. Ricker translated this text
and arranged his own tracings of Redtenbacher’s illustrations, in “The Architectonics of Modern
Architecture: an Aid in the Solution of Architectural Problems”, 1884. Ricker’s blueprint copies at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign confirm that Ricker translated the 1883 text and not an
earlier 1881 Redtenbacher text cited by Alan Laing, in Nathan Clifford Ricker 1843-1924: Pioneer in
American Architectural Education, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois 1973, p 14.
6 Harry Francis Mallgrave, “Epilogue”, in Gottfried Semper, New Haven 1996, p 364.
7 Alan Laing, op cit, pp 4f.
8 Walter Burley Griffin, “Architecture in American Universities”, RVIA Journal, December 1913, pp
170-184, in Appendix C, & see the discussion of Ecole des Beaux Arts pedagogy in Chapter 6.
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statics as a means for familiarizing students with the structural patterns in their
chosen precedents.9

After the analysis of a proposed element had been made by means of graphic statics
Ricker required that students build scale models of the construction system.
Workbenches and tool sets were provided for each student.10 During his first year
Griffin experienced carpentry, joinery and cabinetmaking as well as model making.
Further, mathematics, science, materials, construction, and sanitary engineering
were taught in the first and second years of Griffin’s course. In addition Ricker gave
theory courses in timber, brick, stone, iron, steel, tile and terracotta during Griffin’s
second year of studies.11 Griffin benefited from these early study experiences when
later detailing the Newman College design. But Griffin also applied the special
knowledge of reinforced concrete he acquired at the university.

The training in graphic statics certainly increased Griffin’s capacity for designing the
timber roof trusses to the Student Residence Wings at Newman College. While the
graphic statics analysis for the reinforced concrete dome to the Dining Hall was
more demanding Griffin evidently mastered both its analysis and design. Ricker’s
studies in graphic statics also conveyed an architectonic sensibility. Griffin’s
appreciation of architectonics, I believe, became an unselfconscious habit, a way of
seeing and reading this kind of underlying structure in architecture. Marion Mahony
observed repeatedly in her memoirs that Walter saw architecture as structure and
not in pictorial terms.

                                                  
9 Laing, op cit, p 13. Graphic statics at the University of Illinois was preceded by courses at Yale and
Michigan. Griffin’s own signed copy of Nathan Clifford Ricker, Elementary Graphic Statics and the
Construction of Trussed Roofs, 1897, is held in the National Library of Australia, Canberra. Graphic
statics engages students in reading the distribution of forces acting within a constructional system by
means of diagrams drawn in with arrows and calculated. A judgment is then made as to the
suitability of the constructional system. If necessary another construction system is subjected to the
same process of analysis. The final choice and construction detailing follow.
10 Laing, op cit, p 14.
11 Mary Woods, From Craft to Profession, Berkeley, Californis 1999, p 71f, has details of courses taught
by Ricker at the University of Illinois.
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Redtenbacher’s 1883 book on architectonics demonstrated in diagrams the varied
ways to appreciate walls, wall openings, and roof vault constructions. Griffin could
memorize Redtenbacher’s diagrams in the same way that he memorized Bailey’s
black-line diagrams of plant species.12 Most of Redtenbacher’s diagrams illustrated
ancient Roman constructional forms, of some relevance to the architecture of the
Initial Structure. Two sample pages show window openings in stonework walls, one
with diagrams emphasizing trabeation, the second emphasizing arcuation [Figures
140a & 140b]. On the first page, which emphasized trabeation, most of the images
have a single lintel block spanning a small opening [Figure 140a], but one exception
is the figure on the left, two down from the top. It has two blocks that corbel to the
centre-line of the opening.13 A second exception is the image on the bottom left that
shows an irregular single block in place acting like the keystone to an arch. Thus the
diagrams constituted exercises for a student in determining architectonic ideas, the
kind of training that underpinned Griffin’s future compositions for buildings such as
Newman College.

The page of diagrams that demonstrates arcuation has different kinds of arches
spanning a narrow wall opening with two or three arching stone blocks either side
of a single keystone [Figure 140b]. The shape of the opening was varied and the
constructional solution to each varies. For example, the top two images show
variations on the theme of a flat arch to the opening whereas most of the other
images show semicircular arches to the openings achieved in various ways.14 In
architectonic contrast the image on the bottom right relies upon the corbel of two
courses of blocks that support a flat arch at the top. The earnest student like Griffin
might exercise and train the mind to combine architectonic patterns of trabeation
and arcuation. Griffin created such a composite architectonic of trabeation and
arcuation seen in the structural bays at Newman College [Plate 6.3a].

Ricker rearranged Redtenbacher’s images in the blueprints that he issued to students
[Figure 141a]. He faithfully traced Redtenbacher’s diagrams, retaining the latter’s
                                                  
12 Marion Mahony, “The Magic of America”, Section III, p 335.
13 A corbel is defined as a projecting block supporting the horizontal blocks above it.
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figure-numbering system. The blueprints covered the whole scope of Redtenbacher’s
survey of constructional systems and architectonic ideas. On another page, for
example, the descriptive or projective geometry for the arcuation of various
semicircular, segmental and pointed arches and domes was shown [Figure 141b].
Thus the arcuation of dome forms was an architectonic covered by Redtenbacher for
Griffin’s memory bank of underlying compositional patterns.

STONEWORK

Redtenbacher and Ricker’s texts and illustrations provided Griffin with experience
in expressing the architectonics of stonework compression and mass in the
architecture of Newman College. Indeed each and every opening seen in the
blueprint illustrations shows differently shaped blocks of stone in varied
constructional arrangements, each a unique solution to the problem of spanning
openings in stonework walls. Every diagram had its own architectonic, each a
demonstration to the mind’s eye of the force of gravity working through the
constructional pieces. Redtenbacher and Ricker’s images contained practical
information yet they enthrall. These images provide architectonic delights for
aesthetic delectation.

The sources for the segmental arches at Newman College were apparently various
[Figures 142a-142c]. For example, in 1899 a Chicago magazine published a diagram
of a segmental arch of ancient Roman origin found in the Roman city of Bath in
England [Figure 142a].15 A rare correlation between the curve of this Roman arch
and the segmental arches to the structural bays at Newman College is seen. Yet only
one precedent for the double keystones to the segmental arches at the college was
found [Figure 142b]. The double keystones in fin de siecle bridge ramparts in Vienna
by the leading architect Otto Wagner mark the vertical divisions of infill windows

                                                                                                                                                             
14 Griffin created further variations on the flat arch to the window band in the Melson House, Mason
City, Iowa, 1912, and to the vent in the Stinson Memorial Library, Anna, Illinois, 1913 [Figures 187a &
187b], and in the August 1915 scheme for the College, as seen in Marion’s perspective [Frontispiece].
15 “Roman bricks excavated at Bath”, The Brickbuilder, July 1899, p 134.
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below segmental arches.16 Furthermore, an integral part of the expression of the
segmental arches at Newman College was the crystalline shape of the two projecting
keystones to each arch. The keystone seen in a sketch of a bridge by Richardson
published in 1888 was the only form found that resembled the college keystones
[Figures 142c].17 Thus the form and architectonic of the segmental arch was a
composite adapted from multiple sources of diverse origin.

The constructional combination of a reinforced concrete fabric finished in rough or
smooth textured stonework veneer and smooth exposed concrete surfaces is
apparent at Newman College. There are precedents for this kind of composite
construction and material finish in Griffin’s previous buildings in America. For
example, the Stinson Memorial Library at Anna, Illinois, 1913, has a veneer of
random-coursed rubble stonework over reinforced concrete walls [Figure 143a]. The
reinforced concrete clerestory window band was smoothly finished and the
reinforced concrete roof had a bituminous layer. Evidently the battered shape to the
stonework walls and the architectonic of the stone blocks and their coursework
bonding in Griffin’s library design was an adaptation from the oldest Buddhist
building illustrated in Fergusson [Figure 143b].18

The stone coursework bonding to the parapets at Newman College [Figure 139a] is
the same bonding found in illustrations of a library by Richardson [Figures 144a &
144b].19 These long lengths of wall in the library have rich patterns of light and shade
within the continuous surface, a quality also present in the rough textured parapets
and battered base platform at Newman College. Indeed the rough textured
                                                  
16 Griffin probably saw Wagner’s bridge ramparts in Vienna in early 1914 just weeks before he and
Marion arrived in Australia, 15 May 1914. Wagner seemed to follow the principle of Viollet-le-Duc in
marking structural points with stone blocks in the brickwork. The window type is a Roman Thermal
or Diocletion window.
17 “A Glimpse of North Easton”, bridge detail, North Easton, Massachusetts, ca 1880, in Mariana
Griswold Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, New York 1969, p 67.
18 Burgess & Spiers, History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, 1910, p 76.
19 Henry Hobson Richardson, Oliver Ames Free Library, North Easton, Massachusetts, 1877-79 in
Mariana Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, p 70, & facing p 67. The library
photograph faces opposite to the Richardson sketch of the bridge at North Easton [Figure 142c].
Further, Griffin apparently adapted the Ames Library clerestory window band for the clerestory
window band in the Stinson Library [Figure 143a].
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stonework in the battered base has a precedent in the horizontal courses found in
Philibert de l’Orme’s battered bases [Plate 6.2a]. So the architectonics of the rough
textured stonework at Newman College with regard to the shapes of the blocks and
the ways that they lie in the coursework bonding evidently have multiple sources,
which include de l’Orme, Richardson and Oriental works.

PLASTER GRILLE-WORK

The plaster grille-work to the Balconies in the Dining Hall the expresses the pattern
of reinforcing mesh [Figures 145a-146c]. The grille-work above the Balcony
balustrades appears as a visual extension to reinforcing mesh placed in the
construction of the dome [Figure 145a]. The grille-work around the Balcony
balustrades seems to depict reinforcing mesh stretched around a curve [Figure 146b].
The grille-work to the electric light escutcheons at the springing points of the dome
ceiling ribs depicts mesh at complete rest before it is stretched into place [Figure
146c]. The plaster grille-work acts as an architectonic expression of the mesh but it is
not a plaster coating over an extension to the actual steel mesh. The plasterwork is
enriched with moldings at the intersections of the grille-work grids that imitate tie
wires. These moldings have an apparent visual affinity with the molding patterns
and their shapes on the pinnacles and flèche [Figure 120a].20

A range of Philibert de l’Orme’s diagrams were the source of patterns seen in
Griffin’s plaster grille-work to the triangular openings between the ribs above the
Dining Hall Balconies [Figures 145a, 145b & 146a]. Griffin seemed to mimic the
geometries of laminated timber trusses represented in the elevation and the plan
found amongst Philibert de l’Orme’s diagrams of ‘inventions for good building’
[Figure 145b & 146a]. The main lines of the plaster grille-work are redolent of the
lower curved and upper pointed chord members of de l’Orme’s timber truss
typology [Figure 145b]. In addition Griffin’s grid to the plaster grille-work seems to
echo de l’Orme’s plan for roof reinforcement to his range of trusses [Figure 146a]. In
this plan short lengths of timber are shown that provide the stiffening pieces to the

                                                  
20 In addition the moldings suggest the arrowheads in a graphic statics diagram that would be made
for analysis of the forces in stretched out reinforcing mesh.
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top chords of the trusses. In designing the plaster grille-work Griffin composed with
a symmetrical grid in contrast to the asymmetry that marks de l’Orme’s investigative
plan pattern [Figure 146a].

The grille-work above the Balconies suggests reinforcing mesh fully pulled out. The
grille-work to the Balcony balustrade suggests mesh only partially pulled out, but it
is nevertheless stretched in a curve around the balustrade [Figure 146b]. The grille-
work to the electric light escutcheons shows an architectonic of reinforcing mesh in a
state of complete rest or slackness where the mesh has not been stretched out at all,
or perhaps it is mesh that has collapsed [Figure 146c]. The escutcheon pattern further
represented a spent elastic sheath that once harbored the new growth of dynamic
ribs that shoot across the surface of the heavenly vault.

It was the original architectonic pattern, the architectonic Idea he found in a
particular construction element, which mattered most to Griffin. For example, the
architectonic of steel reinforcing mesh was transferred as a pattern to the plaster
grille-work of the Dining Hall Balconies. Thus the architectonic pattern found in one
constructional technique and material Griffin happily transferred to another kind of
construction element in a different material. For example, the architectonic of
Philibert de l’Orme’s timber trusses as a pattern was transferred to the plaster grille-
work to enhance the architectonic of steel reinforcing mesh. In Griffin’s architecture
at Newman College I believe that the architectonic of one particular element has
multiple sources and meanings. Griffin seemed to be demonstrating a principle that
the architectonic pattern of one can serve another.

COTTANÇIN and REINFORCED CONCRETE RIBBED DOME CONSTRUCTION

When Griffin began his studies in 1895 at the University of Illinois he was no doubt
exposed to the culture of reinforced concrete design at Engineering Hall [Figure
147].21 Ricker himself used reinforced concrete for the floors and roof of the

                                                  
21 Engineering Hall was designed by George Ballard, a former Ricker pupil, and opened in 1894, the
year before Griffin began his studies there. The top floor windows are arcuated, the lower windows
trabeated as they are at Newman College. In addition, the exposed timber trusses in the Engineering
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University’s Library. Ricker designed four buildings on the university campus
including the Library, 1896-1897 [Figure 148]. The latter was influenced by Henry
Hobson Richardson’s ‘Romanesque’ style. Ricker greatly admired Richardson’s
Marshall Field Warehouse and the Glessner House in Chicago [Figures 10a &
139b].22 These two Richardson buildings were also sources for Griffin’s architectural
ideas.

Ricker’s Library building design introduced a constructional first with a reinforced
concrete floor slab and roof construction, which ensured that the structure was
fireproof.23 Indeed the fireproofing of this building through the use of reinforced
concrete was an important principle for Griffin with the design of the Initial
Structure. Griffin’s assertion: ‘the construction of the building is as nearly fireproof
as possible, all ordinary precautions being taken to prevent fires’, is recorded in the
description of Newman College in Marion’s memoirs.24 Perhaps Ricker’s Library
alerted Griffin to the possibilities of fireproofing buildings through the use of
reinforced concrete.

As recorded in a textbook by Marsh and Dunn Engineering Hall researchers at the
University of Illinois were leading the world in the development and testing of
reinforced concrete structural elements at the time.25 Griffin’s tertiary education it
seems prepared him to design all of the reinforced concrete engineering for the
entire Initial Structure building. Thus it is not surprising that no engineer’s name
accompanied the working drawings for Newman College.26 The working drawings
                                                                                                                                                             
Hall drafting studio were of the same pattern as the timber trusses in the roofs of the Student
Residence Wings [Figure 65].
22 Alan Laing, op cit, p 18. Ricker and Richardson knew each other, both serving on the American
Institute of Architects Committee on Education during 1880.
23 Alan Laing, op cit, p 19.
24 Marion Mahony, op cit, Section II, p 230.
25 Charles Marsh and William Dunn, Reinforced Concrete, third edition, London 1906, pp 254-264,
reported upon the experiments and tests conducted on reinforced concrete structural beams by
Professor Talbot at the University of Illinois, published by that university in a bulletin in 1904. A
news item, “Reinforced Concrete”, in Architectural Record, December 1905, p 486, praised Marsh and
Dunn’s text as the best encyclopedia for new developments in reinforced concrete technology.
26 The reinforced concrete engineering drawings were likely the work of the Griffin’s Melbourne
office under Walter’s immediate direction. The drafting style is different to that of the Sydney office.
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for the Initial Structure were thoroughly detailed in all facets of the design of the
reinforced concrete structure of walls, floors and the ribbed dome. Griffin brought to
Australia his considerable experience in designing reinforced concrete structures
seen for example in the Stinson Library [Figure 144a].27 Like the Initial Structure the
Stinson Library, 1913, is a reinforced concrete construction finished in stonework.

In the working drawings for these concrete buildings in America I found that Griffin
adapted the reinforcing patterns designed by the French engineer Rémy-Jean-Paul
Cottançin. Information about Cottançin’s system patented in 1889 was in the public
domain. It appeared in Marsh and Dunn’s textbook, in an Architectural Record article,
and further information was available at the time from Cottançin’s New York
office.28 Analysis of the reinforced concrete engineering of the Newman College
building suggests that Griffin adapted the technology seen in Cottançin’s system of
bar reinforcement patterns for the concrete floor slabs in the Initial Structure.29 In
addition Griffin also adapted for the Newman College ribbed dome the construction
patterns from Cottançin’s patent system. But Griffin freely interpreted the shape of
the section profile through the ribs and the placement of reinforcing bars to the
ribs.30

Cottançin’s system was discussed in an article in Architectural Record, 1902, that
described a new reinforced concrete church in Montmartre, Paris, designed by the
architect Anatole de Baudot (1834-1915) working in association with Cottançin
himself.31 Aerial photographs of Newman College and the earlier church in Paris
                                                  
27 Griffin designed the Melson House, Mason City, Iowa, 1912, and the Stinson Memorial Library,
Anna, Illinois, 1913, in reinforced concrete with stone finish, and the reinforced concrete Blythe
House, Mason City, Iowa, 1913, with a cement render finish [Figures 83b, 84, 144a, & 186d].
28 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, p 48, stated that: ‘in America Monsieur Cottançin has formed the American
Cottançin Construction Company (332 East 35th Street, New York) to exploit his patents’. It is not
known whether Griffin acted on this information.
29 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, pp 42-48.
30 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, pp 43f. This book contains over 50 patent systems, but the only two
systems that describe reinforced concrete dome construction are Monier and Cottançin’s systems.
31 Jean Schopfer, “ A New French Method of Cement Construction”, in Architectural Record, August
1902, pp 271-278 & September 1902, pp 375-391. The first part of the article described the techniques
of ciment armé and brique armée, steel reinforced concrete and steel reinforced cavity brickwork
respectively. The second part of Schopfer’s article concentrated upon the design and the construction
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show that Cottançin’s dome construction system in ribbed reinforced concrete
informed both the college dome and the church roof vaults [Figures 149a & 149b]. In
fact the Newman College dome is not a true dome construction in a strict
engineering sense because the structure is a system of interlocking ribs with vault
infill. However the college dome is clearly in the shape of a hemispherical dome,
whereas the church vaults are shallow and not truly hemispherical. In both the
Melbourne dome and the Montmartre church vaults the two pairs of major parallel
ribs support lanterns that are square in plan. Newman College has one crossing and
lantern [Figure 149a]. These crossing ribs and the lantern at Newman College were
aligned to the cardinal directions [Figure 52]. In contrast the ribs and lanterns in the
Montmartre church were placed across the diagonals of the three large structural
bays along the length of the church [Figure 149b]. Thus the Paris church has three
crossings, but with lanterns built upon only two of those crossings.32

The working drawing sections through the dome at Newman College allow a
comparison between Griffin’s dome construction and the description of Cottançin’s
patent dome system [Figures 150a & 150b].33 Figure 150a is a section through the
Newman College dome parallel to the north-south direction and Figure 150b is a
section at 45º to the cardinal directions. The thin linear dotted areas in the section
drawings describe the reinforced concrete dome ceiling and roof, ribs, lantern walls
and the Dining Hall floor. The dome ceiling and its roof have two layers of concrete
slab with a cavity between. Cottançin’s system is described as having two layers,
with the ribs, the so-called ‘spinal stiffeners’, running in the cavity between the two
layers. Thus it seems Griffin used Cottançin’s system of two layers for the college
dome [Figures 150a & 150b]. However Griffin apparently filled the cavity between
the two concrete dome slabs in the Dining Hall dome with concrete breezeblocks
and cement. In the textbook an illustration of a Cottançin dome under construction

                                                                                                                                                             
in progress of Anatole de Baudot, Church of Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montmartre, Paris, 1894-1904. De
Baudot was a ‘Diocesan’ architect, that is, a follower of Viollet-le-Duc’s structural determinism.
32 The Griffins presented a number of notional ribbed dome buildings in the drawings for the 1911
international Canberra competition. However none of these ribbed domes represent the Cottançin
patent type [Figure 119a].
33 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, pp 42-48.
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shows that two pairs of crossing ribs are part of its rib pattern.34 This is the same
church illustrated in Architectural Record during 1902.35 Correlations exist between
Griffin’s Newman College dome and Cottançin’s vault system in the Montmartre
church with respect to the pairs of main ribs that support a square lantern and a
double layer of a roof slab and a ceiling slab.36

In addition to the pairs of main ribs that support the lantern inside the Newman
College dome there is a pattern of secondary ribs that span between the main ribs
[Figures 150a & 150b]. Each of the secondary ribs appears to have an apex to their
semi-circular curve half way up the dome ceiling.37 In Cottançin’s patent dome
system secondary ribs are described that intersect and form triangulation by doing
so.38 These triangular shapes made by the secondary ribs crossing each other are
clearly seen in the Newman College Dining Hall ceiling [Figure 54]. The textbook
claimed that the triangular shapes resist the deformation of the dome shape due to
gravity. The textbook further advised that ribs intersect at the level of the dome
where the greatest thrust is located.39 This thrust is caused by the weight of the
lantern and its surrounding components pressing down. In the section drawings
through the dome all the ribs cross over each other generally halfway up the dome
ceiling where this thrust is in fact the greatest [Figures 150a & 150b]. Thus a
correlation exists between the secondary rib patterns of Griffin’s Newman College
dome and the description of Cottançin’s patent dome system.

In the design of the dome at Newman College Griffin maintained the same pattern
of ribs seen in Cottançin’s patent system but Griffin reinterpreted the section profile
                                                  
34 Marsh & Dunn, op cit, p 46, shows one of the vaults from Anatole de Baudot, Church of Saint-Jean-
Baptiste de Montmartre, Paris, 1894-1904, figure 454, p 472, and an inside view looking down the
nave at two roof vault ceilings, figure 453, p 471.
35 Jean Schopfer, op cit, pp 375-391.
36 In an independent study that compared the Marsh and Dunn description of Cottançin’s patent
system and the ceiling of the Newman College Dining Hall, Professor Len Stevens of Civil
Engineering, University of Melbourne, confirmed correlation between the two systems.
37 Secondary intersecting ribs are not included in the design of the Montmartre church roof vaults.
However the Marsh and Dunn textbook implied that usually there are secondary ribs as well as the
two pairs of main ribs in Cottançin’s patent dome system.
38 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, p 45.
39 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, p 46.
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of the rib members. A section drawn through any rib in Cottançin’s patent system is
a thin rectangle.40 In contrast the section drawn through any rib in Griffin’s dome
was based upon a square angled at 45º [Figures 150a & 150b]. The section through a
main rib indeed appears to be a half a square cut through the diagonal but this half a
square shows on both the inside of the ceiling and outside on the dome’s surface.
The two angled half squares of the main ribs therefore have a rectangular connecting
piece through the thickness of the cavity.

Griffin evidently reinterpreted the engineering of the reinforcing bars within the rib
members as well. In section the pattern of the reinforcing bars in Cottançin’s ribs is
very dense with only a few millimetres of cement cover. Cottançin’s ribs are
virtually beams of woven steel bars with a cement render. In applications of
Cottançin’s patent system the covering of cement appears inadequate and invites
rust corrosion of the steel that would pose a considerable problem. In contrast the
pattern of the reinforcing bars in Griffin’s ribs is somewhat sparse with the bars
placed at the bottom of the section sufficient only to resist the tension forces located
there. The generous shape of the section in Griffin’s rib design clearly gave ample
concrete cover against steel rust corrosion. Moreover the ratio of concrete to steel
and the placement of the reinforcement bars at the bottom of the section that we see
in Griffin’s rib design is standard nowadays in reinforced concrete work, seen for
example in footings in house construction.

Griffin achieved a similar engineering success in the design of the reinforced
concrete ceiling to the college cloisters where he could adapt diagrammatic sections
known in Chicago [Figure 151a]. Having studied reinforced concrete engineering
during his university years Griffin was able to adapt a suitable cloister ceiling profile
and construction details, such as those seen in Peter Bonnet Wight’s articles.41

Indeed, these floor and roof profiles from the Wight Fireproofing Company were
visually close to Griffin’s ceiling profile. Griffin inserted breezeblocks to lighten the
load of the reinforced concrete section to his cloister ceilings.

                                                  
40 Marsh and Dunn, op cit, figure 453, p 471, & Jean Schopfer, op cit, figures 6 & 7, p 385 & p 387.
41 Peter Bonnett Wight, “Recent Fireproof Building in Chicago”, in The Inland Architect and News
Record, April 1892, p 34, and June 1892, pp 57f.
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Cottançin’s patent system overall included both the techniques of ciment armé and of
brique armée, steel reinforced concrete and steel reinforced brickwork respectively.
Cottançin’s ciment armé and brique armée both apparently affected Griffin’s invention
of a concrete building tile system called ‘Knitlock’ that he patented in Melbourne in
1917 concurrent with the construction phase of Newman College [Figure 151b].42 In
his Architectural Record article on de Baudot and Cottançin’s church Jean Schopfer
argued that ciment armé was one of the greatest advances in constructional technique
since the medieval period. Further, Schopfer encouraged his readers to believe that
the use of Cottançin’s steel reinforced concrete system was equal in importance with
the development of steel framing in Chicago skyscrapers. Griffin was already
predisposed to work with concrete technology at Newman College, and Cottançin’s
work evidently inspired him. In 1913 Griffin himself stated that reinforced concrete
was: ‘the newest, cheapest, most durable, least limited, most plastic and variable
single medium yet introduced into construction’.43

‘KNITLOCK’, 1917

In the design and construction of Newman College Griffin appeared to adapt
Cottançin’s patent ribbed dome construction in reinforced concrete, also Cottançin’s
reinforced cavity walls, and the form of an ancient Roman segmental arch [Figure
142a]. A seven-foot ‘modulus’ Griffin also used for the spacing of the column-piers
in the structure of the Newman college design derived from Jefferson’s seven-foot
module used in the first professor’s house, Pavilion VII, at the University of Virginia
[Figure 96b].

Walter Burley Griffin patented the ‘Knitlock’ system of concrete block construction
in 1917 during the construction phase of the Initial Structure at Newman College

                                                  
42 Reinforced cavity brickwork, the brique armée, used in Anatole de Baudot, Church of Saint-Jean-
Baptiste de Montmartre, Paris, 1894-1904, was the likely source for one ingredient of Griffin’s 1917
‘Knitlock’ reinforced concrete block system [Figure 190b].
43 Paul Reid, Canberra Following Griffin, Canberra 2002, p 80. Griffin as the Federal Capital
Director of Design and Construction forwarded this statement to the Australian Government in 1913.
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[Figure 151b].44 Griffin created the ‘Knitlock’ blocks with a composite architectonic
that combined the Idea from the ancient Roman segmental arch that consisted of
interlocking hollow terracotta blocks [Figure 142a or 189a] with modern hollow
terracotta wall construction blocks [Figure 189b], and with brique armée, that is,
reinforced brickwork [Figure 190b].

The recently discovered Roman terracotta block arch was published in an American
architectural magazine in 1899.45 The voussoirs of this Roman arch were hollow
bricks especially wedge-shaped to fit the curve of the segmental arch [Figure 189a].
A molding on one side of each brick is convex and on the other concave so that each
voussoir fits into the next like the tongue and groove moldings to timber
floorboards. For greater laminate strength these voussoirs slide into each other,
which is the architectonic Idea basic to ‘Knitlock’. In addition, the ‘Knitlock’ blocks
consist of ‘Vertabral’ blocks formed into column-piers at three-foot six-inch centres,
that is, on a seven-foot module, with infill ‘Tesseral’ blocks [Figure 190a].

Griffin used the modern hollow terracotta blocks construction technique [Figure
189b] in his design of the Arthur Rule House, Mason City, Iowa, 1912 [Figure 186c].
Griffin’s use of the term ‘Vertabral’ may have come from Cottançin, who used the
term ‘spinal stiffeners’ for his ribs and for cross-diagonal concentrations of mild steel
reinforcing bars in his reinforced concrete floor slabs, a reinforcing system that
Griffin used in the James Blythe House, Mason City, Iowa, 1913 [Figure 186d]. The
term ‘Tesseral’ was probably derived from tessera, an ancient Roman term for the
small square tiles used in mosaics.

The ‘Knitlock’ system of concrete block construction enabled an individual, a family,
builder or tradesman to be self-reliant, to make the concrete blocks on site with
which to build a house. A building owner could rent a ‘Knitlock’ machine to
manufacture on-site concrete building blocks [Figure 192a]. Griffin seemed to
emulate brick making in a brickyard on site at the University of Virginia, as Thomas

                                                  
44 Alexander James Macdonald, who assisted Griffin with the 1913 amended Canberra Plan, was
Commonwealth Patents Officer at this time.
45 The Brickbuilder, July 1899, p 134.
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Jefferson described in one of his letters to Joseph Cabell published in 1856.46 The
‘Knitlock’ machine that Griffin developed to manufacture the concrete blocks was
devised in the context of Arts & Crafts Movement concerns about industrialization.47

Griffin’s machine was essentially hand operated but took the drudgery out of
casting concrete blocks with hand held tools and hand-manipulated molds. The
hinged arm of the machine was swung over and pressed into the concrete lying in
the mold on the table to complete the indented profile of the block. Griffin thus
transferred an extruded clay tile pattern to a pressed mold pattern for concrete
blocks [Figures 189b & 190a]. The machine was fitted with mechanisms for applying
great pressure upon a somewhat dry concrete mix. The compression on the mixture
in the mold enabled a faster set to the concrete thus speedier tile production.48

With the help of family and friends at weekends Walter and Marion manufactured
concrete blocks for the construction of their own Melbourne house, ‘Pholiota’,
during 1922 [Figure 191a]. ‘Pholiota’, is a ‘Knitlock’ concrete block system house
similar in dimensions to Thomas Jefferson’s brickwork South Pavilion at
‘Monticello’, which was Jefferson’s first dwelling on the site, 1770-1772 [Figures 191b
& 192b]. The central square living room at ‘Pholiota’ is similar to the central square
living room of Jefferson’s retreat, ‘Poplar Forest’, 1820 [Figure 193a]. The alcove bed
spaces in ‘Pholiota’ resemble alcove beds in Jefferson’s second ‘Monticello’, from
1796 [Figure 193b]. I believe that the Griffins found comfort in the Idea that a simple
style of living was possible at ‘Pholiota’. Their living style was of the same kind that
Jefferson enjoyed in the South Pavilion at ‘Monticello’ where he drafted the
Declaration of Independence and the Virginia Constitution proclaimed in 1776.
Walter and Marion were indeed ‘successors’ to Thomas Jefferson living in their wee
house on the fringe of metropolitan Melbourne.

                                                  
46 Thomas Jefferson and Joseph Cabell, Early History of the University of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia
1856.
47 Richard Guy Wilson, “Chicago and the International Arts and Crafts Movements: Progressive and
Conservative Tendencies”, in John Zukowsky (editor), Chicago Architecture, Munich 1987, pp 209-227.
48 Professor Len Stevens alerted me to the faster tile production technique using compression.
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STYLE

In this chapter Griffin’s composite architectural style is discussed. The patterns that
Griffin adapted for the creation of the Initial Structure came from many architectural
eras and stylistic expressions. The diversity of Griffin’s patterns contributed to the
universality of his composite architectural style. The characteristics of simplicity and
abstraction were necessary to accommodate all of the patterns that Griffin selected
for inclusion. Mentors such as Nathan Clifford Ricker, John Wellborn Root and
Louis Henri Sullivan championed the stylistic qualities of repose, homogeneity,
harmony and unity. Griffin imbued the College design with these qualities.

Griffin’s exposure to Professor Ricker’s teaching of style at the University of Illinois
is considered in this chapter for its possible bearing on the Newman College design.
Similarly the issues of architectural style in the writings of the ‘Chicago School’
architects Root and Sullivan are examined.1 In addition the architectural style of
Griffin’s College design is discussed in relation to Richardson’s ‘Shingle Style’ from
18742, and to the domestic architectural style of the ‘Prairie School’ in Chicago
around 1900 to 1915.3 Since Walter Burley Griffin, Marion Lucy Mahony and Frank
Lloyd Wright were all practitioners within the Prairie School the architectural style
of Griffin’s design is compared and contrasted with appropriate residential
complexes designed by Frank Lloyd Wright and published in the 1910 ‘Wasmuth
Portfolio’.4

The illustrations relevant to this chapter are found in Volume 2 [Figures 152a-161].
The form of the initial Structure is briefly considered in the context of medieval and
classical architectural traditions [Figures 152a-153b]. The stylistic characteristics of

                                                  
1 Carl Condit, The Chicago School of Architecture: a History of Commercial and Public Building in the
Chicago Area, 1875-1925, Chicago 1964 (1952), passim.
2 Vincent Scully, The Shingle Style and the Stick Style: Revised Edition, New Haven 1971, pp 15-18.
3 H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School: Frank Lloyd Wright and His Midwest Contemporaries, New York
1976, pp 3-13.
4 Frank Lloyd Wright, Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe, Berlin 1910, passim. In their Sydney office the
Griffins had a copy of the so-called ‘Wasmuth Portfolio’ of Wright’s Oak Park Studio drawings. See
Richard Guy Wislon, “Chicago and the International Arts and Crafts Movements”, in John Zukowsky
(editor), Chicago Architecture 1872-1922, Chicago 1987, p 226, n 5.
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Griffin’s design are then examined in the context of Richardson’s Shingle Style
[Figures 154a & 154b]. In a longer section comparisons are made between the
architecture of the Prairie School and Newman College. The Chicago works of
Walter Burley Griffin and Frank Lloyd Wright are contrasted in order to distinguish
between their personal styles [Figures 155-161].

NEWMAN COLLEGE and ITS ARCHITECTURAL STYLE

The college benefactor, Thomas Donovan, insisted that the revival of the English
Tudor Gothic Style alone was appropriate for a college.5 In that regard Gothic
elements such as the pinnacles and the flèche appeared anew on the College dome.
Griffin recast their traditional details in innovative abstract and organic patterns.
However, his design expressed the spirit of both the Gothic and the Classic
architectural traditions. The traditional Classic Orders were not used although
trabeation and arcuation, the architectonic traditions of classicism, were used in a
new composite motif in the structural bays to the Initial Structure. The tripartite
horizontal pattern in the building was adapted from classical tradition. The garden
gateposts have a similar tripartite pattern of base, shaft and abstract capital block.

Griffin admitted to manifestations of the medieval Gothic Style in his precedents for
the design of Newman College.6 He explained that his pattern choices were related
to the Gothic in sunnier climates. Shallow gable roofs, he claimed, were preferable in
Melbourne’s climate compared to the steep roofs of gloomy northern Europe.
Further, he wrote that the lantern, pinnacles and ‘spire’ at Newman College were
derived from: ‘spiritual prototypes in Italy and Spain’, obtained from: ‘the historic
scholastic structures of the Catholic Church’ in southern Europe.7

The style of two significant medieval buildings of the French Romanesque [Figures
152b & 153b] are compared with the architectural style of the Initial Structure.
According to a theory well known at that time the first Gothic buildings were

                                                  
5 This issue was discussed earlier in Chapter 4 and is chronicled in Appendix A.
6 Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College”, in The Advocate, 25 December 1915, in Appendix B.
7 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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French, and the French Gothic Style was based in the French Romanesque.8 The
church of Saint-Front, Périgueux, and the abbey of Mont Saint-Michel were
examples of French Romanesque architecture that repeatedly featured in texts
familiar to Griffin.9 All three complexes were expressed as bastions against the
profane world [Figures 152a-153b]. Each was tiered upward to a vertical landmark
element seen in the central position in the college and abbey compositions, and to
one side of the central axis in the church building. Further, arches and domes
variously appear, as do massive stonework walls punctuated with small-scaled
window openings.

There is however an obvious and huge difference between the vast and lofty
dimensions of these French Romanesque buildings in comparison with the relatively
diminutive size of Newman College. Yet Griffin seemed to emulate the sublime
monumentality of these French buildings, while simultaneously scaling down the
height of the college building to human size. Newman College is a ground-hugging
retreat rather than an overwhelming eminence dominating a city or landscape.
Instead of the complexity of forms in these French Romanesque buildings the
symmetrical arrangement of the five conjoined blocks and the seven-foot modular
rhythm of the structural bays at Newman College created a classical unity and
repose.

But the architectural style of the Initial Structure can be appreciated without
reference to the sources of its patterns. For example, the ample and generous square
of space in the rear garden courtyard permits a distant view of the entire Initial

                                                  
8 Edouard Corroyer, Gothic Architecture, New York 1893, passim.
9 Saint- Front, Périgueux, France, 1120 AD, [Figure 152b] appears in Richard Phené Spiers,
Architecture East and West, London 1905, figure 70, and in the English translation of Corroyer, Gothic
Architecture, figures 1 & 2, pp 17f. The Abbey of Mont Saint-Michel, France, 1122-35, 1446-, [Figure
153b] appeared in the Griffin office copies of W Eden Nesfield, Specimens of Mediaeval Architecture,
London 1862, & Henry Adams, Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres, Boston 1913, also in the book on the
abbey by its restoration architect, Edouard Corroyer, Description de l’Abbaye du Mont Saint-Michel,
Paris 1877, passim, and in Corroyer, Gothic Architecture, figures 75-77, pp 118-120, which proposed that
the French Gothic was based in Ancient Roman, Byzantine and French Romanesque arches, vaults
and domes. In addition Montgomery Schuyler published an article on the abbey in Architectural
Record, January 1902, pp 9-36.
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Structure.10 Here the building appears to gently embrace the space. The form is at
rest and static through tiered levels [Figure 152a]. The varied shapes and heights of
the elements were reconciled through the dome’s diagonal of symmetry, horizontal
emphasis, and human scale. The dome dominates, yet unifies. From the garden the
roundness of the dome and the rotunda softly receive and return the rhythmic forces
of the cloister arcades. The transverse axes and taller masses of the end pavilions
visually contain the cloisters’ movement. The underlying modular and rhythmic
dimensions of their column-piers, segmental arches and ceiling vaults seem to
reciprocate the rhythmic proportions of the body when moving through its passages.
These eurhythmies at Newman College promote a spiritual extension of the self.

On the street side of the building the dome and its cluster of pinnacles, flèche and
lantern chevrons is omnipresent, a constant focus of attention in the building
composition [Figure 153a]. It is not possible to gain the same kind of calm distant
view that is seen in the rear garden. On the street-side the height of the building has
a greater presence and the relentless rhythm of the double-height column-piers
quickens movement toward the Rotunda and dome. A greater tension between the
horizontal and the vertical is apparent, heralding the more dynamic nature of spatial
arrangement and articulation within the building. Inside space flows in a coherent
functional sequence unifying the diversity of college activities and their varied and
particulate volumes.

In 1918 the visitor approached from the Swanston Street gateway, went around the
pathway to the central wall opening and entered the confines of the low and narrow
reception lobby, only to be suddenly embraced by the majestic space of the Dining
Hall. For students in 1918 the separate spatially compact staircases running between
the cloisters and the promenades above generated neighborhoods of eight students
each. The spatial sequence to the Dining Hall from the student sets involved coming
down these staircases to the low yet bright cloisters with their unimpeded views to
the rear garden courtyard, through a gateway of piers to the apsidal-ended lobby,

                                                  
10 See the Frontispiece or Figure 69b for Marion Mahony’s perspective drawing of the distant view of
the building from the rear garden courtyard.
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and into the welcoming space of the cavernous, hemispherical and lantern-lit
dome.11

NATHAN CLIFFORD RICKER, TEACHING STYLE in ARCHITECTURE, 1899

The concept of a personal architectural style is relevant in an evaluation of Griffin’s
Newman College design. Griffin like his Chicago colleagues was eclectic in his
approach.12 As a young man Griffin had before him a number of competing
interpretations and uses of the term ‘Style’ from men that he admired. Root in 1887,
Sullivan in 1888, and Ricker in 1899, wrote about varied architectural qualities in
their articles about ‘Style’. In these articles there are points of correlation, or
conversely of contradiction, with regard to Griffin’s writings and architectural style.
It is difficult to determine what impact these articles on style had upon Griffin.
Ricker’s influence may have been the most immediate for Griffin, as he was in day-
to-day contact during his university years, 1895-1899. Each writer used different
perceptions and criteria to the others with regard to style. Evidently Griffin was
empathetic to those theories that suited his own beliefs and temperament, those that
encompassed democracy, equity, ideal purpose, the organic, and universality.

Griffin completed his four years of university studies at the University of Illinois in
June 1899, the same month when Ricker ‘s discussion on architectural style was
published.13 Sometime earlier the magazine editor had circulated the following
question to all heads of architecture schools: ‘What do you consider to be your duty
in the teaching of architectural style?’ Griffin had been exposed to the matters Ricker
raised in his answer, namely that true architectural style was a function of rational
thought and artistic independence. Coincidental beliefs between Griffin and Ricker

                                                  
11 This kind of spatial sequence appeared in Griffin and Wright’s works - approach to a small-scale
entry, gloomy spatial diminution, then bright spatial release in the major volume - for example,
Larkin Building [Figure 157]. This sequence had appeared in Henry Hobson Richardson’s Ames Gate
Lodge [Figure 154b], and Philibert de l’Orme’s own house, Paris [Figure 184c].
12 Peter Collins, “Eclecticism”, in Changing Ideals in Modern Architecture 1750-1950, London 1965,
Chapter 12, pp 117-127, as discussed in Chapter 6.
13 Nathan Clifford Ricker, “Teaching Style in Architecture”, in The Inland Architect and News Record,
June 1899, p 46.
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seem to abound in this article suggesting that Griffin was much influenced by
Ricker’s ideas. Yet Griffin was not totally subject to them because he developed his
own views on architectural style. This becomes evident in several points of design in
the Initial Structure.

Ricker used an organic analogy to describe architectural harmony. Griffin also used
organic analogies that alluded to drawing plants and animals in describing his
design method.14 Ricker maintained that an artistically valuable work of architecture
was like a plant or an animal that has parts harmoniously related to all the other
parts and to the whole.15 He asserted that an architectural masterpiece had the unity
possessed by organisms and that the harmony of the parts in a masterpiece was
inherently natural. The architect merely discovered and revealed that innate
harmony.16 Other architects and writers that Griffin admired also used organic
analogies.17

Ricker emphasized the need to satisfy function in architecture. He held that details
were more strongly influenced by the chosen materials and system of construction
rather than by applications of ornamental detail. Griffin was clearly interested in
creating forms that followed function in the design of Newman College.18 He stated
that in the college design he relied upon frankly expressed materials.19 His details
exploited the surfaces of these materials whether stone, concrete, timber or
terracotta. He also exploited surface patterns found in manufactured materials. An
outstanding instance is the exposure of the low relief grid on one side of standard
terracotta tiles seen in the staircases [Figure 48a]. Ricker stated that climate was a
                                                  
14 Walter Burley Griffin, “Architecture in American Universities”, in RVIA Journal, December 1913, p
184, in Appendix C. Griffin described the Japanese method of drawing plants and animals.
15 Hanno-Walter Kruft, “The United States: from Thomas Jefferson to the Chicago School”, in A
History of Architectural Theory: from Vitruvius to the present, London 1994, pp 345-363. Kruft claims that
discussing architecture in relation to Nature and the ‘organic’ was well established in American
architectural theory during the 19th Century, culminating in the views of Root and of Sullivan.
16 Griffin may have read about this Renaissance idea, for example in Rudolph Redtenbacher’s article
on Michelangelo’s sculptures.
17 For example, Harry William Desmond as quoted on the Chapter 6 title page.
18 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in Appendix C. Griffin stated that “form follows function” was
Sullivan’s ‘slogan’.
19 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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determinant in the planning, form and details of buildings. Griffin’s choice of the
roof shape for the College he claimed was influenced by the local Australian
climate.20

Another point that Ricker raised was the gap between the initial aspirations and the
final realization of a building project. He wrote that the ultimate content of a public
building was achieved within specific political conditions and the budget restraints
of the brief. Ironically Griffin’s final submission for his degree at the University of
Illinois was a thesis on “Costs”.21 He was certainly made aware of the trials and
tribulations of politics and costs in relation to the Newman College commission and
its building design solution.22

Griffin chose patterns for the College design from a number of precedents expressly
because of their original meanings and ideal purposes.23 Ricker in contrast believed
that the original purpose and meaning of inherited and traditional motifs could be
forgotten without harm. Griffin never forgot that patterns were infused with their
original purpose and meaning. Notwithstanding his ambivalent attitude to inherited
meaning Ricker was convinced that allegiance to religious faith drove the noblest
work. Griffin expressed religious faith in the College design and noted that the
viewer would recognize motifs from other Catholic colleges, yet he strove for a
spiritual universality that was without ‘cult’.24 In the College iconography Griffin
desired to embrace all religions in the same way that the Parliament of Religions had
embraced all religions in Chicago in 1893.

Ricker expected an architectural masterpiece to be embellished with painting and
sculpture. In the Newman College design Griffin sought ornamental interest in
abstract geometry, organic flourishes, natural colours and stains, and avoided using
statues, scenic painting and polychromy. With regard to Ricker’s imperative of
painting, the Dining Hall ceiling at Newman College was originally awash with
                                                  
20 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
21 Nancy Price, “Walter Burley Griffin”, unpublished thesis, University of Sydney, 1933.
22 Appendix A, passim. Budget constraints, battles over the brief during the design phases, and hostile
articles about the finished building are chronicled.
23 Ideal purposes and meanings are discussed in Chapter 6.
24 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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coloured light from green, gold and orange electric light bulbs fitted behind the
plaster grille-work escutcheons at the springing points of the exposed ribs [Figures
146b & 146c].25 But this colouring of the Dining Hall was of a different order to
painting over the natural colours of timber, concrete, stucco and plaster in many
hues. However in the Griffins’ concurrent design of the Café Australia in the
commercial centre of Melbourne, 1915-1916, there were female sculptures and richly
painted surfaces highlighted in gold leaf.26 Such embellishments were clearly
thought inappropriate for the College.

Ricker advocated the principle that ‘good and honest construction’ was the most
important contribution to the expression of purpose, technological advancement and
the protective accommodation of the building’s inhabitants. Griffin claimed that
‘honesty of expression’ was manifested in the ‘purposes, facilities, and materials’ of
the College design.27 Walter and Marion appreciated the building and material
integrity realized in the simple functional spaces and artistically hand-wrought or
machine-crafted materials in the College design.

Ricker claimed that in his teaching he never required his students to become
adherents to a ‘single fixed style’, which was an ethical imperative in any Revival
Style. Ricker in fact demanded his students be familiar with all the buildings on a list
he had drawn up from a large variety of historical styles.28 Griffin engaged with a
variety of styles including some of the Orient out of which he forged a fluid and
flexible personal style. Thus the architecture of Newman College was a testament to
the personal style that Griffin eclectically evolved from many styles. He rationally
and independently chose architectural ideas and elements that he believed to be
ideal in purpose, and functionally appropriate for a new and contemporary college
building where democracy and equity were to reign.29

                                                  
25  Marion Mahony Griffin, “The Magic of America”, Chicago 1940-49, Section II, p 243.
26 See Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, Melbourne 1998, #1605-01 ‘Café
Australia, Melbourne, Victoria’, pp 135-139.
27 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
28 “Professor Nathan Clifford Ricker’s List”, in Appendix D, which did not include Oriental buildings.
29 Collins, op cit, p 118. Griffin was ‘eclectic’ in terms of the definition drawn up by the early 19th

Century French philosopher, Victor Cousins. In a local newspaper article published in Lucknow,
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Ricker taught that certain principles were constant in an architectural continuum.
Griffin layered a number of patterns that had similar underlying structures and
outlines irrespective of their stylistic origins. For example, the L-shape partis from
the rooftop walkway from the ‘Monticello’ house around to its northern pavilion
[Plate 6.1], the portion of temple gallery at Angkor [Figure 100b], the first
construction at Christ Church, Oxford [Figure 102b], and the Agora in ancient
Athens [Figure 104c], were all similar in pattern.30 All four partis Griffin adapted and
combined to create the composite parti for the Initial Structure. The hemispherical
dome type also had a number of precedents that were adapted from varied stylistic
periods and locations. For examples, the Pantheon in 2ndCentury Rome and Sancta
Sophia in 6th Century Constantinople were eligible precedents for a concrete dome of
hemispherical shape at the College. Other dome type precedents were buildings and
projects variously located in Sânchi in India in the 1st Century BC [Figure 114b], Paris
in 1567 [Figure 118], London in 1891 [Figure 114a], St Louis World’s Fair in 1904
[Figure 115], and Vienna in 1905 [Figure 116].

Ricker attempted to give his students appropriate lessons in construction and design
from models of all the well-known styles of the past. Nevertheless he cautioned that
the Classic Orders were often used to conceal design defects.31 Griffin obviously did
not design with the Classic Orders. Yet I believe that the capped pier motif that he
designed for the Swanston Street gateposts at Newman College [Figures 136a-138b]
was his personal interpretation of an ‘Order’, which followed in the wake of
Philibert de l’Orme’s ‘French Order’ during the late Renaissance, and Asher
Benjamin’s ‘Composite Order’ of 1839.32

                                                                                                                                                             
India, at the end of his life Griffin quoted Cousins: ‘all art is the extroversion of what in religion is
introversion’. See Mahony, “The Magic of America”, Section II, p 157.
30 Professor Philip Goad alerted me to the potential of the plan pattern of the Agora in Ancient
Athens.
31 Catharine Randall, Building Codes: the Aesthetics of Calvinism in Early Modern Europe, Philadelphia
1999, figure 1, p 11. The rejection of false concealment of real construction behind classical details was
a theme of Philibert de l’Orme and the next generation of French Calvinist architects.
32 Asher Benjamin, The Country Builder’s Assistant, Greenfield 1797, passim [Figure 137a]. Benjamin
was the first American architect to write and publish an architectural treatise.
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In his article Ricker insisted that a great work was never a composition of explicit
fragments or ornamental details from various eras of the past, a practice that was
ironically known in America at the end of the 19th Century as ‘eclecticism’.33 The
notion of eclecticism being an architectural polyglot in America was at variance with
the earlier method and meaning of eclecticism in France. The early 19th Century
French perception of eclecticism was that the individual attained a singular and
personal architectural language or style. From the past’s variety a new vibrant unity
was obtained. Rational and independent choices were made of elements or
architectural ideas from any part of the past or present appropriate to contemporary
life and art.34 However these diverse choices were molded into what was claimed to
be a single coherent ‘living system of thought’ harnessed to create ‘a living
architecture’. In this sense Griffin’s method was organic in itself.

Ricker held that an indigenous style would develop in America from the evolution
of local materials, construction and planning requirements. New form would follow
local functions. Ricker reckoned that the new skyscrapers and new domestic designs
in Chicago were evidence of an emerging indigenous style. Notwithstanding
Griffin’s thrust toward universality accepted that a direct and realistic approach to
local materials, techniques, and climate, and to accommodation of local social
conditions and temperament, could lead to a ‘national’ style.35 But his 1915
Christmas Day article stressed the universal and democratic intentions of his
Newman College design.36

                                                  
33 Harry William Desmond (editor), “Modern Architecture: a conversation”, in Architectural Record,
January-March 1892, pp 276-280. Desmond’s article was a fantasy conversation between Ictinus, the
architect of ancient Athens, and various deviant modern architects, including an ‘eclectic’, who
apparently added together pieces that were literally copied from various styles of the past.
34 Collins, “Eclecticism”, op cit, p 118.
35 Griffin, Advance Australia, October 1913, p 276.
36 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
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JOHN WELLBORN ROOT, STYLE, 1887

Griffin admired both the writings and the buildings of John Wellborn Root.37 Griffin
declared that his enduring respect for Root equaled that for Sullivan.38 There is no
evidence that Griffin thought of the college building, or architecture generally, as a
person with good manners, yet Root liked to compare a building’s style to the
qualities possessed by people of acquired wisdom and innate good manners.39 Root
believed that repose was the first of the desirable human qualities essential in
architectural style.

The architecture of Newman College indeed conveys repose through its tranquil
modular harmony and horizontal massing. Short vertical lines accented the
dominant horizontal mass evoking a sense of repose and unity. Repose, the
expression of quiescent and restful mass, seems a direct consequence of Griffin’s
engagement with the concept and discipline of architectonics. Further, Griffin sets
out to increase the impression of massiveness and repose with the splaying of
window and door surrounds.40 Indeed repose dominates the character of the Initial
Structure.

Mariana Van Rensselaer wrote about repose in the work of Henry Hobson
Richardson a year after Root’s article on style.41 She too defined repose as an
essential part of architectural style but differentiated three distinct aspects. Firstly,
repose was to be observed in massive stonework. Secondly, she found repose was a
resolution of line and mass. Thirdly, Van Rensselaer found repose in the
homogeneity of parts, in the repetition of shapes that were stylistically consistent.

                                                  
37 Nancy Price, op cit. Which of Root’s texts Griffin actually read is not known. Griffin admired Root’s
Woman’s Temple, 1890-92, and the Monadnock Block, 1889-1892 [Figures 12a & 12b].
38 Nancy Price, op cit. Hanno-Walter Kruft observed in A History of Architectural Theory: from Vitruvius
to the present, London 1994, p 356, that the writings of Sullivan and Root were equally influential in
Chicago School theory. Griffin mentioned Sullivan to his audience of Melbourne architects in 1913
because his audience he could assume knew of Sullivan through articles in local journals such as
Building. Root in 1913 had been deceased for 22 years and was relatively unknown.
39 John Wellborn Root, “Style”, in The Inland Architect and Builder, January 1887, p 99.
40 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
41 Mariana Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, 1888, p 114.
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The Newman College design reflects all three of these aspects of repose. The
stonework strongly expressed mass. Marion’s artistry with line and plane enriched
the architecture of Newman College. Stylistic consistency and homogeneity is
apparent in Griffin’s formal geometric themes, in the repetition of the structural
bays, and his uniform treatment of material surfaces.

Homogeneity was a crucial principle in Griffin’s theory and in his architectural style.
Griffin proposed that examples of traditional architecture had to be homogenous to
be relevant, and that homogeneity was still a necessary requirement for good
architecture.42 In Root’s view homogeneity of colour was another sign of repose in a
building. Van Rensselaer also discerned repose where she saw homogeneity
between the shapes of elements. She believed that Richardson’s so-called
‘Romanesque’ had repose due to its stylistic homogeneity. Richardson’s style was
hardly ‘Romanesque’, it being a composite derived from many cultures and eras in
the same way that Griffin’s Newman College design was a composite from a variety
of sources and styles.43

At Newman College Griffin employed long lengths of wall and long low cloisters
that achieved the kind of repose and style that Root particularly enjoyed. Root
stipulated that broad areas and lengths of masonry treated uniformly achieved
architectural style and repose as did the marking of building corners with simple
masonry masses. Griffin placed angled buttresses at the corners of the end pavilions
that enhanced this effect [Plate 6.4].

In his article Root raised the issue of human form and proportions in architectural
style. Griffin, in accordance with normal practice in Melbourne at the time,
dimensioned the Newman College design in feet and inches, dimensional units that
are of course based on units of the body. Griffin employed the ‘unit measure of

                                                  
42 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in Appendix C.
43 Nancy Price, op cit. Griffin stated that Richardson’s Romanesque was: a ‘temporary variant amongst
historic style revivals’. However the architectural historian Henry-Russell Hitchcock established in
1936 that Richardson was not at all a revivalist. Richardson’s Romanesque was an eclectic
amalgamation of many styles. Some elements, but not all, were French Romanesque. See Hitchcock,
The Architecture of HH Richardson and His Times, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1961, pp 184f.
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seven-foot for this modulus of the whole structure’.44 He wrote that his main reason
for choosing the seven-foot module was that the college design required ‘low and
multiple rooms’ compatible with the brief and the building’s setting. An ideational
aspect to the practical benefits of the seven-foot module was its compatibility with
the human body. The module has a proportional system of 1:1, which of course is
the proportional ratio of a square. In architectural tradition after the ancient Roman
architect, Vitruvius, it was considered that the anthropomorphic dimensions of an
ideal man with legs together and arms stretched out on the horizontal fitted within a
square. The ideal man with legs and arms apart on the diagonals fitted within a
circle drawn around the square.45 This diagram may have guided Griffin’s thinking
about the square of the dining space within the circle of the dome [Figure 51].

The only source found for Griffin’s choice of a seven-foot ‘modulus’ was Jefferson’s
seven-foot module for the first house at the University of Virginia, Pavilion VII
[Figure 97a]. Griffin vaguely recalled the measurements of the human body in
choosing a seven-foot module. In Marion’s memoirs, however, there is a hint that
Griffin valued pure numbers such as seven as metaphysical and magical entities.46

The transpositions of human proportions and human form to architecture were
extolled by Root in his article on style. Griffin seems to make a transposition of
human proportions to the architecture of Newman College yet he apparently
adapted plant and crystal forms rather than human form in its expression [Figures
138a & 142c].

Griffin’s squat column-piers, the two-storey pilasters, and the entrance gateposts
were highly abstract geometric shapes. The squat column-piers in the cloisters evoke
the human body but the pilasters and the garden gateposts to Swanston Street were
too attenuated to relate anthropomorphically in the tradition of classical architecture
[Figure 136a]. The gateposts have a base, shaft and capital and are seven feet high,
                                                  
44 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
45 Spiro Kostof, History of Architecture, New York 1995, figure 9.5, p 195. Leonardo da Vinci drew the
most famous Vitruvian diagram, the proportions of the ideal man fitted within a square and circle.
46 Mahony, op cit, pp 180-82, 191. Marion included Walter’s text on numbers and their metaphysical
meanings that originated with Rudolph Steiner, the Anthroposophist. As the Griffins only joined the
Anthroposophical Society in Sydney in the early 1930s I am uncertain whether Griffin applied these
numbers and meanings to the College dimensions in 1915-18.
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yet the proportion of the width to the height does not relate to the image of the
human body and hence eludes traditional classical column proportions.

A diagram by Philibert de l’Orme suggests that classical columns have rustic origins
in the tree trunk [Figure 138a], rather than columns having origins in the
representation of the human body, as Vitruvius would have it. Similarly de l’Orme
drew a dome as a worn and rounded natural outcrop of rocks [Figure 118]. In
sympathy with this kind of naturalistic perception tree-forms were adapted in the
architectural expression of Griffin’s pinnacles to the dome at Newman College
[Figure 120a]. Griffin referred to crystals in the pair of projecting voussoirs to each
segmental arch [Plate 6.3a]. Overwhelmingly however, the rhythms and scale of
Newman College are empathetic with our bodies, a receptive vessel for slow-
measured yet exhilarating human movement.

Griffin apparently accepted Root’s urge to create harmony between the details and
the whole. This concept was of course a well-known traditional idea. Griffin
established such harmony through the module and abstract geometric patterns
rather than with application of proportional rules and classical details. For example,
the square is harmonically repeated in scales ranging from the grid pattern in the
staircase tread and riser tiles to the crossing squares in the plan of the dome [Figures
48a & 52]. Similarly the rotated half-square is thematically treated in different scales.
The section profile to the dining hall timber door railings is half a square as is the
section profile of the dome ribs [Figures 48c and 54]. A wedge-shape appears in the
two projecting keystones of each segmental arch thematically picked up in the
wedge-shapes of the Griffins’ college furniture [Figure 48d]. Griffin kept a
disciplined geometric control of these many motifs. Root thought that unity of
expression was achieved in containing the scope of detail. The repetition of simple
geometric patterns in the service of elements of different sizes and scales was
Griffin’s way to achieve containment and unity of expression.

The diversity of Griffin’s sources was an indication of his broad knowledge of art
and architecture. Root asserted that the degree of refinement in a building depended
upon the architect’s familiarity with great art and architecture. Root concluded that a
thirst for knowledge, urbane judgement and modesty were essential qualities in an
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architect desiring to foster style in architecture, qualities readily distinguishable in
the person and character of Walter Burley Griffin.47

GOTTFRIED SEMPER and OTTO WAGNER

Griffin was exposed to the theories of Semper and Wagner through his personal
contact with Ricker and his admiration for Root. Root shared with Ricker an interest
in the contemporary architecture and theory of Germany. Both translated texts from
German to English for publication in Chicago architectural magazines.48 These texts,
from the writings of Gottfried Semper and Otto Wagner respectively, dealt with
issues of architectural style. As such Root’s published translation of Semper in 1889-
1890, and Ricker’s translation of Wagner in 1901, influenced the development of
architectural theory in Chicago during the last decade of the 19th Century and into
the beginning of the 20th Century.

Both Semper and Wagner influenced Griffin’s architectural approach. During the
1890s Griffin was a University of Illinois student and during the 1900s he was a
practicing Chicago architect. Walter and Marion visited Vienna during February
1914 where Wagner was the leading architect and educator. Thereafter Walter
corresponded from Chicago with Wagner prior to the Griffins’ arrival in Melbourne
in May 1914. Wagner based his ideas on those of Semper in which architectural form
was claimed to consist of four ‘basic elements’ the platform, the roof, the enclosure,
and the hearth.49 Three of these elements – the platform, roof and enclosure - were
articulated with considerable care and power in the design of Newman College,
where it was irrelevant for Griffin to include the hearth element as such. A
reticulated steam radiator system was installed rather than building traditional

                                                  
47 Root also advocated: ‘soundness of purpose’. Root added the qualities of discretion, knowledge,
and urbanity.
48 John Wellborn Root, “Development of Architectural Style”, in The Inland Architect and Builder,
December 1889, pp 76-78 & February 1890, pp 5f, which were excerpts translated from Gottfried
Semper, Der Stil in den technischen und tektonischen Künsten, Franfurt, 1860. Nathan Clifford Ricker,
“Modern Architecture”, The Brickbuilder, June-August 1901, pp 124-128, 143-147 & 165-171, which
were excerpts translated from Otto Wagner, Moderne Architektur, Vienna 1896.
49 Kruft, op cit, p 320.
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fireplaces. The stonework base of the College design is a visually pronounced
platform. While the shape of the shallow gable roofs to the residential wings was
largely hidden behind the parapets the reinforced concrete dome roof marks the
central space for College dining and meetings. The walls were double enclosures of
stone and reinforced concrete. However, the hearth as the central element was not
feasible or desirable for Newman College staff and students. In Griffin’s house
designs the hearth is dramatically expressed in new and innovative forms [Figure
57b].50 Griffin replaced the element of the hearth in his College design with the
central heaven-lit world-dome above the Dining Hall where the college family meets
and dines together.

The use of crystalline geometries in the ribbed dome, the splay to wall openings, the
lantern windows and the flèche at Newman College were examples of the way
Griffin exploited the ‘eurhythmy of crystals’ idea in Semper’s organic theory.51 The
double keystones to the segmental arches appear to be crystals emerging from rock
strata. According to Semper pure geometric forms are: ‘symbols of the universe,
which knows nothing beyond itself’.52 The dome type is recognized as a universal
symbol and Griffin’s orientation of this symbol to the cardinal directions aligned it
directly with the earth’s sphere. Semper it is claimed engaged with a complex
interplay between space, material and ideational forces.53 Interplay between spatial
and formal types, material technologies, and ideal purposes engaged Griffin in the
creation of the Newman College design.

In turn Otto Wagner sought to reclaim from engineers the aesthetic developments
for the new technologies of iron and concrete. Wagner wrote that: ‘style, in the true
sense, is the product of new materials, new technology and social change’.54 With his
basic architectural training in engineering Griffin was empathetic to Wagner’s

                                                  
50 Behind Walter’s seated figure in Figure 57b is the large prismatic pre-cast reinforced concrete
chimney-breast to the living room in the Lippincott House, 1917 [Figures 26a & 26b].
51 Kruft, op cit, p 314. Marion claimed that in the modern era: ‘freer forms developed to be carried on
later by Griffin in an endless variety of crystalline forms’, in “Architecture incomplete without town
planning”, in “The Magic of America”, Chicago 1940-49, Section IV, p 380.
52 Kruft, op cit, p 314.
53 Kruft, op cit, p 315.
54 Kruft, op cit, p 321.
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views.55 Griffin chose reinforced concrete technology as his means to produce this
educationally advanced College. In the architectonic expression of the Newman
College construction the practicalities of the College design were uppermost in
Griffin’s mind.56 Other principles of Wagner’s resonated strongly with Griffin,
namely, that the design conception and resultant style must have the utmost
simplicity, that the construction and materials had to aesthetically dominate the
expression of its architectural style, and that society continually evolved.

LOUIS SULLIVAN, STYLE, 1888

Griffin believed Root and Sullivan contributed equally to the evolution of new
architecture in Chicago.57 Sullivan wrote about the subject of style as early as 1888.58

His later articles were equally significant for Griffin and they are discussed at the
end of this section.59 The earlier article provides insights into the interpretation of
‘Style’ at the time. The word ‘Style’ had accumulated a multiplicity of meanings for
Sullivan because he believed it applied to: ‘art, nature and in the soul’.60 According
to Sullivan style was the outcome of a subjective synthesis of objective data: at the
project’s beginning the architect became familiar with quantitative data to which his
architectural theory was applied. Subsequently abstraction and reason were
surrendered to subjective emotions, intuition and synthesis in the creative act. He
believed that the final synthesis involved the cultivated eye, ear, hand, the heart, and
the soul. Sullivan’s emphasis upon the authority of the soul and upon intuitive
processes gave his views on architectural style a typical Transcendentalist
interpretation.61 Due to his own upbringing as a Congregationalist Griffin had been
                                                  
55 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in Appendix C.
56 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
57 Nancy Price, op cit.
58 Robert Twombly (editor), Louis Sullivan: the Public Papers, Chicago 1988, pp 45-52. Sullivan
presented “Style” to the Chicago Architectural Sketch Club on April 9, 1888. This paper was soon
published in The Inland Architect and News Record, May 1888, pp 59f.
59 The later Sullivan articles were: “The Young Man in Architecture” (1900), & “What is
Architecture?” (1906), in Twombly, op cit, pp 131-144 & 174-196 respectively.
60 Twombly, “Style”, op cit, p 48.
61 Kruft, op cit, p 347, states that Transcendentalism arose in the 1830s. Through its theorists such as
Ralph Waldo Emerson an organic and functionalist aesthetic evolved with implications for 19th and
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exposed to the Transcendentalist perceptions of the soul, reliance upon intuition,
and a respect for nature as a teacher.62 His position on architectural style was thus
predisposed in these ways when the Newman College commission began in 1915.

The design process that Griffin followed for Newman College is comparable with
that described by Sullivan in his article. For Griffin this process firstly involved the
collection and collation of data for the college brief. Awarded the commission Griffin
transformed the data of the brief through his own ideals of purpose, and his many
ideas embracing universality, democracy, equity, and the organic. He engaged with
partis, typological and architectonic patterns from precedence to inform the
underlying structure and outline of his first diagram. This diagram was then
developed into a sketch presentation in collaboration with Marion Mahony and her
assistants including Roy and Genevieve Lippincott.

Griffin successfully shepherded through his vision for the design of the College. In
his article Sullivan had concluded that ‘Style’ reflected an individual’s unique and
personal architectural consistency and artistry. Griffin also believed that architecture
was an art. For example, he considered the arts of architecture and music together in
the very first paragraph of his 1915 article.63 The whole thrust of Sullivan’s writing
was that the individual was the authority responsible for the work of art, as it should
be in a true democracy, a thought that evidently appealed to Griffin. Sullivan also
maintained that the individual’s development of style was made sound through the
processes of work experiences and self-criticism.

Sullivan believed that the essence of style lay in the identity of the building as an
organism. He explained that each building as an organism should respond to its
particular surroundings, a principle also basic to Griffin. For example, Griffin
outlined in the first paragraph of his 1915 Christmas Day article that architecture is
                                                                                                                                                             
20th Century American architectural theory. Evidently in Marion’s memoirs, Section III, and in Henry
George association newspapers, the Griffins knew the writings of Ralph Waldo Emerson.
62 The Congragationalists or Trinitarians, maintained the Catechism, and the Unitarians, who
followed John Locke (1632-1704) and his rationalism, let the Catechism lapse. During the 1820s and
1830s the philosophy of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) and the concept of the Transcendental
profoundly affected both churches.
63 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B. ‘Aesthetic Considerations’ were Griffin’s first concern.
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the structural modulation of space both inside and outside. The Initial Structure
design was integrated with its landscape setting from its first inception. Further,
Sullivan likened a building with true style to a tree. We are thus reminded of
Philibert de l’Orme’s rustic column and Griffin’s budding pinnacles. Sullivan used
the analogy of a pine tree, which has distinctive parts and a wholeness that
distinguishes it from other pine trees, and also from other species of tree. Certainly
Newman College is stylistically a distinctive college building amongst the group of
college buildings at the University of Melbourne, and it is also distinctive compared
to colleges in general. The architecture of Newman College has a specific identity.

On 9 June 1900 Walter Burley Griffin attended the final banquet of the Architectural
League of America Convention in the 10th floor dining room in Louis Sullivan’s 1888
Auditorium Building.64 Here Sullivan presented his talk, “The Young Man in
Architecture” that was so influential upon Griffin.65 During the lecture Sullivan
implied that architectonics was fundamental to architecture, that in the great styles
were found two ‘Elements of Architecture’, the first ‘Element’ consisting of: ‘two
uprights, and a horizontal connecting them’, and the second ‘Element’ consisting of:
‘two bulky masses and an arch connecting them - revolve your arches and masses
and you have a dome’.66 In the prevailing climate of Ecole des Beaux Arts theory
practiced in American architecture it was rare for a great architect to recommend
basic architectonics. Sullivan appropriated the term ‘Elements of Architecture’ from
Ecole des Beaux Arts elemental composition theory and applied it to the
architectonics of trabeation and arcuation. These architectonics of trabeation and
arcuation, Sullivan’s ‘Elements of Architecture’, were vital in Griffin’s College
design.

In his paper of 1906, “What is Architecture?”, Sullivan renumbered his ‘Elements of
Architecture’. Instead of only two he now wrote of three ‘Elements of Architecture’:
‘elementary forms, the pier, the lintel and the arch’, that change: ‘in form, purpose

                                                  
64 David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York 2000, p 75. This hotel dining room was the inspiration
for the form of the ceiling in the Oratory of Newman College [Figures 135a & 135b].
65 Paul Kruty, Walter Burley Griffin in America, Urbana, Illinois 1996, p 16.
66 Twombly, “The Young Man in Architecture”, op cit, pp 134f.
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and expression across the ages’.67 Sullivan asserted that: ‘each building is a product
and index of the civilization at the time, of the people of the time and place’.68 Griffin
echoed this view in 1927 when he wrote: ‘I like to believe that buildings convey the
most truth of the mental and spiritual states of various peoples and time’.69 Griffin
intended that the architecture of Newman College would benefit students, and
would connect with the community at large through its urban design.

NEWMAN COLLEGE and the SHINGLE STYLE and the PRAIRIE SCHOOL

A radical and independent vision is apparent in Griffin’s personal style at Newman
College, 1915-18. The personal style that Griffin began to evolve in Chicago, 1899-
1914, was classified as part of the ‘Prairie School’ in the 1970s.70 This School is
thought to have common characteristics seen in some residential buildings in
Chicago and the Midwest from the 1890s to about 1915. But Griffin and his
colleagues were eclectic in their approach to style, which is difficult to reconcile with
the common perception that their varied works were stylistically the same. H Allen
Brooks found that some architectural qualities were shared within the ‘Prairie
School’. However, Brooks recognized that each of the Prairie School architects
achieved an individual expression. A few of them including Frank Lloyd Wright and
Walter Burley Griffin created diverse personal styles of great originality and
distinction.

The Prairie School architects indeed shared aspirations for creating a new American
architecture appropriate to the landscape of the Midwest prairies. Horizontal
emphasis, with vertical accents, was basic to their works, as was the continuity of
line and plane, an inheritance from the earlier Shingle Style.71 Each responded in a
personal way to the rapidly changing technologies and changing social conditions in
Chicago. Many worked in the same building, either in the loft of Steinway Hall in
                                                  
67 Twombly, “What is Architecture?”, op cit, p 175. This paper was also published in The Craftsman,
1906, and parts of it in the Sydney magazine Building, October and November 1914.
68 Twombly, “What is Architecture?”, op cit, p 177.
69 Walter Burley Griffin, “Building for Nature”, Advance! Australia, 1927.
70 Brooks, op cit, passim.
71 Brooks, op cit, p 5.
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central Chicago, or with the prodigious job-winner, Frank Lloyd Wright, in his
Studio in western suburban Oak Park.72 They tended to share affiliations with artist
or architect clubs and societies but most of all they were spellbound by the ideas and
architectural style of the older generation Louis Sullivan, the spiritual leader of the
school.73

Griffin and his peers were aware of developments in the eastern States of America
during the 1870s and 1880s, and adapted the earlier Shingle Style created by Henry
Hobson Richardson.74 According to individual tastes and in different measure other
sources were adapted into their personal styles ranging from Classicism to the
Gothic, or the Oriental architecture of Japan to the Viennese Sezession of Otto
Wagner’s followers. It seems that for the eclectic Griffin all of these ‘Styles’ had
valuable lessons in terms of underlying compositional structures and outlines.

There were two influences upon architecture in Chicago that may have affected
Griffin’s architectural style before he came to Melbourne. One influence was the
Shingle Style. The second was that of the Prairie School. But with the latter the issue
is the nature and extent of Griffin’s personal involvement in creating the Prairie
School’s stylistic characteristics.75 Scholars claim that the architects of the Prairie
School, of which Walter and Marion were part, adapted and modified Richardson’s
Shingle Style, and that this source provided the commonality between Prairie School
architects.76 It is pertinent to compare the architecture of Newman College with
examples both of the Shingle Style and the Prairie School.

Griffin adapted architectural ideas for the college design from historical precedents
but he was not a Revivalist. In the same way Griffin apparently adapted some

                                                  
72 Walter for example worked in Steinway Hall 1899-1900, the Oak Park Studio 1901-1906, and back
again to Steinway Hall before moving into a separate office on Monroe Street. Marion remained on
and off with the Oak Park Studio from 1895 to 1909.
73 Brooks, op cit, p 7.
74 Scully, op cit, p 159f.
75 Brooks, op cit, p 5. Other Prairie School architects significant in the Griffins’ careers included Francis
Barry Byrne, George Robinson Dean, Dwight Heald Perkins, William Gray Purcell, Robert Clossen
Spencer Junior, Henry Webster Tomlinson, and Frank Lloyd Wright.
76 Scully, op cit, p 159f, and Brooks, op cit, p 5, both make this claim.
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architectural ideas from contemporary architectural models without being a stylistic
copier. It is inconceivable that Griffin was a follower of a defined style or school, or
was a pupil to a master architect. He was well aware of the works of Richardson and
the principles of Sullivan, but perceptions of ‘Shingle Style’, ‘Chicago School’ and
‘Prairie School’ occurred at least 50 years later. During Griffin’s visit to Melbourne in
1913 he proclaimed that if it had not been for the inspiration of Louis Sullivan he
might have been a follower. Instead he became an individualist with a personal
architectural style, and like Frank Lloyd Wright, he followed Sullivan’s principles
and not Sullivan’s style.77

There are points of similarity between the eclectic architectural styles of Griffin and
Richardson. Griffin, like Richardson, preferred regularity and simple uncluttered
geometry. Griffin’s College design derived compactness from its exceedingly long
lengths of unbroken wall.78 Precedence for geometric regularity and compactness
appear in Richardson’s William Watts Sherman House, Newport, Rhode Island,
1874-76, and his Ames Gate Lodge, North Easton, Massachusetts, 1880-81 [Figures
154a & 154b]. The Sherman House established Richardson’s new Shingle Style and
the Lodge was its apogee.79 The plans of these two houses were more compact and
spatially flowing than the assemblies of boxed spaces in the prior Stick Style in
which every room was articulated in a picturesque and irregular plan outline.80

However there are differences between the movement patterns experienced in
Griffin’s and in Richardson’s spaces. In the Residence Wings of the Initial Structure
each student set had an entry door from the staircase in one corner of the study
[Figure 65]. In the centre of the next wall inside was the bedroom door. Thus Griffin
engaged each student occupant with angled movement between the entry and
bedroom doors across the space of the study. Richardson by comparison exploited

                                                  
77 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in Appendix C.
78 Griffin’s regular geometry contrasted with the fragmented and indented plans of the earlier
Protestant College plans at the University of Melbourne [Plate 2.1].
79 Scully, op cit, pp 14-18 & 91-93 respectively. See also Vincent Scully, American Architecture and
Urbanism, London 1969, pp 112f & 115.
80 For further views and a plan of the Watts-Sherman House see Scully, op cit, figures 9-13, pp 114f.
The domestic timber Stick Style arose in the 1840s epitomized by Dudley Newton, Sturtevant House,
Middletown, Rhode Island, 1872, in Scully, op cit, figures 21-23, p lixf.
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the sensation of moving on angles across rectilinear spaces. Within the Watts
Sherman House for example Richardson placed wide doorways aligned to generate
diagonal vistas and movement angling across the rectangular rooms. This
compositional tactic of parallax was Richardson’s startling innovation with the
interiors of his Shingle Style houses. In contrast the angled movement across the
College studies had only a tentative parallax effect.

Instead of exploiting effects of parallax Griffin used a frontal approach for anyone
turning from the cloister to enter the Dining Hall. Movement into the Dining Hall at
Newman College was aligned upon the diagonals through the dome [Figure 51].
Griffin rearranged the architectural elements of the entrance lobbies so that the wide
doorways were at right angles to the diagonals through the domed volume. The
frontal movement and frontal views were a characteristic of Griffin’s style at
Newman College distinguishing it from Richardson’s picturesque parallax effects.

A similarity in horizontal emphasis is seen in the design of Newman College and in
the works of the Shingle Style [Figures 154a & 154b]. Griffin settled the form of the
Initial Structure compactly into the flat site in a similar way to Richardson’s Ames
Gate Lodge [Figure 154b]. Griffin wrote about the horizontal emphasis in the College
design, and his planning reasons for a low-lying spread as against building
upward.81 The horizontal emphasis was achieved through the provision of the long
bands of segmental arches, smooth stonework bands to the student sets between
rough texture bands to the base and parapets, and low cloister and room heights
inside. Wall openings have a visual connection and spatial flow between the inner
cloisters and the adjacent rear garden courtyard. An interweaving of inside and
outside spaces occurs with the long bands of windows in the Lodge.82 Nevertheless
Griffin used single casement windows with surrounds homogenous in material and
colour with the walls, whereas Richardson outlined his window bands in dark stone.

The battered base at Newman College was a motif adapted from Philibert de
l’Orme’s architecture [Plate 6.2a], as much as from Richardson’s works. A heavy
articulated base is apparent in Richardson’s Lodge, which appears to grow out of the

                                                  
81 Griffin, op cit, The Advocate, in Appendix B.
82 Scully, op cit, p 99.
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earth itself.83 The sensation of a building growing naturally out of the ground must
have appealed to Griffin as a positive response to the idea that a building is an
organism. This idea was manifested in the writings of Ricker, Root and Sullivan, and
in the form of de l’Orme’s dome [Figure 118]. With regard to the College
promenades the Lodge design may have again influenced Griffin. The Lodge
balcony included a transcendental motif of the rocky ledge overlooking natural
landscape.84

Griffin’s roofs to the Residential Wings are low shallow gable shapes behind the
parapets. One of the possible sources for the shallow gable roofs at Newman College
are the gable roofs in the Shingle Style that have amongst other sources the typical
shallow pitch of French-Swiss chalet roofs. In the Wing roofs Griffin referred
nevertheless to a wide range of precedents including Oriental architecture models.
Richardson himself had referred to the shapes of Chinese and Japanese roofs in the
Lodge building [Figure 154b].85 A precedent for Griffin’s gabled ends to the
Education and Recreation Buildings was a typical Chinese temple pattern [Plate 6.4].
Richardson’s references to both Oriental and Occidental medieval sources were
precedence for Griffin’s own explorations.

Horizontal emphasis for the Prairie School architects, 1895-1915, reflected the
unbroken horizon lines of the vast Midwest prairies embodying the spirit of freedom
and democracy.86 Prairie School architecture was characterized as having single or
multiple masses, long and shallow angled hip or gable roofs, horizontal window
bands, and visible solid base foundations. In this broad architectural definition the
Shingle Style, Prairie School architecture, and the architecture of Newman College

                                                  
83 William Pierson, “The Beauty of Belief”, in Maureen Meister, (editor), HH Richardson: the Architect,
His Peers, and Their Era, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1999, pp. xxxix. William Pierson likened the Ames
Gate Lodge building to natural landscape: ‘The gate lodge is a mountain in miniature, in effect a
living organism with its internal energies contained and directed by its walls and buttresses’.
84 William Pierson, op cit, pp xxxviii-xxxix. The balcony in the Lodge building served as a metaphor
for the rocky ledge in nature that enables a view of the wide world. The architectonic idea for this
motif originated with Ralph Waldo Emerson. The literature available to Griffin that discussed the
transcendental motifs seen in the Lodge design is not known.
85 Margaret Henderson Floyd, Henry Hobson Richardson, New York 1997, pp 189-192.
86 Brooks, op cit, p 5.
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were linked. However the horizontal window bands seen in the Watts Sherman
House, the Ames Gate Lodge and typical Prairie School works [Figure 156b] did not
reappear in the Newman College building. They did however in other Griffin works
[Figure 182a].87 Pictorial continuity of line, edge and plane, attributes of the Prairie
School, were usual characteristics in Griffin’s works including the College design.
Certainly the use of short vertical lines to anchor the dominant horizontal lines were
devices shared in works of the Prairie School and Griffin especially in the case of the
architecture of Newman College.

NEWMAN COLLEGE and WRIGHT’S WORKS, WASMUTH PORTFOLIO, 1910

Griffin himself was prominent in the development of Prairie School architecture so it
comes as no surprise that the Newman College design contained many of its general
characteristics, notwithstanding Frank Lloyd Wright’s claim that Griffin and his
peers were merely his disciples, acolytes or neophytes.88 Conversely, an employee,
Charles White, recorded in a letter of 1903 that Wright himself claimed to allow
absolute design freedom to architects such as Griffin working in the Studio, and that
each design was criticized by all in the Oak Park Studio before presentation to a
client.89

Yet the precedents for Griffin’s architectural patterns at Newman College encompass
a much broader range than that of the Shingle Style and Prairie School domestic
architecture characteristics. Griffin clearly did not rely entirely upon any building or
buildings by Henry Hobson Richardson or Frank Lloyd Wright as exclusive sources
for the architectural style of Newman College. Notably a study of the works of Frank
Lloyd Wright before 1915 did not yield any project that resembled Newman College
in its program, plan, construction or form. Wright’s residential complexes, or his

                                                  
87 Griffin’s Golf Club Building, Elmhurst, 1900, was the first of a number of his works with
characteristic horizontal window bands beneath wide overhanging eaves.
88 Frank Lloyd Wright, “In the Cause of Architecture: Second Paper”, in Architectural Record, May
1914, pp 405-413. Wright claimed during the same month when the Griffins arrived in Australia that
he alone had created the new domestic architectural style in Chicago.
89 Nancy Morris Smith (editor), “Letters, 1903-1906, by Charles E White Jr. from the Studio of Frank
Lloyd Wright”, in the Journal of Architectural Education, Fall 1971, p 104.
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larger-scale office or church did not provide Griffin with the partis, types or
architectonics used in the Newman College design. Indeed there is no Wright project
that proposed, let alone realized, a ribbed reinforced concrete dome, or a scheme
that placed a central rotunda at the corner of an L-shaped building. Prior to 1915
Wright was never commissioned to design a university college.

Walter Burley Griffin worked in the Oak Park Studio between 1901 and 1906. Frank
Lloyd Wright departed his Chicago practice in 1909 and set up a drafting studio in
Italy to enable him and his team to prepare the drawings for the Wasmuth
Volumes.90 In Italy the drawing output of the Oak Park Studio was selectively traced
and rendered in a uniform style. Many scholars claim that Marion Mahony was the
person who originally drew the Studio’s perspective drawings, so her sheet
compositions and drafting style were re-presented to the world in the 1910 Wasmuth
Portfolio as Wright’s work alone [Figures 155 & 157-161]. Wright’s adapted drawing
style for the portfolio volume was relatively mechanistic compared to Marion’s
originals. Further, Wright’s draftsmen added overlays of shadows, an Ecole des
Beaux-Arts convention that Marion eschewed [Frontispiece].

Both Marion and Walter were at work with Frank Lloyd Wright in the Oak Park
Studio in January 1901.91  One of their first projects together was the Hickox House,
1901 [Figure 155].92 This house suggests a new direction for the architecture that
Wright and the Studio now began to produce on a regular basis. The style of this
house is generally of the Shingle Style but for the first time in the Studio’s work the
Hickox House has a specific resemblance to French-Swiss chalets that were a source

                                                  
90 Wright, Ausgeführte Bauten und Entwürfe, passim.
91 Grant Manson Papers, Oak Park Public Library & Paul Kruty, “Walter Burley Griffin”, in Maldre &
Kruty, Walter Burley Griffin in America, Urbana, Illinois 1996, p 18.
92 Wright in Chicago Architectural Club Annual, 1902, himself gave 1901 as the date for the Hickox
House. But Wright’s date given later is 1900 seen in William Allin Storrer, The Frank Lloyd Wright
Companion, Chicago 1993, p 53, a date if true excluded Griffin from involvement in the Hickox House.
Grant Carpenter Manson, The Early Work of Frank Lloyd Wright, New York 1982, footnote p 8, warns
that the Wasmuth volumes are ‘alive with mistaken datings’, and that every date deserves to be
checked.
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of particular later interest to Griffin.93 Indeed the shallow-gable chalet-roof type is
traced in the roofs Griffin designed for the Student Residential Wings at Newman
College.94 The plan of the Hickox house has been described as reminiscent of
Jefferson’s first plan of ‘Monticello’ [Plate 6.1].95 The frame motif in the Hickox
House appeared only once before amongst Wright’s works prior to 1901.96

Patterns from the Hickox House re-appeared in the Willits House, 1902-1903 [Figure
156b]. The Willits House design is considered to be the apogee of Wright’s early
houses and it is one of the most discussed examples of the Prairie School, indeed of
Wright’s complete works. The unified plan, the firm base, and the elongated planes
exhibited in this house are also some of the qualities of the architecture of Newman
College. The landscape design for the Willits house was in fact by Griffin, who also
supervised the construction.97 Innovative timber trusses were designed to support
the unusually wide ceilings and roof.98 Griffin’s university training in graphic statics
enabled him to design such roof trusses, as he apparently did for the roofs in the
Student Residential Wings at Newman College.99 But the Willits House has the

                                                  
93 Jean Schopfer “Wooden houses in Switzerland”, in Architectural Record, April-June 1897, pp 415-428,
& July-September 1897, pp 33-61 & Jeff Turnbull, “A reading of the Griffins’ early Australian work”,
in Turnbull and Navaretti, The Griffins in Australia and India, 1998, figures 13 & 14, p 54, which figures
compare a Swiss chalet with the Bradley house, Kankakee, concurrent with the Hickox House.
94 The chalet gable roofs in Schopfer’s articles, and in the 1901 Hickox house, have raked or clipped
gable ends typical of future Griffin houses, although not in the roofs at Newman College. The raked
gable end roof type is described as the ‘Griffin Roof’ in Grant Manson’s index of Oak Park houses in
the Oak Park Public Library.
95 Scully, The Shingle Style and the Stick Style, p 125. Scully observed the Jefferson parti only in the
Hickox and Ward Willits houses although present as well in the Bradley house. Jefferson’s partis from
‘Monticello’ and from the professors’ houses at the University of Virginia appeared in Griffin’s works
from 1900, for examples, in Figures 182a & 182b, 184a & 184b, 191a & 191b.
96 Storrer, op cit, pp 32f. Wright used half timbering in his Tudor Style Moore House, Oak Park, 1895.
However, the character of the frame was somewhat different in the Hickox & Willits Houses.
97 Kruty, op cit, p 18.
98 John Eifler, “Long-span framing in early Prairie School houses” in The Griffin Newsletter, Spring
2001, pp 2-5. The timber trusses were a necessary innovation for the long Willits House room spans.
99 Griffin may well have designed these trusses rather than Wright. Although Wright claimed at this
time that he had a university engineering background he never completed that degree. See the
Catherine (Wright) Baxter correspondence, Grant Manson Papers, Oak Park Public Library, for
details of her father’s one semester academic career in engineering at the University of Wisconsin.
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dynamic wide cantilever eaves that Wright preferred. In her memoirs Marion
repeatedly recorded Walter’s dislike for the cantilever, apparently a motif at odds
with the quality of repose. There are no cantilevers in the Newman College design
and a distinct lack of eaves. Instead parapets were detailed. Nevertheless the designs
of the Hickox and Willits Houses seem to have been Studio enterprises of the sort
described in Charles White’s letter of 1903 rather than lone creations by Frank Lloyd
Wright.

A comparison between the architectural styles of the Emery and Willits Houses
highlights their differences [Figures 156a & 156b]. Griffin combined elements from
varied and unusual Occidental and Oriental sources in the Emery House, 1903.100 But
the Willits House seems elegantly reduced to Italian Renaissance and Japanese
sources.101 The dark window joinery and the lines framing the corner piers and
plinth in the Willits House are thick and emphatic. In contrast the Emery House has
a stronger yet top-heavy vertical emphasis and the line-work appears relatively thin
and tentative. The appearance of the Emery House design shares static qualities seen
in the Newman College design in contrast to Wright’s fluidity and continuity in the
Willits House. For example, the elevations of the parts of the Newman College
design, such as the east and south elevations of the Education Building tend to be
complete and symmetrical static compositions [Plate 2.4 & Figure 63a]. The 45°
angled corner buttresses frame each static elevation. In the same way each block of
the Newman College design seems statically juxtaposed without the sense of visual
continuity and flowing connections found in Wright’s picturesque compositions.
Griffin was involved in the architectonic of the wall, that is, the static expression of
gravity within the wall, while Wright was interested in pictorial continuity and a
painterly flow of surfaces.

                                                  
100 Griffin’s Emery House has an ancient gate-of-the-sun motif worked into the plasterwork beneath
the left-hand raked gable. Griffin adapted this motif from William Richard Lethaby, Architecture,
Mysticism and Myth, London 1891, figures 19 & 20, p 152f [Figures 185a, 185b, & 185c].
101 Kevin Nute, Frank Lloyd Wright and Japan: the role of traditional Japanese art and architecture in the work
of Frank Lloyd Wright, London 1993, passim.
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The expressed capped corner piers in the Emery House are functionally and
symbolically relevant to the design.102 Griffin’s corner piers provided brickwork
stiffening to the corners and balconies to the upper level bedrooms.103 The corner
piers in the Willits House in contrast were abstractly and pictorially integrated with
the wall pattern and bear no structural and functional purpose or symbolic meaning.
Wright evidently was interested in pictorial abstraction, in ‘pure design’, whereas
Griffin seemed interested as well in the function and structural expression of a
fundamental and universal type and its continued place in architectural
expression.104 The Willits House demonstrated Wright’s superior mastery of pictorial
values in architectural composition in the same way that Marion provided the
compositional refinement to the Newman College design. The expression of mass,
repose, and the solidity of construction, was significant for Griffin’s architectural
style at the College, whereas Wright claimed that the nature of construction was
essentially ‘ephemeral’.105

Marion in her memoirs claimed that Walter provided the idea of the four square-
capped corner pylons that contained the stairways in Wright’s Larkin Building,
Buffalo, New York, 1903, seen in the Wasmuth Portfolio, 1910 [Figure 157].106 Indeed
corner stairs were a feature of Thomas Jefferson’s Anatomical Theatre at the
University of Virginia, 1825.107  Richardson’s Ames Gate Lodge [Figure 154b] seemed
to provide the parti of the entry pathway between binary massing below a bridging
element seen in the Larkin Building. The binary massing parti of the Ames Gate

                                                  
102 The Emery House corner capped-pylon elements have cupboard space to the inside and tiny
ledge-like balconies at the top, motifs that were probably inspired by Philibert de l’Orme’s own house
in Paris [Figures 184a, 184b & 184c]. For the Lamp House Griffin seems to have used de l’Orme’s
hollow corner piers in combination with a typical Jefferson University of Virginia house plan.
103 Donald Leslie Johnson, The Architecture of Walter Burley Griffin, South Melbourne 1977, p 37f,
includes a conceptual plan and section of the Emery house.
104 David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York 2000, pp 74-77. The Chicago Architectural Club at
this time subscribed briefly to the slogan ‘Progress before Precedent’. Following the lead of teachers
such as Arthur Wesley Dow patterns from Japanese pictures were depicted in pictorial outline
[Figure 83a]. In contrast Griffin’s underlying compositional patterns were based in the analysis of
functions, partis, types, statics or architectonics.
105 Nancy Price, op cit.
106 Mahony, op cit, Section III, p 181.
107 Michael Brawne, University of Virginia, London 1994, plate 61, p 23.
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Lodge appears again in the Unity Temple, Oak Park, 1904 [Figure 158] but the
roadway between became instead an enclosed element. These buildings share the
same kind of sequence experienced when entering the Newman College Dining
Hall. Movement is encouraged along a clearly marked passageway leading from a
diminished entry space into a seemingly vast cavernous interior. The Unity Temple
with its stairs inside corner square capped pylons was also constructed in reinforced
concrete in a raised shuttering technique. This technique was used at Newman
College.108

Frank Lloyd Wright’s projects illustrated in the Wasmuth Portfolio provide
comparisons between some of his residential works and the architecture of Newman
College. The first residential project from the Wasmuth Portfolio for discussion here
is the Francis Apartments, Chicago, 1895 [Figure 159]. This apartment block was the
first project with which Marion was engaged when she began working in the Oak
Park Studio in 1895. In the context of Wright’s architectural style Marion claimed
that the ornament along the fascia to the roof of the apartments was inspired by
Louis Sullivan office building details. Marion commented that it was Wright who
followed others ‘not they him’.109 In a 1940s interview included in the Grant Manson
Papers Marion stated that much of the production in the Oak Park Studio was
attributable to Walter after he began there in 1901.

A feature of Wright’s Francis Apartments and the Lexington Apartments is the
internalized courtyard. Griffin in contrast was able to provide garden space with an
open side at Newman College [Plate 2.1]. The Francis Apartments, 1895 [Figure 159]
is a small block of apartments wrapped around a tiny interior court. This internal
courtyard space recalls Thomas Donovan’s plea for a fully enclosed quadrangle at
Newman College, which was rejected for the Initial Structure in November 1915.
Griffin clearly was not adapting Wright’s courtyard type. Wright’s Lexington
Terraces, project, Chicago, 1901-09, consisted of two closely spaced blocks each with
an internal courtyard [Figure 160]. The courtyards are again like the enclosed

                                                  
108 The raised shuttering technique was used later for Griffin’s Capitol office and theatre buildings in
Melbourne, 1922-1924.
109 Mahony, op cit, Section III, pp 173f. Marion mistakenly illustrates the Bayard Building 1897-99, but
the motif in question is common in Sullivan’s works before 1895.
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quadrangles Donovan demanded and was refused by the College Executive
Committee. Wright’s blocks were placed behind a narrow garden strip somewhat
like the Newman College building. Griffin’s purpose was to set buildings close to
the street to create a larger private space behind them. This was a strategy that
Griffin himself introduced to Oak Park Studio practice with the narrow setback he
provided for the Frank Thomas House, Oak Park, 1901 [Figure 98b].

There is only one Wright project in the Wasmuth Portfolio that is comparable to the
Newman College layout. Wright’s Horse Shoe Inn, Estes, Colorado, 1908 [Figure
161], appears to have a similar parti to Griffin’s August 1915 plan of Newman
College. However the parti of the August 1915 plan of Newman College was partly
an adaptation from Thomas Jefferson’s first plan for ‘Monticello’ [Plate 6.1], which
had been guided by the plans for villas and farmhouses of Palladio.110 The sources
for Wright’s hotel are unknown but the parti does resemble Palladio’s work more
than it does Jefferson’s first ‘Monticello’ or Griffin’s College plan pattern. But it is
most unlikely that Griffin would have seen the ideal purpose of a university college
building in the pattern of a resort hotel designed by his former associate.

The parti for the Initial Structure as distinct from the parti for the August 1915
scheme is a composite from partis that Griffin adapted from a medieval Occidental
building [Figure 101], an Oriental building [Figure 100b], and Ancient Athens
[Figure 104c] which did not include the partis of any of Wright’s buildings illustrated
in the Wasmuth Portfolio. Nevertheless there is some correlation between Wright’s
Inn and the parti of the Initial Structure at Newman College in that the reception,
dining and administrative functions are grouped in the centre of the complex and
that cross-axial blocks terminate the two accommodation wings. However the parti
of Griffin’s precedents and the Initial Structure at Newman College is L-shaped
rather than the straight-line parti of Wright’s Inn.

Another important point of difference was that the accommodation wings at the Inn
consisted of a gallery access to single bedrooms rather than cloister access to
separate entry staircases that in turn serviced double room student sets. Thomas

                                                  
110 William Howard Adams, Jefferson’s Monticello, New York 1983, pp 47-55. Jefferson had Palladio’s
ten books on architecture in his library.
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Donovan had demanded the kind of isolated and separate toilet blocks seen in the
Horse Shoe Inn plan. But Griffin and the College building committee rejected that
strategy preferring the latest plumbing standards.

The Frank Lloyd Wright projects illustrated in the Wasmuth Portfolio, 1910, clearly
did not inform Walter Burley Griffin’s design for the Newman College building.
Griffin’s personal architectural style was as unique as was Wright’s. Griffin’s
architectural style was based upon the attainment of ideal purposes, the expression
of gravity, and the retention of traditional motifs and their meanings. Wright’s
architectural style expressed the functions of the plan, exploited the dynamic
cantilever, and was seductively picturesque and painterly. Nevertheless the
individual styles of both architects were developed in the same context of horizontal
emphasis as a sign of democracy, the truthful expression of materials, and a drive
toward abstract modernity.
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Chapter 11: INTERPRETATION
EXFOLIATION, THE LIVING-BRIDGE, DEMOCRACY

PLATE 11.1. ONE AND THE MANY. IDEA AND BEING. UNITY AND VARIETY. METAPHORS for
EXFOLIATION and the LIVING-BRIDGE

No structure is meaningless. A structure has meaning – in and of itself; in context;
through opposition, apposition, and juxtaposition; in germ (“entexted”) and
actualized; in its inflection of present form(s), revision of past shapes, and
suggestions for future spaces.

Catharine Randall in Building Codes, 1999.
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ONE AND THE MANY

In this chapter the architectural style of Newman College is reviewed in terms of
Walter Burley Griffin’s architectural theory. Griffin is evidently eclectic hence an
understanding of his personal system of thought revealed in the architecture of
Newman College is relevant to understanding his overall position on theory. The
radical in Griffin developed his own composite architectural style from adaptation
and imaginative amalgamation of his many and varied choices of precedents [Plate
11.1]. This study has identified many possible sources for the patterns used to
compose the Newman College design.

In the architecture of Newman College the ideal of universality was achieved
through Griffin’s inclusion of patterns from many diverse sources. In contrast the
young generation of Chicago Architectural Club members followed the slogan of
‘Progress before Precedent’ for a few years around 1900 subscribing to the notions of
‘pure design’.1 Griffin’s peers attempted another kind of universality through pure
pictorial abstraction and the exclusion of traditional associations and meanings.2 But
Griffin was peculiar amongst his peers for he valued traditional associations in his
chosen patterns. His expression was simple and allowed him to accommodate his
diverse sources. Nevertheless geometric abstraction and simplification were
essential features of Griffin’s architectural style. This style has had next to no
following by other architects principally because Griffin’s sources and method have
largely remained within his private domain.

IDEA & BEING

Griffin’s method consisted of identifying the first manifestation of an architectural
idea or element for adaptation in a design. For example, in the shape of the college
dome Griffin referred to the original hemispherical concrete dome of the Pantheon
                                                  
1 David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York 2000, pp 74-77. The slogan was soon abandoned
during the first decade of the 20th Century.
2 Reyner Banham, Theory and Design in the First Machine Age, London 1960, passim. The participants in the
later 1920s Modern Movement in Europe also believed in the achievement of architectural universality
through pure abstraction and the elimination of all precedents and all associations.
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in ancient Rome and the original Buddhist stupa [Plate 11.1]. Another source, the
building of Christ Church, Oxford, was evidently the first purpose built university
college in Europe. Further, the parti of the Newman College Student Residential
Wings of cloisters with separate entry to the staircases that accessed the student sets
also had their origin at Christ Church. In his new compositions Griffin consistently
used the first instance of a parti, a type, or architectonic that he had recognized. The
particular partis, types and architectonics chosen for the design of Newman College
he probably conceived as Platonic ‘Ideas’.

Griffin’s enthusiasm for the first of a kind suggests that he was familiar with Plato’s
dialectic between Idea and Being.3 In addition it is also feasible that Griffin read
Ralph Waldo Emerson on the subject of Plato.4 Emerson claimed that Plato had
universal appeal, a native genius to everyone no matter where one lived and
belonged. He described Plato as ‘an architect’, who learnt from all the knowledge
that the Occident and the Orient offered. Emerson described the style and spirit of
Plato’s philosophy as both ancient and modern. He declared that Plato was ‘a sound,
sincere and catholic man’, simultaneously able to comprehend ‘the ideal, or laws of
the mind, and fate, or the order of nature’.5 According to Emerson Plato was the
‘freest spirit’ and the ‘precise geometer’. These attributes must have seemed
inspirational to Walter, and reminiscent of his own eclectic architectural approach,
freely accommodating both old and new Occidental and Oriental sources. It
confirmed that the intuitive and naturalistic, and the rational and geometrical, were
but one.

Emerson was widely read in Griffin’s time, as was Plato.6 Theorists consider that
European philosophy and religious life of the medieval era was predominantly
Platonist.7 Griffin considered the medieval era to have been ideal architecturally and

                                                  
3 Benjamin Jowett, The Essential Plato, Oxford 1871, pp li-liv. It is not known whether Griffin was
familiar with this particular text, but his method and work were indicative of his familiarity with
Plato’s philosophy.
4 Ralph Waldo Emerson, “Plato; or, the Philosopher” & “Plato; new readings”, in Representative Men,
London 1887 (1856), pp 41-77 & 78-87 respectively.
5 Emerson, op cit, p 47.
6 Griffin in fact quoted Emerson in an address before the Henry George followers of Melbourne, 1915.
7 David Smith Capon, Architectural Theory Volume One, Chichester 1999, passim.
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lamented in 1913 that for the last 400 years no vital architecture had been produced.8

Thus Griffin lent toward the Platonist philosophy in his admiration for the
architecture of the medieval era.

Another compelling reason for interpreting Griffin’s position as a Platonist is that he
was committed to the concept and application of the architectural ‘type’. In the
biological and botanical sciences the original Type, that is, the first recognizable
specimen exhibiting the patterns that define a particular species is kept under lock
and key in a museum. However in the architectural theory of types the original
single pattern or type is imaginary.9 In the concept of architectural types the original
pattern is tantamount to the Platonic Idea, pre-existing in the Ether, and realized into
Being through diverse manifestations of the type.

The compositional techniques of parti, type and architectonic seemed to operate as
both Idea and Being in Griffin’s way of thinking. In the design of Newman College
Griffin adapted an original underlying structure and outline as an Idea. He realized
an aspect of this Idea, giving it a new existence, another manifestation, a Being, in
accord with the practical circumstances of the brief or program. For example, the
alignment of the dome with the cardinal directions involved both Idea and Being for
Griffin [Plate 11.1].10 As an Idea the dome aligned with the four directions of the
world in a mark of profound universality, yet as Being simultaneously there were
practical benefits in this alignment.

                                                  
8 Griffin, op cit, RVIA Journal, in Appendix C.
9 For example the primitive hut proposed by Marc-Antoine Laugier, 1755, as the origin of the Greek
Temple, is a fiction. This hut is like a Platonic Idea. See Hanno-Walter Kruft, A History of Architectural
Theory, London 1994 (1985), plate 92.
10 It is interesting to note that the exception to Griffin’s alignments with the cardinal directions is in
the parti for Canberra [Figure 194a]. Griffin took advantage of the topography where the north-south
Land Axis joins hilltops, but in so doing this axis is tilted off the cardinal north-south line. In this
maneuver the Water Axis remained normal to the Land Axis.
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UNITY AND VARIETY

Emerson described Plato as keeping two vessels, one that contained ether, the other
pigment, and Plato, he said, invariably used both at once. Similarly Griffin regarded
underlying compositional structures and their realization as one. For example, the
dome was an Idea that linked up with the geometry of the cosmos, simultaneously
as Being the dome existed as a practical roof enclosure over a space accommodating
200 diners or an assembly of 500 [Plate 11.1]. Form followed function and equally
function followed form.

In appreciation of the philosophy of Plato Emerson asserted that unity and variety
were two fundamental facts.1 The mind, wrote Emerson, comprehended concepts in
pairs, such as Idea and Being, as one and the other, as one and the many, or as unity
and variety.2 Emerson commented that in Plato’s discourse both Occidental and
Oriental philosophies had come together in the same Law, with Unity the essential
Idea from Oriental spirituality, and Variety the Idea from Occidental life.

The architecture of Newman College has a unity of expression that encompasses
homogeneity, harmony and repose [Plate 11.1]. At the same time the appearance of
the college building is replete with instances of varied geometric patterns
thematically unified, for example the square seen in various elements of different
size and scale. Where a variety of materials were exposed in juxtaposition, such as
stone and concrete outside, and plaster, timber and terracotta inside, Griffin
uniformly treated their surfaces with finishes that achieved a unity of naturalistic
expression. Further, Griffin fused both the ‘Gothic’ and the ‘Classic’ traditions in the
architecture of Newman College but also drew upon sources even more diverse than
medieval and classical Europe. Griffin, the democrat and modernist, positioned
himself squarely between the architecture of the East and the West.

                                                  
1 Emerson, “Plato; or, the Philosopher”, op cit, p 49.
2 Emerson, op cit, p 52. Emerson also characterizes the soul as unity, and nature as manifold and
diverse creativity.
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EXFOLIATION

Exfoliation is a phenomenon in natural growth where the new constantly emerges
from the nurturing and protective layers of the old.1 At Newman College the
column-piers and the external window panels to the student sets, and the ceiling ribs
of the dome, were finished with smooth surfaces. These surfaces apparently
represented young growth in a poetic sense. In contrast are the rough surfaces of the
platform base and parapets, and the vaulted panels between the ribs on the dome
ceiling, which apparently represented the inert and old, from which the lively and
new emerge. Thus an architectural metaphor for evolution was conveyed through
the architectonic of exfoliation that was fundamental to Griffin’s style at Newman
College.

Griffin advanced his new composite style for the Newman College design in the
continuum of universal evolution. Firstly, in the planning for the college
requirements Griffin used the partis of the first Buddhist monastery and the first
English university college harnessed to modern democratic requirements. Secondly,
Griffin expressed the architectonic of ancient stonework together with that for new
reinforced concrete construction. Thirdly, the form of Newman College was an
amalgam from motifs evolved from ancient eras and from new modern imagery.

In natural exfoliation old protective layers are shed as the younger layers push
through. The outside layer is a sheath under which grows another layer that
emerges when the old layer is cast off. Indeed the inner fabric of the Initial Structure
in reinforced concrete is sheathed in a veneer of stonework. Griffin perceived the
whole building as a metaphor for exfoliation. Griffin’s detailing suggested for
example that the dome in the new technique of reinforced concrete was pushing
through and emerging from the layer of old traditional stonework [Plate 11.1]. The
new structure of the column-pier emerged from the rustic platform base [Figure
162a]. Some detailing of the stonework in the architecture of Newman College

                                                  
1 Ernest Howard Crosby, Edward Carpenter: Poet and Prophet, London 1905, pp 26f.
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strongly suggests that its particular form and textures had no purpose other than to
express the idea of exfoliation [Figure 162b].2

Griffin in fact thought in terms of layers and sheaths. For example, he claimed that
Sullivan’s skyscrapers have three elements of base, shaft and crown with one
growing out of the other [Plate 5.2b]. Further, Griffin described the architectural
development of Sullivan’s skyscraper projects as the evolution of ‘a sheath of
exquisite modeled terracotta’. 3 Griffin read all the books written by Ernest Crosby
and Edward Carpenter.4 Crosby’s biography on Carpenter contains a detailed
discussion of exfoliation as a metaphor for human spiritual growth and social
change.5

Carpenter as an adherent to the poetic idea of exfoliation believed that genuine
democracy was the underlying structure harbored within the makeshifts of outward
governance, a life form about to emerge, to exfoliate.6 Carpenter characterized the
husk, the sheath, or the chrysalis, as a constricted and hardened form of life, nearly
past. He explained that these forms shielded and protected, yet tended to suffocate,
the new life growing within. Nevertheless the new life at last threw off this
protective shield with democracy the revelation. But, as the new life became old, the
process was forever repeated, as long as the universe existed.

The Idea of exfoliation was realized in the very Being of the Initial Structure. Griffin
realized the expression of the new emerging from the old protective sheath or layer
showing one form growing out of another, and the smooth growing out of the
rough. Both kinds of surface texture were expressed in enduring stone or reinforced
concrete. The most dramatic depiction of exfoliation was that of the new structure

                                                  
2 It is indeed ironic that the Barrabool Hills stone used at Newman College is so susceptible to actual
exfoliation.
3 Nancy Price, “Walter Burley Griffin”, Sydney 1933.
4 Letter from Griffin in Melbourne to William Gray Purcell in Chicago, 27 March 1920.
5 Ernest Howard Crosby, Edward Carpenter: Poet and Prophet, London 1905.
6 Crosby, op cit, p 25. Crosby quoted from Edward Carpenter, Civilization: its Cause and Cure, London
1895, p 36. The Englishman Carpenter adapted the idea of exfoliation from the poetry of his American
friend Walt Whitman.
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shooting forth from the old spent sheaths in the detailing of the plaster escutcheons
at the bases of the ceiling ribs in the Dining Hall [Figure 145a & 146c].

The theme of exfoliation provided Griffin with a symbolic architectural motif for
human progress within the natural and eternal life cycle. Exfoliation represented
evolution, constant change, the law of growth and the shedding of used up layers.
Griffin’s architectonic idea for exfoliation exploited the contrasts of rough and
smooth textures in specific locations in the architecture of Newman College [Figures
162a, 162b, 163 & 164a].

The smooth square column-pier rising out of the cloister’s battered rough-textured
base was devised as a symbol of continual movement outward from within [Figure
162a].7 The bases to the freestanding smooth column-piers located inside the cloisters
provided another version of this motif. The column-piers appear to be breaking
through cones [Figure 162b] and pyramids [Figure 58b] that once enclosed them in
their early growth. This expression of breaking through is surprising and innovative,
unique to Newman College.

The smooth textured band of external wall to the student sets is held between the
rough textured battered bases and the parapets [Plate 5.2a]. The students were
presented metaphorically as the new hope. The young acquire knowledge and the
college institution was to protect, foster and nurture communal values, before the
students went out as ‘gentlemen’, not only prepared for the environment of the wide
world, but ready to affect it in turn.8 The details that Griffin devised to express these
ideas of exfoliation and evolution are unprecedented. He manifested multiple
instances of growth striving upward and outward, in the plan, in the structural
expression, and in the details of the architectural elements [Figure 163]. The whole
innate underlying structure was sheathed in a veneer exfoliating into a vital outline.

                                                  
7 Crosby, op cit, pp 25-27.
8 Leo Kenny letter to Donovan, 6 October 1915. Kenny wrote: ‘that we wish to treat our students as
gentlemen and to turn them out as cultured Catholic gentlemen prepared to lead in any walk of life
and to give a good account of their religion and its influence on their ideas and actions’.
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LIVING-BRIDGE

The living-bridge metaphor in the Student Residence Wings at Newman College
was yet another way for Griffin to express the ideal purpose of a university college.
From the rear garden the cloister arcades look like a bridge. The promenades, open
to the sky are long and broad walkways between the communal facilities housed in
the central Rotunda and in the end Buildings [Figure 163]. The internal cloisters
below have a similar purpose in defining and protecting movement from one to the
other [Figure 164a]. The seven-foot spacing between the smooth angled column-
piers above and below mark a calm and unhurried rhythm. The column-piers
appear like companions in this endeavor, witnessing the walk to these destinations.
Diamond-patterned casement windows and occasional glazed doors line the path.
Many eyes watch each traveler. The perception of traveling a living-bridge is most
compelling within the upper promenade level with dwellings along one side and a
solid balustrade on the other open to the elevated views.

In the analysis of the elements of the segmental arch and its projecting pair of
keystones at Newman College the only precedents found were in bridges by two of
Griffin’s architects of modernity, namely, Otto Wagner for the use of double
keystones in an arch, and Richardson for the shape of the keystones [Figures 164a &
164b]. This discovery strongly suggests that Griffin was deliberately creating the
cloisters and promenades as a metaphor for a living-bridge. Thus materials available
to Griffin at the time that may have offered him suitable images of living-bridges
were researched. It is not certain that Griffin knew these particular images yet I
believe it is highly likely that Griffin was aware of them and that they were part of
his memory bank. Not surprisingly some sources of these living-bridges appear in
materials about Jefferson, de l’Orme, and Medieval and Oriental cities.

The oldest bridge for discussion was illustrated in an article by Charles Rich, which
included other images that provided precedents for Griffin’s elements in the College
design.9 The angled column-piers at Newman College were indeed similar to the
angled piers that supported arched bridges throughout the ancient Roman Empire

                                                  
9 Charles Rich, “Architecture in Spain”, Part I, Architectural Record, July-September, 1894, pp 14-35,
[Figures 76b & 122a].
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[Figure 165a]. The square-plan bridge pier turned at 45º toward the flow of the
stream became a common image throughout the history of bridge building, for
example during the French Renaissance [Figure 165b]. Philibert de l’Orme’s angled
piers and bridge at Chenonceau was the base for a future chateau gallery that
crossed over the river.10

A living-bridge appeared in a drawing of French Renaissance exercises in projective
geometry [Figure 166].11 This Occidental bridge does not show angled column-piers
turned to the river’s flow, but the roadway above has a similar parti to the Newman
College promenades with a broad carriageway flanked by dwellings on one side and
a balustrade on the other. Houses appear on the near bank and an array of
communal buildings located in parkland on the far bank. This French Renaissance
living-bridge project was analogous to the communal facilities at Newman College
linked by the promenades.

Another living-bridge with angled column-piers was the frontispiece in a book on
regional capital cities of China, one of the volumes in the Griffins’ Sydney office
library [Figure 167a]. In this particular city an enclave housed French Roman
Catholic and American Congregationalist missionaries. The bridge was formidably
ancient Roman in character but was probably of 19th Century European origin and
not Chinese.12 Nevertheless Griffin may have assumed that the bridge shown in his
book was of Chinese origin. This living-bridge had traditional Chinese houses along
one side of its roadway. Thus Griffin was provided with a living-bridge located in
China and arguably an Oriental model from his point of view.

The last of the living-bridges of Paris were being demolished when Thomas Jefferson
was the American Minister to France there in 1785-1789 [Figure 167b]. The

                                                  
10 There is an unusual and rare battered-pier on the right of the drawing [Figure 165b]. Perhaps
Griffin saw this element as a source for Sullivan’s battered timber columns in the Banquet Hall in the
1888 Auditorium Building, Chicago. See David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York 2000, pp 37-43,
figures 42-49.
11 The delineator was Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, a Calvinist architect of the next generation after
de l’Orme. Du Cerceau produced a folio of drawing studies of de l’Orme’s works.
12 Zhu Jian-fei, a colleague at the University of Melbourne, kindly alerted me to the European origin
of this living-bridge.
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expression of a living-bridge type occurred in Jefferson’s later rooftop walkways at
’Monticello’ [Figure 94a], and above the colonnades at the University of Virginia
[Figure 95a]. Neither Richardson nor Sullivan designed a living-bridge. Richardson’s
bridge between the courts and the jail in Pittsburgh is a segmental arch but it is
merely a passageway between two blocks of building [Figure 11a]. A technically
advanced modern living-bridge did not exist until Griffin created the living-bridges
at Newman College.

Other living-bridges would have aided Griffin’s reflections upon this type, such as
Old London Bridge before the housing was removed and other modifications were
made [Figure 168]. The earliest complete view of this bridge was drawn in 1553, the
era of de l’Orme in France. The Chapel was in the centre of the River Thames
flanked by strips of living-bridge houses on both sides. The parti of this bridge was
similar to the Initial Structure at Newman College. In the London example the
houses on the bridge are in blocks either side of the chapel, equivalent to the
Residential Wings at Newman College but at right angles to each other in
Melbourne. The Old London Bridge had strongly expressed angled piers [Figure
169a]. The parti of the old chapel is reminiscent of the cloisters at Newman College
with a solid wall one side and the high-sill windows on the other [Figure 169b]. The
London Chapel windows had diamond-pattern glazing, another precedent for the
lead-light pattern at Newman College.

The battered base to Griffin’s Initial Structure conflicts with the form of most
bridges. Griffin had modified the living-bridge precedent so as to secure the cloister
with the battered base. However the barrage-bridges of Islamic Persia were living-
bridges with battered bases [Figure 170]. For example, a continuous battered wall
that dammed a pond of water upstream was built into the Hasan-Beg Bridge on the
River Roud at Isfahan.13 The similarity can be seen between the Persian bridge type
and the college cloister and promenade. The Persian bridge has two levels for the
movement of people and horses across the stream. These passageways ran beside
arcades and led to inhabitable quarters at the upper level. At the lower level spur
walls with 45°-angled ends supported shallow tent-shaped pointed vaults. Griffin

                                                  
13 Plans, elevations, sections and a perspective appeared in Pascal Coste, Modern Monuments of Persia,
Paris, 1867, plates 50-52. The bridge like Newman College had a lower and upper passageway.
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exploited the tent-shape pattern in creating the shallow gable roofs to the Student
Residential Wings at the college. Like Old London Bridge the Persian barrage bridge
was formed into a straight line, whereas the Initial Structure is L-shaped.

The two symmetrical rooftop walkways at Jefferson’s ‘Monticello’ spread from the
domed dining room in L-shapes out to the small end pavilions [Figure 171a]. The
walkways embraced a botanic garden and views of distant hills to the west. There
are Chinese patterns to the timber balustrades. The Initial Structure at Newman
College consisted too of Oriental and Occidental patterns [Figure 171b]. Griffin’s
building embraced a botanic garden and views into the university’s park to the west.
The students occupy the rooms on the bridges that run between the communal
facilities. The Newman College dome and its iconography encloses the ideal joint
purposes of meeting and dining together. The students also gather together for
group work or games in the Educational and Recreational Buildings. The living-
bridge at Newman College reflects the flowing together of scholarship and practical
living skills, which are in effect flows of Idea and Being.
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CONCLUSION:

The architectural style of Newman College expressed both a vital modernity and an
archaic monumentality in harmony with human scale. The moral, ethical and social
issues that were part of Griffin’s life proffered Ideas he realized in the college design.
Griffin correlated the democratic ideal with the functional purpose of a college.
Democracy was an essential platform. The idea of exfoliation expressed in the forms
and surfaces of the building represented eternal renewal and the inexorable
emergence of democracy. The architecture of the living-bridge suggested that the
young are guided through the paths of learning until they find their own ways.

The study of underlying patterns and functional requirements enabled Griffin to
extract the composition of existing building models. Architectural ideas about
functional sequence, geometric organization, constructional expression, by means of
the compositional techniques of partis, types, and architectonics, together with issues
of style or character, informed Griffin’s architecture at Newman College. Ideas
eclectically recalled gave birth to new forms. Forms followed functions. The models
Griffin studied for his patterns represented the four realms of the architectural
world, the Occident and the Orient, the Ancient and the Modern.

The pier, lintel, arch and dome were fundamental motifs in the architectonic
expression of the Initial Structure. The ribbed dome reinforced concrete technology
was unprecedented, the space below it arresting. The detailing of the stonework
sheath was innovative and elegant yet evocative of the ages. In 1918 the building
services in lighting, heating, plumbing and air circulation were state-of-the-art. The
furniture pieces appear austere and serviceable yet their comfortable forms were
uniquely in the Griffins’ style. The natural finishes to the building’s surfaces were
hard and smooth or strongly textured, and were selected for durability and
permanence.

The orientation of the dome’s axes with the cardinal directions and the marking of
the diagonals suggested a modest harmony between the orientation of the site and
the architectural object. The pinnacles and flèche connect the college with traditional
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symbols. Conversely the four corners of the world and the triangular Trinity were
patterns layered upon the dome, in the cross-axial arrangement of the square
lantern, offset with the groupings of three pinnacles and the perforations through
the flèche.

Griffin’s focus on the ideas and works of Philibert de l’Orme, Thomas Jefferson,
Henry Hobson Richardson and Louis Sullivan was a revelatory discovery that
offered deep insights into Griffin’s eclectic approach and method, which has opened
up possibilities for a new assessment of this fine architect.
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Annear, Harold Desbrowe (1865-1933). Annear was born in the city of Bendigo, Victoria and

began private practice in Melbourne in 1889. Annear wrote on Ruskin’s ideas and about the works of
Henry Hobson Richardson, in his view the most significant modern architectural genius. Annear
engaged with the Arts & Crafts Movement yet he was also attracted to the Classicism of Otto
Wagner. In 1902-03 Annear designed three houses at Eaglemont on the edge of a later 1914
subdivision designed by Walter Burley Griffin, the Mt Eagle Estate. Of these three timber framed
houses the Chadwick House was occupied by Annear and his wife [Figure 19b]. Like Richardson’s
William Watts Sherman House, Newport, Rhode Island, 1874-76 [Figure 154a], Annear’s Chadwick
House door panels slide into wall cavities. Annear added the device of window sashes sliding
upward into wall cavities. The house was orientated to a view of the famous Yarra River Valley in the
suburb of Heidelberg, the scene frequented by the local Heidelberg School of Impressionist painters.
See George Tibbits’ entry on Annear in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Melbourne 2000; also see the entry on
Annear in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 1999.

Barnet, Nahum (1855-1931). In 1882 Barnet called for a new Australian style based upon Ruskin’s

nature ideas and a functional response to climate. The tall structural bays and stonework arches from
the Marshall Field Warehouse in Chicago, 1885-1887, by Henry Hobson Richardson [Figure 10a],
Barnet adapted to red brickwork. The most renowned example was the Auditorium Building in
Collins Street near Swanston Street, 1913 [Figure 15], which emulated the program and design of the
Auditorium Building in Chicago, 1886-1889, by Louis Henri Sullivan [Figure 10b]. Barnet fused the
American Romanesque of the Chicago School and the Edwardian Baroque of London. Walter Burley
Griffin modified one of Barnet’s Little Bourke Street shop/office blocks for the Chinese Kuomintang
Club during 1921.
See the entry on Barnet in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 2001.

Blacket, Edmund (1817-1883). Blacket arrived in Australia from England in 1842. He soon became

the Anglican Diocesan Architect in Sydney, then Government Architect in 1849, but he returned to
private practice to design for the University of Sydney, including the large English Tudor Gothic
Revival Main Quadrangle Building [Figures 37a & 37b], and the Great Hall, 1854-1859. Blacket was
the architect for the first Trinity College buildings at the University of Melbourne from 1879 [Figures
45a & 45b]. Compared to his earlier stonework buildings at the University of Sydney his Melbourne
buildings were designed in a more relaxed red brickwork interpretation of the Gothic Revival.
See the entry on Blacket in Graham Jahn, Sydney Architecture, Sydney 1997.

Bowditch, William Lamprey (d.1917) Bowditch was an Anglican Minister in his native England

before he became a school Rector in South Africa. He tutored in mathematics at Trinity College,
University of Melbourne, in the early 1890s. Bowditch converted to Roman Catholicism in Melbourne
in 1899. He bequeathed his substantial library of 7000-8000 volumes to Newman College during 1916,
a gift that became the nucleus for the college library’s holdings.
Biographical details are from varied sources and The Advocate.
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Bragdon, Claude Fayette (1866-1947). As a New York architect Bragdon published articles in

Architectural Record and other magazines during the period of Walter and Marion’s careers in Chicago
especially in praise of the works of Louis Henri Sullivan. Bragdon later wrote the introduction to
Sullivan’s autobiography published in the 1920s. Bragdon’s book, The Beautiful Necessity, 1910 [Figure
109b], reflected his commitment to Theosophy. There are no distinctly occult diagrams in Bragdon’s
1910 book except one reproduction of a medieval drawing for Milan Cathedral [Figure 120b].
See the Bibliography for citations on Bragdon’s books and articles.

Bride, Thomas Francis (d.1927). Dr Thomas Bride was the State Librarian when he reached

retirement age. He was the author of a biography on Anthony Colling Brownless, a Catholic convert,
and the first Professor of Medicine at the University of Melbourne. Bride took on an inquiry at the
turn of the century into industrial practices in the furniture industry, which involved King O'Malley,
the Federal politician, who owned many central Melbourne properties rented by Chinese cabinet-
makers.
Biographical details are from varied sources and The Advocate.

Burnham, Daniel Hudson (1846-1912). Born in New York Burnham was a talented delineator

who gained his initial architectural experience in the office of Peter Bonnet Wight in Chicago, 1872-
1873, and acquired architectural expertise during his partnership with John Wellborn Root from July
1873. After Root’s death in 1891 Burnham supervised the design of the central group of buildings
around the artificial Lagoon in the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago [Figure 8a]. The
Lagoon ensemble was central to the City Beautiful Movement and Burnham’s city plans that
followed: Washington, DC, 1901, Manila, 1905, San Francisco, 1906, and Chicago, 1909 [Figure 8b].
See Charles Herbert Moore, Daniel H Burnham: architect, planner of cities, New York 1968 (1921).

Byrne, Francis Barry (1883-1967). Born in Chicago, Byrne received his architectural training in the

Oak Park Studio articled to Frank Lloyd Wright, 1902-1907. During 1908 Byrne’s work in Seattle
resembled Griffin’s style with raked gable-ends. Before leaving to settle in Australia in 1914 the
Griffins secured Byrne as their Chicago partner. Unfortunately Wright advised Byrne to be wary of
Griffin’s influence thus Byrne substituted his own architectural and landscape designs for those
forwarded by Griffin from Melbourne [Figure 35a]. Griffin terminated the partnership with Byrne in
1917.
See Maldre and Kruty, Walter Burley Griffin in America, Urbana, Illinois 1996, p 31.

Carpenter, Edward (1844-1929) [Figure 172]. Carpenter studied for Holy Orders at Trinity

College, Cambridge, 1864-1869, but left the clergy in 1874. He was a Fabian Socialist, a friend of
William Morris of the Arts & Crafts movement, and a friend of Annie Bessant, the leader of the
Theosophy movement. For many years Carpenter lived on a rural property with a younger male
companion growing market vegetables and making sandals. Carpenter was an active advocate for
women’s rights, humanitarianism and prison reform, and deplored vivisection and war. After
reading a translation of the Bhagavat Gita Carpenter wrote the prose poem Toward Democracy, 1882. He
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visited Walt Whitman in America in 1887, again in 1894, and published Days with Walt Whitman in
1906. In 1889 Civilization, its Cause and Cure was published that contains Carpenter’s interpretation of
Whitman’s ideas on ‘exfoliation’ [Chapter 11]. In 1898 Carpenter wrote “Transitions to Freedom”, in
Hand and Brain, a collection of essays published by Elbert Hubbard’s ‘Roycrofters’, an American Arts
& Crafts enterprise. Carpenter wrote an essay on the simple life for Gustav Stickley, in a selection of
house designs for Craftsman, 1910. On 27 March 1920 Walter Burley Griffin wrote to William Gray
Purcell that during 20 years he had read all the books of Edward Carpenter and of Ernest Howard
Crosby, and had found great comfort in them.
See Ernest Howard Crosby, Edward Carpenter: Poet and Prophet. London 1905.

Carr, Thomas Joseph (1839-1917) [Figure P.2, Folio 1]. After serving as the Bishop of Galway

Thomas Carr became a professor at the Seminary ‘Maynooth’ where he had been a student in 1856.
Both Archbishop Carr in 1886 and Dr Mannix in 1913 had come to Melbourne as graduates from
‘Maynooth’. In Melbourne Archbishop Carr was renowned for being genial and urbane. He was
active in the temperance movement and an ardent advocate for education for all children. Archbishop
Carr died in May 1917, which was only ten months before the completion of the Newman College
construction.
See TP Boland, Thomas Carr: Archbishop of Melbourne, St Lucia, Queensland, 1997.

Crosby, Ernest Howard (1856-1907) [Figure P.3, Folio 1]. Born in New York Crosby graduated in

law from Columbia University in 1878. In 1888 he was elected to the New York state legislature where
he became chairman of the committee on cities. Crosby, a prolific author on social and political issues,
became committed to the ideas of Henry George after meeting Tolstoy in Russia. In 1905 Crosby
published his biography on Edward Carpenter, in which ‘exfoliation’ is discussed [Chapter 11]. One
of Crosby’s stock public lectures was “Walt Whitman, A Study in Democracy”.
See the Bibliography for citations on Crosby’s books and articles.

Dean, George Robinson (1864-1919). Dean was born at Satara near Bombay, India, but studied

architecture in Nebraska and at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris, 1892-1893. He worked with
Richardson’s successors, Shepley Rutan and Coolidge, before entering private practice in 1895 at
Steinway Hall. Dean’s essay on structural expression as the proper basis for modern architecture was
published in 1899. He exhibited his drawings of the Cornell University Alpha Delta Phi fraternity
house and lodge at the 1902 annual Chicago Architectural Sketch Club exhibition [Figures 92b &
106a-107a]. In 1903 he went into partnership with his brother, Arthur Randall Dean (1869-1949).
George Dean was an original member of the Cliff Dwellers Club established in Chicago in 1908 to
promote American culture in painting and architecture. His wife, Emily Washburn, was renowned
for her Hull House work with Chicago juvenile delinquents and ex-prisoners.
See the entry for Dean in H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School, New York 1976 (1972).

De l’Orme, Philibert (ca1510-1570) [Figure P.4, Folio 1] De l’Orme was born in Lyon, France, the

son of a master mason. He studied in Rome, 1533-1536. In 1545 he was appointed architect to the
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French king, Francis I (1494-1547). They rebuilt the Château Saint-Germain-en-Laye [Plate 6.2a] that
dated from the time of St Louis in 1238. De l’Orme designed and built the Château d’Anet, 1552-1559,
for Diane de Poitiers (1499-1566) the mistress of Henri II, son of Francis I [Figures 95b & 95c]. In 1565
de l’Orme designed the Tuileries Palace, Paris [Figure 182c], and the Château de Chenonceaux
[Figure 165c], for Catherine de’ Medici (1519-1589), the wife of Henri II. The Tuileries was so named
for the tile kilns that once stood on the site. This palace was destroyed by fire during the Paris
Commune 1871 uprising. De l’Orme’s Classic architecture is original, ingenious and experimental. In
his late career, de l’Orme composed with ‘Biblical’ laws and sacred numbers.
See Catharine Randall, Building Codes: the Aesthetics of Calvinism in Early Modern Europe, Philadelphia 1999.

Desmond, Henry (Harry) William (1863-1913) [Figure P.5, Folio 1]. Desmond was the first

editor of Architectural Record, which he founded in association with Russell Sturgis and Montgomery
Schuyler in 1891. He retired as editor in 1909 due to ill health. In the view of Schuyler in the obituary
in Architectural Record, May 1913, Harry Desmond was a genius that fortunately turned his
considerable powers to writing. Desmond also edited books on technical subjects, wrote fiction and
poetry, and experimented with photograph printing techniques. Walter Burley Griffin declared in
1933 that he thought highly of Desmond’s discourse on architectural theory, as published in
Architectural Record.
See the Bibliography for citations on Desmond’s articles.

Donovan, Thomas Joseph (1843-1929) [Figure P.6, Folio 1]. Donovan was born into an

established Sydney Roman Catholic family. After graduating from Sydney Grammar School he first
worked at a bank, and then became a highly successful vigneron. He sold up and settled in London
and studied law for his own interest. Donovan published his expurgated versions of the plays of
Shakespeare in 1896. He visited many monasteries and cathedrals throughout Europe, but his passion
for ecclesiastical architecture was no more than a strong preference for the English Tudor Gothic style
of the Edmund Blacket, Main Quadrangle Building, 1854-1859 [Figures 37a & 37b], and the William
Wilkinson Wardell, St John’s College, 1859-1860 [Figures 36b & 74b], both at the University of
Sydney. During his long life Donovan donated funds to several Catholic projects and also to the
teaching of astronomy.
See BG Andrews’ entry on Donovan in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Melbourne 2000.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo (1803-1882). Emerson entered the Unitarian Harvard Divinity School

in 1825. He soon left the clergy however and became well known throughout his life as a poet,
lecturer, essayist and the leading member of the Transcendentalist Club in Concord, Massachusetts,
which included Henry David Thoreau. Emerson’s composite philosophy combined his Puritan and
Unitarian inheritance with his reading of Plato and the sacred books of the Orient. Emerson was
familiar with the German idealism of Goethe and Kant through his own readings of Coleridge and
Carlyle and through his older brother William who had studied in Germany. William was a neighbor
and friend of Henry Hobson Richardson. Ralph Waldo Emerson was the close friend of the Reverend
William Furness, father of architect Frank Furness with whom Louis Henri Sullivan worked in
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Philadelphia before later study in Paris and practice in Chicago. Emerson’s first book in 1836 declared
that Nature was a metaphor for the human mind and proclaimed the divine sufficiency of the
individual. For example, in his reflections, “Self-Reliance”, Emerson urged individuals to know
themselves, to trust their intuition, and to believe that personal truths were inevitably truths for
mankind. The Griffins appreciated Emerson’s essays. For example, in her memoirs Marion quoted
from Emerson’s essay on “Beauty” included in his Conduct of Life, New York 1860.
See Robert D Richardson, Emerson: the Mind on Fire: a Biography, Berkeley, California 1995.

Gawler, John Stevens (1885-1978Gawler had studied at both the Working Man’s College and the

University of Melbourne at the turn of the century. From 1907 to 1909 he oversaw the construction of
buildings in Canton for the China Missionary Society. He worked in Chicago during 1910, and later
in California. In April 1920 he was appointed Lecturer in Architecture at the University of Melbourne.
He became Dean of Architecture at the University of Melbourne in 1938. In September 1912 Gawler
was appointed by the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects to be the representative for Walter
Burley Griffin in Melbourne. During 1936, in his capacity as the Architect for the University of
Melbourne, he judged the competition for the Newman College Chapel and placed the Griffins’ entry
first amongst five recommendations to the Roman Catholic Church committee.
Biographical details were from the Newman College Archive and from Miles Lewis.

George, Henry (1839-1897) [Figure 178]. George was an American journalist, economist, reformer

and social philosopher concerned over the prevalence of poverty in large metropolitan cities. George
believed that land speculation exacerbated the gap between rich and poor so he promoted the idea of
a Single Tax on land improvement. Thus George wrote many books, beginning with Progress and
Poverty, 1879. He conducted many world lecture tours and included Australia during 1890 with five
of his lectures presented in Melbourne’s Exhibition buildings [Figure 13]. The President of the Land
Nationalization Society, William Maloney, had welcomed Henry George on his arrival in Melbourne.
During the last months of his life Henry George formed a political party named after Thomas
Jefferson. Influenced by George’s ideas the new Australian Federal Government in 1901 decreed that
all land be leasehold in the new city of Canberra. The principle of equity was vital to George and to
Walter Burley Griffin in the program for the design of Newman College. The Griffins designed a
new Henry George League headquarters building in Melbourne in 1921.
See Henry George Jr, The Life of Henry George, New York, 1900.

Haddon, Robert Joseph (1866-1929). Haddon migrated to Australia in 1889 after eight years of

articles and assistance to various architects in London. In Melbourne he joined the firm of Sydney
Smith and Ogg as a principal designer [Figure 19a]. In 1899 he opened his Central Drawing Office,
which provided a number of different architectural firms in Melbourne with his distinctive freestyle
architecture and Art Nouveau embellishments. In 1908 Haddon was the founding vice-president of
the Arts & Crafts Society. That year he published Australian Architecture, Melbourne 1908, calling for
originality in design through a response to Australian programmatic conditions and the use of local
materials. He illustrated construction details in this book including patented reinforced concrete
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systems [Figure 18]. Robert Haddon responded with favorable comments after Walter Burley Griffin
made his presentation to the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, September 1913.
See the entry on Haddon in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 2001.

Jageurs, Morgan Peter. The stonemason yard of Jageurs & Son was across the road from the

University of Melbourne at 133 Royal Parade on the western boundary side of the university and
affiliated colleges’ precincts [Plate 2.1]. Morgan Jageurs and his father were the stonemasons for the
completion of St Patrick’s Cathedral, Melbourne [Figure 20b], consecrated in 1897. On a visit at the
turn of the century Morgan became involved in the political life of Dublin. This kind of involvement
in Irish affairs was reflected in his 1916 election as the President of Melbourne’s United Irish League.
Biographical details are from varied sources and The Advocate.

Jefferson, Thomas (1743-1826). Jefferson was born at Shadwell, Albemarle County, Virginia, and

at age 14 engaged in classical studies. In 1760, aged 17, he enrolled at the College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia, 1695-1700, a building reputedly designed by Christopher Wren [Figure
104b]. He practiced law for nine years and managed his farms and estate at ‘Monticello’. There in
1776 Jefferson aged 33 wrote the Declaration of Independence. In 1784 he succeeded Benjamin
Franklin as the USA Minister to France in Paris and during the following year toured a number of
English gardens. He returned to ‘Monticello’ in 1789, and wrote the Declaration of the Rights of Man.
He was President of the USA from 1801 to 1809. Jefferson befriended Joseph Priestley, who was the
maternal great grandfather of Henry Hobson Richardson. Jefferson considered Priestley to be his
‘mentor’ on scientific and religious matters. Functional and formal patterns found in Jefferson’s own
house ‘Monticello’ in both of its phases, 1769-1785 [Plate 6.1], and 1796-1809 [Figure 117a], were
adapted by Griffin into the design of Newman College, as was the dimensioning module of 7-foot
from Jefferson’s University of Virginia, 1817-1826 [Figure 96b]. In her memoirs Marion Mahony
Griffin claimed that Walter Burley Griffin was the ‘successor’ to Thomas Jefferson.
See William Howard Adams, Jefferson’s Monticello, New York 1983; Richard Guy Wilson, Thomas Jefferson’s
Academical Village, Charlottesville, Virginia 1993.

Kenny, Augustus Leo (1863-1946). Kenny was born in England and came to Australia in 1870. In

1878 he was one of the first pupils to enter the new major Roman Catholic secondary school in
Melbourne, Xavier College. In 1886 Dr Kenny was appointed the first resident surgeon at
Melbourne’s new Eye and Ear Hospital. He was a founding member of the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons. Leo Kenny was a personal friend and a distant relative of Archbishop Thomas
Joseph Carr and served on many church society committees. While traveling overseas, 1905-1907,
Kenny was granted the title of Private Chamberlain to the Pope. On his return to Melbourne he
resumed his medical practice in the so-called ‘Paris End’ of Collins Street. During 1908 he delivered
public lectures on Japanese, Persian and Islamic cultures, subjects of mutual interest with the Griffins.
Biographical details are from varied sources and The Advocate.
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Lethaby, William Richard (1857-1931). Lethaby was an English architect, educator and

participant in the English Arts & Crafts Movement. Lethaby’s church projects engaged with
construction in handcrafted stonework combined with reinforced concrete roofs. The ancient
archetypes of the ziggurat, stupa or tope, and the golden gateway of the sun were discussed by
Lethaby in his book Architecture Mysticism and Myth, London 1891. Lethaby claimed that the subject of
his book was about Nature and the relationship between the universe and building, between the
‘Heavenly Temple’ and the ‘Earthly Tabernacle’.
See Godfrey Rubens, William Richard Lethaby: his life and work, London 1986.

Lippincott, Roy Alston (1885-1969). Lippincott graduated from Cornell University in 1909 and

joined the office of Hermann von Holst, who was the successor to the Oak Park Studio practice of
Frank Lloyd Wright. In that regard Lippincott worked with Marion Mahony and Walter Burley
Griffin on Wright’s abandoned commissions [Figures 89a & 89b]. Lippincott married Genevieve
Griffin (1885-1972), the older sister of Walter. The Lippincotts accompanied the Griffins to Sydney
during May 1914 and managed the Griffins’ Sydney office until they moved to Melbourne and
occupied the so-called ‘Lippincott House’ during 1917 [Figures 26a & 26b]. Lippincott and fellow
draftsman, Edward Fielder Billson, won a competition for a new Arts Building at the University of
Auckland, New Zealand, in 1921.
See Donald leslie Johnson, Australian Architecture 1901-1951, Sydney, 1980, pp 109-125.

Macdonald, Alexander James (1864-1951). Macdonald was born in the Melbourne suburb of

Fitzroy. He trained in Edinburgh with the architect Charles Johnston, 1882-1886. He returned to
Melbourne and practiced privately before joining the Victorian Public Works Department in August
1889. Macdonald designed government buildings in a personal architectural style that combined
Scottish Baronial elements, the Romanesque arches of Henry Hobson Richardson, Islamic domes,
detailing inspired by English Queen Anne and the Arts & Crafts Movement [Figure 16]. In November
1897 Macdonald transferred from his architectural practice duties to become Examiner of Patents,
1904-1929, overseeing the registration of Griffin’s 1917 patent of the ‘Knitlock’ concrete block
construction system [Figure 151b]. In 1911 Macdonald entered the Canberra competition and was
placed in the final eight submissions. Macdonald assisted Walter Burley Griffin in drawing the 1913
modified Canberra Plan [Figure 33].
See Anne Neale, “AJ Macdonald: Enigma and Romance in the Public Service”, in Fabrications: the Journal of the
Society of Architectural Historians, Australia and New Zealand, August 1999, pp 115-135.

Maloney, William (Billy), ‘the Little Doctor’ (1854-1940), [Figure179]. During 1877 Dr Maloney

was active on a committee that successfully resisted a threat to the Roman Catholic land grant at the
University of Melbourne. Maloney was a Member of Parliament in Victoria, when in 1889 he
introduced the first specific women’s suffrage legislation. In 1890, as the President of the Land
Nationalization Society, an organization that supported the Irish Land Movement, Maloney greeted
Henry George at the interstate railway station in Melbourne. From 1901 Maloney was the Federal
Member for Melbourne in the House of Representatives for the Australian Labor Party within the
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circle of King O’Malley. In 1913 he was on a committee that supported the building of the new
Roman Catholic tertiary college. In her memoirs Marion Mahony Griffin Dr Maloney was especially
supportive and sympathetic to Walter’s Directorship of Canberra planning in the face of bureaucratic
hostility.
Biographical details are from varied sources.

Mannix, Daniel (1864-1963) [Figure 173]. Mannix was Coadjutor Archbishop to Archbishop Carr

and became Archbishop of Melbourne when Carr died in May 1917. From 1916, the year when
construction of the college building began, Mannix became an articulate and inveterate leader of the
WWI anti-conscription movement. Marion Mahony Griffin in “The Magic of America” claimed that
Walter Burley Griffin was a significant force in that movement. Mannix enjoyed two victories during
the war years, as conscription was twice rejected by Referendum, in October 1916 and December
1917. The success of Mannix with anti-conscription, his advocacy for Irish independence, and his
support for local Catholic empowerment in social and political life endeared him to most of
Melbourne’s Roman Catholics.
See Niall Brennan, Dr Mannix, Melbourne 1964.

Monash, John (1865-1931). Monash was born in West Melbourne, the son of German Jewish

immigrants. Monash was a distinguished student with a Masters degree in engineering and further
degrees in law and arts. He became a highly respected engineer, soldier and community leader. The
engineer firm of Monash & Anderson, 1894-1905, supervised the Monier arch bridge across the Yarra
River at Anderson Street, 1897-99, on the east side of the Royal Melbourne Botanic Gardens. Between
1905 and 1914 Monash was the Engineering Director of the Reinforced Concrete & Monier Pipe
Construction Company in Victoria. He designed a scheme for the reinforced concrete dome of the
Public Library Reading Room in Melbourne, 1906-11, adapting the Monier system. Ultimately Kahn
bars were used instead for this structure, which was the largest span in reinforced concrete anywhere
in the world at the time [Figure 17].
Biographical details are from varied sources.

Murdoch, John Smith (1862-1945). Born and educated in Scotland Murdoch migrated to

Australia in 1886. He practiced privately in Queensland before he became that state’s Government
Architect. He transferred to the Commonwealth Public Service based in Melbourne in 1904. He
designed many Canberra buildings including the temporary Parliament House opened in 1927. In
1912 Murdoch was a member of the review board for the Canberra design competition awarded to
the Griffins. During a tour of the USA and Europe in late 1912 Murdoch met Walter Burley Griffin in
Chicago who offered to come to Australia to explain the winning 1911 Canberra Plan. Murdoch
designed the Commonwealth Offices in Melbourne, 1910-12 [Figure 22], in which was located
Griffin’s Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction office, 1914-1919.
See the entry on Murdoch in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 2001.
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Oakden, Percy (1845-1917). Born in Tasmania Oakden was articled to an architect in Hobart in

1861. From 1865 to 1868 he was employed in the London office of architect Matthew Digby Wyatt,
where Richard Phené Spiers had worked, 1861-63. Oakden returned to Australia and was Borough
Architect in the provincial city of Ballarat in Victoria, 1868-74. Then Oakden joined classicist architect
Leonard Terry in Melbourne. Oakden was four times the President of the Royal Victorian Institute of
Architects around the turn of the century and was considered to be the father of the institute by his
peers. Oakden designed Queen’s College at the University of Melbourne, 1883-88, in an English
Tudor Gothic style [Figure 42]. Also in 1888 he designed Australia’s tallest office building at that time,
in Elizabeth Street, Melbourne [Figure 14].
See the entry on Oakden in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 2001.

Olmsted, Frederick Law (1822-1903). Olmsted was born in Hartford, Connecticut and studied

agricultural science and engineering at Yale University. Olmsted lived in China during 1843. He ran
an experimental scientific farm on Staten Island, New York, in 1848. When that failed he toured the
landscape gardens of Europe in 1850. Olmsted and Calvert Vaux won the competition for the design
of Central Park, New York, where Olmsted was made superintendent in 1857. During the Civil War,
1861-1865, Olmsted was the head of the United States Sanitary Commission attending the medical
needs and welfare of the Union Army. In that regard Peter Bonnet Wight built the first Union Army
field hospital in 1862. Olmsted was a neighbor and friend of Henry Hobson Richardson and they
joined their talents for the design of the Ames Gate Lodge, 1880-1881 [Figure 154b].  Olmsted planned
the campus of the Leland Stanford University at Palo Alto, California, 1887 [Figure 28a]. Daniel
Hudson Burnham worked closely with Olmsted for the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago,
1893 [Figure 8a]. In 1933 Griffin expressed the view that Olmsted was the greatest of American
landscape architects.
See Julius Fabos, Gordon Milde and Michael Weinmayr, Frederick Law Olmsted: Founder of Landscape Architecture
in America, Amherst, Massachusetts: 1970 (1968).

O’Malley, King (1858-1953). O’Malley was born in Vermont, USA, but he claimed to have been

born in the Dominion of Canada enabling him to legally participate in Australian politics. Between
1888 and 1893 O'Malley lived and worked in a number of major Australian cities. He strongly
supported a new Federation of Australian States in 1901 and gained a seat in the first Commonwealth
House of Representatives as an Independent, but soon joined the Labor Party. William Maloney and
Frank Brennan were supporters of O’Malley’s Labor circle, both of whom had strong connections
with the Newman College Executive Committee members. O’Malley was responsible for establishing
the Commonwealth Bank created on the principle of equity. His views also aligned with those of
Henry George when he successfully argued for leasehold only of Canberra land. He became the
Minister for Home Affairs in 1910-1913, obstructing Griffin’s Canberra Plan, and the Minister again in
1915-1916, but he became a supporter and friend of Walter Burley Griffin.
Larry Noye, O’Malley MHR, Geelong, Victoria 1985.
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Perkins, Dwight Heald (1867-1941). Perkins was a first cousin of Marion Lucy Mahony

(Griffin). Perkins was born in Memphis, Tennessee, but grew up in Chicago.
He attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston from 1885 to 1887, three years
before Marion began. During a further year Perkins was an instructor at MIT. Thereafter he worked
briefly with Henry Hobson Richardson in Boston. Perkins then worked with Chicago architects until
1894, including five years with Daniel Hudson Burnham and John Wellborn Root where he
managed their downtown office during the Columbian Exposition preparation, 1891-93. In 1894
Perkins accepted the commission for Steinway Hall on the former site of a Swedenborg church in
central Chicago. Perkins, Wright, Dean, Mahony, Griffin, and other architects of the Prairie School,
such as Robert Clossen Spencer Jr (1865-1953) and Henry Webster Tomlinson (1870-1942), were to
have office spaces in Steinway Hall. He was the first employer of Mahony in 1895 and also of Griffin
in 1899.
See the entry for Perkins in H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School, New York 1976 (1972);

Purcell, William Gray (1880-1965) Purcell was born in Chicago, raised in Oak Park, studied

architecture at Cornell University, 1899-1903, and worked first with Louis Henri Sullivan. During a
10-year practice in Minneapolis, Minnesota, he produced over 70 buildings, the most productive of
the Prairie School architects. Purcell met Hendrik Petrus Berlage in Europe in 1906 and was
instrumental in arranging Berlage’s visit to Chicago in 1911 where he met Griffin and other Prairie
School architects. In making preparations to move to Australia in 1914 Griffin asked Purcell, an
architect four years younger than himself, to come into partnership and run the new firm’s Chicago
office. Unfortunately Purcell declined and the ill-fated arrangement between the Griffins and Francis
Barry Byrne was made instead. Griffin however maintained correspondence with Purcell during the
following decades. One such letter revealed Griffin’s enthusiasm for the writings of Ernest Howard
Crosby and Edward Carpenter.
See the entry for Purcell in H Allen Brooks, The Prairie School, New York 1976 (1972).

Reed, Joseph (1823-1890). Reed migrated from England to Melbourne in 1853 where he won the

competition for the Public Library, Swanston Street. In 1856 Reed became the first elected member of
the RVIA. Reed was appointed in 1858 architect to the University of Melbourne. He designed many of
the university’s buildings in partnership with Frederick Barnes, including the English Tudor Gothic
Wilson Hall, 1878-82 [Figure 121b], and Ormond College from 1880 [Figures 43-44b]. Reed’s
Melbourne Town Hall, 1867-70, on the corner of Swanston and Collins Streets in the central city, and
his Exhibition Building, 1879-80 [Figure 13], were the venues for the 1890 lectures by Henry George.
See the entry on Oakden in Philip Goad, Melbourne Architecture, Sydney 2001.

Rich, Charles Alonzo (1855-1943). Rich was born and educated in Beverly, Massachusetts. In

1875 he graduated after studying engineering at Chandler Institute, Dartmouth College. He spent
another five years studying architecture, including three in Europe. In 1882 he formed a partnership
with Hugh Lamb of New York. In 1884 Rich designed a house for the politician Theodore Roosevelt, a
friend of Ernest Howard Crosby. Rich designed many Congregationalist university buildings,
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including 20 buildings for Dartmouth College. During 1894 Rich published a series of articles on
Spanish architecture in Architectural Record, which included views of the ancient Roman bridge at
Alcantara [Figure 165a], the dome over the mihrab at Cordoba Mosque [Figure 76b], and the Gothic
cathedral at Borgos [Figure 122a]. Montgomery Schuyler in Architectural Record, December 1909-May
1912, discussed Rich’s works at Dartmouth College in a series of articles on American universities and
colleges.
See the entry on Rich in Henry and Elsie Withey, Biographical Dictionary of American Architects (deceased), Los
Angeles, 1970.

Richardson, Henry Hobson (1838-1886) Richardson was born on the Priestley Plantation in

Louisiana. His maternal great grandfather was Joseph Priestley, mentor to Thomas Jefferson. A
graduate engineer from Harvard, Richardson studied architecture in England before entering the
Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts in 1860. He and Richard Phené Spiers were fellow students. Richardson
was assigned to the atelier of Louis-Jules André, but the financial disruption caused by the American
Civil War, 1861-65, forced Richardson to work simultaneously in the office of Theodore Labrouste.
During October 1865 Richardson returned to America and practiced firstly in New York and then in
Boston. He was a neighbor and friend with the prolific landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted.
Richardson evolved a new expression for American domestic architecture, the so-called Shingle Style,
for the William Watts Sherman House, Newport, Rhode Island, 1874-1876 [Figure 154a], culminating
in the Ames Gate Lodge, North Easton, Massachusetts, 1880-1881 [Figure 154b]. Richardson also
evolved a so-called ‘Romanesque’ using semi-circular arches, compact Romanesque column/piers
and heavily textured stonework fused into a personal style seen in the Oliver Ames Free Library,
North Easton, Massachusetts, 1877-1879 [Figures 144a & 144b], the Marshall Field Warehouse [Figure
10a] and the Glessner House [Figure 139b] in Chicago. Elements from diverse sources, including
Japan, were amalgamated in his elemental compositions.
See Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson and His Works, New York 1969 (1888).

Ricker, Nathan Clifford (1843-1924). Ricker was born on a farm near Acton, Maine, June 1843.

He worked in a cabinet joinery factory amongst other laboring occupations before he commenced
architectural studies in January 1870 at the ‘Illinois Industrial University’ in Urbana, aged 26. He was
offered a teaching post provided he spent 6 months studying in Europe. He spent three months at the
Berlin Bauenakademie. In July 1873 Ricker traveled to Vienna and was particularly impressed by
Gottfried Semper’s development of the Ringstrasse. Under Professor Ricker’s direction from
September 1873 the Architecture Department within Engineering Hall was the first to develop a
departmental library. Ricker translated French and German texts for his student’s use, the first being
Redtenbacher’s book on architectonics. In 1899 he translated a book on modern architecture by Otto
Wagner published in Chicago, 1901. In 1874 Ricker introduced instruction in Graphic Statics taught
only at Yale and Michigan prior to that time. His lectures Elementary Graphic Statics and Construction of
Trussed Roofs, were published in 1885. Later publications on timber frame design occurred in 1912 and
1913. Ricker designed and constructed five buildings on the campus including the University Library,
1896-1897 [Figure 148]. He served on professional architect committees with Henry Hobson
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Richardson on education, 1880, and with Peter Bonnet Wight and Dankmar Adler on architect
registration, 1897. Walter Burley Griffin studied under Ricker from 1895 to 1899.
See Alan Laing, Nathan Clifford Ricker 1843-1924, Urbana-Champaign, Illinois 1973.

Root, John Wellborn (1850-1891). Root was born in Georgia, USA. After studying in Liverpool in

England during the Civil War, 1861-1865, Root studied science and engineering at New York
University, 1866-69. He worked for New York architects before Peter Bonnet Wight appointed Root
his Chicago office foreman in 1872. In July 1873 a partnership began with another Wight employee,
Daniel Hudson Burnham. Root’s Chicago School skyscraper buildings included the Woman’s
Temple, [Figure 12a], a mixture of French Romanesque and Renaissance elements, and the
Monadnock Building, [Figure 12b], abstractly expressing load bearing brickwork. Root died from
pneumonia while preparing the architectural program for the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition,
Chicago, his legacy the Court of Honor [Figure 8a]. Root published articles on the architectural theory
of types and architectonics and also published in 1889-1890 his translation of Gottfried Semper’s text
on architectural style. In 1933 Walter Burley Griffin declared that Root was the equal of Louis Henri
Sullivan in the development of modern architecture in Chicago.
See Donald Hoffmann, The Architecture of John Wellborn Root, Chicago 1973.

Schopfer, Jean (1868-1931). Schopfer was born in Morges, Switzerland in a French Calvinist

family. He was educated at the Sorbonne and the École du Louvre in Paris. During 1892 Schopfer was
the French Open tennis champion. He married a wealthy American, Alice Wetherbee. They moved in
the painter Vuillard’s circle in Paris. Schopfer’s used his given name for articles on architecture and
related subjects but from 1899 he used the pseudonym of ‘Claude Anet’ for his novels and
travelogues. After a visit to America he wrote an article praising the Louis Henri Sullivan, Bayard
Building, New York, 1897-1899 [Plate 6.2b]. Each of the articles by Schopfer in Architectural Record was
influential upon Walter Burley Griffin. For example, Schopfer wrote two articles on the reinforced
concrete and reinforced brickwork systems of the French engineer, Remy-Jean-Paul Cottançin (1865-
1928), as used in Anatole de Baudot’s Church of Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montmartre, Paris, 1894-1904
[Figure 149b]. It seems that these engineering techniques had a profound influence upon Griffin’s
reinforced concrete dome at Newman College [Figure 149a], and Griffin’s 1917 patent ‘Knitlock’
concrete masonry system [Figure 151b].
Biographical details from Gloria Lynn Groom, “Painting as decoration for the domestic interior: Edouard Vuillard’s
patrons and projects, 1892-1901”, PhD dissertation, University of Texas, Austin, 1990.

Schuyler, Montgomery (1843-1914). Schuyler was born in Ithica, New York State. After the

American Civil War, 1861-1865, Schuyler became a journalist. Eventually he became the first
American newspaper writer specializing in architectural critique. In 1891 Schuyler, together with
Harry William Desmond and Russell Sturgis, founded Architectural Record. Schuyler’s was the first
article, about the Romanesque Revival in America, an aspect of the work of Henry Hobson
Richardson. Schuyler published a series of 10 articles, 1909-12, about the principal campus plans and
university buildings in America, including the University of Virginia by Thomas Jefferson [Figure
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94b]. Schuyler’s articles were usually on American architecture, yet included an excursion to Mont
Saint-Michel. He wrote on the 1791 planning of L’Enfant’s Washington DC, and that city’s 1902
Commission design led by Daniel Hudson Burnham. In 1892 Schuyler published a book on
American architecture that celebrated medieval precedence and the preeminence of construction in
the development of architectural style.
See William Jordy and Ralph Coe, American Architecture and Other Writings by Montgomery Schuyler, Volumes I &
II, Cambridge, Massachusetts 1961.

Spiers, Richard Phené (1838-1916) [Figure 180]. Spiers was born in Oxford. He studied

architecture at the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts from 1858 to 1861, where he befriended Henry Hobson
Richardson. On his return to London Spiers entered the architectural office of Mathew Digby Wyatt.
From 1870 to 1906 Spiers was the Master of the Royal Academy Architecture School. In 1887 Spiers
wrote a textbook on architectural drawing in which he claimed that the design of a past building was
best recalled through the pattern of its construction. Spiers recorded the destruction by fire of the
Tuileries Palace, Paris, designed by Philibert de l'Orme, 1564 [Figure 182c]. Spiers loved Greek and
Gothic architecture and Japanese art claimed William Richard Lethaby in the obituary for his friend.
Spier’s additions on South East Asia architecture in Fergusson’s History of Indian and Eastern
Architecture, London 1910, provided patterns that Walter Burley Griffin chose for the design of
Newman College. In addition Spiers wrote on the church of Saint-Front, Périgueux, France, 1120
[Figure 152b] in Architecture East and West, London 1905.
See William Richard Lethaby, “Richard Phené Spiers”, in Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects, 1916.

Stickley, Gustav (1858-1942). Stickley was apprenticed to his stonemason father in 1870, aged 12,

and later worked in a chair factory. From 1900 Stickley produced his own ‘Mission Style’ oak
furniture designs with leather coverings, which proved to be robust and enduring in American
colleges. He became active in promoting the Arts & Crafts Movement in America. Through his
magazine The Craftsman he publicized his furniture designs and bungalow plans during the first
decade of the 20th Century. Stickley expressed the social and artistic views of John Ruskin, William
Morris and Tolstoy. Edward Carpenter, Russell Sturgis and Louis Henri Sullivan contributed
articles to The Craftsman.
See Gustav Stickley, Craftsman Homes, New York 1979 (1909).

Sturgis, Russell (1836-1909). During the early 1850s Sturgis studied arts at the College of the City

of New York where he met Peter Bonnet Wight. Sturgis worked a year for the architect Leopold
Eidlitz (1829-1908). From 1863 to 1868 Sturgis and Wight shared an architectural practice in New York
and was in solo architectural practice until 1880. He trained Charles Follen McKim and William Mead
of the later firm, McKim Mead & White, who restored the Thomas Jefferson University of Virginia
[Figure 31]. In the early 1870s Sturgis completed a chapel and two student dormitories at
Congregationalist Yale University [Figure 98a]. Sturgis lived in Europe, 1880-1884. During the
following years in New York he became renowned for his lectures and writing on art and
architecture. In 1891 Sturgis founded the Architectural Record in New York with Harry William
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Desmond and Montgomery Schuyler. The subject matter in the Sturgis articles was often about
utilitarian buildings, fireproofing and construction techniques for various materials He published The
Interdependence of the Arts of Design, 1905. In a 1905 review of a William Richard Lethaby book on
medieval art Sturgis praised its careful exposition of logical, solid and permanent construction and its
natural evolution. Richard Phené Spiers wrote some entries for the three volumes of Russell Sturgis,
Dictionary of Architecture, 1901-1902. Toward the end of his life Sturgis finished two volumes of four
for A History of Architecture, 1906. Chapter V begins with the assertion that Gothic architecture was
derived from the Romanesque in France.
See Peter Bonnet Wight, “Russell Sturgis – Architect, Encyclopedist and Critic”, in The Inland Architect and News
Record, January 1897, pp 56-58, and “Reminiscences of Russell Sturgis”, in Architectural Record, August 1909, pp
123-131.

Sullivan, Louis Henry (Henri) (1856-1924). Sullivan was born in Boston, his father Irish and

mother of German and French-Swiss descent. Sullivan was raised on the farm of his French-Swiss
Mennonite grandmother, thus Sullivan valued democracy, rationality, and naturalness. In 1872 he
entered architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, aged 16 years, remaining one year
only. He worked briefly in the office of architect Frank Furness in Philadelphia before joining his
parents in Chicago. During 1874 he studied at the Paris Ecole des Beaux-Arts learning elemental
composition. He returned to Chicago in March 1875 and worked for different architects before
entering in 1879 the office of Dankmar Adler (1844-1900), which soon led to the partnership of Adler
and Sullivan, 1881-1895. Sullivan was prominent in the so-called Chicago School that sought an
appropriate architectural expression for the skyscraper, eventually fulfilled in Sullivan’s Guaranty
Building, Buffalo, New York, 1894-1896 [Figure 11b]. Sullivan in his office inside the tower of the
Auditorium Building Chicago, 1886-1890 [Figure 10b] trained Frank Lloyd Wright, 1887-1893, and
William Gray Purcell, 1903-1905, both influential in the new domestic Prairie School architecture of
Chicago. Sullivan was well known to the American architectural profession through frequent
publication of his building projects, his lectures and other texts. His principle that ‘form ever follows
function’ is legendary. Both Marion Lucy Mahony and Walter Burley Griffin considered Louis
Sullivan to be their mentor.
See Albert Bush-Brown, Louis Sullivan. New York 1960, and David Van Zanten, Sullivan’s City, New York, 2000.

Taylor, Florence Mary (1879-1969) [Figure 181] & George Augustine Taylor (1872-1928). In

1900, aged 21, Florence Parsons began work as an architect’s clerk. Until 1904 she studied architecture
at Sydney Technical College. From 1902-07 she worked for architect Burcham Clamp and qualified as
Australia’s first woman architect. In 1907 she married George Taylor, a notorious bohemian, designer
and aviator. Their Building Publishing Company produced a number of serials on the built
environment. During 1912-1913 Building championed the Griffins’ 1911 Canberra Plan and agitated
against the Departmental Board Plan in place. The Taylors offered practical hospitality when the
Griffin party arrived in Sydney from Chicago in May 1914. Within a year the Griffins and the Taylors
had fallen out over issues arising from Walter’s singular control of Canberra planning, and Marion’s
enthusiasm for a Women’s Auxiliary to the new Town Planning Association in Sydney. Florence
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Taylor joined forces with Thomas Joseph Donovan in early 1916 and ran a series of articles in
Building attacking Griffin, the Newman College design, the Griffins’ Café Australia of 1915-1916
[Figures 25a & 25b], and architectural taste in Melbourne’s Roman Catholic churches, old and new.
See Julie Willis and Bronwyn Hanna, Women Architects in Australia 1900-1950, Canberra 2001.

Wagner, Otto (1841-1918). Wagner was born in Penzig, a village near Vienna. His academic success

at the Vienna Technical High School, 1857-1859, enabled him to enter the Berlin Bauenakademie,
1860-1861. In 1863 Wagner completed his architectural training at the Vienna Academy of Fine Arts.
From 1894 Wagner occupied the Chair of Architecture at this Academy. His pupils included Joseph
Maria Olbrich who exhibited at the 1904 St Louis Fair in America. In February 1914 Walter and
Marion visited Vienna to invite Wagner to judge a Canberra parliament building competition. Griffin
and Wagner consequently corresponded until the outbreak of WWI. In 1899 Nathan Clifford Ricker
translated Wagner's Moderne Architektur, 1896, for the use of his students.
See Harry Francis Mallgrave (editor), Otto Wagner: Reflections on the Raiment of Modernity. Santa Monica,
California 1993.

Wardell, William Wilkinson (1823-1899). Wardell was born in London. He was trained first as

an engineer. Wardell acquired his architectural training in an architect’s office, and his enthusiasm for
architecture through the writings of the Gothic Revival polemicist, AWN Pugin. Wardell converted to
Catholicism in 1843 and engaged with the Oxford Movement led by John Henry Newman. Between
1846-1858 Wardell designed more than 30 Gothic Revival buildings in Great Britain, including
churches, schools, convents and private houses. A year later in 1859, having migrated to Australia for
his health, he began design work on the huge Gothic Revival St Patrick’s Cathedral in Melbourne
[Figure 20b] simultaneously with St John’s College, University of Sydney, 1859-1860 [Figure 36b].
See Ursula de Jong, William Wilkinson Wardell, 1823-1899, His Life and Work, Melbourne 1983.

Wight, Peter Bonnet (1838-1925). Wight was born in New York where he practiced architecture

with Russell Sturgis, 1863-1868. They became active with the Pre-Raphaelite movement in America,
the so-called ‘Association for the Advancement of Truth in Art’. Wight translated and published the
1863-1864 Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris lectures by Viollet-le-Duc. Wight won the 1861 competition for
the National Academy of Design, 1863-1865. During the Civil War of 1861-1865, Wight designed the
first Union Army field hospital when Frederick Law Olmsted was the executive administrator for
hospital commissions. After the Great Fire of 1871 Wight practiced in Chicago with John Wellborn
Root and Daniel Hudson Burnham as draftsmen. In 1873 Wight was asked to superintend the
construction of the American Express Building in Chicago designed by Henry Hobson Richardson
and designe its interior. Wight was a fireproof building contractor, 1878-1889, using his own
terracotta products. During 1897 Wight with Dankmar Adler and Nathan Clifford Ricker was
instrumental in the passage of the pioneering Illinois architect licensing law. In his many articles for
Chicago architectural magazines Wight urged young architects such as Walter Burley Griffin to free
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themselves from dependency on past styles in order to create a ‘living architecture’ that fully
embraced modern construction, yet evolved out of the rational styles of the past.
See Sarah Bradford Landau, PB Wight, architect, contractor and critic, 1838-1925, Chicago, 1981.

Wright, Frank Lloyd (1867-1959). As a young man Wright adopted a younger sister’s birth-date

as his own thus some biographies record his birth-date as 1869. Wright enrolled in Civil Engineering
at the University of Wisconsin for a few months during the academic year 1885-86. Wright trained as
an architect with Joseph Lyman Silsbee and Louis Henri Sullivan, 1887-1893. Wright added a
substantial Studio to the front of his new Oak Park house in 1895 meant to accommodate architects
and artists. The sharing of design responsibilities and profit sharing were features of the Studio
operation. Wright and Henry Webster Tomlinson (1870-1942) formed a short-lived partnership from
January 1901 to March 1902, and Mahony and Griffin were working in the Studio during these 15
months. Tomlinson claimed that Wright had the ability to visualize a suggestion made by another
and to quickly develop that idea in his design work. The long hair, wide-brimmed hat and cloak that
Wright wore was in imitation of the dress of the ‘Roycrofter’, Elbert Hubbard (1856-1915), aspiring to
live the life of an Arts & Crafts artist. In 1905 Wright traveled to Japan with former clients, the Ward
Willets [Figure 156b], but on return to the Studio he reneged on a $5000 loan from Griffin and refused
accreditation for Griffin’s. Griffin left the Studio and began private practice at Steinway Hall. In 1909
Wright eloped with a client, Mamah Cheney and went to Europe to prepare and publish the two
Wasmuth Volumes, Berlin 1910 & 1911 [Figures 157-161]. During 1911 Wright returned to the Lloyd
Jones family estate at Spring Green, Wisconsin, and began the first Taliesin project. During 1913
Wright’s major project was the Midway Gardens located in what had been the Midway Plaisance
during the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. In August 1914 at Taliesin a dismissed
butler burned Wright’s house to the ground and murdered seven of his workmen and guests,
including Mamah Cheney and her two children. Soon Wright was able to rebuild his life with Miriam
Noel, and his career with the design and construction of the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo, Japan, 1915-
1919, designed and constructed parallel in time with Newman College.
See Brendan Gill, Many Masks: a Life of Frank Lloyd Wright. London, 1990
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APPENDIX A:
CHRONOLOGICAL PROGRESS OF THE NEW ROMAN CATHOLIC
COLLEGE:

THE EVENTS LEADING UP TO FUND-RAISING FOR THE COLLEGE. THE WORK OF THE
COLLEGE COMMITTEES. LETTERS FROM THOMAS DONOVAN. THE APPOINTMENT OF
ARCHITECTS. FINAL DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION. THOMAS DONOVAN’S FINAL
PROTEST. TENDERS AND A CONTRACT WITH BART MORIARTY. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
THE REVISED CHAPEL DESIGN. ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS

EVENTS LEADING UP TO FUND-RAISING FOR THE COLLEGE
1853
The Act of the Incorporation of the University of Melbourne in the State of Victoria made provision
for four affiliated colleges.

1858, 1 June
The first Professor of Medicine and Catholic convert Dr Anthony Colling Brownless was elected the
Warden of the Senate [Vice-Chancellor] of the University of Melbourne.

1861, 23 December
Grants of 10 acres 12 perch each to four church denominations including the Roman Catholic
Church.38

1872
The State Aid Abolition Act passed in Victoria meant that the State would not fund denominational
schools. The Catholic Church therefore established funding of its own primary and secondary schools
system without government financial assistance.
Trinity College opened. The Sydney architect EM Blacket designed the Clarke Building, one of the
initial buildings at Trinity College [Figures 45a & 45b]. Blacket also designed the Gothic Revival Main
Quadrangle Building and Great Hall at Sydney University, 1854-59 [Figures 37a & 37b].39

1872 & 1876
A collection in churches paid for a fence around the Roman Catholic reserve.

                                                  
38 In 1900 a further application for trusteeship had to be made, as the reserve remained unoccupied by a Roman
Catholic college building.
39 Blacket’s sons Cyril and Arthur later designed more building blocks at Trinity College. The Clarke Building
has a central corridor. A Common Room is in the lower level and a Billiard and Trophy Room in the upper level.
During 1884 the College Warden visited England and built a Chemistry and Biology Laboratory at Trinity
College on his return. After 1892 William Lamprey Bowditch was a Mathematics Tutor for three years at Trinity
College. Bowditch was later a member of the Newman College Executive Building Committee.
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1877
The Carlton [Australian Rules] Football Club used the reserve for some years. The University Council
would not permit the Club to collect an entry charge so the Club moved on. In November 1877 a
meeting of Catholics countered a proposal that the reserve should be sold off if the Catholics were not
prepared to build. The Church received support from Vice-Chancellor Brownless. Dr William
Maloney was on a Church committee that looked into this matter.

1881, 18 March
Ormond College opened. [Figures 43-44b] Joseph Reed, Architect, of Reed & Barnes designed the
building in 1881. Joseph Reed was also the designer of a number of earlier buildings at the University
of Melbourne including Wilson Hall, 1875 [Figure 121b].

1881, 3 December
The Advocate recorded that the Catholic authorities consented to the excision of a strip of land 20-foot
wide on the southern boundary of the reserve in order that a public path might be made from Royal
Parade to Madeline Street [later, Swanston Street]. The path was named ‘The Avenue’ but in time it
acquired the nickname of ‘Tin Alley’ because it was enclosed along its north side by a high corrugated
iron fence.

1886
Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr arrived in Melbourne from Ireland as the new Head of the Diocese
of Melbourne.

1887, 21 June
Welcoming address by students at St Francis Xavier College SJ, Kew, broached the subject of a
tertiary college.

1887, 24 June
Welcoming address by the Prefect AL Kenny at St Patrick’s College SJ, East Melbourne, who spoke
about the subject of a tertiary college.

1887, 6 September
A deputation of Catholic graduates led by the Very Rev JH O’Connell, parish of St George’s, Carlton,
put before Archbishop Carr the question of a college. The Archbishop expressed regret that a college
could not be built because of the commitments to Catholic primary and secondary Church schools.

1888
Queen’s College opened. [Figure 42] Percy Oakden, Architect, designed the building as early as 1880,
completed for the first student intake in March 1888.
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1890
Lecture tour of Melbourne by Henry George. Welcomed at the interstate train terminal by Dr William
Maloney, President of the Land Nationalization Society.40

1897, 31 October
St Patrick’s Cathedral, Melbourne, William Wardell, Architect, [Figure 20b] was completed and
consecrated.

1907
Catholic convert William Lamprey Bowditch revived the call for a college. His letter of deputation to
Archbishop Carr was published in The Advocate 9 November 1907, p 19.

1910, 2 September
The Newman Society was founded. Thomas Cornelius Brennan was the Society’s President until
1924. The Society aimed to work for the erection of a college.

1911
Archbishop Carr before a meeting of the Newman Society expressed the wish to build a tertiary
college for Roman Catholics.

1911, 12 December
The Australian Catholic Federation was formed in Cathedral Hall, Melbourne, with Thomas
Cornelius Brennan as President.

1912, 23 May
The Minister for Home Affairs, King O’Malley, proclaimed the Griffins’ scheme for Canberra the
winner of the international competition.

1913, 19 April
An article in The Advocate recorded that Coadjutor Archbishop Mannix was newly arrived from
Ireland during March 1913. Mannix spoke on tertiary education before the Newman Society. Mannix
had been a Senator in Cardinal John Newman’s foundation of the National University of Ireland in
Dublin.41

1913, 31 May
The Advocate, p23, reported a visit and inspection of the reserve by Coadjutor Archbishop Mannix.

                                                  
40 Marion in her memoirs credited Dr Maloney [Figure 179] with eloquent support for Griffin in Federal
Parliament.
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1913, 9 August
The Advocate, p 20, reported a lecture to the Newman Society on the life of Cardinal John Newman by
William L Bowditch. Coadjutor Archbishop Mannix provided the vote of thanks.

1913, 25 August
Walter Burley Griffin arrived in Melbourne on his first visit to Australia. During this four month visit
Griffin was appointed Federal Capital Director of Design and Construction by William Kelly the
incumbent Minister for Home Affairs.

1913, 4 October
The Advocate reported on a 24 September debate ‘The Catholic Education Aims in Victoria’ in the
Melbourne Town Hall between Thomas Cornelius Brennan and the Rev Joseph Nicholson.

1913, 1 November
Griffin returned temporarily to Chicago on six months leave-of-absence.

1914, 25 February
Thomas Cornelius Brennan addressed the Free Trade and Land Values League, Henry George
followers, on the topic of ‘The Individual and the State’.

1914, 8 April
Frank Brennan, MHR, younger brother of TC Brennan, and a Labour Party member in King
O’Malley’s circle, addressed the Free Trade and Land Values League, on the topic of ‘Monopolies,
Trusts and Combines’.

THE WORK OF THE COLLEGE COMMITTEES
1914, 8 April
The first general meeting to procure a new Roman Catholic college at the University of Melbourne
was conducted by Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr in the St Patrick's Cathedral Library. Further
meetings of the University of Melbourne Catholic graduates invited by the Archbishop were held on
28 April, 5 May, 12 May, and 19 May 1914 leading to the identification of the Executive Committee.

1914, 12 May
Florence M Taylor, “Marion Mahony Griffin”, in Building, pp 112k-m: The Federal prize was a triumph
for a great architect, and his life-mate, who happens to be, as I, one of the women of today performing, according
to her accomplishments, her highest duty as the help-mate of a husband . . Griffin is a man of genius, and it is
his gifted wife who gives that genius its best interpretation.

                                                                                                                                                             
41 See Archbishops Carr and Mannix portraits [Figure 173].
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1914, 15 May
The Griffins arrived in Australia.

1914, 29 May
Archbishop Carr appointed prominent Roman Catholic university graduates to a College General
Committee for procurement of a new building for Roman Catholic tertiary students attending the
University of Melbourne.

1914, 30 May
William Lamprey Bowditch MA Cambridge signed a Deed of Trust bequeathing his library to the
future Roman Catholic College.
The Advocate, pp 16f, produced a ‘Catholic College Number’ with photos of the three Protestant
colleges and the vacant Catholic College site. William L Bowditch wrote a ‘History of the Movement’
to found a new college.

1914, 31 May
Pentecost Sunday evening public meeting held at the St Patrick's Cathedral to launch fundraising
for a new college. Archbishop Carr used the name ‘Newman College’ but until ratified by the
Provisional College Council in early 1917 the project was usually referred to as the ‘Catholic College’.

1914, 11 June
The Bulletin, p 20, included an item in its ‘Melbourne Chatter’ column: Griffin, imported American
architect for the Federal Capital that isn’t getting on quite as fast as a bushfire, is staying at the ‘Oriental’
[Hotel]. He is an architect disguised as a musician of 20 years ago, possessing a mop of twine-coloured hair
which he can’t possibly use in his business. His wife helps him by colouring his drawings and plans. They have
done a good deal of sketching in the Botanical Gardens lately and – oh, I told you before that the Federal Capital
was resting, didn’t I?

1914, 23 June
An Executive Committee of fifteen members appointed: President His Grace the Archbishop, Very
Rev Dean M Carey, Dr TF Bride, Dr Murray Morton, Dr HB Devine, Messrs. WL Bowditch, JS
Meagher, JM Kerr, HL Shelton, TE King, RA Warming, DE Hayes, T McDonald, FE O’Connell, M
Mahoney, and MP Jageurs. Hon Treasurers His Grace the Coadjutor Archbishop and Mr. M Mornane.
Hon Secretaries Dr AL Kenny and Mr. TC Brennan. A further meeting was held on 14 July.

1914, 30 June
A five member College Requirements Sub-committee was chosen to develop a brief for the new
college: William L Bowditch convenor, the Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix, Dr Thomas F Bride,
Augustus Leo Kenny, and Morgan P Jageurs.
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1914, 5 August
Outbreak of WW1. The Executive Committee decided to postpone fund raising until the cessation
of hostilities.

LETTERS FROM THOMAS DONOVAN
1914. 14 December
Thomas Donovan letter to Carr: You may remember an offer which I made in last May to St John’s College
within the University of Sydney, of bursaries to the extent of £30,000 on condition that the Council of the
college erected the necessary buildings to house my Bursars. Mine was a desperate effort to revive a dying
institution. I offered the thrifty savings of a long life of self-denial in order to help poor students to live in a
Catholic college within the University. Donovan complained that his capital would be reduced by a new
federal tax on income and asked the Archbishop to plead for exemption on gifts to appropriate
institutions.42

1914, 21 December
Donovan letter to Carr: I am very grateful for your kind and timely help in securing from the Federal
Government freedom from taxation of gifts to charitable and educational institutions . . . Our own Church
people here are singularly apathetic in seeking improvement in matters of this kind; and that is why your kindly
promptitude in supporting my action [writing a letter to Government] is not only a novel experience for me,
but has touched me deeply.

1915, 22 March
Mannix letter to Donovan: I gather from your letter of 15 March that the conditions which you attached to
your munificent offer to St John’s College and which you deem essential are not likely to be complied with in
Sydney . . you express a contingent intention to transfer your offer to the proposed Newman College Melbourne
. . . promises to the amount of £40,000 to be paid in five annual instalments . . Unfortunately the war and the
drought made it necessary or desirable to postpone the generous appeal to Victoria.

1915, 27 March
Donovan letter to Mannix: I hope to be able to speak with you [in Melbourne] in Easter week on the prospects
of Newman College . . some thought might be given to the careful selection of the best Architect, seeing that so
much depends on beauty and economy in design and plan . . Some friends credit me with taste in Architecture
and planning, and perhaps during my short stay in Melbourne I may be allowed to offer suggestions on these
matters.

1915, 8 May
Donovan letter to Mannix: On Monday (10 May) I shall write you a formal letter, which you can show,
offering to endow Newman College with Bursaries, valued to £30,000 provided that before the end of the year,
£30,000 in addition to the £40,000 already subscribed, and that at least £20,000 has been by that time paid to

                                                  
42 See Thomas Donovan portrait [Figure 177].
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the college account, and a contract signed for building, immediately, the college at a cost of £30,000 at least . . at
first . . I would like my own name suppressed, in order to minimize whatever scandal may arise from the
authorities here neglecting my offer . . I should like to be known to the public as “The Founder”. Of course my
name can be disclosed later, at your discretion.

1915, 10 May
Donovan’s formal letter to Mannix: My idea of the building is to have two quadrangles (a frequent
arrangement) each complete in itself, but one to be finished before beginning the second, in order to get students
quickly in residence and under college discipline. Each quadrangle might cost £30,000. A few arguments may
help to draw subscriptions: 1. An outsider has come to help. 2 . . the endowment is promised. 3. Legislation has
been secured by the Founder freeing gifts to the college from Federal taxation. 4. Money is not lacking if we
economise in pleasure, drink, and dress.

1915, 12 May
Donovan letter to Mannix: On further reflection . . the cost of the first quadrangle will not be under £50,000,
because it will include the Chapel which ought to be large and beautiful . . a permanent chapel should form part
of the first buildings . . we could use any large rooms for temporary Dining Hall, and Library, but the earliest
and holiest associations should cluster around the permanent chapel.’ Donovan noted the Horsfall donation
for the Trinity College Chapel. ‘One advantage of completing a quadrangle is that it is self-contained and free
of that piecemeal patchy look of some other colleges.

1915, 14 May
Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix, announced at the Executive Committee meeting that a
Sydney benefactor, Thomas Donovan, had donated bursaries for Roman Catholic rural students to
the new college on the proviso that the Church contracted to build a new college by December
1915. Coadjutor Archbishop Mannix later negotiated with Donovan for an extension of time for the
signing of a new college building contract.

1915, 23 May
Pentecost Sunday public meeting in St Patrick’s Cathedral where funding so far for a new college was
announced as well as the terms for bursaries by an unnamed donor.

1915, 31 May
Donovan letter to Mannix: Buildings to cost at least £30,000 to be in progress before April 1916 . . Your
people gave an excellent fresh start to the college on Pentecost Sunday; let us hope they will keep steady on the
same high level. If your committee thinks that I can help them in any way from this distance, I shall be always
glad to do my best for them.

1915, 8 June
WL Bowditch at the General Committee meeting reported that the College Requirements sub-
committee had visited Ormond and Queen’s Colleges. Archbishop Carr pointed out that the Catholics
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of Sydney were pushing on with the completion of St Mary’s Cathedral: and this was a great task which
made it impossible for them to fulfil the conditions attached to Mr. Donovan’s offer to St John’s College.

1915, 14 June
Donovan letter to Kenny: In order to meet the difficulty about the time limit for signing contract, I am
willing to extend that time for two, or if necessary three, months . . I send you a sketch of my notion of a ground
plan for the college which may not be of use. You can see I am no draughtsman, and the college is, for clearness,
on a larger scale than that of the ground. I enclose the plan in a little book of Sydney University views. The
main points in my plan are these: The building is kept as near as possible to the NE corner of the grounds, with
a Tower or Porch touching Madeline Street [Swanston Street]. All the public buildings, Chapel, Hall, Library
and Kitchen line that street . . giving the greatest quietude to bed-rooms, study and lecture-rooms. The Porch,
touching the street, is a great convenience in wet weather or at night seeing that one has to traverse a long and
dark walk, as at Ormond College, from college gate to doorway . . . my plan leaves the maximum of Park and
Garden at the rear where both Teachers and Students will have a place for study and relaxation, undisturbed in
academic groves. In my opinion, the grounds of the other colleges are much wasted. For instance, Ormond
College at its rear abuts on a noisy cricket ring, while the garden is in front and is useless for study or
meditation or relaxation, inasmuch as it is open to the road and visitors, and thus privacy is lost. Compare this
with Oxford and Cambridge, aligning the street, but carefully screening lawns and groves of exquisite beauty
and very tempting to the student and lover of Nature . . Electric light will of course be in use, while bed rooms
for the sick and weak might be supplied with means for connecting heat-radiators in case of necessity. A great
saving might thus be secured in doing away with fireplaces and chimneys, although they would be still needed
in the Hall, in the Common room and all public rooms where large fires would be wanted . . Surrounding the
Quadrangle a cloister is needed for shelter from rain and sun; but to build this in medieval style, with roof of
stone or brick, would be very costly and quite uncalled for. A solid verandah with slated roof resting on stone,
brick or metal pillars, could be made both beautiful and durable.

1915, 14 June
Donovan letter to Mannix: I sent to Dr Kenny a sketch ground-plan of my suggestion for a college, with
many other suggestions which, if not of value, may, at least, prove to be amusing.

1915, 17 June
Donovan letter to Mannix: I hope the college committee will appreciate my argument for building as near the
SE corner of the ground as possible’. He stressed that he had changed his mind about the location . . ‘If a
college were in the country with fifty acres of land, and a hill in the centre, it might be placed there for sake of
the view: but in Melbourne the three colleges, Ormond, Trinity and Queens have squandered land in empty
show to the public, neglecting a great chance for securing privacy for outdoor study and recreation for their
students in their own enclosure . . As to the day for laying the cornerstone, I ask for it on Shakespeare’s birth
and death-day – 23 April.
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1915, 18 June
Donovan letter to Kenny: I have thought of an improved plan for college buildings, sketch of which I enclose. I
know that it is out of scale, but the main ideas are: 1. College to be built in South-east corner of ground 2. [use
of right angle arrangements] 3. Library over Kitchen, and lighted from roof, and having Oriel gallery with
view into Hall . . I am glad to learn that Archbishop Mannix and you approve my plan for building up to the
street line, and in the South-east corner of the ground.

1915, 22 June
WL Bowditch moved and seconded by Count O’Loughlin that at the next meeting the Executive
Committee: shall consider the appointment of a Consulting Architect and that in the interim the College
Requirements Sub-committee shall pursue further enquiries in this direction. The sub-committee
submitted a brief for review that included a list of: staff positions, college community rooms, student
and staff accommodations, building services, and alternative material finishes. Each item was
considered and passed by the Executive Committee. Items for an intake of 50 students passed: a
chapel, dining and commemoration hall, library, billiard and separate recreation room, two lecture
halls, biology and chemistry laboratories, two reception rooms or parlours, an office, a gymnasium
with swimming bath. Additional items passed were the Rector’s two rooms and a study, three
masters’ rooms and studies, 50 students’ rooms and 50 students’ studies, an isolation block with three
beds and a nurse’s room, a kitchen with pantries larders storerooms and laundry, a servants’ hall, a
Matron and servants’ bedrooms, luggage room, and a room for externs. Electric light and wall outlets
for fans, central heating throughout and no fireplaces and chimneys were further items passed. The
reticulation of hot and cold water to every bedroom was referred back to the sub-committee, but it
was agreed to supply hot and cold water to all bathrooms and lecture rooms. Other items referred
back were: all lavatory basins to be connected with sewerage, there be plunge baths with showers, gas
cooking, ferroconcrete construction, and a flat roof construction with the kitchen on top. That the
college be a three-storey building with a basement was passed.

1915, 26 June
Donovan letter to Kenny and TC Brennan: Donovan responded to the items listed on 22 June by the
College Requirements Sub-committee: In your sub-committee’s report on college requirements I find “Flat
roof: Kitchen on roof”, which implies a rejection of every form of Gothic architecture, and indeed would exclude
all Architecture in its true sense.’ He then discussed Ruskin’s views on the inappropriateness of flat
roofs: The steep gable is the form most proper for the roof. All the loveliest Gothic architecture in the world is
based on the pointed arch and the gable. He offered the opinion that Wilson Hall in Tudor Perpendicular
with pointed arches was a failure largely owing to the defective angle of the roof . . .Again, you need a
building of many gables to counteract the monotonous flatness of the college site in Melbourne . . in Melbourne
you need to call in the highest art to beautify the scene; and only Gothic architecture will help you . . As
Catholics, we are the legitimate heirs of all that is attractive and soul-subduing in the stately shrines of Oxford,
what right have we to resign our birthright in their beauty, to alien religious bodies? The advice to place the
library above the kitchen is now replaced by all rooms above the kitchen should be devoted to servants and
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to provide store and box-rooms . . The Church has always strongly appealed to our sense of beauty and decorum,
the aid of which we dare not reject in this rationalistic and socialistic age.

1915, 29 June
A Heating sub-committee of Rev JH O’Connell, Messrs. Kenny, Hayes, Jageurs and Meagher was
appointed to investigate the questions of heating the building, hot water supply, lavatories and other
matters.

1915, 1 July
The Heating sub-committee met with a builder, ‘Mr. Swanson’, and took submissions from ‘Mr.
James O’Grady’. The committee resolved that the building have: an Electric Motor to be used in the
Laundry and to power any special ventilation work, two Coke Furnaces with one for hot water the
other for ‘radiation heating’, copper piping, enameled iron baths, separate showers not over plunge
baths, all bathrooms to be tiled, fixed basins with hot and cold water supply connected to sewerage,
kitchen and dining hall on same level with fuel cooking not gas. Mr. Swanson’s views about design
were listed: the cheaper Gothic style was more work but used less material than the Classic style,
which used more material and had less work, although slate was needed for Gothic pitched roofs, not
so Classic style flat roofs. He offered comparative estimates for different material construction
techniques and finishes: all stone £35,000; stone facings and brick backing £30,000; stucco ferrocement
£27,000; all brick £22,000; brick and cement facings £23,000; stucco brick £25,000; and brick with stone
dressings £27,000. Materials in their order of merit he listed: 1. Barrabool Hills and Pyrmont stone for
door and window frames, string courses, parapets and chimneys; 2. Yellow brick for the same; 3.
Waurn Ponds [like Barrabool Hills stone] for the same; 4. New Zealand limestone for same. He
advised that the best service systems were: electric for lighting, a suction fan and wall vents for
ventilation, and steam for heating.
The Bulletin, p 14, included an item on the identity of the donor of the Bursaries to the new Catholic
College in Melbourne: Tom, after spending many years in a Sydney bank, went to the Cold Country and
amused himself reading law. His chief hobby, apart from making donations, is the study of ecclesiastical
architecture.
The Bursary rules Donovan defined: 1. Restricted to students in need of help. 2. Preference to be given
to Australians from descendents of Britons who have fought for our Freedom. 3. A written promise by each
bursar to repay.

THE APPOINTMENT OF ARCHITECTS
1915, 5 July
The Executive Committee resolved that Walter Burley Griffin, as an 'outsider', be asked to draw up
sketch plans for a new college in association with a local Roman Catholic architect, Augustus

Andrew Fritsch43: Mr. Meagher moved seconded by Very Rev Dean Carey ‘That Mr. Griffin be asked

                                                  
43 AA Fritsch was an architect of many churches with the major work of a domed cruciform church of French
character, Our Lady of Victories, 548 Burke Road, Camberwell in Melbourne, 1913-18, built in Waurn Ponds
freestone, a major 20th Century Australian church in the Romanesque style.
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to act in drawing up sketch plans in conjunction with an Architect who shall be a Catholic’. Dr AL
Kenny moved seconded by Mr. T McDonald ‘That the Catholic Architect be Mr. Fritsch’. The list of
Catholic Architects for selection was 1. AA Fritsch; 2. DV Healy; 3. Kempson & Connolly; 4. Kennedy
& Fick; 5. Keogh & Austen; 6. JJ Meagher; 7. JE Scanlan; 8. Robert H Schrieber; 9. GW Vanheems.
‘Other architects of note’ were also listed in the minutes: 10. Bates, Peebles & Smart; 11. Charles
D’Ebro; 12. Gibbs & Finlay; 13. Geo H Inskip; 14. Henry H Kemp; 15. Koch & Son; 16. Oakden &
Ballantyne; 17. Sydney Smith & Ogg.
A Building Committee, the Most Rev Daniel Mannix, AL Kenny, and MP Jageurs, was appointed.

1915, 16 July
Donovan letter to Kenny: I have received your kind letter of 11 July saying that the two Architects have been
asked to give a sketch plan of College. He believed this appointment was a simpler and quicker method
than a competition provided that they were good architects. But my impression, which may be wrong, has
ever been that Mr. Griffin is more a designer of towns and Parks than of buildings. He will be able, at least, to
suggest many American ideas for labour-saving which we need . . Mr. Griffin is American, and perhaps Mr.
Fritsch is German . . Plunge baths are hardly needed for men: shower-baths take smaller space, and are clean
and economical . . As far as possible all the ground floor might be of concrete, being cool, cleanly, and fireproof .
. Although the Chapel and public offices might stand a little back from the street, yet the entrance should be on
the street through a projecting tower or deep porch. He advocated that the light in the library should only
come from the ceiling. It would be prudent to secure an alternative estimate for a building entirely of brick as
well as one for stone . . My impression is that of your three colleges, the Wesleyan, Queen’s college, is the most
attractive in outward appearance.

1915, 20 July
Donovan letter to Mannix: The letter concerned financial matters, including a Federal Government
proposal to increase taxation on income. Perhaps Archbishop Carr would promptly see one of the Ministry
as he so kindly did on a former occasion and safeguard our interests. He then demanded that the committee
treasurers, Archbishop Mannix and Mr. Mornane, seek to earn bank interest on savings deposits of
the College fund.

1915, 23 July
Donovan letter to Mannix: My gift of Bursaries to your college is secured conditionally by my Will, and my
income must of course become liable to this fresh taxation pending the execution of my deed of Trust, which only
awaits the fulfilling by you people of my well-known conditions.

1915, 3 August
Agreement drawn up by Mr. Meagher signed between Archbishop Mannix and the
Architects: 1. Furnish preliminary sketch plans, scale drawings and estimate paid at one and a quarter percent
of £30,000. If accepted with or without changes working plans and specifications prepared for two and a half
percent of the contract price or if there is no contract a total of two and a half percent will be paid; 2. Arrange to
let the contract, superintend the works during erection and wind up the accounts; 3. Contract plans and
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specifications ready by 31 December 1915; 4. A total Commission of five per cent of the contract figure
including the percentages set out in item one; 5. We will superintend the work but a Clerk of Works will be
independently paid; 6. Any dispute between Griffin and Fritsch to be arbitrated by the Archbishop; 7. Any
dispute between Dr Mannix and the Architects to be arbitrated by Archbishop Carr; 8. If the building is
constructed other than by Contract, fees will be equivalent; 9. We undertake to supply the builder with all
necessary instructions and drawings free of charge to him and in consideration of this you will pay us an
additional one per cent upon the contract price (making our remuneration six per cent in all).

1915, 20 August
Donovan letter to Mannix: My request appears to be already granted, as I observe in the Papers among the
Government exemptions from War tax “the income of a religious, scientific, charitable, public or educational
institution” . . I am glad to learn that you will soon have sketch plans from the Architects.

1915, 8 September
Donovan letter to Mannix: Yesterday Mr. Griffin called to shew me sketch of college, of which I hasten to give
you my impressions; the first of which is surprise at absence of beauty, at extent of land covered by the building,
and at supposed cost. With Chapel and Library eliminated, with only half of one quadrangle finished, and
omitting top floor, Mr. Griffin thinks the cost would be £50,000: and yet I consider the building would be bald
and crude. I do not know the architecture, which may be “American”. Personally I prefer Gothic, but if that is
too costly, then a plainer style might be adopted, combining simplicity with grace. The only large public room
provided in sketch is a circular dining hall which is certainly novel but I think both ugly and inconvenient. The
usual shape is oblong, but even a square room with perhaps a dome is more convenient than a circular room.
The main entrance to the college is hidden in a corner with a garden-path leading from the street . . The size of
the quadrangle is unwieldy . . It would be better to fix one’s mind on completing one compact quadrangle of
three floors and quite self-contained, including site for Library and chapel . . This sketch suggests to me a
market place rather than a college, and I wonder where the spires come from, or why they are wanted.

1915, 9 September
Donovan letter to Mannix: One feature which at first I thought an advantage for privacy, now seems to me
fatal to his plan. He provides for bed and study rooms by multiplying and isolated lodgings, each housing four
students . . This plan is convenient in British universities where wealthy men give dinners and suppers to
guests in their rooms, and where supervision is at a discount: but it would be surely a mischievous plan of
college for us who look for tactful supervision of our students at all hours. This can be really exercised only
when students’ rooms open on a corridor . . Again, in wet weather corridors give access under cover to all parts
of college, thus dispensing with expense of cloister . . He has sunk the baths in the floor, an expensive luxury.
Shower baths are generally sufficient for men in this climate, as well as cleaner . . A large expense would be
saved by dispensing with hot water service in bed-rooms, and for radiators . . Laundry work might be done by
some convent laundry . . If Mr. Fritsch is German, he may be out of touch with British Architecture . . Perhaps
Mr. Fritsch would understand our prejudice for conservative architecture, while Mr. Griffin could supply the
newest notions in material and labour. Donovan included an additional letter: The more I think of Mr.
Griffin’s sketch the more despondent I feel about him as an architect. Donovan claimed that ‘a leading
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Sydney architect’ answered to the question ‘Is Griffin an architect ?’: ‘No he is a landscape gardener’.
Somehow I suspect the present plan emanates entirely from Mr. Griffin . . his sketch suggests to me a market, or
perhaps a pavilion in a Chicago exhibition building. An American is likely to have little reverence for British
traditions in Architecture . . A circus-shaped library might be tolerated, but a college-hall in that form would
become a mere restaurant.

1915, 11 September
Donovan letter to Kenny: He complained of the sketch shown to him by Griffin and wrote down six
points of objection: 1. Too spread out leaving no room for grove and park at rear. The quadrangle
needed to be: contracted greatly. 2. The Architecture is beyond me: attenuated spires on pagoda bases
surmounting circus-shaped library and dining hall. The windows are those of a state school . . the promenade
bisects lower windows. . . 3. Circular dining room is neither homely nor convenient . . 4. Student rooms are in a
terrace of self-contained houses approached by three steps, costly and perhaps dangerous, with separate outer
door, stairs, bath, closet etc to each house: - a system costly to build and wasteful of space and material.
However suitable it may be for gentlemen-commoners in an English university, who resist inspection and give
drinking parties in these rooms, it would be fatal to college life for Catholic students in Australia. Unrelaxed
and close inspection is needed even with all rooms on corridors. 5. No provision is made for a community of
priests which is absolutely necessary . . 6. Furnace, Laundry and all the very expensive Hot-water supply can be
dispensed with. The most luxurious hotels in Australia have few of these luxuries, and our boys need no
coddling . . Now I have to suggest that: 1. All rooms in plan should be rectangular and surround a quadrangle
of sufficient area to give brightness, sun and light, but not to cover unnecessary ground, needed for grove and
wood at rear of college. 2. Omit cloister . . All rooms to be accessible from corridors. 3. No student rooms to
overlook street, but public rooms . . run parallel with it. 4. The main entrance to abut on the street beneath a
tower or porch. 5. Omit furnace, Hot water system and Laundry . . Send washing to Convent laundry . . Cook
by gas . . 6. Group shower-baths and closets to convenient parts of building and in ample supply . . If the college
is to be finally of three floors, then it is better to build the three floors now than to add a third floor later on . .
For economy two of the largest lecture rooms could be used at first as chapel and as library, leaving the
permanent Chapel and the main Library to form part of a future second quadrangle . . I wish I was well enough
to express myself better, but I feel increasingly despondent the more I think of this outrageous plan. The
Architecture should be somewhat in keeping with the University and the other colleges, and the separate house
plan for students is simply impossible. Ask the Jesuits.

1915, 20 September
Donovan letter to Mannix: He registered surprise to learn from the letter of 10/9 that: the Architects
wish to have a model of their plan to place before the committee. This is reversing the order of things . . the
architects secured directions on 8 July to inspect other colleges, to build preferably in Gothic style, close to
street, and to leave as much space as possible at rear for garden and lawn. On these lines they were invited to
send a rough sketch, which I understand to mean one shewing position and shape of buildings, without details,
and which I should think could be finished in twenty-four hours. After checking and correcting this there would
follow a detailed plan, which is what Mr. Griffin shewed to me but not to the committee. He then complained
the student room arrangements were: impossible without loss of discipline and morals, servants will
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refuse to climb the stairs to clean the rooms, and putting two students within each suite is an
inflexible rule. He could not understand the need for a model. A model did not convey the interior
accommodations, he wrote: The college plan which Mr. Griffin shewed me ignores all of his instructions: 1.
The style is of no stage of Gothic, Dining Hall, future Library, hall and plan of students’ rooms resemble
nothing in this country nor in Europe. 2. The plan shews two floors instead of three, involving extra
foundations. 3 . . provision made for future extensions which with present plan must cover three-quarters of the
college ground, and the coveted Park will not exist. 4. The Architects’ plans were to include Chapel and Library
for £32,000. After omitting these two most costly items, Mr. Griffin estimates that what remains will cost
£50,000 . . The Sydney University invited Mr. Griffin, but not as an architect, to give them a plan for laying
out their Park. His plan was rejected. Mr. Griffin has never visited our University colleges, two of which are
architectural gems. The American view is that European art is effete. Catholic churchmen originated Gothic
architecture, and in Australia we seek continuity with their works of art, and our means are too scant to allow
of daring experiments to supersede Catholic architecture. Any man among us can call himself an architect, there
being no examination to pass, nor certificate needed. We can only judge the architect’s ability by his work; and
even then that is no sure guide because some “architects” employ “Ghosts” as do Sculptors and Painters. Has
anyone ever seen a Church or college built on Mr. Griffin’s plans? I believe he intends residing in Sydney, I
presume as an architect . . . The dining hall is always oblong in shape with dais at one end for Rector, Fellows
and visitors, who are thus dignified and in a position to supervise the students at meals. A circular room with
no raised dais, has no place of honour, there being neither top nor bottom to the room. This may suit the
“democracy” in America, but is unsuited to our ideas of respect for authority . . I am sending you by post a
short account of Sydney University, from the illustrations in which you will see the reverence we pay in
architecture to Catholic tradition . . mentally I can see every detail of more than one beautiful design either in
Tudor or in Early pointed architecture, in both of which styles a college might be built, stately and simple, and
without waste of money; but unfortunately I fail in the mechanical art of putting my design on paper . . I
strongly urge tying the architects down to £30,000 strictly . . Not only is a cloister not needed around the
Quadrangle but, as treated by Mr. Griffin, with a flat promenade on top actually crossing the lower windows, it
is an eyesore and a nuisance . . My plan gives, from the start, a temporary but dignified Chapel . . A new rough
sketch could be prepared at a day’s notice, shewing a quadrangle of about 140 feet square, that being the actual
dimensions of St Paul’s College Sydney which when complete will accommodate about 110 students . . [in
rooms] planned to open off corridors in the way that is customary in Australia and Europe except in a college
here and there at English universities, where such luxuries were provided for rich men in protestant times . .
There is one serious question of which I have only now thought. Does Melbourne University require your plans
to be sanctioned by them? If so, they would never sanction plans of a building so incongruous in style as Mr.
Griffin’s would be with the University buildings and its surrounding colleges, all of which are of some style of
Gothic. The intrusion of American Architecture among this classic group would certainly be resented . . I urge
strongly and I consider it necessary, that your committee should stipulate plainly the style of architecture for
the College. For instance, I would suggest a choice between Tudor style and early pointed . . Yesterday I visited
Sydney University where I gained in health and spirit, gazing at the beauty of its walls. Mr. Griffin’s flat domes
and tall steeples would convey to me no ray of hope or delight in a century . . It appears to me strange that none
of your Committee have thought it expedient to inspect our Sydney colleges: nor has Mr. Griffin. The affiliated
colleges here are of finer Architecture than yours in Melbourne and have had longer experience of management.
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Much is to be learned from them. Can you not send some member of the committee here to make inquiries, or if
not one of the committee then some trusty man of taste who could report to the committee. I am anxious to speak
with such a one and express my views, which are difficult to put in writing. Mr. Griffin promised to call again
but has not done so.

1915, 27 September
Marion Mahony Griffin gave the annual Henry George Anniversary Lecture for the Free Trade and
Land Values League in Melbourne in Walter Burley Griffin’s stead.

1915, 28 September
Donovan letter to Kenny: The letter questioned the procedures by which architects were chosen
without competition, and the drawings that followed. He repeated his complaints made to Mannix
about the design: The result is a structure more like a railway station or a Market than a Catholic British
college, and questioned the estimate. The model was inappropriate: I now strongly urge the committee to
put an end to further delay. They have a right and, I think, a duty to dictate the style of Architecture which
should be Gothic and Catholic and might be limited to Tudor or early pointed . . I enclose an old print of Sydney
University in decorated Tudor style which, in much simplified form without towers, would admirably suit our
Melbourne college . . Its great hall, equal to anything of the kind in older lands is stately and very Catholic in its
suggestions and ornamentation; while its beauty has haunted me since boyhood. Compared with this Mr.
Griffin’s circular Hall is a decorated Gas-Holder . . . I also enclose small sketch plan which I suggest for a
college in three floors.

1915, 29 September
Donovan letter to Kenny: This was a private letter in which he questioned Griffin’s standing as an
architect and mentioned the criticisms that Griffin was being subjected to with the design of
Canberra: We Catholics cannot afford to have experimental notions in Architecture thrust upon us. Has one
ever seen a college or a church designed by Mr. G? Scores of men can successfully build Stores, Shops and
Railway stations who could not build a Church . . Mr. G told me he has bought a water frontage to Sydney
Harbour and I presume, therefore, he means to live here. Points often made before were repeated again:
Surely you will not be allowed to spoil Melbourne University colleges which are all of Christian Gothic
architecture, by plumping down in their midst a spread-eagle Pagan Structure . . It seems to me that Mr. G is
putting off the discussion of his plans until (he thinks) there is no time to reject them and to call for fresh ones . .
I advise you not to wait for a model and to reject Mr. G’s plans absolutely. Insist on his obeying instructions as
to architectural style and form, and adherence to the customary shape of college buildings for a thousand years.
Mr. G is an American non-Catholic, and wants coaching in our needs.

1915, 6 October
Kenny letter to Donovan: The Model of Messrs. Griffin and Fritsch’s Design for our College was prepared at
the request of Archbishop Mannix and myself as a direct result of your criticism of the sketch plan shewn to you
by Mr. Griffin in Sydney . . models have been frequently employed in Melbourne . . Many of the items to which
you make objection (in the plan) were ordered to be employed (by Griffin & Fritsch) by resolution of the
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Committee after prolonged debate at three separate meetings. Some of the items were inserted on the urgent
advice of the Principals of Ormond and Queen’s Colleges. The question of the maintenance of discipline on this
plan has been under earnest consideration by our Archbishops for two months past, and is being investigated
by, amongst others, the Rector of Xavier College S.J. [Jesuit], who is consulting the heads of other Colleges,
Catholic and Non-Catholic. It will be unnecessary to send a member of Committee to Sydney. I am personally
familiar with Sydney University and St John’s College – I [an Oculist] have been an officer in two Medical
Congresses held in the University of Sydney also in two Catholic Congresses in St John’s College, and have on
those occasions explored both buildings from an architectural and personally interested point of view. It was
expressly the desire to avoid sending a member of Committee to Sydney that led to Mr. Griffin’s visit to you.
Kenny assured Donovan that the committee would be submitting its plans to the University Council
for approval. You are evidently wedded to Gothic ideals – many of us are not. I know that our Archbishops
and some members of our Committee, who yield to none in their earnest admiration of Gothic beauty, from
practical experience (St John’s College in Sydney is a case in point) realize the difficulty [‘impracticability’
crossed out] of satisfactorily providing the modern collegiate requirements in the interior of Gothic buildings. I
have traveled far and wide on several occasions throughout the world and have been keen about architecture
since boyhood and have studied it. I have been a member of building committees in many places, even Rome
itself  . . I doubt if any man exceeds me in my love for Gothic design. I am very doubtful if Gothic design is the
most suitable for our College. Kenny stated that only the Archbishop, Donovan and himself had so far
seen Griffin’s plans. The criticisms from Donovan had already been passed on at a meeting with the
two architects. Kenny reported that the two architects had personally visited the affiliated colleges,
and the sketch-plans had accordingly been designed to harmonize with: their disparate styles. Since we
have waited so long for our College we are determined that its Architecture will show that even in that respect
the Catholic portion of the community has a long heredity of success which it will demonstrate by sound
progressive ideas. One of our Executive Committee is a member of the Council of the University. When the fully
completed sketch plans and the Model are submitted to our Committee you may feel assured that every point
will be gone into and that your criticisms will be presented and that no decision will be come to until a solid
opinion as to the acceptability of the plan shall have been well formed. Kenny speculated that the College
might be built on commission. He stated that WL Bowditch of the College Requirements Sub-
committee had donated his personal library and a fund to maintain the collection. He suggested that
Donovan could add his library and picture collection: We in Melbourne are deeply sensible of our heavy
responsibilities in the erection of our Catholic University College – that we wish it to be superior to anything
existing in Australia – that we wish to treat our students as gentlemen and to turn them out as cultured
Catholic gentlemen prepared to lead in any walk of life and to give a good account of their religion and its
influence on their ideas and actions . . . we are contemplating no luxuries – what seem to you such are, we have
satisfied ourselves, are sound economies which minimize the number of servants, wages, breakages, building
expenses. The question of Gas Cooking, Electric Heating, and other such matters have been thrashed out in
Committee after having the best expert advice.

1915, 15 October
Donovan letter to Kenny: I am glad to learn that the plan for College will be decided by majority vote . . As I
have a vote I ask you to record it for absolute rejection of present plan and design for the following reasons: 1.
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The inside-out arrangement of bed and study rooms in tenements or flats is opposed to all experience in Europe;
practically excludes inspection for morals or for cleaning; invites night-walking, secret drinking, gambling and
vermin; negatives the idea of college or collective life, making externs of students. 2. The close and compact
quadrangle is abandoned. For a thousand years this plan has been proved necessary for discipline at night, when
the porter guards the only exit . . 3. The universal arrangement of rooms opening off inside corridors enables
study rooms to be let to poorer students as bed rooms . . This plan before us obliges the poorest Catholic student
to pay for two rooms as inseparable. 4. The cost is out of proportion to result . . 5. The cylinder shape for Dining
Hall and for Library is unheard of . . Melbourne reading room is octagonal, with very defective arrangements . .
6. Not only is permanent library omitted but permanent chapel is not included in cost of £50,000 estimate . . 7.
The present plan is for two floors instead of three as in the instructions . . 8. Even the sketch plan has not been
seen by the committee. Donovan summarizes at length the points he had already made. He then claims
that: my criticism is not that of a mere amateur of what is beautiful. It results from a deep study (with a distinct
object) of College building and arrangement throughout Europe and during many years . . I am familiar with
almost all other colleges, Catholic and non-Catholic, Ancient and Modern, in Britain and Belgium. . All this
was for one end. I was steadily piling up knowledge, more precious than gold, with which to adorn a college of
my own foundation for my fellow countrymen in Australia . . I am often invited by Convents to check vagaries
of “Architects”, especially in Chapels, for which I have designed Altars and painted windows . . It grieves me to
have to disclose so much of my silent work, but I feel that now it would be mistaken modesty and a dereliction of
duty if I concealed the fact . . I cannot make estimates, nor take out quantities, nor do a draughtsman’s work.
Men who can do no more are Mechanics, not architects. I can plan, mentally construct, and guide the hand that
draws the design. Anyone who is unable to mentally project a plan, having a defect which is all but incredible,
would be easily led away by a pretty white model of a monstrosity . . The plan will not bear amending. It can
only be rejected.

1915, 18 October
Walter Burley Griffin presented the August 1915 sketch plans and photographs of a white plaster
model to a meeting of the Executive Committee. The design consisted of two L-shaped blocks and
a central chapel. Criticisms of the design by Thomas Donovan were tabled. Griffin occupied one
and a half hours in explanation of the plans and in answers to questions.

1915, 22 October
Donovan letter to Kenny: An extension of three months for signing the contract was granted, but he
again objected to Griffin’s plan: His astounding idea of turning students out of college for sleep and study,
his only reply was “it is done at Oxford”. Donovan claimed that he spoke with an Oxford professor who
stated that discipline at Oxford was no guide for Australia: There they deal with men, usually of fortune,
and from refined homes . . there is at Oxford no pretence of supervision or supervision of men’s rooms . .
windows are barred and at night there is no escape from the quadrangle without knowledge of the Porter . . In
Mr. Griffin’s plans where are these safeguards for our boy’s morals? However you tell me that his plan is
favoured by Father O’Dwyer [the Jesuit Rector of Xavier College, a leading Catholic secondary school]
Archbishop Mannix and thre Bishops. That ends the discussion. No layman will dispute their authority in
discipline and morals . . I should point out that this ‘extern’ arrangement of rooms did not exist at Oxford in
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Catholic times. It arose in protestant Oxford, in times of the licentious Stuarts44 . . The most important question
is proper supervision of students’ morals in private rooms . . It is for you now to build the college of which I
shall never see a stone. As soon as my vote is recorded against this atrocity, I ask you to remove my name from
the committee, on which I can be of no possible use . . your architects, at least, and I are poles asunder in our
views and a discussion between us is a weary futility.

1915, 25 October
At the Executive Committee meeting the Very Rev JH O’Connell seconded Mr. Hayes: that the
Architects be requested to give an alternative plan. The Architect’s Sub-Committee of Archbishop Mannix,
Jageurs and Kenny were to instruct the Architects in preparing the Alternative Plan: 1. The building cost to
be £35,000; 2. Some purely Gothic design.

1915, 26 October
Mannix letter to Donovan: The reading of your letter at the Committee meeting gave me the deepest pain.
The Archbishop thanked Donovan effusively for his generosity to Newman College.
The Architect’s Sub-Committee met that day with Griffin and Fritsch to instruct them on the costs
and architectural style for an alternative plan. Donovan’s letter of 22 October was read to them.
Griffin was instructed to visit Donovan to discuss with him the ‘Original Plans and Photographs of
Models’ and to obtain Donovan’s ideas and: embody them in alterations of the original or the preparation of
the New Plan with all possible speed.

1915, 4 November
Donovan letter to Mannix: The committee are said to discover beauty and convenience in a plan which to me
is a hideous nightmare . . He will not give way because his object is concealed and deep seated. It is no accident
that he produced such a freak as a circular dining room. I am assured by those who know him that he does this to
enforce equality. There is no head at any table, no dais for Archbishop, Governor, Rector or Professors; and all
are lowered to the level of students. No restriction must be put on students at night, and giving them free access
to separate flats is simply the American view of liberty – in the land of “Free Love” . . those who know the man
have nothing to say in his favour or in favour of his socialistic propaganda . . His patron and countryman, the
mountebank [itinerant quack or charlatan] O’Malley will push him. However, nothing that I can say will
change fate which is against me.

1915, 26 November
Donovan letter to Mannix: After repeated failures to keep his appointments, Mr. Griffin has paid me two
short visits, and produced an altered ground plan shewing the usual arrangement of rooms off a corridor, but
retaining his huge and costly dome-structure at the corner, simply squaring the circle of the great Hall.
Donovan found faults with this plan, for example: the entrance arrangement, no finished quadrangle, a
very costly and elaborately buttressed swimming-bath, placed within a few yards of the Chapel sanctuary . . I
saw that it was useless for me to expect from Mr. Griffin any attempt at architecture, all styles of which he

                                                  
44 Cardinal Wolsey at Christ Church, Oxford, used this type of arrangement.
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openly condemns . . I gave him my sketch which has been put in form and sent to him to be placed before your
committee on Monday. Donovan then suggested that if his own plan was approved he would expand
his donations to the College: I am well aware that my plan will suffer in the committee’s eyes from the
absence of all those meretricious but unprofessional pictures from the deft hand of Mrs. Griffin, who is an expert
in this novel mode of disguising defects . . I saw at once the danger of Mrs. Griffin’s dazzling pictures and the
unusual model, imposing on some members of committee. Mr. Griffin has tried to put them before me, but after
a glance I put them away as a toy . . Both he and his young brother-in-law [Roy Lippincott] (who with Mrs. G
are responsible for the design) are clearly under the wrong impression that there is £100,000 ready for building
with . . I feel it is useless writing to Dr. Kenny who seems to be infatuated by a plan which to me is unthinkable.

1915, 27 November
Donovan letter to Mannix: When writing yesterday I omitted to enclose my ground plan of college . . . An
Architect has to obey instructions, or resign his post to one who will obey.

FINAL DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION
1915, 29 November
Walter Burley Griffin presented to the Executive Committee three different designs for the college
including the scheme already presented at the 18 October meeting. Griffin designed the reduced
November 1915 second scheme in response to Donovan's criticisms. Griffin had made available a
draftsman in the Griffins' Sydney office under Thomas Donovan's direction to produce a third sketch-
plan since lost. Griffin reported on his two interviews with Donovan in Sydney: Mr Donovan on the
first visit formulated certain main objections he had against the Original Plan. On the second visit Griffin
presented an Amended Original Plan in which Mr Donovan’s objections had been removed, inter alia, there
were central internal corridors, rectangular Dining Hall and Library, and a three-storied Building. As Mr
Donovan was still dissatisfied Griffin offered Mr Donovan the use and services of his draughtsmen to prepare
plans of the scheme that was in Mr Donovan’s mind. This Mr Donovan accepted and therefore Griffin placed
before the Executive Committee and discussed in great detail three plans: 1. The Original Plan. 2. The Amended
Original Plan. Cost per student £616. 3. Mr Donovan’s Plan. At the request of the Committee Griffin criticised
Mr. Donovan’s Plan as follows: a. The Building is suitable only for a small allotment; b. The Suites are not
accessible, convenient to each other, or not convenient for domestic service; c. Long distance from rooms to toilet
rooms; d. Corridors require a lot of space, gloomy, expensive to maintain, lack of privacy for rooms; e. A serious
objection that Students would have to go out of doors without any shelter in getting from one part to another; f.
The Fire Risk, smoke communication of fire, even in a fire-proof building construction; g. The large rooms on
ground floor cause structural difficulties in arranging the small rooms above, necessitating girders etc;
h. Cost per student £100 more for the same accommodation. There is more space in the Building but not more
accommodation; i. The Quadrangle would be too small and gloomy and would interfere with air currents; j.
Extensions would be difficult without duplicating parts.’ Archbishop Carr added to the minutes that: ‘in
the voting for the Plans (as recorded) it must be added that Mr. Bowditch by letter and Mr. Brennan by
telephone voted in favour of the Original Plan and that Mr. Donovan by letter voted against it.
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1915, 2 December
Donovan letter to Mannix: I have hitherto tried to do my duty in warning you about this “Architect” of
whom I cannot tell what I have learned in confidence . . In his Sydney office the usual views of the architect’s
completed buildings are absent from the walls, proving that he has never done accepted work. But he is careful
to decorate the office with Mrs. Griffin’s deceptive and gaudy pictures of our future college . . Whatever happens
do not allow him to erect that Mohammedan structure at the corner and covering the Hall. Its cost would be
enormous and without compensation.

1915, 3 December
Donovan letter to Mannix: those huge costly and meaningless corner domes and spirelets of stone. Their art is
frightful. A main rule in Architecture is “Form follows function”.

1915, 6 December
The Executive Committee voted to proceed with the ‘Initial Structure’ of the first scheme dated
August 1915. Documentation of contract drawings and specification began. ‘The Architect’s Sub-
Committee was authorized to instruct the Architects: to provide specifications, an estimate and bill of
quantities so that tenders could be called. The Sub-Committee was charged with getting a report of tests
on Artificial Stone [concrete]. Alternative tenders to be invited for Barrabool stone (perhaps with Pyrmont
facings), and for artificial stone (if test be satisfactory) with brick backing. It was agreed that a Brick exterior
was not to be entertained. No tender to be necessarily accepted.

1915, 14 December
The Building Committee of the University of Melbourne Council passed Griffin’s sketch-plan.

1915, 16 December
Letter by AL Kenny to the secretary of the Board of Public Health: the desire to complete the building
by March 1917 was expressed.

1915, 18 December
Donovan letter to Mannix: Mr. Griffin’s design is said to be something in Minneapolis, but Australian
workmen may not be able to copy it with safety . . let me have a copy of minutes of the meeting which adopted
Mr. Griffin’s original design and plan. I wish to have the names of all who voted for and against.

1915, 25 December
An article in the local Roman Catholic newspaper, The Advocate by Walter Burley Griffin
announced that only one L-shaped block of two would be built at this time [Appendix B].

1915, 31 December
Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan] letter to Donovan: The letter stated that £30,000 had then
been raised by Donovan’s due date with a fund of £40,000 previously in hand.
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1916, 4 January
Donovan letter to Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan]: He asks for a copy of the minutes of
the 6 December meeting wanting to know who voted for or against Griffin’s plan.

1916, 11 January
Donovan letter to Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan]: He repeated his request for names of
the committee members as he realized that all were for Griffin’s plan. Kenny sought procedural
advice from Archbishop Mannix.

1916, 12 January
Building published an article attacking the design of Newman College. This article was part of a
continuing campaign to discredit the Griffins, conducted by this magazine’s owners, editors and
writers, George and Florence Taylor. The magazine had given unqualified praise to the Griffins and
their work until there was a falling out between them over the conduct of Canberra planning and the
issue of a women’s auxiliary group to be attached to a newly formed town planning association in
Sydney. Marion Mahony Griffin was thwarted in her attempt to set up the women’s group. Florence
M Taylor was the author of this particular article: “Australian Architecture: Where It Succeeds and
Fails: with Particular Reference to the Melbourne Catholic College”.45 She specifically referred to the
views of Thomas Donovan, ‘a co-religionist of Sydney’, with whom she must have conferred but
there were also particular responses to the points raised by Griffin, in The Advocate, 25 December 1915.

THOMAS DONOVAN’S FINAL PROTEST
1916, 19 January
Donovan letter to Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan]: I now ask you to register in your minute
book at the next Committee meeting the following protest from me against the adopted plan of college:
I Thomas Donovan, protest against this plan as an outrage on Architecture, Ethics, and Economy;
ignoring as it does, the wisdom and experience of ages. It negatives in every detail the knowledge
accumulated by me during many years of pilgrimage to, and sojourn in, the world’s great seats of
learning, expressly to study for my fellow countrymen the best form and conditions for a Catholic
Australian home of learning, for the endowment of which I had prepared a sacrifice of my goods
beyond all parallel.

1916, 19 January
Griffin letter to William Gray Purcell46: Enclosed is a photograph [of the model] of college I am doing in
connection with the Melbourne University, for which the working plans are nearly completed.

1916, 20 January
Mr. Herbert Anderson and Mr. WH Whyte were appointed as Quantity Surveyors in conjunction.

                                                  
45 See Florence Taylor portrait [Figure 181].
46 William Gray Purcell was a fellow architect in Chicago with whom Griffin maintained correspondence.
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TENDERS AND A CONTRACT WITH BART MORIARTY
1916, 4 March
Moriarty letter to Donovan [from information recorded in a letter by Moriarty to Archbishop Mannix
on 20 June 1916]: At the instigation of Dr Kenny I wrote to Donovan asking him to accept my method of
building in lieu of the contract method, his refusal, and our need for secrecy.

1916, 8 March
Donovan letter to Moriarty, in reply to Moriarty’s letter of 4 March: The ‘Architect’ carefully noted my
views then carefully reversed them all in his plan . . . Then our poor boys, taken from their squalid homes, will
be plunged into a vortex of luxury which is bound to turn their heads to evil: two rooms each, sunken baths, hot
water in bed room, electric fans, heat radiators, pneumatic tubes and what not – most of which luxuries, I know,
are not allowed at Eton or Oxford even to the sons of our King . . . If it is ever erected, the building now
contemplated, will in future be a record of degradation into which we have fallen. It is already a subject of
ridicule to Protestants, and of shame to educated Catholics.

1916, 14 March
Tenders closed: from a notice in Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 7/3/1916, p 37.

1916, 16 March
The Executive Committee reviewed the tenders received but no tender was accepted. An Executive
Committee meeting reported approval of Plans of College by University Council, City Surveyor and
Board of Public Health. Donovan’s protest and resignation from the Committee submitted and read.
Kenny reported that the first two of Donovan’s conditions had been met with £40,000 in cash
donations in hand on 31 December last. Dr. Kenny reported that Archbishop Mannix, Mr Jageurs, he
and the Architects had opened at 2pm that day the five tenders in the office of Mr Fritsch. The tenders
were recorded on a sheet with the letterhead of ‘Marion Mahony Griffin - Architect, Landscape
Architect - Sydney’. The lowest price was for Artificial Stone from WE Cooper at £62, 773, and highest
for Barrabool Hills stone from WJ Kelly at £92570. Swanson Brothers, Shillibear, and Luff & Son were
the other three tenders with prices for various finishes. On 13 March Dr Kenny had reported to the
Building Sub-Committee that there were gross overstatements of quantities by the Quantity
Surveyors varying from 33% to 50%. Mr MP Jageurs confirmed the overstatements. Archbishop
Mannix moved seconded by Mr JM Kerr: That none of the tenders be accepted.
Kenny letter to Donovan: Informed him ‘with regret’ of the committee’s receipt of his ‘Protest’ and
resignation from the committee.

1916, 21 March
Executive Committee meeting: Mannix reported that Griffin had visited him and claimed that he
could get the College built in Artificial Stone [concrete] for £50,000. A reason proffered for the high
tenders was that it was well known that a contract had to be signed by 1 April 1916. Mannix asked
Roman Catholic architect, Bart Moriarty, to act as builder on a cost plus basis with an 18-month
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completion period for a price of £51,000. Moriarty said he was willing and signed a tender on the
Architect’s form on 18 March 1916. Moriarty’s address was 41 Millswyn Street, South Yarra. The
Diocesan Museum, Fitzroy, has many working drawings for schools and convents in Ballarat,
Victoria, designed by architect Bart Moriarty.

1916, 23 March
Contract signed between Archbishop Mannix and Bart Moriarty.
An advertisement in The Advocate, 22 May 1915, p 23, listed ‘Lusk & Moriarty Architects and Building
Surveyors Universal Chambers 325 Collins Street’.

1916, 24 March
Carr letter to Donovan: A Contractor had been secured for a stone building, cost £51,000, to
accommodate 50 students, without a permanent Chapel at this time but for the fitting out of the
temporary Chapel [Oratory], to be completed in 18 months. The third Donovan condition was thus
fulfilled.

1916, 25 March
Permit application lodged with the Melbourne City Council by Bart Moriarty was granted for £6
fee: Permit Registration Number 6029.47 The owner was listed as the Roman Catholic University
College Trustees. The architects were not listed.

1916, 28 March
Executive Committee met and the correspondence between Donovan and Mannix & Donovan and
Kenny were shared. Meagher advised that an Indenture had to be signed between Mannix, Moriarty,
Kenny and Meagher to establish that a Contract between these parties had been entered into on 23
March 1916 so as to satisfy Donovan’s third condition. Donovan was to be informed by Archbishop
Carr that the Foundation Stone would not be laid on 23 April. Pentecost was suggested as an
appropriate date for this ceremony.

1916, 31 March
Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan] letter to Donovan informed him that the third of his
conditions had been met, that the contract between Bart Moriarty and Archbishop Mannix had been
signed, and that Teaching and Domestic Staff were to be accommodated in the college in addition to
the 50 students.

1916, 4 April
Donovan letter to Honorary Secretaries [Kenny & TC Brennan]: I have received your letter of 31 March
from which I learn that, in order to enable Newman College my Bursaries, a contract has been signed by Mr.
Bart Moriarty, Architect, binding him to build within eighteen months the northern half of Mr. Griffin’s

                                                  
47 This information was kindly provided by Peter Navaretti.
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original plan for Newman College, to lodge only fifty students at a cost of £50,000 for the mere building. I note
that the cost of the Chapel is not included in that huge expenditure.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
1916, 11 April
The first sod was turned on the reserve.

1916, 12 April
Building published another Florence M Taylor article attacking the design of Newman College, “A
Catholic College: Self-confessed Day-Laborite Secures Contract: Is the Design Suitable? Need for All-
round Investigation”: For the present we are content to have our technical criticism seconded by Fitzpatrick,
the American architect, a world-acknowledged authority. The Fitzpatrick referred to was FW Fitzpatrick
who wrote three articles about architectural construction and aesthetic standards in Architectural
Record, 1908-09. The last was entitled “A National Department of Public Works”, which urged the
American Congress to establish an ‘Artistic Bureau’ that aids every city in formulating: a fixed and
artistic plan for progressive growth.48

1916, 15 April
Notice in The Advocate that existing lodge and trees had been removed from the reserve, that
‘Vaughan’s ploughs and scoops’ were leveling the site, and that Barrabool Hills stone had been
delivered to the site. Builder’s offices and sheds had been constructed.

1916, 4 & 17 May
Executive Committee met. The Foundation Stone laying ceremony was discussed. Donovan was
invited to attend the ceremony.

1916, 14 May
Archbishop Carr laid the first ‘bluestone’ [basalt] block of the basement construction.

1916, 18 May
A nine-month Royal Commission began into the political and bureaucratic obstruction to Griffin’s
Directorship of his Canberra Plan.

1916, 8 June
Donovan letter to Carr: I thank you for your kind letter of 5 June informing me that the foundation stone of
Newman College will be laid on Pentecost Sunday without any public function. This is only what might be
expected after the calamitous mistake in approving the design. The decision not to conduct a public
ceremony was in fact made because WW1 conditions prevailed.

                                                  
48 FW Fitzpatrick, “A National Department of Public Works”, in Architectural Record, February 1909, p 93f.
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1916, 11 June
Archbishop Thomas Carr laid the foundation stone. Walter Burley Griffin was present.

1916, 14 June
Executive Committee met to discuss heating and resolved to dispense with radiators in all 56
bedrooms but radiators in the 56 studies were retained.

1916, 17 June
Notice in The Advocate that the reinforced concrete dome was almost complete.

1916, 2 September
The Argus newspaper, p 18g, reported that Prime Minister William Hughes wished to introduce
conscription for compulsory war service for all Australian men of military age. Coadjutor Archbishop
Mannix became an eloquent spokesman opposed to conscription.

1916, 13 September
Griffin letter to William Gray Purcell in Chicago: You asked about the college and I am glad to say that it
came within my estimates of £50,000 and went right ahead last April and will probably be completed six
months before the 18 months period of the contract, which is moving rapidly for such massive work in
Melbourne.

1916, 11 November
Building published Florence M Taylor’s attack on architectural design in Melbourne. This time she
pilloried St Francis, Melbourne’s oldest and most beloved Roman Catholic Church, which she labeled
‘Freak Architecture’ [Figure 20a].

1916, 12 December
Building published another Florence M Taylor attack on architectural design in Melbourne, “Wanted –
at Once: Authority to Control Exterior Designs of Buildings in Australian Cities”. The NSW
Government Architects’ Department building was illustrated, labeled ‘Primitive Architecture’. The
street façade of the Griffins’ new ‘Café Australia’ in Collins Street Melbourne was labeled ‘Grotesque
Architecture’: We suggest to the owner [AJJ Lucas, the Greek Consul General] to seriously consider the
reconstruction of this ground floor frontage on aesthetic and architecturally correct lines before proceeding to
carry the remodelling any higher.

1916, 20 December
Donovan letter to Archbishop Carr: Despite the lowering values of the War, and the inroads of Labour on
Capital, I find that I can still maintain my original estimate of £1200 per annum for Bursaries in Newman
College . . Rules: 1. Applicants for my Bursaries must prove need of financial assistance, and preference is to be
given to the more needy candidates. 2. No Bursary to exceed £50 per annum and none to be allotted until thirty
matriculated students are in residence. 3. Number of Bursaries never to exceed half the number of resident
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matriculated students. 4. If a Founder’s Bursar gains some other Bursary or a Scholarship at the University, the
amount due to him from the Donovan Bursary Fund added to the other Bursary or Scholarship or Exhibition
must not exceed the total minimum cost of living and tuition in the Academic year at Newman College, plus
University fees. When making this calculation, the Founder’s Bursary is to be counted last. 5. Each Bursary
may be held for three years provided the Bursar is of good conduct and passes all prescribed examinations. 6.
Every candidate must be under 21 years of age, born in Australia, and a loyal subject of our King; must intend
to follow a secular profession, and promise to repay to the Founder’s Bursary Fund the amount of assistance
given to him from that fund whenever he is able to do so . . As to your kind offer of a voice in the college
Council, I feel compelled to decline it. In view of the indignities put upon me by the members of the building
committee, the true features of which were, I am sure, concealed from your Grace, my sense of self-respect and of
honourable dealing prevent me risking their possible renewal. The mystery of the pretended Architect with his
“offensive” design, the conflicting statements about the amount of money raised, together with the bogus
“Contract” have [sic] come upon me in old age as the sorriest lesson of my life.

1916, 22 December
First meeting of the Provisional College Council.
Dean Matthew McCarthy ceremoniously placed the bronze cross on the top of the flèche.

1916, 30 December
The Advocate carried a photo of the work in progress and a positive commentary.

1917, 12 February
Building published another Florence M Taylor attack on architectural design in Melbourne. However
one bank interior in Sydney was shown, which did not have in her view the ‘correct’ use of the
Classical Orders.

1917, 21 February
The Royal Commission ended into the political and bureaucratic obstruction to Griffin’s
directorship of his Canberra Plan. The Commissioner found in Griffin’s favor.

1917, 26 February
Executive Committee met and accepted tenders for furniture in ‘Japanese Oak’. The Committee
members and the Griffins preferred Australian hardwoods but these timbers were not then available
during the war years. An extra floor slab in the Education Building was approved so that a lower
level Lecture Room and an upper level Oratory were created instead of the two-storied Oratory as
documented.

1917, February
Donovan letter to Carr: I enclose copy of Regulations and form of application for Donovan Bursaries . . The
forms are those of the New South Wales Bursary Board condensed and adapted for use by Newman College. I
have increased the limit of age to 21, the amount of bursary to £60, and the quote of income for each member of
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applicant’s family to £60 – Each bursar will therefore receive £1.13.4 per week for the 36 weeks of his yearly
University course. My own cost of living is below this rate, but, in my own case, bed-room and study-room are
one. I must express the strongest wish that my bursars should have only one private room, which is all that is
allowed in the fine colleges within the University of Sydney. Most work is done in the Library at comfortable
desks, surrounded by books of reference. This method conduces to Thrift and Morality . . I strongly urge your
Grace and the council to move the University to exempt my bursars from lecture fees, if not in other Faculties,
at least in the Science course, which I prefer my bursars to select. In order to secure the great concession the
following arguments ought to have weight. 1. The Bursaries are restricted to students who are in need of money
help. 2. Preference will be given to Australians from descendants of Britons who have fought for our Freedom. 3.
A written promise will be given by each bursar to repay to the University the amount of fees remitted, as soon
as he is able to do so. 4. In Sydney University all public bursaries are exempt from fees.

1917, April
William Lamprey Bowditch died.

1917, Easter
Coadjutor Archbishop Mannix received £1000 from an admirer for having sustained editorial attacks
by the Argus newspaper on the anti-conscription stance taken by His Grace. He immediately
announced to the CWSG that the money would be used for the education of women at the new
Roman Catholic College.

1917, 6 May
Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr died. Daniel Mannix succeeded him as the Roman Catholic
Archbishop of Melbourne.

1917, 17 May
A brochure prepared by Archbishop Mannix listed donors to the Chapel fund to commemorate
Archbishop Carr. The donations were made at a meeting held in St Patrick’s Cathedral on Sunday 13
May 1917. Donors included Walter Burley Griffin and Bart Moriarty.

1917, 17 October
Cooking equipment installation tenders closed: Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 9 October 1917, p 57.

1917, 30 October
Ventilation equipment installation tender accepted: Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 30 October 1917, p 70.

1918, 15 January
A notice that a Hostel for Women was planned in conjunction with Newman College appeared:
Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 15 January 1918, p 9.
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1918, 28 February
Notice in The Advocate about the college taking in the first students on 4 March. The cost of the
building and site works so far was noted at £65,114/12/7. The article concluded: Although in several
parts of the fine building there is the unavoidable suggestion of the sacrifice of space and altitude to general
design, the college must, on the whole, be regarded as one of the most complete of its kind erected in Australia.

1918, 4 March
The first students received into the college.
A State Health Department Report claimed that inlet or outlet ventilation in the college building: did
not come up to the usual standard required for private schools or private buildings.

1918, 12 March
Building publishes another Florence M Taylor attack on the design of Newman College, “Unsound
Architecture: the Bungle of the Melbourne Catholic College”, which was responding to the imminent
official opening of the college. This time Donovan was characterized as ‘a much-travelled and gifted
gentleman’. She claimed that both Griffin and Fritsch were incompetent. She recorded Donovan’s
hostile views to the article by Griffin, in The Advocate, 25 December 1915.

1918, 24 March
The formal opening of Newman College took place before a crowd of 40,000 people.49 The
Apostolic Delegate Archbishop Cattaneo blessed the new College. The Acting Rector was Rev James
O’Dwyer SJ. The event was reported at length in The Advocate 30 March, pp 12f.

1918, 28 April
St Mary’s Hall, the Avenue, Parkville, opened by the Apostolic Delegate Archbishop Cattaneo. The
12 women in residence took tutorials at Newman College.

THE REVISED CHAPEL DESIGN
1918, 6 May
Archbishop Mannix suggested to the College Council that the Patrick Brennan bequest of £20,000 and
the subscriptions to the Carr Memorial Chapel of £13,000 be diverted to a new wing for students on
the site flanking the south side of the site axis, presently occupied by the Kenny Wing of 1957. Marion
produced sketch-plans [Figures 77a-80a] and prepared contract documentation for these ‘extensions’.
The extension design has 23 single rooms for students, plus one room for staff, all served by a central
corridor. Working drawing contract documents for an ‘Extension’ that has no location plan are held
in the Ryerson and Burnham Library of the Art Institute of Chicago.

                                                  
49 It is not known whether the Griffins and Fritsch were present. Donovan certainly was not present.
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1918, 16 July
Griffin letter to Mannix: From Dr Kenny I understand you have a letter from Mr. Moriarty complaining that
the means he is employing in caulking the arches will not accomplish the desired end of making the joints tight:
that there are other causes for the leaks; further, that there is no such thing as an elastic cement. The fault he
implied was in Moriarty’s procedures, which were conducted without reference to Griffin.

1918, 31 December
The new Newman College Rector Very Rev Albert Power SJ arrived in Melbourne from Ireland.

1919, March
83 students were admitted into the accommodation for 56 students.

1919, 15 August
Dr AL Kenny noted that the building, its equipment, development of the landscape and sporting
facilities on the reserve totaled £98,000.

1920, 13 January
Griffin letter to Very Rev Albert Power, Rector: Griffin informed the Rector that he was available
through the Federal Capital Office, Post Office Place, Melbourne. He also wrote that he had changed
his private address from 250 Punt Road, Prahran to Heyington House, Lansell Road, Toorak. He
wrote that Lippincott was following up all the matters previously raised in a letter from V Rev Power.
Griffin stated that he was studying plans for a new student building at Newman College.

1920, 21 March
Griffin letter to Very Rev Albert Power, Rector: Griffin explained that he had repaired the lantern
from rain penetration. Moriarty omitted certain flashing provisions, he wrote. Griffin had tested the
lantern glazing with a water hose.

1921
Donovan letter to Very Rev Albert Power, Rector, from an undated account by Father BJ Fleming SJ:
Years later in a vituperative letter to the current Rector, Father Albert Power, Donovan maintained that the
“buttressed” swimming pool “as both costly and an insanitary abomination capable of spreading tuberculosis,
syphilis, and every filthy disease”. Fleming commented that the point most important to Donovan was
the supposed lack of supervision of private rooms.

1921, 18 May
Agreement signed between Archbishop Mannix and the Jesuit Fathers regarding the
administration of Newman College. The property remained in the names of the Roman Catholic
Corporation for the Diocese of Melbourne and the Council of the College. The administration,
finance, discipline and studies within the College were to be controlled by three University-trained
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Jesuit Staff subject to the rules and regulations drawn up by the Rector and approved by the
Archbishop and the Council of Newman College.

1924, 15 April
Moriarty letter to Mannix: This was an independent report on the occurrence of cracking in the main
semi-circular arches in the dome; the tendency in the solid end walls to the library, kitchen, and end
pavilions to move outward where the masonry overhung; deterioration in the Barrabool Hills stone.
He believed that an architect needed to be retained for regular inspection and repair of the stone.

1924, 17 July
Griffin letter [address 35 Bligh Street, Sydney] to Father Lonegan: Griffin recommended bituminous
paint coats to the lantern roof and the seat along the Promenades and new flashing arrangements for
operable sashes in the Rotunda clerestory. Tiling methods for some patches on the kitchen and
cloister floors were described. Some timber sashes especially to the doors and windows to the
Promenade needed replacement. Griffin specified ‘Redwood’ timber joinery.

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS
1928, 5 July
Wrought iron gates to the rotunda roundabout were installed between Griffin’s existing reinforced
concrete gateposts. Charles Marshall designed the gates. His proposal for rendering over the existing
gateposts and installing a glass globe light on top of each post to replace each of the existing Griffin
lanterns apparently did not proceed.

1935, 26 June
Fritsch & Fritsch, Architects, letter to Very Rev Father JM Murphy SJ, Rector: Issue of the Final
Certificate for sheathing the Rotunda concrete dome with copper.

1936, 28 May
EM Nicholls in the Griffins’ Sydney office submitted a revised 1918 Griffin design for the Newman
College Chapel. Both Walter and Marion were absent practicing in Lucknow, India.

1936, 29 September
John Gawler (1885-1978) to Very Rev Father JM Murphy SJ, Rector: Walter Burley Griffin and local
Catholic architects had submitted new Chapel designs for an invitational competition adjudication.
The University of Melbourne Architect, John Gawler ranked five Chapel designs with Griffin’s
scheme placed first.

1937, 21 January
The Melbourne Herald noted that WP Connolly with Payne & Dale, architects in collaboration were
preparing Chapel plans. The designer of the Chapel was Thomas G Payne.
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1937, 26 January
A Chapel building for Newman College, designed by Architects WP Connolly, Payne & Dale, was
noted in Cazaly’s Contract Reporter, 26 January 1937, p36.

1937, 29 January
EM Nicholls letter to Rev Father Murphy SJ, Rector: The receipt of a £20 unsuccessful competitor’s fee
was acknowledged.

1937, 11 February
Walter Burley Griffin died in Lucknow Hospital in India.

1938, 26 May
Tenders for the Chapel opened.

1938, 31 August
Contract signed with Lodge Brothers Builders for a reduced Chapel design.

1938, 14 October
Chapel construction began.

1942, October
The Chapel consecrated.

1956
Student accommodation over the swimming pool and other Recreation Building alterations designed
and constructed by Thomas G Payne.

1957-58
Kenny Wing designed and constructed by Thomas G Payne.

1960-62
Donovan Wing designed and constructed by Thomas G Payne.

1962-63
Accommodation of the Library in the Oratory, student accommodation in the Lecture Room, and new
college offices in the Women’s Study area of the Education Building designed and constructed by
Thomas G Payne. A new Oratory designed by Father Michael Scott, Rector, and painter Clifton Pugh
was located within appropriated student suites in the South Student Residence Wing adjacent to the
Dining Hall. During this period many pieces of the Griffin-designed furniture were discarded.
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1965
Stone and concrete fountain to the roundabout in the courtyard designed and constructed by Thomas
G Payne.
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APPENDIX B:
GRIFFIN, THE ADVOCATE ARTICLE, CHRISTMAS DAY 1915

Walter Burley Griffin, “Proposed Catholic College in the University of Melbourne”, in The
Advocate, (25 December 1915), pp 26-27 [Thomas Cornelius Brennan, Editor]. This was the banner
headline to an article by Griffin in the local Melbourne Roman Catholic weekly newspaper. The
article heading was subtitled:

£30,000 Offered by Mr. Donovan, of Sydney, for Bursaries, on condition that the Catholics of Victoria Raise
£30,000 in Cash before End of this Year. Are we to lose this noble building?

Griffin’s text appeared together with an overall view of the white plaster model of the design of the
new Roman Catholic College, and a more detailed view of the chapel and its immediate flanking
teaching and accommodation wings. The caption to the overall view on page 26 read:

This photograph represents the Catholic College of the future. The first part of it, which it is hoped to proceed
with in the coming year, embraces the dome portion in the right hand corner and the two rectangular wings, the
front wing coming as far as the chapel entrance. The chapel will not be included in the first portion. But
whether any portion will be gone on with depends on whether the Catholics of Victoria make up the money
necessary to comply with Mr. Donovan’s conditions. There is only a week left, and still a good deal of money is
required. The plans had to be prepared in anticipation, for the original stipulation was that a contract had to be
entered into by the end of this year. The time for the contract (but not for the money) has since been extended by
Mr. Donovan to Easter next.

The Architect’s Description:

The following are the descriptive notes prepared by the architects to accompany the plans and models as laid
before the executive committee of the college: -

The factors in the design of this building can be generalized as aesthetic, economic, ethic.

1. Aesthetic Considerations.

As the art of music is based on consciousness of time through conservation of sound waves, and emphasis
through rhythm, so architecture is concerned with consciousness of the only other reality of which physical
beings are cognisant, in the preservation of the sense of space by its conservation and emphasis.

The land set aside for the Catholic College at the University of Melbourne gives full opportunity for future
growth of the building now to be constructed, and requires a scheme of classification and organization which
shall enable that part of the group first constructed to be complete, satisfying, and finished structure, and which,
at the same time, shall allow future additions without interference with convenience, unity and emphasis.
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The site is level and comprises ten acres of ground. This acreage is an advantage to make the most of. Were the
building to be crowded into a small space, the feeling of spaciousness of the property would be wasted. Although
the maximum effectiveness on a small lot is gained by running a building up into the air, as was done with the
cathedrals of Continental Europe, rising from the midst of crowded buildings, in an extended lot it is gained by
structures low enough for surmounting background verdure, occupying the perimeter and embracing parks and
gardens, uniting the impressiveness of emphasis of one dimension and the seclusion and charm of interior
courts, with expansive garden effects to which the flatness of the College site lends itself, and which, bounded by
high and irregular background plantations, slightly intersected, may be made to seem to belong to the extended
domain.

For a true park atmosphere the limitations may be almost completely obliterated and the boundary lines varied
to stimulate the imagination indefinitely, not confine its scope; and an infinite variety of always green, shrubby
vegetation of quick growth, in dense hedging screen plantations obviates the need for fencing otherwise than
temporary wire work, or concealed metal reinforcements.

Australian sylva is unsurpassed for architectural embellishment, with so much open lace-like delicacy and
subtle colourings of bark and stem, as well as foliage and profuse florescence.

For this setting the building group is designed primarily to enhance, not merely to be set off itself. Through
subordination in disposition and expression, simplicity in form and material, and recognition of the dominant
horizontal base, mounting gradually by stages to the culminating tower features, co-operation is attained, just
as in England, where the transplanted continental Gothic found itself in open park lands, it inevitably acquired
the horizontal direction of development. Probably nowhere else so well as in Japan have such site opportunities
been the consciously recognised determinants, and no traveller, I believe, escapes the wonderful impressiveness
and expansiveness there obtained by the most economical and disproportionate of means.

Here in the visible environment the most immediate architectural elements are the adjacent Queen's College,
diagonally disposed to the north, and, to the north-west, Ormond's towering features with glimpses of lofty
gables and flèches elsewhere in the directions of the colleges and the University of Melbourne west and south.
Palmerston Street, an approaching avenue from that portion of the city lying eastward, has given a [chance] for
central emphasis, in a terminal spire for the Chapel to dominate this section of the University hilltop.

With its strongly articulated circular form, the Dining Hall, north-east corner of the group stops the slanting
axis of Queen's College, and thus reconciles a juxtaposition otherwise distressing.

The whole college is arranged to face and associate, however, most intimately with the University proper, whose
wide playground arena must eventually be the focus of the monumental ensemble, one of the most important in
Australia.
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The material of the neighbouring colleges - freestone in small units of a warm greenish shade, blending with an
ample verdure, sets the key for this building and consequently established an arch modulus - and that in the
segment form, in recognition of the condition of low and multiple rooms, whose limitations and relation to the
site further determine the unit measure of 7' for this modulus of the whole structure.

To create a construction of integral members in the place of surfaces perforated or mutilated by fenestration, the
splay has been employed, supplying a massiveness not otherwise obtainable through revealing the whole
thickness of bases, walls and arches in the most impressive way possible to stone.

The whole enrichment of its intersections, with the horizontal forms, similarly sloping, provides delicate, yet
strong junctioning of the structural members.

This vertically emphatic motif carried throughout the building forms the colonnade for the cloister and is
developed above into lantern, pinnacle, flèche, and spire features with a dignity resulting from the very
simplicity of the means employed, as well as economy in construction.

2. Economic Considerations.

Analysis of the requirements of the College leads to the placing of the Ecclesiastical element at the focus of the
final whole between educational wings and accessible to all parts of the college under the covered way of the
interior cloister, and central external court cloisters, with the spire of its tower centering on the only
approaching avenue capable of marking this objective from a distance.

The domed General Administration and Service element together with two Students' Residence wings and their
Terminal Special Pavilions comprise the complete initial building, fulfilling all the purposes of the College. One
gabled wing is available for the Library, and one of the Lecture Halls carried through two stories [sic] comprises
the initial Oratory. The building of the Chapel can follow and then completion along the alternative lines of the
quadrangle or the street facades, a second domed corner forming the final large Library.

The Dining Hall seating 240 at table is square under the circular dome, with a gallery around it at the first
story (sic) level, and forms a room that can be used for general assembly purposes to seat 500. It is entered
through loggias from both street and court sides, and is equipped with dais and retiring rooms to be ready to
meet the varied needs of the young people.

This Rotunda with the group of offices and service quarters, forms the massive and most imposing features of
the present project. It is the pivot for the two extended wing's of students' quarters and the two shorter
administrative wings. The first story (sic) of one of these short wings forms the temporary library and of the
other the infirmary, which is thus isolated, but connected conveniently with the kitchen and services, separated
effectively from all the collegiate activities.
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The Administrative offices are in direct contact with the street entrance for access of the public, and in
connection with the Reception and Business rooms of the group, the quarters of the Rector being immediately
adjacent, though having also private entrance, and private garden, screened by hedges from the main entrance.

Centrally placed but at an exterior angle of the group is the Kitchen, entirely removed from access to the interior
courts, but with independent approach from the street and with independent service yard enclosed by hedges. In
direct connection with it are the Servants' Dining Hall and Veranda, and, in the second story [sic], the
Servants' quarters.

The Dining Room and Service quarters cover a basement convenient for the central heating, water and
pneumatic services, possibly also with a laundry.

The specialized Educational elements are in the initial buildings toward the university for quiet, and for closest
relation with the Lecture Rooms and Laboratories of the latter. In the completed group, the Library will enjoy
this distinction as a then more necessary accessory.

The specialized Recreational Rooms form the terminal of the arm towards the playgrounds of the College and of
the University. Here are housed Gymnasium, Natatorium, Billiard Room and other recreational features,
furthest removed from the other functions of the building, insuring the least disturbance.

The Residence suites of the students form the long lines of the two, or ultimately three storeys connecting these
terminals. At least 80' from any public boundary, these living quarters are assured privacy, quiet and
protection from dust by the intervening garden plantations. All suites are exactly alike, consisting of two rooms
- bedroom and sitting room - being arranged in groups of four, with bathroom and toilet rooms in common on
each storey, one stairway serving for each group. Thus the usually expensive and gloomy passage way is
entirely eliminated. All rooms have light direct from the sky; those in the first floor opening onto the cloister
having transom light above its roof level. At the same time the cloister gives continued covered passage from
and to all parts of the building, and provides both veranda and terrace facilities to all students, an arrangement
which gives every student intimate touch with the sequestered gardens, delightful and healthful, and primarily a
requisite in the sub-tropical evergreen Australian setting.

The segregation of distinct occupancies and the relegation of public and general communication to out of doors
dispenses with the otherwise necessary wood floors and carpets and their expensive care, since air and sunshine
need only vigour and a standing invitation to exercise and contact with nature. Another corollary is total
immunity from fire communication or panics.

3. Ethic Considerations.

The maintenance of order and right relationships among the individual student and between the students and
public and service bodies is rendered easiest by these wide separations of the various functions and by the ample
and especial accommodations severally accorded, eliminating friction and interference. The recognition of the
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individual self-restraint and responsibility as the primary factor in general discipline is the best assurance of a
wholesome and responsive institutional spirit nowadays. The least incentive to rowdiness, or mob spirit may be
expected to accompany individual consciousness of freedom and elbow room, all intercourse being as sought for
relief, not as imposed by circumstances to the extent of distraction.

Because of the seclusion, comfort, and privacy and completeness of the individual residence provisions, the
encouragement of sufficient social occupation constitutes the sole occasion of the several general meeting places,
whether Chapel, Dining and Assembly Hall, Gymnasium or Open-Air Cloister, Playfields or Park.

Only in so far as this building architecturally relies solely for effect on the honesty of expression of its purposes,
facilities, and materials, can it be universal and democratic in its appeal, since academic artistic conventions, or
historical associations are only remotely connected with the public of Australia, in fact, they could merely affect
one or another of a few special cults, and that, of course, is not the purpose. However, a degree of similarity in
the conditions and requirements of this institution does obtain with historic scholastic structures of the Catholic
Church, particularly in the sunnier climates. It will not be surprising, therefore, if this building exhibits general
resemblances [sic] to the ecclesiastical architecture of the romantic countries, and the pinnacled lanterns and
spire probably have their spiritual prototypes in Italy and Spain, rather than in the north, for these delicate and
light embellishments may be contrasted with the steep snow shed roofs or massive gloominess so appropriate to
the cold cloudy countries.

The article concluded:
The architects are Mr. WB Griffin, the winner of the Federal Capital design, and Mr. AA Fritsch, of the
National Mutual Buildings, corner of Collins and Queens streets, Melbourne.
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APPENDIX C:
GRIFFIN’S ADDRESS TO THE RVIA, MELBOURNE, SEPTEMBER 1913

“ARCHITECTURE AND DEMOCRACY”, or
“ARCHITECTURE IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES”

Walter Burley Griffin addressed the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects during his first visit to
Australia from August to November 1913. A journalist from the Sydney magazine Building
transcribed Griffin’s words, published on 11 October 1913, under the title “Architecture and
Democracy”. This article that recorded Griffin’s address is reproduced here except for the final
paragraphs, which come from the record of Griffin’s address in the RVIA Journal, December 1913,
under the title of “Architecture in American Universities”.

Having been welcomed to the meeting of the progressive Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, Walter Burley
Griffin said:

The Institute here probably holds a larger proportion of the architectural profession than ours does. I am afraid
in some respects we are behind the Australian and British professional standard in the practice of Architecture.
I have gone about the streets of Melbourne, and observed a greater amount of study apparently given to the
façades and to the buildings than is customary to find in the United States. In other words, the profession of
Architecture is not doing the building in the States to the extent that it apparently has been controlling it in
Australia.

That has a bearing on education. There is some little misunderstanding in the title of my remarks as put in the
programme. I was understood to take part in a discussion, and although a discussion has not been started, I
hope I will be able to start it, because as a representative of architecture as taught in the American Universities I
am not duly accredited, and you may have caught a Tartar in me. Let me explain. I presume there are men
present who have been resident in America; those I found in Sydney took exception to my remarks on education
in the United States. We have there a separation of Academic training from the practice of the profession. We
have not the office work and training as a requirement.

In my own experience I went from the High School (that is our highest grade school) into the University, and
took up architectural studies as I might have taken up any other science or art; and from there I went into an
Architect’s office, paid at the rate of £1 per week, or something like it. Though the ruling rate has changed the
same practice is now generally applicable to the training of architects in the United States. The course then (and
that is not perhaps as it is now) was devoted for the first two years to general science and mathematics, and to
the necessary mental training to lead up to the professional work as the last two years of the course. But, of
course, none is professional work in the sense of practice with a trained architect.
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It is understood that the man who has the Baccalaureate degree is only qualified theoretically, and in our States
his training requires supplemental experience before he is permitted to practice Architecture. The preparation is
made up of work in the Educational system, but with us a practitioner is only allowed to operate responsibly
after passing an examination in which he has to show the result of practical experience in the actual field of
construction, and in designing buildings that are carried out. This does not apply to all the States, but to three
or four of them at present.

ENGINEERING THE BASIS
Engineering is the basis of architecture under the American system, and has been till very recently the
dominating influence. The great advance that architecture has made in America is not in the field of academic
and scholastic architecture, but in engineering feats, and the complaint I have to register is that these
engineering feats have not been accompanied by adequate architectural development, that they have not been led
by architecture and made to express architecture or the fundamentals of architecture. The teaching that is in
vogue at present carries the name of the school in France where the bulk of our professional men of a generation
ago received their training, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, and architecture now is known as “Beaux Arts”
Architecture, evidenced in every city in the country, and particularly the Eastern half, and it is not with the
application of Beaux-Arts principles, but rather despite the Beaux-Arts principles, with the failure to apply
Beaux-Arts principles and a facility in adapting Beaux-Arts results to different conditions that I find fault.

DEMOCRACY ESSENTIAL
Our education is a reminiscence of Feudalism, as Louis H Sullivan has expressed it, which is carrying into a
time of democracy with the outward cloaking of democracy, the real essential mental attitude of the Middle
Ages, looking to authority for our beliefs and thought.

Democracy, to my mind, should be the essential of our thought.

We have realised the democratic trend for a long time now, in politics, especially, but we have not begun to
follow it into other phases of life where the necessity is not so plain.

Democracy, as I define it, is independence of thought. Democracy in politics is independence of action, but
action must be dominated by thought, and unless our thought is independent we are still in a feudalistic
environment.

The trouble with our education is that it has brought conventions in as authority, and these conventions are the
first thing that the student is taught. The first thing that he is brought into contact with in architecture is the
classic “order”, universally in European civilization. It was my own experience.

I went through the mill, and I would have probably followed the lines others had if I had not had the advantage
of contact with an independent thinker in Chicago, Mr Louis H Sullivan, certainly a deep thinker, and one who
has had opportunity not only to exercise his independence in his own work, and in his own way, but through his
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pupils to express the validity of his ideas.50 He had Frank Lloyd Wright with him for seven years, and Mr
Wright’s work expressed, not Mr Sullivan, but Mr Sullivan’s principles. Mr Wright’s work took on a very
different character, and has put itself on a plane with Sullivan’s in a different field and with differing
individuality entirely, exemplifying to me the soundness of this method of teaching as opposed to authoritative
one.

His emphasis was always laid on the essential connection between the structure and the use to which the
building was to be put, and the expression of it in form. In other words “form follows function” is the slogan
Sullivan laid down twenty-five years ago, evolved in his own experience gained in practice as a draftsman with
freedom from trammels in his early days, coupled with a brief training at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts for general
laws.

EVERYONE A GENIUS
The basis of my idea is an assumption that I have seen laid down that every child born on to the earth is a genius
in one of three directions, either as a scientist, an investigator of the truths of nature, or an inventor, an
experimenter, and a contriver of mechanical processes, or an artist, who gives form to these utilitarian things;
and teachers in the primary stages of education are willing to corroborate that assumption. They find numerous
evidences. There has been poetry composed by immature children equal to anything that is written in the
language, but a few years of school training is all that is required to obliterate any spark of ingenuity or any
gleam of truth of expression in those children. They are taught that the other man has set an ideal, that the other
man has expressed a thought, and that he is unapproachable. After this has been sufficiently impressed on the
mind of the pupil it is enough to kill any originality or freedom to do good work.

TIME’S CHANGES
We have our necessities in construction which are well recognised. Our materials have changed even in the last
ten years. In the last twenty-five years conditions have altered so completely from those of preceding times that
we can hardly find a way to adapt the preceding architecture to the present conditions, yet the greatest
ingenuity of architects of the present day is just in that direction. The results are usually incongruous, very
difficult to explain or excuse, nor with the idea that the Greek or the Goth, or some other highly educated
peoples, have said the final word in architecture, are we going to express our idea in steel and concrete. We are
building better buildings today, finer inside and out, than any people that we have any knowledge of in history,
and yet we acknowledge that the architecture of those buildings cannot approach anything in Mediaeval France
or in Ancient Greece. With that attitude we cannot get very far ahead. We will have to abandon the hypothesis,
I take it.

                                                  
50 Griffin later said that John Wellborn Root was as significant an architect and theoretician as Louis Sullivan. But
his audience would have read about Sullivan, and perhaps not Root, who had died more than 20 years before.
Sullivan and Griffin had been linked already in the Australian press. Florence Taylor’s husband, George, had
been fulsome in his praise of the Griffins and the Canberra Plan. George Taylor had portrayed Louis Sullivan
and Walter Burley Griffin as revolutionaries in modern architecture’s cause. See George Taylor, “An ‘Anti-
Tradition Building’”, Building, June 1914, pp. 56-61, and “Walter Burley Griffin – Rebel!”, Building, October 1913,
pp. 47-49.
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IN THE SCHOOLS
The difficulty is to put that into practice in the schools. I have heard it said, “What would you do? Would you
give students blank pieces of paper, and expect them to concoct magnificent designs forthwith, without looking
up the books?” I would not expect anybody to create a magnificent design in the beginning, and I do not think
the pupil need to set out to do such a thing.

I was taught, and the idea of the education of my time was, that students should have big problems to work out
to give themselves a chance to express the best there was in architecture before they were forced to go into life of
building warehouses, residences, and railroad stations. I think the sequence should be reversed.

HIS FIRST PROBLEM
My first problem in actual practice was a poultry house. (Laughter.) If I were to go in for teaching architecture I
would put that difficulty, or something similar, up to a pupil as his first example, and then let him build up
from the bottom. It would not tax his ingenuity probably to build a poultry house a little better than he had
seen. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) And after that he would take a second step in architecture. My second problem
was a stable, a small one. (Laughter.) That was fortunate, it was the right process. I did not have to borrow
anything to start with, and I started with the necessities alone. The total investment was sixty dollars in the
first building, and three hundred dollars in the second. If you divide those figures by five you will know what
they represent in your money. (Laughter.)

UNIVERSITY PROFESSORSHIP
Architecture is altogether too broad for one. I hope I have started a discussion, and think that will be the best
way to proceed with the subject. Very recently the architects of my city were consulted by the University of
Illinois to recommend a head for its Department of Architecture, which is second in age and largest of the
architectural schools in the United States, and these architects have made a representation to the President and
the Board of Trustees that there is an opportunity to establish a school in the West which would represent the
ideals I have just been giving you. I have received a cable here asking me if I would be willing to assume that
chair.

I hope I can get some encouragement from the Australian architects as to the advisability or possibility of going
into such an undertaking. I realise as well as anybody the difficulties that lie before one, especially taking a
school that has been established in the old way, with several hundred architectural students with a score or so of
instructors, all trained in the academic methods. I did not have to say any more than this when speaking at the
luncheon in Sydney the other day, when they requested a chance to think it over, and start a discussion, and to
get me into it when returning, and if I can start such a discussion here now I would rather have it than
anything else.

CONVENTION AND ART
The fundamental is what I have just said, and there is not much more necessity: That convention is not the
proper basis of art; that art is not something that is put on buildings or on to canvas or anywhere, applied, but
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that it is doing of some necessary thing in the best way that can be devised to do that thing, and that erecting a
building in concrete, for instance, will mean investigating the possibilities of construction, of surface treatment,
of economical handling, of scale, of colour, of form, rhythm, and proportion that can be brought to apply on that
material for the particular purpose it has to serve. I said that I was glad that the schools in the United States had
been so closely allied with the engineering schools, and I think therein will be their salvation; not that
engineering will dominate, but that it will be just the other way when its essential relationship to engineering
has been understood.

DISCUSSION
The President: I think that Mr Griffin has given us a good deal to think about, but it is a rather difficult
problem he sets in view of our own training. He seems to have been very lucky to have escaped a good deal of
convention.

Mr RJ Haddon:51 Although the main note of his remarks is very fine, what he has said will not find any echo,
perhaps, in the minds of some. Unfortunately many practicing men, and many students, are children of
convention, and feel the lack of that liberty which is the heritage of the artist. Most people hold that an artist
cannot put up a building, and that you must call in the man of steel, calculations, and hard lines, and the man
who will take the suggestion of the client to repeat a feature round the corner. The average client does not
sympathize with the man of democratic art spirit.

We cannot get away from the fact that the jerry-builder is the man who pleases the public taste, and the houses
in our suburbs are not built by architects, but by speculative builders. These builders lay themselves out to meet
the public idea, and give the people what they want. We seek to introduce good taste and academic design, but
success is not for the architect so much as for the jerry-builder. If a man is to practise his profession he must do
it from a deep-seated love of the work. If he is for making money he cannot carry out Mr Griffin’s ideas, because
there is a commercial side, which is of great value in our practice. Mr Griffin will realize that it is extremely
difficult not to teach academic architecture.

The idea which Mr Griffin has is to take a child and to develop his normal nature in such a way as to develop the
innate art that God has put there. That is education, but unfortunately the average student is not specially
fitted, and therefore in our technical schools and even in our Universities certain Academic courses are laid
down for the average student. Such courses usually lead through the Orders, teaching of history, and ultimate
development of design upon academic lines. The result is that here and there genius will be asserted – perhaps
even in spite of this; but in the end a man may come out with new ideas. But the average man does average
work, and we see many commonplace things.

Mr Griffin’s quaint way of putting truth is new to us, and his speech would be valuable if we could take away
two or three thoughts and work them out. One is “Form follows function”. In our work we ought to approach
each problem without prejudice. Site, North point, what the building is required for, necessary regulations, local

                                                  
51 See Biographical Notes for Robert Joseph Haddon (1866-1929).
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conditions, light, air, and weather, and without prejudice answer the question. I believe this is the way to
design, and if the students carry away that one thought they will do well.

MR GRIFFIN AND THE JERRY-BUILDER
Mr WB Griffin: The last speaker has introduced two or three sidelights which I would have liked to have
brought out, and has confirmed my idea that discussion is the way to get at these things. The jerry-builder, I
take it, is a natural product of architecture as it is taught. (Laughter and applause.) In the first place the
architect does not stoop to answer the problem that the jerry-builder’s attempts of getting the maximum result
for the least money, but when the architect does get really down to that bedrock principle he is able to drive out
the jerry-builder.

I have had some experience in putting enough time into the study of a £400 working man’s cottage to make it
cheaper than the jerry-builder could make it, and get more results for the same money, and that sort of thing has
led to repetition of that particular design. Then I found that combining house units and working them out in
what appeared to me to be the most economic way the largest problems could be solved, with results no jerry-
builder ever thought of, in the correlating of groups for convenience and attractiveness. Around the garden
cities of England, where an effort to compete has been made, the jerry- builder’s sale sign does not bring its
result. The people are going into these communities that have been carefully, economically, and scientifically
planned, and are leaving the jerry-builder high and dry.

Whilst all round these places the market has dropped, inside them the construction forces have been unable to
catch up with the waiting list.

There is another reason why the jerry-builder holds the stage. Architecture, as it has been taught, is based on
convention, and is thus a cult which the man on the street is not initiated into, and while we suggest the glory
that was Greece, or the splendor that was Rome in building, he knows nothing of Greece or Rome, he knows
nothing of what we are driving at, and consequently becomes disinterested in the whole subject and indifferent.
It is a remarkable fact that savage people build well and beautifully.

We cannot find a sample of savages building or even of animals erecting such monstrosities as some of our
structures. They have no architectural cult. Architecture is so real and necessary a thing in primitive lives that
the average man takes an interest in it, which accounts for the beauty of a Polynesian village as compared with
the Colonial Settlement alongside. Everywhere that primitive man has constructed he has done so with the idea
of the beauty of architecture, hand in hand with the idea of construction, proving to me that there is an intuitive
quality in the human mind that the human mind has the faculty of judging of rhythm, of rhyme, of those
beauties that are poetical; that it demands those things in its work, but when it is diverted in its appreciation of
architecture, to things which are irrelevant, it becomes confused, and finally it abandons the whole thing to the
architect or takes what it can get without the architect, because it does not understand what the architect is
trying to give it.
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ARCHITECTURAL TEACHING
The architect is trying to teach too much. Fergusson said that architecture died in the year 1500, and I think
that the corroborative evidence is very strong. Before that time architecture to count had to be homogenous. If
we are going to have architecture to count for anything in a city we shall need to have a common basis running
through all buildings. Where the architecture is permitted, as he is by his cult, to take his authority from
wherever he pleases, he is bound to disagree with his colleagues as to which precedent to adopt, and will put his
Gothic design alongside the other’s Classic building, and we have not seen a place where we have been able to
prevent that.

So, whatever beauty one has got into his own building is nullified by the contrasting beauty of an adjoining one.
No wonder “the man in the street” is “up in the air”. He gets no effect. He sees two buildings, and we cannot
get him into the habit of looking at one façade at a time. He is very apt also to look at the back end of the
building. Another hypothesis taken, which is not borne out by the facts of the case, is that the architecture is
confined to the one side. (Laughter.)

GENIUS
The question of genius, it seems to me, answers itself when we go back to the year 1500, and see architecture as
it was practiced without a cult or without self-consciousness, and where the average is high there genius does
not appear, and does not have to appear. Perhaps the word genius is simply an expression of low average.
(Laughter.) The basis of our study, I think, is Nature itself. If we can go into Nature that has been undefiled by
man we can get a beauty equal to that of any primitive architecture, or we have the architecture of the plants
and of the animals where Nature’s laws are allowed to work themselves out. Those laws are inviolate in the
emphasis of structural necessity, and taking advantages of natural conditions, and expressing those conditions
with the maximum possibility. The law of the survival of the fittest dictates that. (Hear, hear.) I trust some other
member will bring up another point. (Laughter.)

METHOD OF TRAINING.
Professor Payne: I have listened with keen and interested attention to Mr Griffin’s remarks, and I have noted
the shifting of his ground from his first to his second speech; in the former he advocated the individualistic idea,
and in the latter the communistic idea, showing that, although he advocates a departure in the method of
training architects, he still wishes to have the fundamental scientific and natural laws underlying any new
departure which may take place; therefore should he enter upon the same field of work as I have the honour to be
in, that of teaching, Mr Griffin will probably find that he will be bound to use a lot of material which he says is
humdrum and ordinary; at the same time, if he enters upon it, I think he will probably introduce a great deal
into the teaching of architecture, and would have the opportunity to bring out some of his new ideas.

Not being an architect, I feel somewhat diffident about speaking on architecture, so that any remarks I make
must be taken as those of an engineer. Mr Griffin spoke of architecture dying about the year 1500; but within
the last century we have had a new type of architecture springing up which is not directly associated with
architecture, but which nevertheless appears to me to be architecture of a very high order. For instance, we may
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take some of the bridges which are built; to name one, the “Pont Alexander III”, in Paris, than which no finer
piece of architecture in metal can be found throughout the whole world.

As regards to buildings adapted to a specific purpose, I would suggest to Mr Griffin that he should make a
point, whilst in Melbourne, of going into the new Public Library building, where I think he will see something
which will please him; the reinforced concrete dome is the largest yet constructed in this material; the original
idea for this building emanated from my colleague, Colonel Monash, and was developed and erected by the
architects, Messrs Bates, Peebles and Smart.52 Our Public Library furnishes a case in which the engineer can
effectively collaborate with the architect in applying form to necessity.

Further, Mr Griffin fortunately has the opportunity of seeing some works carried out by Mr William Davidson
at the Yan Yean, of which the Cascade is a work of art, and of a kind of architecture not usually so called53.
Many of the large dams that are built are highly architectural in appearance, and give a very good idea of what
can be done if one follows the utilitarian ideas at the basis of Mr Griffin’s remarks.

Mr Haddon spoke of the academic side of Architectural training, and I think Mr Griffin will agree that it is a
wise thing for a student to take a period and to study it closely from the standpoint of how it applied to the
peoples in that day, but not to tie himself down to that period, so that the student may apply the same kind of
thought to the problems of today; not the same ideas, but the same method of trying to meet the ideas which the
people of today demand.

I am very glad that Mr Griffin has taken up the standpoint that the first two years of architectural training
should be on the pure science basis. We have this in engineering training, and I hope that it will form also the
beginning for architectural studies.

In conclusion I trust that which Mr Griffin has said tonight will inspire the students of this Institute, and that
the Members and Fellows of the Institute will help the students to press forward to the day, which I hope may
not be too far distant, when there will be an important school of architecture established at the Melbourne
University, working in conjunction with the existing Technical Schools now carrying on some of the
Architectural training in Melbourne and in Victoria.

AN ENGINEER’S VIEWS
Colonel Monash: Unfortunately this is a subject upon which I cannot add much that is profitable by way of
discussion. I want to thank Professor Payne for his kindly reference to the Melbourne structure, which brought
to my mind that something might be said on the observation that Mr Griffin has made as to the relation between

                                                  
52 See Biographical Notes for John Monash (1865-1931). The large architect firm that designed the Public Library
Reading Room in Melbourne, 1906-11, was Bates, Peebles & Smart, descended from the firm established by
Joseph Reed (1822-90), the architect of the core Public Library building, 1854, Ormond College, 1880, and many
University of Melbourne buildings.
53 Yan Yean is the location of a water storage dam for the supply of drinking water to the Melbourne
metropolitan area.
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Architecture and Engineering. He told us that at first it was felt that the engineer dominated the modern
American architect, but that more latterly the principle was being built up that engineering was the
handmaiden of architecture; and I was very pleased to hear him say that, because I think that is the true
relationship between the two professions, as regards building construction.

I have always deplored what, in the earlier part of last decade, was the obvious growth of American building
construction, that the engineer and his activities dominated the situation; and the remarkable thing is,
according to my view, that the modern materials and the modern methods which have been available as the
result of scientific discovery and experiment, instead of being burdensome to the architect, ought to have been of
immense help to him. I mean by this that the modern systems of construction are infinitely more variable and
plastic, and more easily applied to expression in form than older methods. (Hear, hear.) And the wonder to me is
that we have had to wait so long for a body of architectural thought like this to arise, to take proper advantage of
the plasticity of modern steel construction, reinforced concrete, and analogous processes.

I believe that the Germans are beginning to solve that problem, and that we are gradually beginning to see the
breaking away from old conceptions of art towards making the fullest use of the idea that you can, by pouring
concrete into forms, achieve aesthetic results, while not impairing what is utilitarian.

COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE
Mr Arthur Williams [student]: I would like to ask Mr Griffin whether the education given in architecture in
American Universities has had any effect in improving the design of commercial and public buildings, and
whether it has raised the standard of the profession in the eyes of the public?

Mr WB Griffin: I can answer both questions in the affirmative, that it has increased the respect, as any
scientific training would, in which architecture is held, and that it has improved the character from an aesthetic
standpoint of architecture. The only danger that is brought in is the one I am trying to point out, that it is not
going far enough in directing architectural thought on democratic lines; that it is taking up what I call the
aristocratic or the authoritative standard for the teaching of architecture, and that the basis of our work is only a
reflection of better work that was done in other times.

It may be that that is better than the individual class we had before, and brings me to Professor Payne’s remarks,
and I am glad to point it out because it is a point I did not bring out myself. I only believe in individualism
because I believe in individualism there is communism, that that is the natural way to express communism. For
instance, it is a law of co-operation that free competition is the highest form of co-operation, and that
individualism when allowed to express itself produces common thought and common things. The other remarks
of Professor Payne and Colonel Monash I leave to this audience as supporting the propositions I put to you. The
Public Library I have not had a chance of seeing, but I have seen the stacks.
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[THE PUBLIC LIBRARY]54

The Public Library brought to my mind an observation of Professor Poole, who was one of our most

distinguished librarians.55 He thought that the stacks of the Congressional Library at Washington were the most
beautiful part of the building, and I agree with him; but the architects could not see that. They covered them up
with meaningless surrounding structures, with blind windows, and columns, and entablatures that had
nothing to do with the Library or natural expression; the stacks of the Melbourne Public Library rise over the
surrounding buildings, and give it the character that I think Professor Payne appreciates, and I do too. It is
unmistakably a library. It is unmistakably a form following function. His course of study of a period is just
what I believe. We have got to be able to appreciate the time when a building was erected.

We have to study that just as we have to study Nature to get the truths embodied. We cannot recognize useful
truths in modern architecture since 1500 Anno Domini, and we do not deem it worthy of our study. We do not
study the thing in ancient architecture that distinguishes it from modern architecture, and that is the thing that
I would call democratic thought. It works communistically. The builders thought the same when they did the
same. They did not select from other periods, and thus create similarity and dissimilarity. They actually had
common thought when they had freedom of thought.

[A METHOD OF DRAWING]
The Japanese illustrate by analogy a method of study in their practice of drawing when teaching, and instead of
doing as the European peoples do draw directly from models with the idea of copying them. They make their
study of the model, whether it be a form of plant or of animal, and draw subsequently from their own minds, not
from the model itself, thus extracting the elements that they desire for their purposes, and without incorporating
a lot of irrelevant and incongruous features that would defeat the object in making a drawing, which is not a
representation of a flower or an animal, but a representation of an ideal for a certain purpose, for decoration, or
for amusement, or for whatever it may be; which I would take to be a rational use for art, not photographic
reproduction.

                                                  
54 From this point the text is taken from the RVIA Journal.
55 Professor Poole was William Frederick Poole (1821-1894), Head of the Chicago Public Library, later of the
Newberry Library in Chicago, and founder and President of the American Library Association. Dustin Hadley
Griffin, New York (Walter’s grand nephew) kindly provided these details.
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APPENDIX D:
PROFESSOR NATHAN CLIFFORD RICKER’S LIST:

Professor Nathan Clifford Ricker’s List of architectural monuments appeared in the 1893-1894
number of the Engineering Societies students' magazine, The Technograph.56 Ricker's list was another
vital source for the examples of buildings from the past that Griffin knew, and might draw upon later
for patterns in the forms of parti, type, architectonic and character or style. Some of these patterns
were inspirational in the design of Newman College, 1915-18. During his course of studies with
Ricker in the Department of Architecture in Engineering Hall, 1895-99, Griffin presumably analyzed
and committed to memory the parti, typology, architectonic and character of the buildings on this list.

These examples were found in readily accessible texts. Ricker himself compiled history of architecture
texts for his students' use from his personal collection of books. These compilations were ultimately
bound and the volumes stored in the archive section of the Nathan Clifford Ricker Library at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

An overlay of footnoting indicates which of the building examples were significant sources in the
design of Newman College, University of Melbourne, 1915-18.

LIST OF ARCHITECTURAL MONUMENTS

Comprising the Most Important Examples of the Different Historical Styles
Prepared for the Class in History of Architecture, by N. Clifford Ricker, Professor of Architecture

EGYPTIAN
Daschour, Pyramid of. Gizeh, Pyramid of Cheops. The Sphynx. Karnac, Great Temple at. Karnac, Temple of
Chensu or Khons at. Karnac, Rhamession at. Ipsambul, Temples at. Edfou, Temple at. Philae, Temple at. Meroe,
Pyramids at

BABYLONIAN AND ASSYRIAN
Koyunjik, Palace at. Khorsabad, City of. Khorsabad, Palace at. Khorsabad, Temple at

PERSIAN
Pasagardae, tomb of Cyrus at. Nakschi-i-Rustam, Tomb of Darius at. Persepolis, Palaces at

SASSANIAN
Firouzabad, Palace at. Serbistan, Palace at. Mashita, Palace at

                                                  
56 “Ricker - List of Architectural Monuments”, in The Technograph, the Engineering Societies of the University of
Illinois, Champaign, 1893-1894, pp 97-106.
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JEWISH

Tabernacle, The57. Jerusalem, Temple of Solomon at. Jerusalem, The Second Temple at.
Jerusalem, Temple of Herod at. Jerusalem, Tombs of the Kings at. Jerusalem, Tomb of Absalom at

PELASGIAN
Mycenae, Lions Gate at. Mycenae, Treasury of Atreus at

ETRUSCAN
Cervetri, Tomb of the Seats at. Cervetere, Regulini-Galeassi Tumulus at

GRECIAN
Agrigentum, Temple of Olympian Zeus at. Paestum, Temple of Poseidon or Neptune at. Assos, Temple at.
Egina, Temple of Athene on Island of. Athens, Temple of Athene or Parthenon at. Athens, Temple of Theseus,

at.58 Athens, The Propyleum at. Eleusis, Temple of Demeter or Ceres at. Bassae, Temple of Apollo at. Olympia,
Temple of Zeus at. Athens, Temple of Nike Apteros at. Athens, The Erechtheium at. Halicarnassus, Mausoleum
at. Ephesus, Temple of Artemis or Diana at. Athens, Choragic Monument of Lysicrates at. Athens, Tower of the
Winds at. Alexandria, City and Monuments at

ROMAN
Nimes, Temple at. (Maison carree). Nimes, Temple of Diana at. Rome, The Pantheon at59. Tivoli, Temple of
Vesta at. Rome, Flavian Amphitheatre or Coliseum at. Rome, Circus Maximus at. Rome, Baths of Caracalla at.
Rome, Triumphal Arch of Titus at. Rome, Column of Trajan at. Rome, Tomb of Cecilia Metella near. Rome,
Mausoleum of Hadrian at. Rome, Palace of Flavian Emperors at. Pompei, House of Panza at. Baalbec, Temple of
Helios or Sun-god at. Rome, Basilica of Constantine or Maxentius at. Rome, Triumphal Arch of Septimus
Severus at. Rome, Triumphal Arch of Constantine at. Rome, Arch of the Goldsmiths at. Spalato, Palace of
Diocletian at

EARLY CHRISTIAN
Kelat Seman, Church of St. Simon Stylites at. Tourmanin, Church at. Rome, Church of St. Peter at. Rome,
Church of St. Maria Maggiore at. Rome, Church of St. Paul-without-the-walls near. Rome, Church of St.
Maria-in-Cosmedin at. Rome, Church of St. Clement at. Ravenna, Church of St. Apollinare - in Classis at.
Ravenna, Tomb of Theodoric at. Aix-la-Chapelle, Church at

                                                  
57 Moses’ Tabernacle, was known in the 1890s as a tent shape [Figure 129a], or flat roof [Figure 183c].
58 The temple of Theseus overlooked the space of the Agora, precedent for the parti of the Initial Structure [Figure
104c], and the ‘Skias’ precedent for the circular plan of the Newman College Rotunda [Figure 74a].
59 This concrete construction was the inspiration for the library at the University of Virginia by Thomas Jefferson
[Figure 95a]. The domes in the 1915 Newman College scheme [Figure 68b] referred to the Pantheon, the first
concrete dome construction, and Jefferson’s Rotunda.
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BYZANTINE
Ravenna, Church of St, Vitale at. Constantinople, Church of St, Sophia at. (Mosque). Ani, Cathedral at.
Moscow, Church of St Vasili Blaskenoy at

MOHAMMEDAN
Mecca, Great Mosque at. Jerusalem, Sachra Mosque at. (Dome-of-the-Rock). Cairo, Mosque of Ibn-Toulon at.

Cairo, Mosque of Hassan at. Cairo, Mosque of Kait Beyat. Cordova, Mosque (Cathedral) at60. Granada, The
Alhambra at.61 Seville, Alcazar at. Bijapur, Tomb of Mahmoud at. Futtehpore Sikri, Mosque at. Agra, the Taj
Mehal at. Sultanieh, Tomb at. Constantinople, Mosque of Suleiman at. Constantinople, Mosque of Ahmed at

ROMANESQUE
Pisa, Cathedral at. Pisa, Baptistery at. Pisa, Campanile or Leaning Tower at. Florence, Baptistery near
Cathedral at. Florence, Church of S. Miniato at. Palermo, Church of the Materano at. Palermo, Palatine Chapel
at. Monreale, Cathedral at. Venice, Church of St. Mark at. Milan, Church of St. Ambrose at. Parma, Cathedral
at. Chiaravalle, Church of the Cistercians at. Pavia, Church of St. Maria del Carmine at. Clermont, Cathedral of

Notre Dame du Port at. Issiore, Church at. Tournus, Church of St. Philibert at. Cluny, Abbey Church at.

Perigueux, Church of St. Frontinus at62. Fontevrault, Abbey Church at. Poitiers, Church of Notre Dame at.

Poitiers, Cathedral at. Caen, Church of St. Etienne or Stephen. Canterbury, Cathedral at. London, The Tower.

Durham, Cathedral at.63 Cologne, Church of St, Maria-im-Capitol at. Cologne, Church of the Apostles at.
Cologne, Church of St. Martin's at. Mayence, Cathedral at. Spires, Cathedral at. Worms, Cathedral at.
Schwartz-Rheindorf, Double Church at. Cologne, Church of St. Gereon at. Naumburg, Cathedral at. Bamberg,
Cathedral at. Vienna, Cathedral of St. Stephen at. Drontheim, Cathedral at. Hitterdal, Church at. Salamanca,
Old Cathedral at. Avila, Church of St. Vincent at. Tarragona, Cathedral at

GOTHIC

St, Denis, near Paris, Abbey Church at. Paris, Cathedral of Notre Dame at64. Bourges, Cathedral at. Chartres,
Cathedral at. Rheims, Cathedral at. Amiens, Cathedral at. Beauvais, Cathedral at. Paris, the Sainte Chapelle at.
Coutances, Cathedral at. Rouen, Cathedral at. Rouen, Abbey Church of St, Ouen at. Rouen, Church of St.
Maclou at. Rouen, Palais de Justice at. Alby, Cathedral at. Mount St Michel, Abbey and Church at. Paris, the
Old Louvre. Bourges, House of Jacques Coeur at. Paris, Hotel Cluny at. Antwerp, Cathedral at. Liege, Church
of St. Jacques at. Ypres, Cloth Hall at. Brussels, Town Hall at. Canterbury, Cathedral at. Salisbury, Cathedral

                                                  
60 The pattern of rib vaulting to the dome in front of the mihrab at Cordova Mosque was a precedent for the
design of the ribs inside the lantern atop the refectory dome at Newman College [Figures 76a & 76b].
61 The plan of the Hall of the Two Sisters within was a precedent for the crossing squares in the plan of the
secondary ribs in the Dining Hall dome at Newman College [Figure 52].
62 This church and its domes were Griffin sources from R Phené Spiers and Edouard Corroyer.
63 The dome ceiling of the monks’ refectory kitchen had a circular lantern supported by a network of overlapping
arched ribs. Griffin instead used a square lantern supported on two pairs of ribs with secondary overlapping
arched ribs in the design of the Dining Hall dome at Newman College [Figure 54].
64  In Paris Richardson visited Notre Dame, the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, the Louvre, and old friends such as R
Phené Spiers, recorded in Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, Henry Hobson Richardson, 1888.
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at. Lincoln, Cathedral at. Ely, Cathedral at. Westminster, Abbey Church at. York, Cathedral at. Westminster,
Hall at. Glascow, Cathedral at. Freiberg-im-Briesgau, Cathedral at. Strasburg, Cathedral at. Cologne, cathedral
at. Ulm, Cathedral at. Vienna, Cathedral of St. Stephen at. Brunswick, Town Hall at. Assizi, Church of St.
Francis at. Bologna, Church of St. Petronio at. Pavia, the Certosa near. Florence, Cathedral at. Siena Cathedral

at. Orvieto, Cathedral at. Milan, Cathedral at65. Venice, Doge's Palace at. Venice, Ca d'Oro Palace at. Burgos,
Cathedral at66. Gerona, Cathedral at. Seville, Cathedral at. Salamanca, New Cathedral at

RENAISSANCE
Florence, Cathedral dome at. Florence, Riccardi Palace at. Florence, Strozzi Palace at. Pavia, Facade of Certosa
near. Crema, Church of Moadonna della Croce near. Venice, Court of Doge's Palace at. Rome, Cancellaria
Palace at. Rome, Villa Farnesina at. Florence, Pandolphini Palace at. Rome, Farnese Palace at. Venice, Library
of St. Mark at. Rome, Basilica of St. Peter. Vicenza, Basilica at. Granada, Cathedral at. The Escurial, Palace of.
Saragossa, Cathedral del Pilan at. Mafra, Palace at. Gaillon, Chateau at. Blois, Chateau at. Chambord, Chateau

at. Paris, Chateau of Madrid near. Fontainebleau, Chateau at. St. Germain-en-Laye, Chateau at.67 Chantilly,
Chateau at. Paris, House of Francis I. Caen, Church of St. Peter or Pierre at. Paris, Church of St. Eustache.

Paris, Church of St. Etienne du Mont. Paris, The Louvre. (Old). Ecouen, Chateau at. Anet, Chateau at68 . Paris,
Palace of the Tuilleries at69. Paris, Palace of the Luxemborg at. Versailles, Palace at. Paris, Church of the
Invalids. Paris, Church of St. Genevieve or the Pantheon. Paris, Church of St Sulpice. London, Whitehall Palace
at. London, Cathedral of St. Paul at. Blenheim Palace. London, Somerset House at. Heidelberg, Castle at.
Cologne, Portico of Town Hall at. Stuttgardt, Neues Lusthaus at. Munich, Church of St. Michael at. Dresden,
Liebfrauen Church at. Vienna, Church of St. Carlo Borromeo at. Berlin, Old Royal Palace at (Alta Schloss).
Berlin, The Arsenel at. Dresden, The Zwinger Palace at. Dresden, The Japanese Palace at. Antwerp, The Town
Hall at. Amsterdam, The Town Hall at. Fredericksborg Castle. Copenhagen, The Exchange at. Stockholm, Royal
Palace at. Petersburgh, Winter Palace at

MODERN
Paris, Arch de l'Etoile. Paris, Church of the Madelaine. Paris, the Bourse. Paris, Arch du Carroussel. Paris,
New Louvre. Paris, Church St. Vincent de Paul. Paris, Northern railway Station. Paris, Ecole des Beaux-

                                                  
65  An image in Bragdon’s book ‘The Beautiful Necessity’ contained an image of Milan Cathedral with its myriad
pinnacles characteristic of the pinnacles on the Rotunda dome at Newman College [Figures 120a & 120b].
66 The spires at Burgos were perforated, a precedent for the flèche in the centre of the lantern atop the Newman
College dome [Figures 122a & 122b].
67 Philibert de l’Orme’s Chateau at St. Germain-en-Laye was a key precedent for the battered base to the whole of
the Newman College building [Plate 6.2a]. The Chateau’s flat window arches were a precedent for Griffin’s
windows to the Melson House Mason City, Iowa [Figure 187a] and for Marion’s perspective [Frontispiece].
68  This extraordinary chateaux was designed by the 16th Century French architect, Philibert de l’Orme.
69 Jefferson recorded that he visited the Tuilleries every day while he was the USA Minister to France. The palace
was by the architect, Philibert de l’Orme, the topic of an article by R Phené Spiers in the second number of the
Architectural Review, June-November 1897.
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Arts70. Paris, Library of St. Genevieve. Paris, Hotel de Ville, Old and New. Paris, Grand Opera House. Paris,
Palace of Justice. Paris, Church of St. Clotilde. Paris, the Exhibition Buildings. Paris, Church on Montmartre.
Paris, Vendome Column. Paris, July Column. Paris, National Library. Paris, Ecole de Medecine. Lyons, the
Bourse. Marseilles, School of Art. Brussels, Palace of justice. Brussels, the Bourse. Amsterdam, the Museum.
Petersburg, Cathedral of St. Isaac. Petersburg, the New Museum. Milan, Gallery of Victor Emmanuel.
Florence, Cathedral facade. Berlin, the Theatre. Berlin, the Opera House. Berlin, the Bauakademie. Berlin, the
Legislative Palace. Berlin, the Potsdam Railway Station. Berlin, the Museum of German Art. Berlin, the New
Synagogue. Berlin, the Monument of Victory. Berlin, the Bourse. Berlin, the Town Hall. Berlin, the Kaiser
Gallerie. Charlottensberg, the Technische Hochschule. Munich, the Glyptothek. Munich, the Pinacothek, Old
and New. Munich, the Ruhmeshalle near. Munich, the Royal Library. Munich, Church of St. Ludwig. Munich,
the Polytechnic School. Ratisbon, the Walhalla near. Dresden, the Court Theatre, Old and New. Vienna, the

Arsenal. Vienna, the Ring Strasse.71 Vienna, the Grand Opera House. Vienna, the Votive Church. Vienna, the
Town Hall. Vienna, the Heinrichshofe. Vienna, the Legislative Palace. Vienna, the Academy of Art. Vienna, the
Museum of Art and Industry. Vienna, the University. London, Bank of England. London, Church of St.
Pancras. London, the British Museum. London, Traveller's Club House. London, Reform Club House. London,
the New Law Courts. London, the Houses of Parliament. London, Hyde Park Memorial. London, the Albert
Hall. London, S. Kensington Museum. Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum. Oxford, the New Museum. Liverpool,
St. George's Hall. Manchester, the Town Hall. Manchester, the Assize Courts. Washington, the National
Capitol72. Washington, the Patent Office. Washington, the Post Office. Washington, the Treasury Department.
Washington, the Smithsonian Institute. Washington, the National Museum. Washington, the National
Library. Hartford, the State Capitol. St. Augustine, Hotel Ponce de Leon. Chicago, Colombian Fair Buildings73.

Chicago, the Auditorium74. Chicago, the W.C.T.U. Temple.75 Indianapolis, the State Capitol. Baltimore, the
John Hopkins Hospital. Boston, the State Capitol. Boston, Trinity Church76. Boston, the Public Library. Boston,
the Museum of Fine Arts. St Louis, the Museum of Fine Arts. New York, the Cathedral of St. Patrick. New
York, the Cathedral of St. John. New York, the Synagogue Emanuel. New York, the National Academy of
Design77. New York, the City Hall. New York, the Sun Building (Projected). New York, the Lenox Library.
New York, Trinity Church. New York, Madison Square Garden. Columbus, the State Capitol. Philadelphia,

                                                  
70 Felix Duban designed the Ecole des Beaux-Arts buildings. This famous school provided the pedagogy for
schools of architecture in the USA, such as Marion’s MIT and Walter’s University of Illinois, Champaign. Henry
Hobson Richardson and Louis Sullivan both attended this Paris school. A portion of Philibert de l’Orme’s
Chateau Anet was reconstructed at the Ecole [Figure 95c].
71 Griffin would be aware of Otto Wagner’s planning and architecture in the redevelopment of the Ring Strasse..
72 L’Enfant’s plan for Washington, and Daniel Burnham’s 1901 Mall refurbishment were precedence for the
Griffins’ Canberra Plan of 1911.
73 The Court of Honor was precedence for the precinct of legislative buildings for the Griffins’ Canberra Plan
[Figures 8a & 197].
74 Louis Sullivan designed this large auditorium, office and hotel complex, and had his offices in the tower. The
dining rooms of the hotel were precedence for Griffin’s Oratory at Newman College [Figures 135a & 135b].
75 Griffin admired John Wellborn Root ‘s ‘Woman’s Temple’, 1890-1892, [Figure 12a].
76 Designed by Henry Hobson Richardson, an influence upon Louis Sullivan and also upon the Griffins.
77 Peter Bonnet Wight, who migrated to Chicago in 1872, designed the Academy, 1862-1865.
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Girard College. Pittsburgh, the Court House78. Philadelphia, the Masonic Temple. Charlottesville, the
University of Virginia79.

                                                  
78 HH Richardson believed that the Court House building was his finest achievement. Griffin declared his
admiration for this building.
79 Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Latrobe designed the university. Many aspects of the planning and form of
this university were precedence for the design of Newman College.
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7. Thomas Jefferson, Land Ordinance, 1785, with Chicago area grid in ‘System of Parks and

Boulevards, Chicago, 1879-1880’

CHICAGO ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918
8a. Daniel Burnham et al, Court of Honor, World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893, &
8b. Daniel Burnham and Edward Bennett, proposed Civic Center Plaza, Chicago Plan, 1909
9a. Louis Sullivan, Transportation Building, the Golden Door, World’s Columbian Exposition,

Chicago, 1893, &
9b. Japan Exhibit ‘Ho-o-den’, World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893
10a. Henry Hobson Richardson, Marshall Field Warehouse, Chicago, 1885-1887, &
10b. Louis Sullivan, Adler & Sullivan, Auditorium Building, Chicago, 1886-1890
11a. Henry Hobson Richardson, Allegheny County Court and Jail, ‘Bridge of Sighs’,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1883-1888, &
11b. Louis Sullivan, Guaranty Building, Buffalo, New York, 1894-1896
12a. John Wellborn Root, Burnham & Root, Women’s Temple, Chicago, 1890-1892, &
12b. John Wellborn Root, Burnham & Root, Monadnock Building, Chicago, 1889-1892

MELBOURNE ARCHITECTURE 1880-1918
13. Joseph Reed, Reed and Barnes, Melbourne Exhibition Buildings, Carlton Gardens, 1879-

1880
14. Oakden Addison and Kemp, Australia Building, Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, 1888
15. Nahum Barnet, Auditorium Building, Collins Street, Melbourne, 1913
16. Alexander James Macdonald, Public Works Department, Post Office, South Yarra, 1892
17. John James Clark, JJ and EJ Clark, Queen Victoria Hospital, Lonsdale Street, Melbourne,

1910
18. Robert Joseph Haddon, ‘Reinforced Concrete Construction’, Melbourne, 1908
19a. Robert Joseph Haddon, Sydney Smith and Ogg, Eastbourne Terrace, East Melbourne,

1901, &
19b. Harold Desbrowe Annear, Chadwick House, The Eyrie, Eaglemont, 1903
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20a. Samuel Jackson, St Francis Roman Catholic Church, Elizabeth and Lonsdale Streets,
Melbourne, 1841-1845, &

20b. William Wilkinson Wardell, St Patrick’s Roman Catholic Cathedral, Gisborne Street, East
Melbourne, 1858-1869

GRIFFIN IN MELBOURNE 1913 & 1914-18
21. Baron Ferdinand von Mueller and William Robert Guilfoyle et al, Royal Botanic Gardens,

an Australian flora area, Melbourne, 1846-
22. John Smith Murdoch, Commonwealth Department of Works, Commonwealth Offices,

Treasury Place, Melbourne, 1910-1912
23. Walter Butler, Butler and Bradshaw, Queensland Building, William Street, Melbourne,

1912-1913
24. JG Knight and Peter Kerr, Public Works Department, Parliament House, Spring Street,

Melbourne, 1856-1861, 1877-1892
25a. Walter Burley Griffin, Café Australia, entrance, Collins Street, Melbourne, 1915-1916, &
25b. Walter Burley Griffin, Café Australia, rear dining room, Collins Street, Melbourne, 1915-

1916
26a. Walter Burley Griffin, Lippincott House, Heidelberg, in Melbourne, 1917, &
26b. Walter Burley Griffin, Lippincott House, entry door, Heidelberg, 1917

CAMPUS PLANNING TYPES
27a. Willoughby Edbrooke, University of Notre Dame, Administration Building, South Bend,

Indiana, 1879, &
27b. Henry Ives Cobb, University of Chicago, master plan, Chicago, Illinois, 1893
28a. Frederick Law Olmsted and John C Olmsted, Charles A Coolidge, Shepley Rutan and

Coolidge, Stanford University, master plan, Palo Alto, California, 1887, &
28b. Charles A Coolidge, Shepley Rutan and Coolidge, Stanford University, Inner

Quadrangle, Palo Alto, California, 1905
29. Ralph Adams Cram, Princeton University, master plan, Princeton, New Jersey, 1906-1911
30a. Day and Klauder, Princeton University, Holder Hall, separate entry dormitory system,

Princeton, New Jersey, 1910, &
30b. William Butterfield, Keble College, Oxford, ‘cloister block’ plan, 1867
31. McKim Mead and White, University of Virginia, proposed additions, Charlottesville,

Virginia, 1898
32. Stanford White, McKim Mead and White, New York University, University Heights

master plan, New York, 1893

GRIFFIN’S CAMPUS PLANS 1911-1920
33. Walter Burley Griffin, Preliminary Canberra Plan, October 1913
34a. Walter Burley Griffin, Canberra Plan, University Group diagram, 1911, &
34b. Samuel Knox, National University proposal for Washington DC, 1799
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35a. Walter Burley Griffin, University of New Mexico, Nucleus Plan, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, August 1915, &

35b. Walter Burley Griffin, University of Western Australia, General Grounds Plan, Crawley,
Perth, Western Australia, 1915

36a. Walter Burley Griffin, University of Sydney, General Plan, Sydney, New South Wales,
1920, &

36b. William Wilkinson Wardell, University of Sydney, St John’s College, Sydney, New South
Wales, 1859-1860

37a. Edmund Blacket, University of Sydney, Main Quadrangle Building and Great Hall,
Sydney, New South Wales, 1854-1859, &

37b. Edmund Blacket, University of Sydney, Main Quadrangle Building, quadrangle interior,
Sydney, New South Wales, 1854-1859

Chapter 3: APPEARANCE
FUNCTIONS MATERIALS AND FORM
38a. Plan of the Initial Structure, Newman College, 1918, &
38b. East elevation of the Initial Structure, Newman College, 1918
39a. View of the South Student Residence Wing of Newman College, 1918, &
39b. Cobb’s sketch view of the South Student Residence Wing and the General and

Administration Rotunda, Newman College, 1922

COMPARISON OF THE NEWMAN COLLEGE INITIAL STRUCTURE WITH QUEEN’S
ORMOND AND TRINITY COLLEGES
40a. Central Rotunda entrance and gate, Newman College, &
40b. Queen’s, Ormond and Trinity Colleges, photomontage, 1910
41. Trinity, Ormond, Queen’s, and Newman Colleges, entrance elevations, 1918
42. Percy Oakden, Queen’s College, northeast entrance elevation, 1888
43. Joseph Reed, Ormond College, northwest entrance elevation, 1880
44a. Joseph Reed, Ormond College, clock tower, 1880 &
44b Joseph Reed, Ormond College, porch and main entrance door, 1880
45a. Edmund Blacket, Trinity College, cloister and entrance arch, 1879 &
45b. Edmund Blacket, Trinity College, cloister interior, 1879

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
46a. Walter Burley Griffin, Newman College, South Student Residence Wing Cloister, 1918, &
46b. Detail of the tuck-pointed rusticated stonework, Newman College, &
47a. South Student Residence Wing, upper level double casement windows, Newman

College, &
47b. Detail of the typical vent in the window lead-lights, Newman College
48a. South Lobby Stair, General and Administration Rotunda, terracotta tiles, Newman

College, &
48b. Student set, air outlet plaster vent cover, Newman College
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48c. Dining Hall double doors, timber joinery details, Newman College, &
48d. Lecture Room chair, Newman College

THE GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATION ROTUNDA
49. Flèche and 3 pinnacles, Newman College
50a. Rotunda, southeast quadrant central entrance, Newman College, &
50b. Rector’s Reception Room, Newman College, 1918, &
51. General and Administration Rotunda, ground level plan, Newman College, 1918
52. General and Administration Rotunda, upper level plan, Newman College, 1918
53. General and Administration Rotunda, basement plan, Newman College, 1918
54. Dining Hall, dome ceiling, Newman College
55. South Lobby Stair, General and Administration Rotunda, Newman College, 1918
56. Dais area, Dining Hall, Newman College
57a. The Library, General and Administration Rotunda, Newman College, 1918, &
57b. Walter Burley Griffin seated in a Newman College Library armchair, 1918

CLOISTERS AND PROMENADES
58a. Southwest Entrance Hall to the Dining Hall, column-piers, Newman College, &
58b. Education Building, cloister foyer, freestanding column-pier base, Newman College
59a. Cloisters junction around the Rotunda and courtyard doorway, Newman College, 1918,

&
59b. Cloisters junction doorway from the rear garden courtyard, Newman College
60a. View of the dome, garden courtyard, east side, Newman College, &
60b. West Student Residence Wing, Rotunda, Kitchen, north elevation, Newman College,

1918
61a. South Student Residence Wing, cloister interior view from the Education Building, &
61b. South Student Residence Wing, promenade, view toward the Oratory in the Education

Building

THE RECREATION AND EDUCATION BUILDINGS
62a. Recreation Building, west elevation, Newman College, 1918, &
62b. Recreation Building, ground level, plan and section Newman College
63a. Education Building, south elevation, Newman College, &
63b. Education Building, east elevation with corner buttresses, Newman College
64. Education Building, ground and upper level plans, Newman College

THE STUDENT RESIDENCE WINGS
65. Student Residence Wings, typical student sets, plan and section, Newman College
66. Furnished student set, Newman College, 1918

Chapter 4: PROCESS 1915-18 & PROGRESS 1918-1965
67. Maps of the University of Melbourne and affiliated Church Colleges, 1872 & 1893
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WALTER BURLEY GRIFFIN’S DESIGN CONCEPT
68a. ‘Roman Catholic College’, presentation sketch-plan, August 1915 scheme, designed by

Walter Burley Griffin, drawing by Marion Mahony Griffin, &
68b. ‘Roman Catholic College’, white plaster model, aerial view, August 1915 scheme
69a. ‘Roman Catholic College’, white plaster model, two enclosed courtyards, August 1915

scheme, &
69b. ‘Roman Catholic College’, Initial Structure and Chapel, drawing by Marion Mahony

Griffin, August 1915 scheme
70a. ‘Roman Catholic College’, presentation sketch-plan, November 1915 scheme, designed

by Walter Burley Griffin, drawing by Marion Mahony Griffin, &
70b. ‘Roman Catholic College’, white plaster model, one enclosed courtyard, November 1915

scheme

DONOVAN’S CRITIQUE VERSUS GRIFFIN’S USE OF PATTERNS
71a. ‘Roman Catholic College’, white plaster model, August 1915 scheme, &
71b. Christ Church, Oxford, plan composed from its building eras
72a. Cloister access to the student sets, Newman College, &
72b. Promenade access to the student sets, Newman College
73. Rotunda, view from the rear garden courtyard, Newman College
74a. The Skias, the Agora, Athens, plan, 400 BC, &
74b. William Wilkinson Wardell, St John’s College, University of Sydney, Dining Hall, 1859-

1860
75a. Cass Gilbert, Capitol Building, Minneapolis/St Paul, Minnesota, 1895-1905, &
75b. Cass Gilbert, Capitol Building, basement dome and oculus to the entrance hall floor,

Minneapolis/St Paul, Minnesota, 1895-1905
76a. Lantern, Dining Hall dome ceiling, Newman College, &
76b. Cordoba Mosque, Mihrab dome ceiling, Spain, 10th Century

PROPOSED WOMEN’S HOSTEL AND REVISED CHAPEL DESIGN, 1918
77a. Walter and Marion Griffin, proposed Women’s Hostel and Chapel, ground level plan,

1918, &
77b. Walter and Marion Griffin, proposed Women’s Hostel and Chapel, upper level plan,

1918
78a. Walter and Marion Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, view from the south,

1918, &
78b. Walter and Marion Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, view from Swanston

Street, 1918
79a. Walter and Marion Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, transverse section, view

toward the altar end, 1918, &
79b. Walter and Marion Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, longitudinal section,

view toward the north, 1918
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80a. Walter and Marion Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, interior view toward the
altar, 1918, &

80b. Map of the University of Melbourne and affiliated Church Colleges, 2000

CHAPTER 5: MARION MAHONY
81. Marion Lucy Mahony, portrait photograph, aged 19 years
82a. Marion Lucy Mahony, ‘The House and Studio of a Painter’, elevation, Architecture

Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1894, &
82b. Marion Lucy Mahony, ‘The House and Studio of a Painter’, ground plan, Architecture

Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1894
83a. Arthur Wesley Dow, typical composition analysis, 1899, &
83b. Marion Mahony Griffin, presentation drawing, Joshua Melson House, Mason City, Iowa,

1912
84. Marion Mahony Griffin, presentation drawing, Stinson Memorial Library, Anna, Illinois,

1913
85. Marion Mahony Griffin, ‘View from the Summit of Mt Ainslie’, Canberra Plan, 1911
86a. Marion Lucy Mahony, Church of All Souls, Evanston, Illinois, 1902-1904, &
86b. Marion Lucy Mahony, Church of All Souls, interior, Evanston, Illinois, 1902-1904
87a. Marion Mahony Griffin, Archbishop Carr Memorial Chapel, east elevation from

Swanston Street, 1918, &
87b. Henry Hobson Richardson, Church of the Unity, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1866-1869
88a. Marion Lucy Mahony, Mrs Clara Mahony House, Chicago, 1906, &
88b. Gustav Stickley, ‘Living Room with Recessed Window-Seat’, the Craftsman, 1905
89a. Marion Lucy Mahony, Amberg House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1909, &
89b. Marion Lucy Mahony, Amberg House, dining room, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1909
90a. Walter and Marion Griffin, bench settee, Newman College, 1917 &
90b. Gustav Stickley, settle of fumed oak and soft leather seat, the Craftsman, 1905
91a. Walter and Marion Griffin, standard student study desk, Newman College, 1917, &
91b. Walter and Marion Griffin, standard swivel desk-chair, Newman College, 1917
92a. Walter and Marion Griffin, typical student set, Newman College, 1918, &
92b. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, dining room furniture,

Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1902
93a. Marion Mahony Griffin, Reeves House, front elevation, Melbourne, 1916, &
93b. Marion Mahony Griffin, Reeves House, plan, Melbourne, 1916

Chapter 7: PLAN PATTERNS AND STRATEGIES
THOMAS JEFFERSON’S ‘MONTICELLO’ AND THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
94a. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, view from the rear garden,

Charlottesville, Virginia, ca 1820, &
94b. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, first plan diagram, Charlottesville, Virginia,

1817
95a. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, view of the ‘Lawn’, engraved 1831, &
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95b. Philibert de l’Orme, Château d’Anet, 1549-1552, drawing by Jacques Androuet du
Cerceau, 1579, &

95c. Philibert de l’Orme, Château d’Anet frontispiece, Paris, 1549-1552

THE SEVEN-FOOT MODULUS AND GRIDS
96a. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, view of the ‘Lawn’ and the Library dome, &
96b. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, Pavilion VII, 1817
97a. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, Pavilion VII plans and elevation, 1817, &
97b. Philibert de l’Orme, ‘Another sort of portico in the Corinthian Order’, 1567, &
97c. Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand, designs for arcades using a grid system, 1819

SITING AND SETTING
98a. Russell Sturgis, Yale University, Old Campus development, New Haven, Connecticut,

1871, &
98b. Frank Lloyd Wright, Frank Thomas House, Oak Park, Illinois, 1901

THE BOTANIC GARDEN
99a. Thomas Jefferson, own house ‘Monticello’, garden plan, labeled plant species, Virginia,

1768, &
99b. Thomas Jefferson, own house ‘Monticello’, garden path sketch plan, 1807

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL PRECEDENTS
100a. ‘Roman Catholic College’, presentation sketch-plan, August 1915 scheme, &
100b. Temple at Beng Méaleâ, Cambodia, plan, 9th Century AD
101. Oxford University, site plan, ca 1550
102a. Initial Structure, Newman College, plan, 1918, &
102b. Christ Church, Oxford, plan, 1525-1546
103a. Christopher Wren, Tom Tower, Christ Church, Oxford, 1681-1682, &
103b. Roy Alston Lippincott and Edward Fielder Billson, Arts Building, University of

Auckland, New Zealand, clock tower, 1921-1925
104a. Christopher Wren, Williamson Building, Queen’s College, Oxford, 1671, detail drawn

by David Loggan, 1675, &
104b. Christopher Wren, College of William and Mary, program diagram, Williamsburg,

Virginia, 1695-1700, &
104c. The Skias in the Agora of Athens, site plan, 400 BC
105a. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda and South Student Residence Wing, Newman College,

&
105b. The French Roman Catholic Missionary Cathedral, Kweiyang, China, ca 1900
106a. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, south elevation, Cornell

University, Ithaca, New York, 1902, &
106b. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, plans, Cornell University,

Ithaca, New York, 1902
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107a. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, main building, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York, 1902 &

107b. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, the lodge, Cornell
University, Ithaca, New York, 1902

THE ROTUNDA
108a. George Robinson Dean, Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity House, plan and elevation of the

lodge, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1902, &
108b. Walter Burley Griffin, graduation photograph, 1899, &
108c. Engineering Hall lapel badge for architecture students, University of Illinois, 1899
109a. Walter Burley Griffin, General and Administration Rotunda, upper level plan,

Newman College, 1918, &
109b. Claude Fayette Bragdon, ‘The Geometric Basis of the Plan in Architectural Design’, 1910
110a. Philibert de l’Orme, #1 direction and wind diagram, 1567, &
110b. Philibert de l’Orme, #2 direction and wind diagram, 1567
111a. Philibert de l’Orme, diagrams for the cardinal directions, 1567, &
111b. William Richard Lethaby, ‘Oriental and Occidental Diagrams of the Microcosmos’, 1891

SPLIT-LEVELS
112a. Thomas Jefferson, the University of Virginia, Pavilion VI, longitudinal section, 1819, &
112b. Walter Burley Griffin, Student Residence Wings, typical section, Newman College, 1918

Chapter 8: ELEMENTS AND TYPOLOGICAL PATTERNS
THE DOME:
113. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda, dome, lantern, flèche, and pinnacles, Newman College
114a. William Richard Lethaby, Buddhist tope diagram, 1891, &
114b. Great Stupa, Sânchi, India, 1st Century BC
115. ‘Creation’ Exhibit, St Louis World Fair, 1904
116. Otto Wagner, Church Project, Vienna, 1905
117a. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, dome to the dining room,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1793-1809, &
117b. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, dining room dome construction,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1796, &
117c. Philibert de l’Orme, laminated timber arch construction, 1561
118. Philibert de l’Orme, rustic dome building, 1567
119a. Walter and Marion Griffin, dome structure variations, Canberra Plan, 1911, &
119b. Louis Sullivan, Holy Trinity Russian Orthodox Cathedral, Chicago, 1903

THE PINNACLE AND FLÈCHE ELEMENTS
120a. Walter Burley Griffin, the flèche and three pinnacles, Newman College, &
120b. Milan Cathedral, Italy, 1385-1485
121a. Henry Austin, Yale College Library, New Haven, Connecticut, 1841, &
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121b. Joseph Reed, Reed and Barnes, Wilson Hall, University of Melbourne, 1875-1882
122a. Burgos Cathedral, Spain, 1221-1260, &
122b. Burgos Cathedral, drawing, Spain, 1221-1260

THE CLOISTERS AND ROOF PROMENADES
123a. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing Cloister, Newman College, &
123b.Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, ceiling ‘rooflets’ to the colonnade,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1817
124a. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, East Range, Hotel D, Charlottesville, Virginia,

1819, &
124b. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, East Range, arcade access to student

dormitories, Charlottesville, Virginia, 1819
125a. Mission San Juan Bautista, view from the town square, California, 1797, &
125b. Mission San Carlos Borromeo de Carmelo, central entrance to cloister, Carmel,

California, 1797
126a. Angkor Wat, Cambodia, gallery colonnades, exterior view, 12th Century, &
126b. Angkor Wat, Cambodia, gallery colonnades, interior view, 12th Century
127a. Temple at Râmesvaram, drawing of interior walkway colonnade, South India, 17th

Century, &
127b. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing, cloister, Newman College, &

Temple at Râmesvaram, photograph of interior walkway colonnade, South India, 17th

Century
128a. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, colonnade, roof promenade, Charlottesville,

Virginia, 1817, &
128b. ‘Cliff Dwellers’ Exhibit, St Louis World’s Fair, 1904

THE SHALLOW GABLE ROOFS
129a. ‘The Tabernacle of Moses’, Congregational Church Exhibit, World’s Parliament of

Religions, Chicago, 1893, &
129b. Java Theatre, Chicago World’s Fair, 1893, &
129c. Walter Burley Griffin, Ralph Dustin Griffin House, Edwardsville, Illinois, 1909

WALL ELEMENTS
130a. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing, east elevation, Newman College,

&
130b. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, east elevation, window panels,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1793-1809
131a. Walter Burley Griffin, Education Building, east elevation, Newman College, &
131b. German Exhibit, Chicago World’s Fair, 1893, &
131c. Buddhist temple in the Summer Palace, Beijing, ca 1750
132a. Abbey of Mont Saint-Michel, France, plan of the choir, 1122-1135, 1446-, &
132b. Dwight Heald Perkins and Frank Lloyd Wright, Lincoln Centre, Chicago, 1902
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133. Shepley, Rutan & Coolidge, Art Institute of Chicago Building, 1891-1893
134a. Walter Burley Griffin, ground level window, Newman College &
134b. Christ Church, Oxford, 1525-1546, oblique projection

THE ORATORY CEILING
135a. Walter Burley Griffin, Oratory, interior, Newman College, &
135b. Adler & Sullivan, Auditorium Building Hotel, tenth-floor dining room, Chicago, 1886-

1889

THE GARDEN GATEPOST
136a. Walter Burley Griffin, one of four gateposts, Rotunda entrance, Newman College, &
136b. Walter Burley Griffin, Stinson Memorial Library, clerestory windows, capped pier

motif, Anna, Illinois, 1913
137a. Asher Benjamin, ‘Column and Entablature’, own Composite Order, 1839, &
137b. Congregational ‘Home Mission Church’, 1843
138a. Philibert de l’Orme, rustic column, 1567 &
138b. Philibert de l’Orme, own composite ‘French Order’, 1567, &
138c. Angkor Wat, Cambodia, square pier to the gallery colonnades, 12th Century

Chapter 9: STRUCTURAL PATTERNS
COMPOSITE TRABEATION AND ARCUATION
139a. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing, cloister arches, rear garden

courtyard, Newman College, &
139b. Henry Hobson Richardson, Glessner House entrance, Chicago, 1885

REDTENBACHER AND ARCHITECTONICS - RICKER AND GRAPHIC STATICS
140a. Rudolf Redtenbacher, trabeation, stonework lintel construction variations, 1883, &
140b. Rudolf Redtenbacher, arcuation, stonework arch construction variations, 1883
141a. Nathan Clifford Ricker, arcuation, stonework arch construction variations, 1884 &
141b. Nathan Clifford Ricker, projective geometry, domes and vaults, 1884

STONEWORK
142a. Roman arch, Bath, England, 1stCentury AD &
142b. Otto Wagner, bridge ramparts, Vienna, 1905, &
142c. Henry Hobson Richardson, ‘A Glimpse of North Easton’, bridge detail, North Easton,

Massachusetts, ca 1880
143a. Walter Burley Griffin, Stinson Memorial Library, exterior view, Anna, Illinois, 1913, &
143b. Jarâsandha-kâ-baithak Buddhist Temple, Giriyek, India, 3rd Century BC
144a. Henry Hobson Richardson, Oliver Ames Free Library, drawing, North Easton,

Massachusetts, 1877-1879, &
144b. Henry Hobson Richardson, Oliver Ames Free Library, reading room wall, North

Easton, Massachusetts, 1877-1879
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PLASTER GRILLE-WORK
145a. Walter Burley Griffin, Dining Hall balcony, plaster grille-work, Newman College, &
145b. Philibert de l’Orme, laminated timber truss arch variations, 1561
146a. Philibert de l’Orme, laminated timber roof structure variations, 1561, &
146b. Walter Burley Griffin, Dining Hall balcony balustrade, plaster grille-work, Newman

College, &
146c. Walter Burley Griffin, Dining Hall gallery, plaster electric light escutcheon, Newman

College

COTTANÇIN AND THE RIBBED DOME CONSTRUCTION
147. George W Bullard, Engineering Hall, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1894
148. Nathan Clifford Ricker, Library Building, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,

1896-1897
149a. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda, aerial view, Newman College, in 1928, &
149b Anatole de Baudot, architect, and Paul Cottançin, engineer, Church of Saint-Jean-

Baptiste de Montmartre, aerial view, Paris, 1894-1904
150a. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda, north to south section drawing, Newman College, &
150b. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda, northeast to southwest section drawing, Newman

College
151a. Peter Bonnet Wight, concrete shallow vault systems, 1892
151b. Walter Burley Griffin and David C Jenkins, Knitlock Construction, patent drawings,

1917

Chapter 10: STYLE
CHARACTERISTICS
152a. Walter Burley Griffin, Rotunda view from the rear garden courtyard, Newman College,

&
152b. Saint- Front, Périgueux, France, 1120 AD
153a. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing east elevation, Newman College,

&
153b. Abbey of Mont Saint-Michel, France, 1122-1135, 1446-

NEWMAN COLLEGE, THE SHINGLE STYLE & PRAIRIE SCHOOL COMPARISONS
154a. Henry Hobson Richardson, William Watts Sherman House, Newport, Rhode Island,

1874-1876, &
154b. Henry Hobson Richardson, Ames Gate Lodge, North Easton, Massachusetts, 1880-1881
155. Frank Lloyd Wright, Hickox House, Kankakee, Illinois, 1901
156a. Walter Burley Griffin, Emery House, Elmhurst, Illinois, 1903, &
156b. Frank Lloyd Wright, Ward Willits House, Highland Park, Illinois, 1902-1903
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NEWMAN COLLEGE & WRIGHT’S WORKS COMPARISON, WASMUTH VOLUME, 1910
157. Frank Lloyd Wright, Larkin Building, Buffalo, New York, 1903
158. Frank Lloyd Wright, Unity Temple, Oak Park, Illinois, 1904
159. Frank Lloyd Wright, Francis Apartments, Chicago, 1895
160. Frank Lloyd Wright, Lexington Terraces, Chicago, 1901-1909
161. Frank Lloyd Wright, Horse Shoe Inn, Estes, Colorado, 1908

Chapter 11: INTERPRETATION
EXFOLIATION
162a. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing, cloister, column-pier and

battered base, Newman College, &
162b. Southwest Entrance Hall to the Dining Hall, column-piers, Newman College

THE LIVING-BRIDGE
163. Walter Burley Griffin, South Student Residence Wing, promenade, view north toward

the dome, Newman College
164a. South Student Residence Wing, structural bays, rear garden courtyard, Newman

College, &
164b. Otto Wagner, bridge ramparts, Vienna, 1905 and Henry Hobson Richardson, “A

Glimpse of North Easton”, bridge detail, North Easton, Massachusetts, ca 1880
165a. Trajan’s Bridge, Alcantara, Spain, 105-106 AD, &
165b. Philibert de l’Orme, Chateau de Chenonceaux, bridgework, 1556
166. Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, studies on perspective, 1576
167a. Living-bridge, Kweiyang, China, 19th Century &
167b. Living-bridges, Paris, late 18th Century
168. The Tower and London Bridges, ca 1550
169a. Old London Bridge, ca 1550, &
169b. Old London Bridge, mid-span Chapel interior, ca 1550
170. Hasan-Beg Bridge, Isfahan, Persia, 17th Century
171a. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, north timber roof promenade,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1793-1809, &
171b. Walter Burley Griffin, West Student Residence Wing, promenade, view toward the

Rotunda from the Recreation Building, 1918

FOLIO 1: PORTRAITS
172. Edward Carpenter (1844-1929)
173. Archbishop Thomas Joseph Carr (1839-1917) & Coadjutor Archbishop Daniel Mannix

(1864-1963)
174. Ernest Howard Crosby (1856-1907)
175. Philibert de l’Orme (1510-1570)
176. Henry ‘Harry’ William Desmond (1863-1913)
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177. Thomas Donovan (1843-1929)
178. Henry George (1839-1897)
179. William RN ‘Billy’ Maloney (MHR 1904-1940)
180. Richard Phené Spiers (1838-1916)
181. Florence Mary Taylor nee Parsons (1879-1969)

FOLIO 2: OTHER GRIFFIN WORKS
182a. Walter Burley Griffin, Golf Club Building, Elmhurst, Illinois, 1900, &
182b. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, typical Hotel, the Ranges, Charlottesville,

Virginia, 1817-1819, &
182c. Philibert de l’Orme, Tuileries Palace, ‘French Order’ detail, Paris, 1564
183a. Walter Burley Griffin, Lamp House, view, Madison, Wisconsin, 1903, &
183b. Oskar Felgel, study for artists’ accommodation at Darmstädt, 1896, &
183c. ‘The Tabernacle’, flat roof version, ca 1895
184a. Walter Burley Griffin, Lamp House, plan, Madison, Wisconsin, 1903, &
184b. Thomas Jefferson, University of Virginia, second house, Pavilion V, plans and elevation,

Charlottesville, Virginia, 1818 &
184c. Philibert de l’Orme, own house, Paris, 1567
185a. Walter Burley Griffin, Emery House, end wall detail, Elmhurst, Illinois, 1903, &
185b. Golden Gate of the Sun motif, Phoenician Toran, Coin of Paphos &
185c. Great Stupa at Sânchi, East Toran, 1st Century BC
186a. Walter Burley Griffin, Harry V Peters House, Chicago, 1906, &
186b. Walter Burley Griffin, Russell L Blount House I, Chicago, 1911, &
186c. Walter Burley Griffin, Arthur Rule House, Mason City, Iowa, 1912, &
186d. Walter Burley Griffin, James E Blythe House, Mason City, Iowa, 1913
187a. Walter Burley Griffin, Joshua G Melson House, upper level, windows and rusticated

concrete voussoirs, Mason City, Iowa, 1912, &
187b. Walter Burley Griffin, Stinson Memorial Library, stone vent detail, Anna, Illinois, 1913
188a. Walter Burley Griffin, Stinson Memorial Library, light fitting detail, Anna, Illinois,

1913, &
188b. Walter Burley Griffin, Chancellor L Jenks Summer House, window joinery pattern,

Lauderdale Lakes, Wisconsin, 1907
189a. Roman terracotta block arch, Bath, England, 1stCentury AD, &
189b. Walter Burley Griffin, Rule House, Denison terracotta block, Mason City, Iowa, 1912
190a. Walter Burley Griffin and David C Jenkins, Knitlock Construction, patent drawings,

1917, &
190b. Paul Cottançin, Church of Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montmartre, patent brick cavity wall

system, Paris, 1894-1904
191a. Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin, own house ‘Pholiota’, plan and

elevation, Heidelberg, Victoria, 1922, &
191b. Thomas Jefferson, South Pavilion, own first house ‘Monticello’, plans, 1770
192a. Walter Burley Griffin and Malcolm Stewart Moore, Knitlock machine, ca 1920, &
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192b. Thomas Jefferson, South Pavilion, own first house ‘Monticello’, 1770
193a. Thomas Jefferson, own retreat house ‘Poplar Forest’, Lychburg, Virginia, ca 1820, &
193b. Thomas Jefferson, own second house ‘Monticello’, typical alcove bed, Charlottesville,

Virginia, 1793-1809
194a. Walter Burley Griffin and Marion Mahony Griffin, Canberra Plan, Chicago, 1911, &
194b. Philibert de l’Orme, equilateral triangle instrument, 1567
195a. Walter Burley Griffin, Capitol precinct, Canberra Plan, 1911, &
195b. Thomas Jefferson, Rotunda (Library), ground plan, University of Virginia,

Charlottesville, 1818-1819
196a. Walter Burley Griffin, proposed Capitol building, Canberra Plan, 1911, &
196b. Ziggurat of Belus, Babylon
196c. Ananda Temple, Pagan, Burma, 12th Century &
197. Walter Burley Griffin, Canberra Government Group, project model, 1
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